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THESE LECTURES,

ADDRESSED TO YOUNG MEN

AND DESIGNED SPECIALLY FOR THEIR USE.

ARE DEDICATED

TO TWO WHO DID NOT HEAR THEM,

lyj FOR WHOSE WELL BEING AND WELL DOING,

^ DOMESTIC, NATIONAL, HUMAN,

[Q THE LECTURER

\P HAS THE DEEPEST RESPONSIBILITY,

_l1 through WHOM HE HAS LEARNT TO FEEL

V FOR ALL THAT ARE ENGAGED IN THE CONFLICTS OF THEIR AGE.
•^

^

t

WHO HAVE TAUGHT HIM

HOW POOR, HELPLESS, AND USELESS

THE LIFE OF A FATHER ON EARTH WOULD BE

IF THERE WERE NOT A FATHER IN HEAVEN.
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PREFACE.

These Lectures, since they are in a great measure

historical, will inevitably suggest to the reader

the elaborate work on The History of Euro]pean

Morals, which has obtained so much and such

deserved celebrity during the last year. Much

as I might have learned from Mr Lecky's

volumes I determined not to look at them

till I had completed my own task. I might

have been tempted to borrow unlawfully from

them ; I might have confused my method by fre-

quent attempts to shew wherein it differed from

his. I can now read what he has written with-

out either of these dangers, and therefore with all

the interest which an author so wise and serious

must inspire. I can, however I may dread the

comparison, encourage my readers to consider care-

fully his statements and arguments even when

they are most at variance with mine.

With regard to Statements, it will be seen that

I am not likely to complain of Mr Lecky for being
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too severe on practices and notions which have

been grafted on Christian MoraHty and have been

supposed to form a part of it. The value of such

exposures—the duty of making them and of not

confining them to those from whose opinions we

dissent—I have recognized throughout these Lec-

tures. Some will think that I have gone further

than Mr Lecky, that I have exhibited the failure

of Greek, of Latin, of Teutonic Christianity more

conspicuously, if in less detail and with far less

learning, than he has done. I felt myself bound to

do so, because I was asserting a Theological basis

for Morality, and because the tendency, it seems

to me, in all these 'Christianities' has been to

devise another basis for it, Mr Lecky not pro-

posing this object to himself could afford to be

more tolerant of our offences than I have been.

Tolerance is not what I think any Christian

ought to crave for himself or of the Society to

which he belongs. But looking at the lives of

those whom he reverences most as examples of

a Christian life, he may ask that they should be

allowed to explain what they meant. Such men

as Chrysostom, Bernard, Leighton, believed in

Christ, not in their Christianity. They complained

of their own Christianity and of the Christianity

of their times, because they believed in Christ. It
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seems to me that if I apply this distinction to the

case about which I am most interested, I may-

arrive at a method of treating all opinions which

will do greater justice to them and to those who

hold them. Mr Lecky claims a right to test Uti-

litarianism, and all other isms, by their moral

effects. At the same time he makes large allow-

ances for the influence of the surrounding atmo-

sphere, and of opinions not included in the ism, in

determining the characters of men and their ac-

tion upon their contemporaries. Unquestionably I

think we ought to reverence a man much more

than any System which he boasts of as his, and

which cuts him off from other men. But he can-

not accept the compliment that he is better than

his System. He feels that it has taught him that

which makes him more a man than he would

otherwise be, he feels that he is below the standard

which it sets before him. Is it not possible to jus-

tify this belief of his; to ask what it is that has

made each man's system dear to him, what con-

nects it with his human life, and not with the nar-

row, selfish tendencies in him, which are inhuman?

May not Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius have per-

ceived something much higher than the word Stoi-

cism can express—an actual governing principle

for the life, not a congeries of opinions to be main-
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tained against all challengers ? May not the Hu-

manity which the Comtist dreams of be much

more to him than all his Positivism, than all the

volumes which set it forth? Believing that the

true centre of Humanity is He whom all Chris-

tian teachers and Societies have professed to

acknowledge, I must feel their delinquencies more

than those of other men, in so far as they have

fallen into Inhumanity. In the object of their

belief I find the reconciliation of the principles

which have been discovered to all the seekers

after some maxim for their guidance and the guid-

ance of mankind.

I do not pretend that I have given an example

in this volume of the method which I perceive to

be the right one. But I have aimed at it and

so have been prevented from adopting the clas-

sification of opinions which Mr Lecky deems

satisfactory. I cannot regard the Utilitarian

merely or chiefly as the antagonist of 'inde-

pendent Morality.' He may often speak as if

he were so; the younger champions of the

Sect whose main desire is to trample out every

belief which existed in the world before Bentham

was born into it, may gladly accept this negative

representation of their ofiice. But older defenders

of Utility, to whom years have brought the philo-
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sophic mind—the philosophic mind being I sup-

pose the equitable one—would perhaps be more

ready to die for the conviction which they embraced

in their childhood than their more passionate allies,

because they entertain it as a conviction and be-

cause they have learnt to reverence the convictions

of their neighbours as well as their own. If I had

no youthful recollections which gave me a regard

and affection for some of these I should feel simply

as a student that I was bound to recognize their

contribution as well as that of 'ihe independent

Moralist ' to Moral Science and Moral Practice.

The watchword ' independent Morality,' though

I recognize its worth, and accept it as an heirloom

from Dr. Whewell, I could never inscribe on my

banner. It must always be an awkward one for

a writer on Social Morality. His subject must

continually remind him of dependencies. Accord-

ing to me it begins from fixed relations ; we only

learn by degrees in what sense and under what

great limitations independence is possible. I ap-

preciate the importance of the stage in our exist-

ence when this word acquires significance. But I

cannot separate it from the obligations to the

Nation or from the affections of the Family out of

which the Nation is developed. A thoroughly inde-

pendent Moralist would I conceive be most immoral.
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I should be very ungrateful if I did not

confess how much I owe to Mr. Maine's work

on Ancient Law—not exactly for suggesting to

me the method of this book, but for assuring me

that in adopting it I should not depart from the

most considerate judgment of men aiming at

different objects from mine, and possessing a much

wider culture. I can scarcely express how great is

my delight that an eminent lawyer should find

himselfobliged simply by his legal studies to aban-

don the atomic theory of Society and to accept the

fact of Family Existence as its starting-point. I

am bound to acquit Mr Maine of all responsibility

for the consequences which I have deduced from

his doctrine ; I am equally bound to say how

much he has taught me by his own inferences

from it.

I ought to explain some omissions which would

seem to Mr Lecky very flagrant in the rapid

survey of the Moralists from Hobbes to Kant

contained in my eighteenth Lecture. He will

ask how such names as Hutcheson, Hartley or

Reid can have dropped out of the list ? Cer-

tainly from no disrespect to them or to Descartes,

Spinoza, Leibnitz, Condillac, Clarke, Butler, of

whom also I have said nothing. I deliberately

meant to omit all who could be represented either
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(i) as in any sense theologians, (2) as chiej

psychologists or physiologists. One of these last

titles would certainly be given to Hutcheson,

Hartley, Keid; their doctrines may have affected

Morality, but they are not primarily Social

Moralists. Hume earned the name— whatever

others may be due to him—when he enunciated

his doctrine of Utility. As I intended only to

select the most characteristic assertor of each

maxim, I should not have spoken of him as well

as Bentham if I had not desired to shew how

essentially different two opinions may be which a

common epithet has confounded. Mr Lecky has

also noticed this difference, but he has intimated a

preference for the Scotch Sage with which I cannot

sympathise. In accordance with the rule which I

laid down for myself I have alluded only to

Locke as a writer on Government and Toleration;

only to Kant's Ethical dogma. To connect moral-

ity with Politics and with all social relations has

been my wish throughout ; I hope that I may

hereafter explain where I discover the link between

it and Psychology. I should have made my

purpose unintelligible if I had entered upon that

question in these Lectures.

In an Inaugural Lecture—delivered three

years ago at Cambridge—I intimated an intention

of delivering separate courses of Lectures on
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Casuistry, Moral Philosophy, and Moral Theology.

In that design I have persevered to this extent

;

I have treated of the Conscience which I take to

be the subject of Casuistry in one set of Lectures,

of Social Morality in the present. But Moral

Theology has intruded itself into both ; the

effort to make that a distinct subject I have

found impracticable. It must be so for any one

who discovers beneath the Conscience which testi-

fies of our personal existence, beneath all the order

of human Society a divine foundation*.

* I have been asked by some wlio attended my Lectures at

Cambridge, as well as by friends elsewhere, to state distinctly

whether I accept the account of my opinions and objects which

was given a week or two ago in a very popular journal, the

Pall 21all Gazette. I am sure that if the author of that highly

flattering criticism does me the honour to glance at the titles of

these Lectures—I cannot ask him to take the trouble of reading

any one of them—he will perceive that he is bound to denounce

me as the most immoral of all writers on Morality, supposing

his estimate ofme to be the true one. He affirms that I have ren-

dered into a theological dialect the conceptions ofhumanity which

prevail in our age. I have affirmed that those conceptions of

humanity when separated from the old fovindation, which is

simply, broadly, satisfactorily announced in the formularies that

are repeated by children and peasants in all parts of Christen-

dom, are narrow, impractical, inhuman. If I am secretly under-

mining the doctrine which I appear to assert, I hope there

is honesty enough in each of my hearers—honesty enough in

the critic who has bestowed on me such kindly patronage—to

say with the old Homeric hero, ' I hate as the gates of Hell

the man who says one thing with his lips and hides another in

his heart.'

Cambridge,

Nov. 22, 1869.
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LECTURES

ON

SOCIAL MORALITY.

LECTURE L

SOCIAL MORALITY ; WHAT IT IS AND HOW
IT SHOULD BE TREATED.

I HAVE proposed to deliver a course of lectures Lect. i.

on Social Morality. You may ask me what I oi-jectTill Tt- n •
^f*^"**

understand by that phrase. If my sense of it Lecture.

differed from the ordinary sense I would begin

by telling you what the difference is. But so far

as I know, my sense is the ordinary sense. What
that is I think we may ascertain if we question

different writers on Society and the manners of

Society about their object. If we can discover

something which has been common to them all

amidst the greatest disagreements of opinion,

taste and character, we may conclude that to

be the aim of the Social Moralist as such. It

mio^ht seem most natural to take the earliest of

them first. My inclination would be in favour

of that method. But the old writers are often

said to be obsolete or to deal in book-wisdom,

1
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i^ECT. I. not in practical wisdom. I will begin with one

who is open to no such suspicion.

Chester- In tlic last ccuturj a series of Letters appeared

—1773). of which you have all heard, which some of you

may possibly have read. They were addressed by

Lord Chesterfield to his son. They were intended

to form the manners of a young man, to cultivate

in him the ease and grace which he may have

inherited from at least one of his parents. If I

said that Lord Chesterfield composed a Code of

Manners for his son's use I should mislead you.

He would have objected to the word * Code,' as

savouring of legal pedantry. Formal rules would

What he not have produced the effect he desired. He
in his edu- would rather set before his pupil examples which

were to be imitated or shunned. He had studied

these examples in France as well as England; he

possessed clear and keen habits of observation;

he was himself the observed of all observers. For

the kind of task which he imposed upon himself

no one could be better fitted. The limits of that

task were strictly defined. He did not care what

it might behove men to do or to be who lay

beyond the flaming battlements of Hhe world';

he only troubled himself about that class which^

according to his charts, was comprehended within

Formation Hhe world'. lu them he sought not merely cer-

tain outward acts, but an internal habit, a some-

thing which would give to all their doings, words,

gestures, evenness and order. He demanded of

them for this end abstinence from many ways and
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practices into which if they did not count them- i^ect. i.

selves members of a S23ecial circle they might fall.

He assumed the existence of a standard to which

they ought to be assimilated. Here is Social

Morality as illustrated by one of its professors.

If we pass from these letters of Chesterfield to The novels

some of the very able and elaborate novels which century.

were produced in the same century, we are pre-

sented with other and much more varied pictures

of Social Morality. Fielding had probably no ac- Fielding

cess to the sacred inclosure within which Chester- 1754).

field dwelt. He was a metropolitan Justice of the

Peace ; he had known personally something of

those who came before him in that capacity, much

also of the life of ordinary citizens and country

squires, of schoolmasters and clergymen. In them,

as well as in the servants who waited upon them,

and in the highwaymen who were their terror,

he discovered different exhibitions of character,

different standards of behaviour, difierent appre-

hensions of justice and injustice, of right and of

wrong. In every class there was evidently soine

standard; in every one some apprehension of jus-

!tice and injustice, of right and wrong. If these

|had been absent, the members of such classes

icould not have been represented in any story

;

they would not have been subjects for a work of

Art. The novelist does not pretend to try them a student

by any canons of his ; but he makes us feel that ter.

'they had their canons, and denounced acts which

lippeared to them a departure from their canons.

1 1—2
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lect. I. You see that unlike as Fielding was to Chester-

field, their aim was in this sense similar. It is

with a certain disposition or habit or character

that both are conversant. You may call it in

either if you please an artificial disposition or

habit or character. But it is by some means or

other wrouo'ht into the man or woman. It be-

comes his or hers.

Habits of But observations upon one or another portion
various

, , . , . . i
•

i
societies of Englisli socioty could not satisfy an age which,

however inferior to ours in facilities for locomotion,

was yet becoming acquainted with a number of

lands ; an age which, was hearing of the customs,

inventions, hereditary wisdom of China, to which

the falling Mogul Empire was disclosing the faiths

and languages that had been buried within it. To

compare the modes of thinking and belief, fluctu-

ating or permanent, which prevailed in these lands

with those of the West, became a favourite occu-

pation of men of letters. They liked to imagine

how a cultivated Chinese or Hindoo or Turk or

Persian would regard the manners and notions

Goldsmith, wliicli he met with in Enofland or France. Oliver

Goldsmith, in his Citizen of the World, pursued

this line of fancy, noting, in his quiet way, the

effect which the follies of his countrymen might

produce on a stranger. He was- following in the

wake of a man more thoroughly cultivated, if not l|

more shrewd, than himself About a hundred

years before Mr Morier published his clever Hajji

Baba in England, the citizens of Paris were ex-
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cited and charmed by a set of letters said to be ^^^"^^ ^

addressed by a native of Ispahan to his friends, Montes-

... .
C[uieu(i689

which criticized rather freely not only their ex— 1755)-

ternal acts, but the conviction or want of convic-

tion, the beliefs or unbeliefs, out of which the acts

arose. The author of the letters, at first anony- Lettres

f • p M 1
Persanes,

mous, proved to be a man of ancient lamily, the 1721.

President of a Parliament in the South of France,

a learned lawyer as well as an accomplished and

vivacious writer. In a later time, after he had

visited England, the President Montesquieu ex-

hibited the genius which had produced the Per-

sian letters in a work scarcely less lively, but

more akin to the habits of his profession. His Esprit des

• • •nil IT Lois, 1748.

Esprit des Lois is, or was till lately, on the list

of subjects for our Moral Science Tripos. It is,

in fact, a Treatise on Social Morality. There

"was something Montesquieu perceived in every

country besides the laws, w^ritten on tables or

parchments ; something besides its different in-

stitutions. Monarchical, Aristocratical, Republican.

Thei'e was a mind which corresponded to these;

it was fostered by them ; in turn it sustained

them; if it was lost they must perish. Whence

it came, what accounted for the shapes which it

assumed in diverse regions, what influence exter-

nal circumstances such as climate might have

upon it ?—these were important questions about

which conjectures might be hazarded. But at all

events the fact of such differences could not be

dissembled; it must be worthy of any attention
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Lect. I. that could be bestowed upon it. Montesquieu

was hasty in his generalisations; he often trusted

to records which could not endure severe criticism.

But the value of his hints to historical enquirers,

if they dissent ever so much from his conclusions,

Montes- canuot be gainsaid. And immensely different as the

Chester- wido observations of Montesquieu are from those

us from of his friend Chesterfield, there is this likeness

wiTrd to the between them: they are both occupied with cha-

racteristics which are found in men ; let them

desire ever so much to note the appearances on

the surface of society, those appearances point to

volcanoes which lie beneath it.

Of such volcanoes some countrymen and con-

temporaries of Montesquieu were beginning to be

conscious. The brilliant Parisian circle in which

Chesterfield had moved was adorned by wits who

declared that the traditions and maxims of the past

were perishing; priests hovered about it who were

deemed the conservators of those maxims and tra-

ditions, and were yet in many ways deepening the

impression of their weakness which prevailed in it

and had descended to other portions of society.

Jean There appeared a man, who stood about equally

RS"eau aloof from the wits and the priests, and who de-

ir8).~ nounced in no measured terms those circles that

paid alternate homage to either. He was the son

of a watchmaker in Geneva. Though he had led

a strange life and done acts which any school or

man would have pronounced base—which he felt

to be so while he confessed them—yet the old
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Protestant and Eepublican traditions of liis birth- Lect. i.

place had taken a mighty hold upon him. Even

while he yielded to the impressions of his senses,

he felt an intense and growing horror for what

he regarded as the social corruptions of his day.

Even while he described scenes which fostered the Nature

voluptuousness of cities, he had a passion for the 'civiiiza-

free air of the mountains. Geneva should not, he

was resolved, derive its tone from the French

capital ; it should be a witness against the tastes,

manners, the whole social system of France.

Rousseau began to be hailed as the champion of

natural and savage life against the civilization of

Europe. He used language which justified this

description. Yet he also used language which

might lead us to represent him as an imitator of

those old Spartans who trampled upon nature,

who sought to subdue it by a rigid education.

This contradiction is especially apparent in his

Emile, a book which has had a very powerful Emiie.

influence in every country of Europe. In it he Education.

denounced the schemes of nursery discipline

which he thought had destroyed all that was

simple and natural in children. He declared that

any reformation in society must proceed from a

reformation of domestic life. His plans of re-

formation may often seem to us not less artificial

than the practices against which he protests. We Effort after

may think that a child reared upon his system

would have been extremely deficient in the sim-

plicity which he desired to secure for it. Never-
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Lect. I. theless, whatever inconsistencies there might be

in his conception of the word Nature or in him-

self, he spoke to a conviction which was deep in

the hearts of thoughtful men—nay, of the whole

French people. He shewed them that there was

something in their Social Morality which needed

to be reformed from its root.

The Whether this reformation of Social Morality

volution, came or not, there did certainly come a dissolution

of French Society into its elements. How much

Kousseau's "Evangel", especieilly that contained in

his Contrat Social, aided in producing this result,

Mr Carlyle has told us. The French Revolution

was a Social Revolution in the fullest deepest

Not in sense of the words. It was not a change of one
govern-

i • i /> r* i
•

mentsbut Kuid of govemment for another; it was a decom-

position of the whole body governing and govern-

ed ; a change of feeling respecting the relation of

classes in the country to each other ; an attempt

to overthrow classes altogether. Equality was

affirmed to be the basis of Society; of Society in

France because of human Society ; Frenchmen

were equal because men were.

The Revolution therefore by its very terms

rejected local divisions ; it must embrace the

cosmopoii- world. All parts of Europe felt the shock of it

;

there was a vehement delig-ht in the messacre

which it brought ; there was a vehement reaction

against it. Here in England the delight was felt

in many youthful hearts ; the reaction was more

conspicuous still. The distinction of classes was
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reverenced as a sacred protest against the levelling lect. i,

doctrine ; it was exalted above the distinction of

Nations. When the universal Kepublic became

a universal Empire the worth of that distinction

became evident to many who had sympathized in

the first proclamation of Cosmopolitism ; the other

distinction became less offensive, when orders in

the state were contemplated not as an insult to

the people but as a defence against tyranny.

Nevertheless the Kevolution had left its stamp

on these early champions as well as on many

who had always detested it. Not only such The effects

writers as Wordsworth became poets oi the poor ; volution

witnesses for the sanctity of common life. The men as

novels of Scott, lover of feudalism as he was, wo^th^nd

shewed a genuine unpatronizing sympathy with
^'^'^

human nature in its humblest forms, of which it

can scarcely be said that there were any clear

traces in our literature since the time of Shak-

spere. Evidently the doctrine of the illustrious

plowman of his land, 'a man's a man for a' that,'

had taken possession of his mind ; courtly in-

fluences might weaken but could not expel it.

—

There were no doubt fashionable novelists who The

would gladly have restored the Chesterfield con- nove:s.

ception of life, and who had admiring readers in

the middle class eager for what glimpses they

could get about the doings of the highest. Such

ambition there will always be in a country like

ours, and writers willing, perhaps more or less able,

to gratify it. But on the whole the tendency has
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^^^'^- ^- been in the other direction. Those who have

helped us to understand the forms of Society

which are found under different conditions in all

classes—of which we can in some measure judge

for ourselves— have exercised the greatest in-

Lord fluence over us. Even a writer like Lord Byron

possessed by the feelings of his own order, not

much honouring any other, was listened to not

chiefly on that account, but because he showed

that beneath the artificial surface of his circum-

stances and of his character, there lay springs of

terrible passion which belong to the kind, not

the class.

The study In tlicse instanccs, different as they are from
or forma-

^ -r ^ c^ ^ c ^ />

tion of those I spoke of before, the power of the writer,

still as the interest of the reader, lies in the discovery

aim of all of a Certain character or n9o<i first doubtless in

who have some individual, but in him as connected with
exercised a ' i n i • i

•
i •

any serious^ feocicty Smaller or larger, in him as showing
m uence.

y^^isAj character makes the Society harmonious or

discordant, tenable or untenable. And when we
examine how this >50o? becomes known to us, we
see that there are certain permanent conditions of

Society of which literature has taken account, and

which since the French Revolution, more than in

the centuries before it, have distinguished them-

selves from each other. I think you may perceive

Divisions that Rousseau's hints (i) about domestic life, (2)
of Social ... ' \ /

Morality, about civilizatiou, (3) about a more general human
Society than those names suggest, have given rise

to three kinds of investigations in most respects
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unlike each other and yet all clearly falling within lect. i.

the sphere of Social Morality.

I . There has been a vast amount of writing First

durinof the last seventy years on the subject of™^°°'
>-' J J o Books on

Education, the ends at which it should aim, the Domestic
Lducation.

persons whom it should benefit, the machinery

which is available for it. But no part of these

discussions has, on the whole, produced so much

effect as that which has followed in Kousseau's

line, pointing out the defects in domestic discipline

and the way in which it may be reformed. Very

able men have given us the fruits of their expe-

rience on this topic ; it has especially called forth

the quicker and more delicate observation of

women, whether mothers themselves, or those

who like Miss Edgeworth have performed the

part of mothers to sisters, brothers, or strangers.

However much the hints of such teachers have

been directed to methods of intellectual culture,

their object has been by one method or another

to form a character ; their chief skill has been

shown in tracinsr the influence of different mem-
bers of a family on the characters of each other.

The Family, small circle as it must be, has been The

found large enough for the discovery of innumera- characttr.

ble varieties of feeling and disposition, every va-

riety having some tendency to produce another by

collision or sympathy. So those who have begun

with the most practical purposes of improving

household discipline, have also given us clear and

vivid pictures of different households which they
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lect. I. have seen or imagined. Historical novels have

had a certain attraction for us. Brilliant pictures

like those in Ivanhoe when painted by an anti-

quarian who is also a man of genius, must have

an interest even when we suspect them as guides

to the true knowledge of an age. But in general

the portion of such books which is domestic pro-

The Do- duces bv far the most powerful effect. The strictly
rnestic /

^
. .

''

novel more domcstic storv lias bocome characteristic of our
prized than . . , . , ,

the His- times, uot lu this country only, but, as far as I
torical. • n •

f> -r< n^^
can make out, m all countries of Jiurope. ihe mo-

rality may be of one kind or another. The Family

may be merely a ground-plot for the display of

The Sensa- seusatioual incidents. Still these incidents are
tion novel, r- t ^

found to be most startling, and therefore most

agreeable to those who wish to be startled, when

they are associated with outrages of one kind or

The quiet another upon family order. Those who do not
observer

chooses the want such stimulauts to their own feelings and
same field. „ . , ,

i i i •

fancies, and do not hold it an honest trade to

mix them for others, have found in the quietest

home-life materials for Art. All social harmo-

nies and social contradictions they see may come

forth in the relations of fathers and children,

husbands and wives, brothers and sisters, masters

and servants. There is a certain character they

are sure which helps to make a family peaceful

or miserable—a home out of which blessinofs

or curses may diffuse themselves over the com-

monwealth. Even those who are impatient of

national boundaries as too narrow, are 3^et occupy-
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ing themselves with theories and controversies J-^ct. i.

about the conditions of the family, some of them

denouncing our ordinary conceptions of it as

antiquated, some reviving most ancient theories

respecting it, some maintaining that all the

order of Christendom is due to the difference be-

tween its domestic forms and that of countries

in which polygamy prevails, all its disease and

disorders to the loss of the spirit which should

quicken these forms. I am entitled therefore to Domestic
Morality-

claim the authority of the most thoughtful as well admitted

as the most popular writers, of all schools and of first stage

both sexes, for the opinion that Domestic Moral- Morality.

ity is not only an integral portion of Social

Morality, but should be the starting point of

all discussions respecting it. They are equally

agreed that in treating of this topic our busi-

ness is not chiefly with acts or modes of con-

duct, but with a character or state of mind from

which the acts proceed, by which the conduct

must be reofulated.

II. The fierce onslaught of Rousseau upon second

the Civilization which he found in France, and

upon the very name of Civilization—his prefer-

ence for the life of woods—was endorsed in the

declaration of Rights which inaugurated the Re- The de-

volution. For in this declaration maxims deter- o/Sghts.

mining what Society ought to be were deduced

from a state prior to the existence of Society

itself. The difficulties and contradictions of that

assumption became every day more palpable

;
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^^"'^- ^- many who embraced Rousseau's doctrine concern-

ing the Sovereignty of the people were indus-

Defenders trious iu pointing them out. None again have

tion. been so much alive to the worth of Civilization,

and have been so eager to vindicate it from the

charges of Rousseau, as countrymen of his own

who have shared in his dislike of the Ancien

Regime. M. Guizot's work, which is so well

known in England, and is so conspicuous for its

learning and ability, represents the temper of the

time in which it was composed. It is specially

occupied in exhibiting Civilization as the anta-

Guizot. gonist of Feudalism. Strictly, almost sternly,

etymological, M. Guizot makes us feel that the

Histoire word Civilization points specially to that forma-

lisation tiou of towns, that development of cities, which

at tU"^*^^ counteracted the solitary influence of the territorial
onne).

pj.Qpj-jg^Qj. jj^ ^j^g midst of his land, the barbarism

of those who were, in a great measure, adscripti

glehcB. With a critical knowledge of history to

which Montesquieu could make no pretension, he

distinguishes the different agencies, legal, per-

sonal, ecclesiastical—derived from the traditions

of Rome, from Gothic kings, from the papal

authority, from distinguished men—from the co-

operation and clashing of these forces—which

Character- brought fortli a civic life in modern Europe. He
istics of , ^ . „ , .

the bonk, has made us perceive the meaning or this process

which was working through so many ages. But

he does not disguise from us or from himself

that it was a mysterious process, which it requires
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an historical instinct to apprehend, which cannot i^ect. i.

be reduced under formulas now more than it

could when the Esprit des Lois was composed.

The lio^hts of modern criticism have not tended, The co-~
^

operation

he shows us, to make Society, or the Manners and coi-

o lisi'^n of

of Society, more explicable by mere laws or Sys- various

r r^ r\ ^ i i
forces pro-

tems of Government. On the contrary they haveducmga

helped greatly to perplex the man who has manner or

thought that some one clue would guide him

through the labyrinth—that he could determine,

for instance, the condition of Europe, by attri-

buting its blessings or its curses to the influence

of the Clergy. They have brought with them

blesssings and curses which the faithful student

of Civilization, accordino^ to M. Guizot's notion of

it, must equally recognize.

Mr Buckle's work on Civilization is in most Mr Buckie,

History of

respects very unlike Guizot's. At first siofht it civiiiza-

11 . .
tion in

would seem not to concern my subiect, since he England,

1 1 .

J J '

y^l3 J

has expressed m more than one or two very de- and n.

cisive sentences his opinion, that the further civili-

zation advances, the more will intellectual studies

take precedence of moral. Such an opinion is in

accordance with one part of the writer's scheme.

He had an immense appreciation of statistics ; a Reverence

great confidence that by help of them we may be tics.

able to predict in what circumstances certain acts

{e.g. homicide or suicide) will be frequent or rare.

Now the intellect is no doubt chiefly conversant

with such calculations as these ; they are scarcely

applicable to states of mind or feeling; it may
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lect. I. \)Q difficult to discover how these can be indicated

His sup- by tables. But Mr Buckle insists strongly on the

tempt IT difference between the nations of the East, which

moTe^ve^- bow bcforo tlio powcrs of Nature, and those of

real.
^° the Wcst wliicli defy them. That is a state of

mind or feeling. Again he deems it the grand

, test of a nation's civilization that it loses the dis-

position to make war and to persecute for religious

opinions. He does therefore in fact connect Civi-

lization with the formation of an >j0os, or Social

Morality, however he may trace that ^^09 to

certain external conditions or suppose it to be

produced by certain exercises of intellect. The

Morality which he scorned seems to consist of

certain maxims. That he did not suppose these

to be of much w^orth, may be accepted as a proof

that he demanded a character which he found

they could not of themselves produce. He is not

therefore to be set down as an exception to our

rule. As much as Montesquieu, or Guizot, he

supposes Civilization to consist in a certain social

manner ; one which cannot be expressed in formal

edicts, which must be in the men who compose the

society.

Objection Here then we have another division of Social
to the word ^_-. •ii n- i /--i- •^ ^ -r-«T
Civil or Morality. We might call it the Civil or the Jroli-

indicating tical. But uscful as both thcsc words are, they

mentln " are borrowod from countries in which the city had

Morality, ^u absorbiug importance that does not belong to

it in later history. Such cities as Pisa, Milan,

Florence, when they first attracted an attention in
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the Middle Ages seem as if they might represent i^^ct. i.

Italy, as Athens, Sparta, Thebes, often appear to why the
epithet

represent ancient Greece. But the Italian of this National is

more con-

day will not tolerate that doctrme. He claims to venient.

be the member of a nation. London has never

stood for England ; the most popular writers

among contemporary Frenchmen are careful to

shew us that we must study the provinces and not

merely Paris to know what France is. M. Guizot

may be right in opposing Feudalism to Civilisation

;

but no German or Englishman or Spaniard could

possibly refuse to regard feudal institutions as one

element in the life of his people. All these con-

siderations seem to shew that the epithet National

will be more proper to denote the second branch

of Morality, than either Civil or Political would

be. If we adopt that we shall be in far less

danger of missing the link between this portion

of our subject and the first ; in less danger of con-

founding it with the one of which I am about to

speak.

III. The cosmopolitan aspect of the French Third

Kevolution has seemed to some its most character-

istic aspect. The epithet has survived much of the S""^fi"

disgrace which attached to it when it was sup-

posed to indicate a contempt for national distinc-

tions. The title human, or humane (as it used to

be spelt), is open to no such objection. Humanity The

has been accepted as their favourite watchword by wa^h-^^

a set of philosophers who have devoted themselves

most laboriously to the study of the principles of

2
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i^^c"^- ^- Society, who even boast that they have founded

Sociology, a new science worthy to be called 'Sociology.'

I am not now considering the merits of this

somewhat barbarous name. But I wish you to

know that if there is any question as to Mr
Buckle's opinion about the dignity of Morality,

there is none whatever as to M. Comte's. He
does not for a moment postpone morality to the

intellect ; the great work of the positivist phi-

losopher, he says, is to make moral considerations

predominant over all other; the normal state of

Opposition man according to him is that in which the intel-

Mr Buckle Icct is Subordinated to the heart. I may therefore

Comte'as claim him and his disciples as witnesses for that

premacy of explanation of Social Morality which I have de-
the Intel- iir* ' l /»j1 ii
lect. duced irom so many writers oi other schools.

I am delighted also to have their authority for

recognising human morality as the centre in which

both the other departments of Social Morality

find their purpose and interpretation. Whether

that agreement with them implies that Sociology

is the highest of all sciences or the ground of all

—

whether the place I give to Humanity involves

me in the Comteist worship of it—we may enquire

hereafter. Those questions have no place in a

preliminary lecture ; that ought only to fix the

nature and object of the investigation on which

we are entering.

Eeverence But I cauuot Icavo this distinguished school
lor I^ticts • •

without saymg that I desire on another ground to

be a pupil in it. I wish to examine facts

—

posi-
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live facts if that adjective adds any dignity to the '^^^'^- ^-

substantive—speculations only so far as they may

have been offered for the elucidation of facts.

If I speak of any theories about the superiority Theories

of one form of family life to another—and I shall consulted^

quote some weighty remarks of M. Comte on that ^ay Tppre-

topic— it is only because I find the fact of our ^^^^^/^^''^^

existence in families an indisputable one. If I

am obliged to dwell on the difference of social

forms in different Nations, it will be for the pur-

pose of illustrating the fact that we are members

of different Nations, and that one Nation cannot

fix the form which is suitable for another. If I

examine certain speculations of different philoso-

phers respecting Human Morality, it is that I

may shew how each one of these speculations

is valuable as bringing into light Facts con-

cerning our position as members of a Universal

Human Society, constituted on a certain princi-

ple. In one respect, no doubt, I may seem to

differ from M. Comte and his disciples. The

Family is not lost in the Nation, nor the Nation

in Human Society. They are coexistent ; instead Coexist-

of giving place, like M. Comte's first theological different

age, to a metaphysical age, and both being merged sS°Mo-
in the Positive. But I do not think that I am ^^'^*^-

less adhering to facts, more plunging into spe-

culations, because I am not able to adjust my
thoughts to this great theory of succession, and

only assume the commonplaces which M. Comte

as well as all other persons must recognise.
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Lect. I. Here then I might stop ; for I have sufS-

ciently set forth the course which I propose to

follow, and have justified it by a concurrence of

The older modem authorities and examples. But though I

ties. have begun with these, I cannot forget that in

this University we confess the dignity of older

names and teach you to reverence them. Am I

forsaking their guidance in submission to these

newer lights ? I think the books which we ask

you to read may answer that question,

Thei?e- The purposc of Plato's Republic has been

variously interpreted. Rousseau, with much plau-

sibility, called it a Treatise on Education. No
doubt it contains most interesting discussions

respecting the methods by which the mind and

character of the members of the Commonwealth

are to be formed into harmony with the ends

for which it exists. But that the education may
be effectual, that we may understand the nature

of it, we must learn what the principle of the

Justice and Commonwealth is. That we may know this we
Injustice, ,

^ ^ . .

must settle whether Justice is a reality or a fic-

tion, whether it is only an individual principle or

also a Social Principle, whether there can be a

Society which does not confess it and is not held

together by it. We are in fact engaged in the

study of Social Morality. We are seeking to find

what the rj6o9 of a Society—of Society itself

—

must be, and how that rjOo^ can be developed in

the citizens of it. The controversies of modern

times ; the debate between Bight and Might,
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wliicli is carried on so fiercely in the schools and i^^^t. i.

in the world ; that most difficult of all problems, The So-

how the claims of the Individual and of the the indivi-

Society can be reconciled ; are all here. The

manifold experiences of the Greek Republics, the

subtlest wisdom of the greatest Greek thinker,

are helping us to unravel threads which are spun

about our own lives, which are embarrassing

statesmen and common men of the 19th century.

If you pass to Plato's eminent pupil you Aristotle,

encounter an intellect of a very different shape

and texture from that with which you have just

parted ; in some of their leading methods of

thought they are so unlike, that the saying has be-

come current, ' The Platonist and the Aristotelian

can by no possibility understand each other.' But emphati-

in the point which 1 am considering now they are Ethical^

alike. One as much as the other would make pherr*^"

Morality—Social Morality—consist in habits, in a

character, not in outward acts, still less in formal

maxims. The very word ^^09 which I have used

as the most convenient to explain this distinction

is specially an Aristotelian word. Considering

that Aristotle is reckoned so great a dogmatist

—

that he has composed such an Encyclopsedia of

studies—it is marvellous how free he is from the

temptations of the mere schoolman ; how little

he trusts in mere formulas ; how every virtue of

which he speaks is only a virtue as it becomes

formed in a man. And if we join the Politics to

the Ethics—as he tells us they must be joined

—
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Lect. I. we discover that order of Subjects which I ara

His ho- endeavouring to observe. In this respect the corn-

domestic parison of him with Plato, if it is greatly to his

advantage, is for us most instructive. The Re-

public teaches us how the noblest student of

Humanity in his eagerness to grasp the Uni-

versal is likely to lose sight of the Particular. In

Plato's vast Communism the Family is lost. Ari-

stotle acknowledges it as the very basis of political

society ; the relations of the household are the

germs of the different forms of government.

Use of the Let HO ono pcrsuado you then that these

presen*t. great teachors of former ages must be cast aside

in order that you may profit by the wider expe-

riences of your own day. If you despise them,

those wider experiences will be no experiences for

you ; you will carry away a multitude of notions

frona a multitude of schools ; each will trip up the

other and make it useless for you. These writers

if you use them rightly will shew you the worth-

lessness of mere notions, the impossibility of

separating Morality from Life.

The New Mr Bucklo repeats the words 'As you would
' that men should do to you do ye also to them

likewise,' and asks triumphantly what they have

effected for mankind ? Speaking according to the

lessons of the book in which they occur, I should

answer, ' Nothing whatever if they are regarded as

mere words in a book ; worse than nothing if they

are taken as warrants for self-exaltation, as rea-

sons for exalting ourselves as Christians above
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other men.' The New Testament I need scarcely ^^^^- ^-

tell you is occupied from first to last—specially ^.g j^j^j.j^

in the Sermon on the Mount—in shewino; that ^'^'^'^ ™^^"
o ims are

acts are nothing: except as they are fruits of a^'^*^''^^or t/ except as

state, except as they indicate what the man is ; J^^y
p°™*

that words are nothing except as they express a ^^^^^^

.

ox J L^ which IS

mind or purpose. Nor need I add that it is ap^anifested
*

-^ ... i'^ acts.

Society—a Human Society—in which the preacher

of that Sermon assumes that this ^0o9 is to be

exhibited. It might have sounded a common-

place of Divinity to tell you at the beginning of

my Lecture that this is what I hold to be the

meaning of Social Morality. We have now seen

that no other is found to be satisfactory by any

persons who have seriously meditated upon it.

I might again seem to be merely following the

order of the Scriptures in taking the Family, the

Nation, a Society, for all nations and kindreds,

as the divisions of my subject. Since upon quite

independent grounds that method has recommend-

ed itself to us, you will not deem it a less sound

or desirable one because it has this sanction.



LECTURE II.

DOMESTIC MORALITY.

(1) PARENTS AND CHILDREN.

lect. II. Many writers beo^in with considerino^ mankind

The two as a multitude of units. They ask^ how nlid any
methods of c ^ • n ^ i • j

considering number 01 these units lorm themselves into a

Society ? I cannot adopt that method. At my
birth I am already in a Society. I am related,

at all events, to a father and mother. This rela-

tion is the primary fact of my existence. I can

contemplate no other facts apart from it.

Perhaps you will say, ' For each of us separately

that no doubt is true. But we want to consider

the world at large.' Well ! and to what portion of

the world at large is this truth not applicable ? In

what region do you find a man who is not born a

son, who is not related to a father and mother ?

It is a fact for me surely, but it is a fact for you

and for every man. And if you determine not to

take notice of this fact, not to give it precedence

of every other, the effect is, that instead of
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contemplating the world at large you will only '^^^'^- ii-

contemplate yourself. You will be the unit about Conse-
•• *'

_
quences of

which all events and persons will revolve. Each each me-

man will regard himself as the centre of the

universe. You will at last come to an under-

standing—a very imperfect understanding—that

each must occupy this place in his own estima-

tion
;
you will be forced to construct a Society on

that hypothesis.

If, on the other hand, you start from the in-

disputable commonplace ^We are sons,' such a

way of considering the Universe is from the first

impossible. I cannot bo the centre of the circle in

v/hich I find myself, be it as small as it may. I

refer myself to another. There is a root below

me. There is an Author of my existence.

If we adhere steadily to this which would why the

, • 1 J

1

1 1 1*11 atomic doc-
strike any one as the true chronological order, trine has

some of the greatest difiiculties will be taken out^"^^^*^^^
*

of our path ; instead of being obliged to invent

explanations of social existence, we shall find the

explanations lying at our feet. We shall under-

stand at the same time why men have been led to

crave for such explanations, and to seek them afar

off. The relation exists ; there is a manner which

answers to the relation, without which it becomes

untenable, contradictory. But there is a tendency

in each of us to break the relation, to lose the

manner. We strive to be units, though by the

order in which we are placed we cannot be. How
this striving may ultimately become a blessing,
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^^cT^i. iiow it may introduce us to other parts of our

social order, we shall consider hereafter. At pre-

sent I must insist that a son cannot be without a

father, or a father without a son. To dissolve the

relation into its elements is to remake the world.

Authority. As soou as I recoguiso an Author of my
existence, I recognise an Authority over me. I

do not mean of course that I know anything about

the words Author or Authority; that I under-

stand what binds them together. But I mean

that in the very fact of Fatherhood Authority is

involved, that I learn what it is through my filial

relation. I will explain myself by comparing the

word Authority with one which lies very near it,

which is always in danger of being treated as

synonymous with it.

Dominion. I havo dominion, say over a certain number of

acres. There are on those acres dead stock and

.

live stock : ploughs ; cattle that are yoked to the

ploughs; men that drive the cattle. All these are

included in my dominion. Whilst I look upon

them 07dy as in my dominion I make no dis-

tinction between them. Dead stock, live stock,

animals, men, they are all regarded as belonging

to me, instruments for tilling my land. 1 begin

to see a difference between them. I recognise a

bond between me and the men who drive the

Distinc- auimals. I do not cease to give them orders ; but

tween the ordcrs are those of one who has authority, not

only of one who has dominion. I may discover

that the animals also yield to words rather than
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to force ; that a certain authority can be exercised i^^^t. ii.

over them. I become humarie to them. I cease How it

.
affects the

to be a brute possessing brutes; I am a man treatment

directing them. I cannot refer either this sense and other

of fellowship with men or this humane rule over

animals to my separate Nature. Yielding to that,

I shall merely try to assert dominion; whether I

succeed or fail, it will be a battle of physical

forces. But I am related to a Father, he is re-

lated to me. I cannot destroy that relation, though

I try. It brings forth a manner in me. If the

separate Nature prevails over this relation, there

will in all cases be dominion, but no authority;

subjection, no obedience, brutality, no manners.

In referring Society and the manners which These

make Society possible first to this relation, I am applicable

, ,
•

. Ill -r to all times
not, you see, resorting to any grand theory. I and places.

am merely asking you to take account of facts

;

of facts which must be wherever men have lived

or do live; of facts which just as much belong to

every English household of this year as to those

of which you read in any records or legends of

the earliest times. Authority and Obedience are

fundamental principles of Society now as they

were in any Saturnian age ; the demand for them is

now as much as ever made first in the family; the

seeds of them are there; the interpretation of

them is there. Ifyou try to explain them by the

incidents of a later and more complicated state, you

will be always at a loss. You will find something

which you cannot account for by any arrangements
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^^^'^- ^^- or conventions : if you seek for it in laws, the laws

will drive you back to some primeval order which is

implied in them, which they did not create. Proof

that this is so I hope to give you before T finish

this lecture. First I would make one or two ob-

servations which connect what I have said with

the lessons of other Moralists.

Can habits The morc you study Aristotle's Ethics, the more
exist with-

,

'' "^
_ ...

out Educa- you will bo awaro of a difficulty which he, with his

customary honesty, takes no pams to hide. He
sj)eaks of certain habits which enable men to fulfil

their work as men. Are not these habits part of

our Nature? What else can they be if they are

to be characteristic of our own selves? They

cannot come to us from without. They must be

internal. And yet they do not spring up in men
without education. A most pregnant doubt, worth

a hundred clever solutions. We are obliged to

face it. Perhaps the Politics of Aristotle, which

he never wished to be separate from his Ethics,

may give us a hint about the way of facing it.

There, as I told you in my last lecture, he refers

us to the Family as the underground of all Na-
Noone tioual Institutions. But if that be so, is not
without

. ^ . ^ . .

Education. Educatiou prcsumod in these Institutions, pre-

sumed in the life of each one of us? The father

must educate his child; so far as he has any au-

thority over him that must be an Education. For

what end he educates is a question of immea-

surable importance : that there should be some end

is inevitable. He may train his son to mere
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exercises of brute strength ; he may train him to ^^^'^- ^^-

revenge and malice. But anyhow, we are saved

from the necessity of considering the question

what any child or man or boy would be if left to

himself without education ; because no one is.

Each of us has had sufficient indications what he

would have become if he had had his own way in

any considerable degree ; absolutely to have his Entire

self-will

own way is not given to child or boy or man. impossible.

Authority then under some conditions or other The theory

—authority, as distinct from dominion—is implied identifies

in the existence of fathers ; its correlative, Ohe- wi'th p"/-

die7ice as distinct from mere subjection is implied Inevitable

in the existence of sons. But I told those who
gij*! ^eia-

listened to my lectures on the Conscience that
confessed*

Authority has been said to be another name for

punishment ; Obedience another name for the dread

of punishment. I shall not repeat the objections

which I made to that theory when I noticed it

before. I wish you to reflect now that it is the

best—the only—explanation which can be given of

these two words and of all which they express,

supposing the fact of the paternal and filial rela-

tion is overlooked, supposing it is not taken to lie

at the root of human society. Then whatever

difficulty there may be in settling who is to be

the punisher ; whatever difficulty in deciding the

offences for which he shall punish, or how his pun-

ishment shall produce any effect except that ofshew-

ing how strong he is, and how weak the subject of

his punishment is ; I yet frankly admit that the
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^^°'^- ^^- theory must be swallowed whole. The effort

may be a difficult one, it may cause some disgust

;

but it must be made. On the other hand, if we

assume the fatherly relation—the education which

I have said is implied in it will include Punishment

as one of its subordinate instruments. The punish-

Punish- ment instead of being identical with authority will

there is ouly havo the slightest influence so far as the

lation recognition of Authority precedes it. Obedience

Authority, instead of being the dread of punishment may be

destroyed by that dread ; will only be promoted by

punishment so far as disobedience is felt to be

an irregular disorderly condition which inevitably

draws punishment after it. How to temper punish-

jnent so that it may be a witness for authority, and

may never express mere dominion—so that it may
foster obedience and not stimulate disobedience—is

one of the hardest problems of practical education

upon which we cannot too earnestly seek for light.

Authority If it is a maxim of advanced Philosophy that
and Rea- . • • -i • -i •1-1-. •!
son. Authority is identical with Punishment, one cannot

wonder that it should be proclaimed, as it so often

is, to be the foe of Peason. Suppose parental

authority, as I have maintained, the A^ery ground

of Education, we must believe that through it all

the faculties and energies which belong to a child

are developed, that without it they would lie

dormant. The obedience of a son is shewn in

receiving those influences and impressions from

a father's authority which most tend to quicken
Authority

. ,

does not his own activity. No true father wishes his son
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to present an image of his opinions. He knows ^^c^- 1^-

that the copy will be probably a caricature : that produce

.

r J
identity of

an echo conveys the sound not the sense of the opinions.

original voice. On the other hand, the son whose

opinions are most unlike his father's has often

learnt most from him ; in his latest years he

probably discovers how much the father's autho-

rity has helped to mould the very convictions

which appear to separate them.

I have spoken specially of the father. In him The

most obviously dwells the authority which stamps

itself on the life of a man. But the union of the

mother's influence with the father's helps to dis-

tinguish authority from dominion ; as well as to

counteract any disposition which there might be

in the male parent to demand of his son mere

agreement with his conclusions. She never can Effect of

regard a child as a possession ; she never can fluence.

appeal exclusively or mainly to his intellect. The

authority is not weakened by her co-operation ; it

is divested of its inhumanity ; it is made effectual

for the whole of the child's existence, not for one

section of it. I of course refer most to those cases

in which there is co-operation—in which the two

influences are not adverse. Even where they are

so, we may clearly discern, by the disorder which

the collision produces, what the true order of the

household is.

I can never forget one sentence of Mr Buckle, Mr

which I confess I prize above all his statistics, testimony.

and all his theories on civilisation. He said that
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Lect. II. ]^Q mere arguments for Immortality had ever

had much weight with him, but that when he

remembered his mother he could not disbelieve in

it. Such a testimony from a man who so greatly

exalted the Intellect, who in words at least treated

Morality as poor in comparison with it, seems

to me of unspeakable worth. It contains, as

I think, a most pregnant hint concerning the

parental relation generally, specially concerning

the maternal side of it. I have said that the

mother purifies and expands the principle of au-

thority, therefore gives to the principle of obedi-

The sense encc a simpler and higher character. Still more
of Succes-

, 1 /> T
Bioniead- docs shc impart the true form to that feelmg
ing to the n ri • i-ii* ^ • ^ • tt
sense of of Successi07i which this relation brings to light

;

ty. the feeling which leads the father to rejoice in the

prospect of a race. In later times—in developed

societies—nay, to a very considerable extent in all

societies—this anticipation becomes connected with

thoughts of what the father shall leave behind

him, of what the son shall inherit. The joy of the

poor man who has nothing to leave, in the sight or

hope of those who shall bear his name in after

days, seems to a luxurious age incomprehensible

;

so much do questions of property in such an age

blend themselves with the domestic felicity which

they mar. But, as Mr Buckle felt in his own case,

there is something much more direct, more simply

human in a mother's thought about the child that

shall live after her ; one wholly apart from any

dream of possession, one that links itself directly
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with personal immortality. That thought com- ^^°'^- ^^•

municates itself to the child ; in the strictest sense

he inherits it : not through a dogma which she has

taught him but through his sense of a relation to

her the thought becomes one of which he cannot

divest himself

But if this paternal relation, and this j^^os Has the

of Authority and Obedience which responds to it Authority

are really what I have supposed, must there not mark upon

be some signs of their eifect upon the history of ^^
°^^

'

Mankind ? Can it be only in particular families

where the relation is exhibited amidst great varie-

ties and contradictions that we are to realise the

effect? You have a right to make this demand

on me. If I cannot meet it satisfactorily, I shall

admit that my method is a false one; that I am
seeking to detect the rudiments of a Social

Morality where they are not to be found.

Mr Buckle draws a very striking distinction Mr

between the Nations which have succumbed to division of

the powers of Nature and those which have
""

risen above them and defied them. He distin-

guishes also between those which have been the

victims of superstitious fancies about the unseen

world, and those which have been able to grapple

with hard material facts. Suppose I found amongst

the races whom he has disparaged on either of

these grounds, instances of a Society which had

been shaped and moulded by the authority of

the father—whose history and legislation through

a number of ages were stamped and penetrated

with it—I might be answered "That is just

3
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lect. il what we should have expected. Such a race

was Hkely enough to have an inordinate appre-

ciation of domestic bonds, especially to regard with

TheKo- great awe the paternal relation." But suppose

fighters the people to whom I referred for my example

powers of was the one which had most courageously con-

fronted the powers of nature, and had overcome

them, which had shewn the most capacity for

dealing with material facts—with the prose of

existence ; suppose it deserved Mr Carlyle's praise

of being an eminently 'thrifty peo^^le;' then it

might perhaps afford a fair test of my doctrine.

You will easily imagine that I am thinking of the

Koman State, and of the influence which the

Patria Potestas exercised over its institutions.

Has our Certainly if we trusted to our schoolboy im-
conception • l^ l it i

• • i

of the Pa- pressions that would seem a strong case in pomt.

tas\een^^ But tliose Impressious may deceive us. Virgil

gerated ^^^^ built E,ome upon legends which modern criti-

°"^
cism has exposed. Why should we attach any

worth to his notion that piety to a father had

more to do with the foundation or preservation

of the city than its fancied Trojan ancestry ?

Why should the name of fathers given to sena-

tors, or of father to the Lord of the Capitol, be

more than fictions? why should we endow these

names with any significance ?

Maine's I cau answci these questions best by referring

Law?"^ you to a book containing the ripest modern

scholarship applied to the examination of Roman
Institutions. Mr Maine has assuredly no preju-

dices in favour of the stories which were always
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suspected, and which our age generally discredits. ^^^'^- ^^'

He has not written on Social Morality, but ex-

pressly on Ancient Law. In his exceedingly able The Eo-
man Law

book he has discussed at considerable length the about per-

subject of the Patria Potestas. What he says about as property

its influence on the latest Jurisprudence of Rome on the au-

and of Modern Europe is highly important. What theF^her.

he Siiys about the grounds of it, and the necessity

of looking for it in a Society antecedent to all legal

forms, concerns our present purpose still more.

One or two short passages will explain Mr
Maine's view of the bearing of the Patria Potestas

on Poman Law : "It may be shewn I think that

the Family as held together by the Patria Potestas

is the 7iidus out of which the entire law of

Pe7'sons has germinated." Maine's Ancient Law,

p. 152.

He expresses this opinion though he has taken

pains to shew how much the power of the Father

over the ^person of the Son, which existed at one

period, was modified by later legislation or by the

force of opinion. "But," he remarks, (p. 141),

" though the power over the person may have been

" latterly nominal, the whole tenor of the extant

"Poman Jurisprudence testifies that the father's

" rights over the son's Property were exercised to

" the full extent to which they were sanctioned by
" law." The law of persons, the law of Property,

then, were both in the most marvellous way af-

fected by this institution, and the habits of the

people as much as either. He goes on :

—

3—2
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The extent
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times.
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sion over
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world.
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" There is nothing to astonish us in the lati-

tude of these rights when they first show them-

selves. The ancient law of Rome forbade the

Children under Power to hold property apart

from their parent, or (we should rather say)

never contemplated the possibility of their claim-

ing a second ownership. The father was entitled

to take the whole of the son's acquisitions, and

to enjoy the benefit of his contracts without

being entangled in any compensating liability.

So much as this we should expect from the con-

stitution of the earliest Koman society, for we

can hardly form a notion of the primitive family

group unless we suppose that its members

brought their earnings of all kinds into the com-

mon stock while they were unable to bind it by

improvident individual engagements. The true

enigma of the Patria Potestas does not reside

here, but in the slowness with which these pri-

vileges of the parent were curtailed, and in the

circumstance that, before they were seriously

diminished, the whole civilised world was brought

within their sphere." pp. 141, 142.

To what does this Institution point, fixed as

it was in the heart of the strongest of all com-

monwealths, the one which has done so much to

mould the Society of modern Europe ? A longer

extract is necessary that you may understand

what Mr Maine teaches us upon the subject.

*' Archaic Law is full, in all its provinces, of the

" clearest indications that society in primitive times
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'' was not what it assumed to be at present, a collec- ^^^^- ^^-

'^ tion of individuals. In fact, and in the view of

" the men who composed it, it was a7i aggregation

'' offamilies. The contrast may be most forcibly contrast

. ,
I

•
r>

• between
expressed by saymg that the unit or an ancient earlier and

,, .
,

, later con-
Bociety was the t amily, ot a modern society the captions.

'' Individual. We must be prepared to find in

*' ancient law all the consequences of this difFer-

" ence. It is so framed as to be adjusted to a

" system of small independent corporations. It

" is therefore scanty, because it is supplemented

" by the despotic commands of the heads of

'' households. It is ceremonious, because the

" transactions to which it pays regard resemble

" international concerns much more than the

^' quick play of intercourse between individuals.

" Above all it has a peculiarity of which the full

" importance cannot be shown at present. It

^' takes a view of life wholly unlike any which

"appears in developed jurisprudence. Corpora- The per-

" tions never die, and accordingly primitive law ^^.fo^i^o^-

" considers the entities with which it deals, i. e. riveTfrom

" patriarchal or family groups, as perpetual and *^® f3,miiy.

" inextinguishable. This view is closely allied to

" the peculiar aspect under which, in very ancient

" times, moral attributes present themselves. The
" moral elevation and moral debasement of the

''individual appear to be confounded with, or

" postponed to, the merits and offences of the

" group to which the individual belongs. If the

" community sins, its guilt is much more than
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Lect. II. " the sum of the offences committed by its mem-
'^ bers ; the crime is a corporate act, and extends

*' in its consequences to many more persons than

Eesponsi- '^ havo sharcd in its actual perpetration. If, on
Lilityofthe

i i
• t • i i

• • i

whole *' tlie otiier hand, the individual is conspicuously

theoffences " guilty, it is his children, his kinsfolk, his tribes-

its mem- " Hieu, or his fellow-citizens, who suffer with him,

'' and sometimes for him. It thus happens that

" the ideas of moral responsibihty and retribution

" often seem to be more clearly realised at very

" ancient than at more advanced periods, for, as

" the family group is immortal, and its liability to

" punishment indefinite, the primitive mind is

" not perplexed by the questions which become
" troublesome as soon as the individual is con-

" ceived as altogether separate from the group.

" One step in the transition from the ancient and

" simple view of the matter to the theological

" or metaphysical explanations of later days is

" marked by the early Greek notion of an in-

The inhe- " horited curse. The bequest received by his pos-

'^ terity from the original cruoinal was not a
*' liability to punishment, but a liability to the

" commission of fresh offences which drew with

*' them a condign retribution ; and thus the re-

*' sponsibility of the family was reconciled with

'' the newer phase of thought which limited the

" consequences of crime to the person of the actual

" delinquent. * * * * In most of the Greek states

"* and in Rome there long remained the vestiges

"of an ascending series of groups out of which

rited cvirse.
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the State was at first constituted. The Family, ^^^'^- ^^-

House, and Tribe of the Romans may be taken

as the type of them, and they are so described to

us that we can scarcely help conceiving them as

a system of concentric circles which have gra-

dually expanded from the same point. The The as-

elementary group is the r amily, connected by groups.

common subjection to the highest male ascend-

ant. The agforreofation of the Families forms the The fa-

. „ ^-^ mily, the

Gens or House. The aggregation of Houses house, the

. (* rry •^ tribe, the

makes the Tribe, ihe aggregation or iribes common-

constitutes the Commonwealth. Are we at

liberty to follow these indications, and to lay

down that the commonwealth is a collection of

persons united by common descent from the pro-

genitor of an original family ? Of this we may

at least be certain, that all ancient societies

regarded themselves as having proceeded from

one original stock, and even laboured under

an incapacity for comprehending any reason

except this for their holding together in political

union. The history of political ideas begins, in Kinship

fact, with the assumption that kinship in blood

is the sole possible ground of community in poli-

tical functions ; nor is there any of those sub-

versions of feeling, which we term emphatically

revolutions, so startling and so complete as the The great
^

_

^ revolution.

change which is accomplished when some other

principle—such as that, for instance, of local

contiguity—establishes itself for the first time as

the basis of common political action. It may
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Lect. II. 'i be affirmed then of early commonwealths that

" their citizens considered all the groups in which

" they claimed membership to be founded on com-

'' mon lineage. What was obviously true of the

^' Family was believed to be true first of the

" House, next of the Tribe, lastly of the State."

pp. T26— 129.

Mr Maine goes on to explain, as Niebuhr had

done, that the supposition of an ancestry was

often a gratuitous one, " that men of alien de-

scent were grafted into the original brotherhood,"

Fictions to that legal fictions were invented to connect the
reconcile ....
the family old fceliugs of kiusmansliip with the later prin-
conception , . . . ,

, ,^ ,

with the ciples of ' coiitigiiity %n place. To these remarks

one. I must recur in the second part of these lectures,

when I arrive at that period of social develop-

ment in which Mr Maine is most interested,

the strictly legal period. I must however give you

the words in which he sums up his observations

on the Family.

" The Family then is the type of an archaic

*' society in all the modifications which it was
'' capable of assuming ; but the family here spoken
" of is not exactly the fiimily as understood by a

" modern. In order to reach the ancient concep-

" tion we must give to our modern ideas an im-

" portant extension and an important limitation.

" We must look on the family as constantly en-

" larged by the absorption of strangers within its

The force " circlc, and we must try to regard the fiction of

tion.°^^ " adoption as so closely simulating the reality of
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'' kinship that neither law nor opinion makes the lect. ii.

*' sHghtest difference between a real and an adop-

" tive connexion. On the other hand, the persons

" theoretically amalgamated into a family by their

" common descent are practically held together by
" common obedience to their highest living ascend-

" ant, the father, grandfather, great-grandfather.

" The patriarchal authority of a cliieftain is as Authority
•' *^ continues

"necessary an inOT'edient in the notion of the as the bond
•^ ° ofthecom-

" family group as the fact (or assumed fact) ofmunity

*' its havmg sprung from his loms ; and hence we extension

•PI 1
beyond the

'' must understand that it there be any persons circle of

" who however truly included in the brotherhood lations.

" by virtue of their blood-relationship, have never-

" theless de facto withdrawn themselves from the

" empire of its ruler, they are always, in the begin-

" nings of law, considered as lost to the family.

" It is this patriarchal aggregate— the modern
" family thus cut down on one side and extended

" on the other—which meets us on the threshold

" of primitive jurisprudence. Older probably than

" the State, the Tribe, and the House, it left traces

" of itself on private law long after the House
*' and the Tribe had been forgotten, and long after

" consanguinity had ceased to be associated with

'' the composition of States. It will be found to its eflfect

1 1 • 1 r> n 1 1
onjuris-

" have stamped itseli on all the great departments prudence.

" of jurisprudence, and may be detected, I think, as

" the true source of many of their most important

*' and most durable characteristics. At the outset,

" the peculiarities of law in its most ancient state

" lead us irresistibly to the conclusion that it tooV
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Lect. II. '< precisely the same view of the family group

" which is taken of individual men by the systems

" of rights and duties now prevalent throughout

Traces of '< Europe. There are societies open to our obser-
the primi-

tive society " vation at this very moment whose laws and
to be found

i • i i i

in all the " usages cau scarccly be explained unless they are
communi-

,
, _ , . .

ties of " supposed never to have emerged irom this pri-

Europe. " mitivo conditiou ; but in communities more for-

^' tunately circumstanced the fabric of jurispru-

" dence fell gradually to pieces, and if we carefully

" observe the disintegration we shall perceive that

" it took place principally in those portions of

" each system which were most deeply affected by

" the primitive conception of the family. In one

*' all-important instance, that of the Koman law,

" the change was effected so slowly, that from

" epoch to epoch we can observe the line and

" direction which it followed, and can even give

" some idea of the ultimate result to which it was
** tending. And, in pursuing this last inquiry, we
" need not suffer ourselves to be stopped by the

" imaginary barrier which separates the modern
Gothicfeu- " froui the ancient world. For one effect of that

linking it- " mixturc of refined Roman law with primitive
self to the

^ ^ '
i

• i • i

maxims of " barbaric usage, which is know to us by the decep-

Society. " tivo name of feudalism, was to revive many fea-

'' tures of archaic jurisprudence which had died

'* out of the Roman world, so that the decompo-
*' sition which had seemed to be over commenced
" again, and to some extent is still proceeding."

pp. 133—13-).

The more you reflect on these passages, the
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more you will perceive that what I have assumed lect. ii.

for obvious reasons to be the right chronology ofThegen-

our own lives is also the right chronology of particular

human society. Mr Maine's opinion upon this ^^J°^7^°s^'

subject is very distinctly expressed in an earlier
'*''*"^°°®'

passage which I passed over that I might not

distract your thoughts from the evidence concern-

ing Koman history, and that I might not take

advantage of any apparent confirmation of my
statements in the sacred records.

*' The effect of the evidence derived from com-

" parative jurisprudence is to establish that view

" of the primeval condition of the human race

" which is known as the Patriarchal Theory. The Patri-

" There is no doubt, of course, that this theory oiigin of

" was originally based on the Scriptural history of

*' the Hebrew patriarchs in Lower Asia ; but, as

" has been explained already, its connexion with

" Scripture rather militated than otherwise against

" its reception as a complete theory, since the

'' majority of the inquirers who till recently ad-

" dressed themselves with most earnestness to

" the colligation of social phenomena, were either

" influenced by the strongest prejudice against

'* Hebrew antiquities or by the strongest desire to

" construct their system without the assistance of

"religious records. Even now there is perhaps aAttemptto
// T • • 1 1 1

represent

disposition to undervalue these accounts, or it as a

*' rather to decline generalising from them, as Semitic

" forming part of the traditions of a Semitic peo-

'' pie. It is to be noted, however, that the legal
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J^^'^1'- ^^- " testimony comes nearly exclusively from tbe

The evi- " institutions of societies belonging to the Indo-

it in the " European stock, the Romans, Hindoos, and

tionsof all '' Sclavonians supplying the greater part of it;

" and indeed the difficulty, at the present stage of

" the inquiry, is to know where to stop, to say of

" what races of men it is not allowable to lay

'' down that the society in which they are united

" was originally organised on the patriarchal

"model." pp. 12 2, 123,

The theory Of tliis (so-callcd) patriarchal theory I have
accords

with obvi- said nothing, because I wished to rest my case on
ous facts.

the evidence of facts with which we are all familiar.

Those facts, as I may try to shew you hereafter,

help to explain some of the legal fictions of which

Mr Maine speaks, for they tell us why of necessity

the relations of the family must interpenetrate the

later order of the Nation, and impress their own

character upon it.

Leaving these more general remarks, much as

they concern our subject, and recurring to the par-

ticular Roman Institution about which we first

consulted Mr Maine, I think he has made it clear

that the conclusions suggested by our ordinary

Virgil's in- reading will endure strict investigation. Virgil

firme/by' was uot mistaken in his belief that the ground

enquiriel ^^ ^^^ uation's stability lay in the reverence for

fathers ; that the authority of the Consul rested

ultimately on his authority ; the obedience of the

soldier on the obedience of the child. The power

of the Roman over material things muat be traced
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to the same source. It does not appear that any l^^"^- ^^•

peculiarities in the atmosphere of Rome enabled

those who dwelt in it to make roads and drain

marshes. The habit of obedience, grounded upon The con-

. ^
. . quests over

a personal relation, made them victorious over material

things, victorious over the men who wanting that must be

obedience stooped to things. It is delightful to the*"same

find a court poet still retaining his interest in the
°''"''^'

growth of vines and the assemblies of bees : it is

more delightful to find him still hoping for the

restoration of manners in Romans through the

revived recollection of the sacredness which they

once attached to the paternal name.

Mr Maine laments his inability to trace as

accurately as he would wish the alterations in the

Patria Potestas in its different periods; how it was

modified by laws or circumstances or opinions.

Such a historical survey, were it possible, would

I believe throw a clear light upon that distinction

on which I have insisted between Authority and

Dominion. To the paternal authoi^ity Rome owed Parental

1 p I mi 1 •
f»

authority

its strength and freedom, ihe claim of paternal the biess-

Dominion resulted in Imperial Tyranny. In the rental do-

third part of these lectures I shall have much to curse of

say respecting the influence of the paternal rela-
°"^^"

tions and the Authority which assumed it as its

foundation upon the manners of the modern world.

Here I will only observe that though the institu-

tions of Rome especially testify to the Authority

of the father or his Dominion, the influence of the

mother is never fororotten in its most characteristic
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lect. II. legends, in its most trustworthy records. They

^ shew how deeply the most masculine of all Socie-
The mo- i '^

ther beside ties was indebted to the female for the preserva-
tlie father. _

_

tion, because for the softening and the human-

izing of its strength; how much the degradation

of the female was involved in its degradation.

While I speak of this combined influence on

the most organic of all commonwealths I am re-

minded of a poem which relates to the history and

destiny of the most inorganic of all tribes. You
will guess that I allude to the Spanish Gy'psy

Another of Gcoro^e EUot. That remarkable and beautiful
instance of ^
the Patria drama has been represented by some of its critics
Potestas.

as an extravagant testimony to the influence of

Race in overcoming the effects of education, in

breaking the chains of a passionate attachment.

To me it reads much more as a testimony to the

might of paternal authority. With what admirable

truth the struggle of Fedalma against that might

is told; how every feeling that is deepest as well

as tenderest rebels against the inexorable com-

mand of the outcast and prisoner who claims her

as his daughter ; most of you well know. But the

Zarca and victory was completc. The lover is given up for
Fedalma, ^. .. •iii

Zarca; the heart-broken girl undertakes the task

of which she despairs.

"Father, my soul is weak, the mist of tears

Still rises to my eyes and hides the goal

Which to your undimmed sight is clear and changeless.

But if I cannot plant resolve on hope,

It will stand firm on certainty of woe.

I choose the ill that is most like to end

I
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With my poor being. Hopes have precarious life. Lect. II.

They are oft blighted, withered, snapped sheer off

In visrorous growth and turned to rottenness.

But faithfulness can feed on suffering

And knows no disappointment. Trust in me !

If it were needed, this poor trembling hand

Should grasp the torch—strive not to let it fall,

Though it were burning down close to my flesh,

No beacon lighted yet ; thi'ough the damp dark

I should still hear the cry of gasping swimmers.

Father, I will be true !

"

Sjxmish Gypsy, Book in. p. 253.

That is certainly the sublime of obedience,

scarcely conceivable in a Roman son, possible per-

haps for the daughter of a Gypsy. Beneath the pro-

found melancholy of this passage and of the whole

poem, I cannot but fancy I see a glimmering of

promise. It may be that abject races, which can- ^(jP^^^^j

not rise to a new life throug^h the influence of^"^"'^^o races.

Joint Stock Companies and competitive Examina-

tions, may yet have seeds in them which a domestic

culture might call forth. It may be that races

perishing in a worn-out civilization may awake at

the stern summons of a father's voice coming to

them softened and deepened through notes of

feminine devotion and self-sacrifice.



LECTURE III.

(2) HUSBANDS AND WIVES.

lect. III. It -vvould be commonly said that the filial relation

is one of necessity, the conjugal relation one of

choice. We find ourselves in one, we may enter

or not into the other. That mode of speaking is

inevitable if we begin the study of society from

the units which compose it. I have given you

my reasons for choosing another method.
Inferences ^ mass of Separate human units never has ex-
from the ^

method istcd I whv should w^e imao^ine it to exist ? It
pursued in _

*' "
_

the last is all important for men to discover that they are
lecture as ,

, _

to the sub- distinct persons ; therefore I would strive to ascer-
jectofthis. .

1 1 T
tain when and how they make the discovery ; I

would not anticipate it. If I pursue the chrono-

logical method it seems right to put the fact of

sonship before all others ; that dating from the

hour of birth. But the relation of a man to a

woman is presumed in that fact ; it might fairly

dispute for the first place in our enquiry. I

am bound to give it the second.
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Do I then exclude the distinction to which I Lect. hi.

have alluded ? Do I deny choice as an element in

this union ? Are all the affections which lead to

it, which have formed a principal subject for the

song as well as for the prose of Europe, to be lost

in the dead fact of a material or of a legal fellow-

ship ? The more we contemplate marriage as a Mamage
.

a primary

primary institution of society—the more we re- institute of

1 1 ^ •!• •
^ ^ 1 ^

society.

mind ourselves that without it society could not be

—the greater will be our reverence for the affec-

tions which lead to it and are implied in it ; the

less we shall be inclined to resolve it into any

brutal instincts, or into any artificial arrangements.

This relation is always in peril from the senti- The senti-

mentalist and from the legalist. The first dwells the legai

on the fact, the undoubted fact, that without timiTof it.

attachment between the parties who enter into

it there is no true marriage. He proceeds to

the assumption that choice is the ground of it.

Therefore all bonds are accounted hardships;

that the union may be perfect, those who have

formed it must be at liberty to dissolve it when-

ever they please. Such a doctrine the Law-

giver declares to be subversive of Society. The

union of husband and wife exists, he aflSrms, by

his permission. There is a Nature which he

cannot fight against, which he may be obliged

to tolerate. Marriage he claims as his ; he pro-

nounces what is to be called marriage, what is

unworthy of the name. Such language sounds

plausible ; it provokes a vehement reaction. * Can
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lect. hi. you bind us in one by your decrees if there

Theprotest is nothing within to bind us?' Again Sentiment
of each . . ,

i /~i
against the IS lu the ascendaut. Compromises are very in-

effectuah You cannot have a httle law and a

Httle sentiment. That experiment is as fatal to

the true conjugium as either extreme.

Thereia- For this relation, like the paternal relation, is
tion as-

. ,..,.,.
sumed in not the creatiou of formal Law ; but is implied m

it, lies beneath it, must be recognised and adopted

by it so soon as it comes into existence. It is a

Relation; therefore neither is it the creation of

the persons who enter into it. This phrase truly

expresses the fact. They enter into it. All the

inward feelings which attract them to it do not

determine its nature ; that is determined before.

But without the attraction they cannot in any

degree understand the relation ; it is for them as

though it were not. There must be in each the

sense of incompleteness without the other ; the

belief of each in the other ; the dependence of each

upon the other ; not of the weak upon the strong

It implies more than of the strong upon the weak. So that

Trust is engendered, which becomes as essential a

part of the domestic >]^os as the Authority and

Obedience which are demanded by the relation of

father and child, without which the Family cannot

subsist. The Choice and Affection of which the

sentimentalist speaks are involved in this Trust.

Unless there is choice and affection upon each

side, it loses its name and becomes a nonentity.

But the choice and affection are not, as in the
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creed of the sentimentalist, the gratification of a ^^^'^- ^^^-

separate instinct ; choice meaning a mere passive
'^^^^H^^'^'

submission to an overpowering impulse ; affec- creed not

tion havinof very little respect to its obiect, beine^ Trust but
/= -^

_
^

.
ff separate

chiefly prized for its reflex operation upon the enjoy-

person who cherishes it. This Trust is not im-

patient of Law as a restraint. It welcomes Law
as a check upon the vagrant inclinations which

would undermine it.

There is no Trust like that which is expressed

and fostered by the conjugal relation. But it dif-

fuses itself from that through all the household ; the

authority and obedience, though they have another

root, cannot be separated from it—derive their chief

strength from it. From the family it goes forth

into the nation. It manifests itself in friendships

between members of the same sex. It enters into

all the intercourse of life ; where it is wanting,

society becomes an intolerable lie. Clever men

try to build up polities on suspicion and distrust.

If they can but make men sufficiently on the watch

against each other, the highest ends of civilisation,

they think, will be accomplished. But the Babels

which are compacted with this mortar fall down.

For the needs of trade— even for the needs of ^^''^'^I't ^^nd

Trust.

that most subtle complicated machinery which is

brought to perfection on the Bourse or Stock

Exchange of the most refined cities in the world

—you ask for Credit. Credit is found to be a

most sensitive plant, liable to expand and contract

in difterent circumstances for the most myste-

4—2
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lect. III. rious reasons. The importance of possessing it,

the miseries which may ensue if it is weak, are

no securities that it may not utterly wither.

Practical men must learn to translate their refined

word into the older monosyllable Trust. They

must ask elsewhere than among moneyed men
Thedis- how Trust is to bc kept alive. They may trace
trust of

, ,
•

.

trade has tlic carlicst sceds of it, as well as the secret of their
its root

in the growth and decay, to the homes of nobles, of shop-
home. ., -

keepers, oi peasants.

I wish you to remember that I am speaking of

no bygone period, but of our own England—of

this 19th century. Civilisation does not throw

off the family; the blessing or the curse of it pene-

trates every corner of the most artificial society..

The Mar- Look at the Mariaqe d la Mode of Hoo^arth.
lage k la "^ °
Mode. Meditate on that ghastly breakfast table which is

the preparation for all the Tragedy that follows.

The great painter of English Social Morality has

told you there the history of commercial failures,

of political distrust and baseness, as well as of

domestic infelicity. But when we have thoroughly

assured ourselves that none of these lessons are

obsolete, none of them inapplicable to our own
age, it is then useful to travel back that we
may see whether this conjugal relation has only

to do with Great Britain or with Christendom

—

whether if we overlook it or treat it as of secon-

dary significance, we can understand any society,

any literature.

We are wont to speak of Greek Society as
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pre-eminently that in which individual force and i^^ict. hi.

energy made themselves felt, of Greek Literature The

and Art as containing the clearest and highest con-

ception of sensuous beauty. Everything there, it

might be concluded, was adverse to the kind of

fellowship and restraint upon taste and appetite

which is implied in any relation, especially in this

relation. Let us see how the case stands.

What light the Iliad throws upon the order

and manners of a time preceding the strictly

historical time, Bishop Thirlwall and Mr Grote

have told us. We knew before how much it had

connected itself in the minds of Greeks with

the thouofht of an endurinsf conflict between their

tribes and the monarchies of Asia, how Alex-

ander felt that he was fulfilling the lessons with

which the song of his childhood had inspired him.

But the discoveries of scholars cannot make us

indifferent to that which lies upon the surface

of the story for every one who reads it. The The wit-

later Greek, though he may have accepted Homer iiiad re-

as a prophet of the destiny of his race, must have the sa..c-

accepted him still more as a witness how his mfrrkge"^

ancestors regarded the marriage vow—how they^'^^*

deemed the defence of it the sign and pledge

of the fellowship of their tribes with each other,

the reason and the bond of a common enter-

prise. Had the llhapsodist preached to us on

this subject his words would never have lasted

to this day or have left an impression upon any

day. He is no preacher ; he simply presents
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lect. III. us with clear pictures of human life under va-

rious aspects—now favourable, now unfavourable

to his heroes. They do evil deeds, and avow

them. Agamemnon says openly that he likes

the daughter of the priest as well as Clytem-

nestra. Nevertheless no poem in the world does

so much homage to the hearth and the home and

especially to wives as this poem. Amidst the

clatter of spear and shields, in the Greek ships

The Greek Or the Trojau city, they are never forgotten. The
manners
determined reader is improsscd before he is aware of it with

relation, the couvictiou that the Greek manners must have

been mainly created by the conjugal relation, that

the weakness and corruption of their manners

may be merely traced to the violation of it.

The That the other great narrative poem of this
Odyssee. • i i i , i i o •

period, whether the author ot it was the same

or not, bears the same impress, no one can doubt

for a moment who considers the plot of it, the

heroine of it, the wanderings and the final reward

of Odysseus. He may have become, as Mr Ten-

nyson imagines, weary of Ithaca when he arrived

there. He may have longed for the sight of

other cities and other men. But home and the

wife were, as far as the Greek poet knew, the

ultimate goal of his thoughts and longings.

If these poems bear a true witness, the union

of the husband and the wife was the ground

of Greek Society ; whatever was healthy, grace-

ful, refined in the Greek people, might be

traced back to it ; that which was vain, gross
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and false in them was connected with outrages ^^^'^- ^^^-

upon it. And we cannot but perceive the influence i''fl>i«"ce

of this relation upon their institutions. The order "age on
political

of the Greek commonwealths was not like the life.

order of that great city which we were consider-

ing in the last lecture. Authority is not what

we first think of in them, though authority was

there, though it made itself felt in manifold ways;

the authority of descent, the authority of intellect.

But the elements of taste and affection, those

which are so prominent in the Marriage relation,

and are always trying to become supreme in it,

present themselves to us in the various forms

of these societies, in the changes which they under-

went. We feel that we are in a world where

choice will always be asserting itself—where per-

haps very hard chains of law will be forged to

restrain it. If again we examine the qualities

of the Greek Intellect or Imagination, we find

ourselves in the presence of a faculty curiously

combining the masculine and feminine qualities

;

aiming at that perfect balance between the

passive or receptive, the active or creative temper. The ar-

between the individual and the universal, which teliper.

constitutes the complete artist ; liable of course

to great excesses on either side, especially to a pre-

dominance of the senses over the man wlio should

rule them. We can see how these tendencies

would work with and against those which we are

wont to describe as moral or ethical; how the

political institutions which combined both ele-
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Lect. III. ments would affect them and be affected by tbera.

The When the sesthetic faculties had reached their
advanced ,., . , -. -^ . ^ ^ ^ •

period. highest pomt m the Ionian race and had given

birth to the marvellous works for which Athens in

the age of Pericles was glorious, the most earnest

thinkers reverted to the marriage relation as the

most radical and precious of all for the life of

their people, as that which was most in peril from

their new and higher civilisation. The Agamem-
non of ^scl>ylus is an entirely different man from

the Agamemnon of Homer. The age of sombre

reflection has succeeded to the age of sunny obser-

vation. Yet the bond of wedlock is the subject

of the play as it was of the narrative poem. And
it is not the progress of guilty love which a

modern artist miofht have described th^it the

Greek Dramatist sets before us. It is the tragedy

of the broken relation, of the veng-eance on the

husband, of the veng^eance on the adulterers, of

the furies that tormented tlie matricide, which

appealed to the Greek mind and conscience. Yet

I do not mean that here more than in the earlier

The poetry there is a formal didactic morality. It

STpiav-^^ is the morality of life, the morality of a man who

ticbut^° read the legends of past days by the light which
mng.

£^|j upon them from the experience of his own.

He had not to translate the dialect of the heroic

ages into that of the later age, because he under-

stood that tlie same relations existed in both ; that

they were permanent ; that the breaches of them

were Tragedies for every period and every country.
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The moral effect of such compositions as these, ^^^'^- ^^^-

so filled with the sense of an order which would The effect

on the

assert itself, which no one could violate with im- Greeks of

an order

punity, must have been exceedingly salutary to ^.iii^h they

a people so possessed as the Athenians were with create,

thoughts of selfgovernment, so open to the sug-

gestion that there was no Law which they did not

establish or might not alter. It is in this way

that the force of those relationships which precede

the Law of States made itself felt as the protector

of Law ; there was that which evidently was not

formed by decrees or assemblies; it was that very

bond which seemed so closely associated with pre-

ference and self-will. On the other hand, as the

Greek came to look down upon the wife, to regard

the marriage bond as merely a legal one, to seek

elsewhere for the gratification of his tastes and

appetites, there was a corresponding loss of the

sense of political order, an ever increasing opinion

that it stood in words and conventions which

cleverer words, conventions established by a

stronger force, could overthrow.

There is one important topic connected with Mono-

the Greek idea of marriage which I have no right

to pass over. M. Comte speaks of Monogamy as

a blessing which we have derived from the Middle

Ages. Mediaeval Christendom was no doubt en-

fifaofed in a sfreat and enduring: conflict with a

faith which accepted and endorsed Polygamy, no

doubt it associated the opposite institution with its

own faith. But to confine Monogamy within the
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^^^'^- ^^^- Christian Age is to pervert History. Your clas-

Nota ^iQdl books tell you of Diany moral corruptions:
Mediaeval ....
nor even tliev do Dot exliibit, either in Greece or Italy,
a Christen- •{

.

'
. . .

-^

'

dom insti- Socictics undcr the influence of this Institu-

tjon. I am desirous that you should notice that

fact and meditate upon it —not the less desirous

because it may suggest another to you. 'Our

classical books, so called, do not give us indica-

tions of such a state; our sacred books do.' That

is an observation which you must needs make and

which may often puzzle you. I cannot discuss the

relation of Husband and Wife properly if I leave

it unexamined.

You will understand that I am not now con-

cerned with the Mosaic law, how far it restrained

or did not restrain Polygamy. All questions into

which formal Law enters belong to a later part

of this course. Still less is it my business to

notice the times of David and Solomon, though

they may present important points for our reflec-

tion, when I enquire into the influence of I^aw

and personal government upon each other. What
The interests us here is that ante-legal or patriarchal

Polygamy, couditiou of whicli Mr Maine finds the traces in

Ancient Law, and for the leading characteristics of

which he refers us to the Book of Genesis. He
does not mention Polygamy among those charac-

teristics. No one can say that it is necessarily

involved in the patriarchal order ; still we all feel

that it is a conspicuous incident in the lives of

Abraham and of Jacob. The discovery of that
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fact did not much affect the commentators on the ^^^'^- ^^^-

Scriptures before the Heformation : they could ^'^^'*'

„

J^ ' •! was dealt

resolve all the events which they read of in the ^^*^ ^y
^ commen-

previous time into' fiofures or types of what was ^'^^o'^ ""
•• o ^ J. Scripture

to be in a more advanced time. The Protestant ^^efore and
since the

schools grew to be impatient of allegories, studious Refomia-
tioii.

of the letter. To them these examples became

perplexing. They explained them away as they

could. Milton scandalised his Puritan contem- Milton's

poraries by the consistency with which he accepted Polygamy.

them as warrants for Polygamy in the Christian

Age. He was, as Mr Wordsworth has reDaarked,

a Hebrew of the Hebrews ; he breathed the spirit

of the Old Testament ; its domestic, if not its

national, forms had a strange attraction for him.

The elevation and purity of his character made

his doctrine harmless for himself; they could not

hinder him from doing a great injury to the book

which was so precious in his eyes. A history

which is strikingly progressive became stereo-

typed. A set of men whose great worth to us

consists in their being the most ordinary speci-

mens of the race were elevated into heroes ; what

is still worse, the very idea of a divine education

of the race through these specimens of it was

practically annulled. Milton has increased his

manifold claims upon our gratitude by affording

us the most illustrious example of a perverted

method which one moment treats these records

as exceptionally sacred, the next as affording

models which all men may follow. We justify
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Lect. ITT. the true meaning of both opinions and reconcile

The practi- them, if WO supposo that they are lesson books

these nar- for mankind, teaching by experiment what is in-

compatible with the order of human existence,

gradually discovering the principles which are at

the root of it.

Looked at in this way the patriarchal story

may be (T conceive has been), more profitable

than any other in making readers aware of the

confusions which Polygamy must introduce into

every family circle ; nay, in shewing them how

incompatible it is with the existence of a family.

We find in these records the absence of any

effort to make out a case for the patriarchs.

Their There are in them no doubt pastoral pictures
sincerity.

which artists of after times have delighted to dwell

upon. There are, beside these, acts of brutal vio-

lence such as are most likely to occur in the

lives of real shepherds ; but which are altogether

disagreeable to those who prefer Arcadian shep-

herds. The tenderness of Jacob for Rachel is

exquisitely beautiful ; along with it we have the

quarrels of the sisters, his own partiality and

the effects of it upon his children. That which

I observed as a remarkable feature of the Homeric

legends is even more conspicuous in the patriarchal

histories. There is no talk about morality ; no

doaj-mas about that which ou2[lit not to be : but

a narrative, revealing in acts what could be

only imperfectly enunciated in words, even if the

time had come for enunciating it. We may hail
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with great delight the Hellenic freedom from the ^^'^'^- ^^^-

mischiefs of Polypfamy. But Palestine, not Greece, How any

has made us feel the mischiefs of it, has enabled become
^ ' Morioga-

us to perceive by what unseen processes, and under ^^'

what living teacher, Greece must have attained to

her exemption from its curses. Under what living

teacher I say ; for those who have supposed that

Greece owed this or any other blessing to Hebrew

traditions are obliged in the first place to inter-

polate history with fancies, and secondly to deny

the testimony of Scripture that there is one Lord

over all nations.

M. Comte has assuredly, then, no right to The

credit the middle ages with the chief and most chivalry.

effectual testimony on behalf of Monogamy.

What he means doubtless is that chivalry in-

volved a reverence and worship of women, which

cannot be paralleled, though there may be

many foretastes of it, in the ancient world.

That worship, as a counteraction of the Maho-

metan tendency to degrade women into ser-

vants or instruments of a tyrant's pleasure, was

of inestimable worth. But the abuses of the

Courts of Love to which M. Comte points as

proofs that the mediaeval Church—or as he calls

it. Theology—was unable to vindicate the purity of

the household, grew out of this worshijD ; in this

instance, as in every other, the idolater degraded

the object of his idolatry. The superiority of the

sex was asserted ; its dignity was undermined.

Why it must be so I think you may gather from
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lect. III. w^Q liints which I have brought together in this

Thereia- Jecture. The relation of the man and woman
tion de-

stroyed by which is expressed in marriage, the dependence

attempts to of oach upon the other, is lost in the attempt to
glorify

either sex exalt either at the expense of the other. Sepa-
to the dis-

^ • n li in
parage- rate them that you may gloriiy the strength oi

the other, the man or the tenderness of the woman,—the

strength and the tenderness depart, either because

the strength becomes brutal and the tenderness

imbecility, or because the strength apes the ten-

derness and the tenderness the strength. Pro-

claim their union, not as the result of any system

but as involved in the order of the Universe,

as implicitly confessed by every society which

has not been given over to brutality—and you

may hope to see the meaning of the union

better understood, the contradictions to it more

thoroughly exposed by every fresh light that

is thrown on past ages or on the present age.

There are some who tremble when they hear

of the attempts to found a new Polygamy in

the West under the shadow of Christian civili-

sation. I apprehend such a spectacle may be

of the greatest service to Christian civilisation

The if it is turned to right account. Let the Poly-
Mormon

[^ ^ -\T 1 I 1 J

Polygamy, gamy 01 the Mormons be presented to us m
the most favourable light by the most impartial

observers. Let it be declared as loudly as you

please that those who are adopted as wives by

any distinguished prophet are content with their

position, even proud of it. Still there is no ques-
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tion whatever that the position is one of servi- '^^^'^- m-

tude : that the women are used to perform cer- Tiie lessons
' ... which it

tain works for their masters. If the civilised contains

for Ameri-

Christians have understood that to be the posi- can and
other

tion of the one wife ; if they have had no higher Christians.

conception of the marriage relation— it is good

for them to behold the full development of

their own principle, to see how much more per-

fectly it may be realised if the form which they

have deemed sacred is abandoned. It may be

a startling discovery ; it may shake all their

surface morality. But it may drive them to ask

for the ground on which their morality rests ; to

see whether it has been created by social con-

ventions, or is itself at the very basis of society.

Clearly the States by mere force have not been

able to put down Mormonism. Most thankful

we should be that they have not. By giving

up Slavery, by overthrowing the horrors which

it introduced into the marriao^e relation—horrors

with which nothing in the worst records of Poly-

gamy can be compared—they have borne the true

witness against Mormonism. Beforming their

own civilisation, they have taken the true course

for protecting themselves against any attempt,

organic or inorganic, to graft the Oriental civilisa-

tion upon it. Bepenting of the blasphemy which

led them to plead the divine authority for making

women into far worse than chattels, they have

done what they could to vindicate the true Scrip-

ture idea, that the man cannot be without the
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lect. III. woman nor the woman without the man if there

is a Lord in whom they are one.

The protest Aofainst overv notion of the subjection of
against the ° *^

. /
Subjection womou to Forco that doctrine has borne, and

to Force, doos bear, the most weighty testimony. Wherever

Christians have adopted that theory of subjection,

they may have quoted the Bible glibly in its

defence, but they have known in their hearts that

they were fighting against the Bible. All civilisa-

tion, so far as it has been Christian, has been at

war with this theory ; every return to it has been

a relapse into barbarism. But the proclamation

of the independence of women is not a counter-

action of this theory—is, I believe, another road

to it. That is an attempt to deny the physical

order, under pretence of asserting a moral order

;

it ends in an invasion of one as much as

the other. There will be perpetual alternations

of slavery on both sides : slavish worship to the

attractions of the weak, slavish worship to the

The Mar- force of the strong ; until we look upon the
riagfe union
derermines relation of Marriage as that which expresses and

tionofthe cmbodics the principle of the union of the sexes,

each other, their noccssary dependence upon each other. No
statistics can in the least affect that position. In

any given community there may be preponderance

of males or females. Thousands of causes may

make it the duty of numbers in either to prefer

a single life to a married one. But there will

be in the single man the habit of reverence, of

chivalry, the desire to learn from women what
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they can teach much better than men ; there will lect. iit.

be in the single woman the grace and dignity

w^hich belongs to the wife, most of the gifts and

qualities which are seen in the highest form in single life

.i .-,
I .-I-,. ,

. ^ a reflection
tiie mother ; always a willmgness to receive from of the mar-

men what the}'" better than women can impart.

Every one has seen such approximations to this

state of things, such proofs that it is what makes

life useful, beautiful, human, that he may well

ioin with M. Comte in exclaiming- against bois-

terous self-assertion on either side as disorderly

and injurious. He may join with the same writer

likewise in his earnest protests against the licence

of Divorce which some European countries have

sanctioned, and which Milton—logically I think—
connected with his defence of Polygamy. For

these services we owe the French Philosopher

great thanks, because he is maintaining with

nuich positiveness a very ancient pi^inciple v/hich,

as he rightly says, the anarchy of our times has

disturbed. When he seeks to build the worship The idoia-

of women on a positive foundation, he is main- women,

taining a very ancient 2'>^'^f'<^ii(^<^—one into which

men in all ages and under various impulses have

fallen ; one which has been largely developed in

our time ; one which may be a needful protest

against tendencies to brutalise instead of to deify

the female sex ; but which will vanish along with

them to its great blessing whenever the true order

of human life is fully recognised.

Any consideration of the legal status of women,
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Lect. III. about which we have heard so much in recent

controversies, would be manifestly out of place in

such a lecture as this. I would however make

this remark. The perfect Trust which I have

maintained to be implied in the relation of husband

and wife, would be wrongl}'- appealed to by those

who oppose any measures for protecting the distinct

property of women unless they are willing to base

all legislation upon this trust. It is Trust of each

in the other ; it cannot be demanded of one more

than of the other. Where the true ^^o? prevails,

any rules about property will be unnecessary ; the

cry for rules is an intimation that it does not pre-

Maxims vail. The moralist, if he enters into the region of

property" positive law, must take care that he maintains his

laws which own ground. He affirms the existence of a relation

canno'tbe which tlio Lawgiver can neither establish nor
immediate- • tt i i i j_ ^ i'

ly deduced iguorc. Ho docs uot prouounce what regulations

princiVies ^^^^J ^0 needful for the defence of Property where

ticMOTa- *^^ relation has been forgotten. But if he is

^^^^- silent on this point, he is not indifferent to it.

Property wants the help of the Pelation, though

the Relation can dispense with the Property.

When Trust vanishes from the Family, commercial

men may feel their need of it—may seek for it

eagerly—but they will not find it *.

* I would earnestly advise my reader to study a pamphlet

" On the Education and Employment of Women," by Mrs
George Butler. He will see how much I am indebted to it;

how feebly I have repeated some of the sentiments which

are beautifully and powerfully expressed in it.



LECTURE IV.

(3) BROTHERS AND SISTERS,

If I had thought that bright and beautiful pic- lect. iv.

tares of domestic life would enable you best to

enter into the subject of my last lecture, I

might have found them in our English writers of

poetry and prose. I deliberately left them for Danger of

such a dark and terrible tragedy as that of the Relations

Agamemnon. For I would not have you think were noT
c ^ 1.' 'j^ii ^ L involved in

or relations as it they were—what some seem our exist-

to consider them—the ornaments and embellish-
^^^^'

ments of our existence; additions on the whole,

though with many drawbacks, to the sum of

its happiness. It is of relations as the core

of human society that I speak, as implied not

only in its well-being but in its very being. If

we do not take account of those societies in which

we must exist, we shall attach a very dispropor-

tionate value to those in which we may exist.

5—2
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lect. IV. The Class and the Club will be superlatively pre-

cious and dear as tlie Family is lost out of sight.

Men will recognise themselves more and more

by their badges and colours when they cease

to care about the ties of blood. So with all our

What the talk about the greatest happiness of the greatest

number numbcr, the number to which we attach any real

when the imjoortaucc Will be alter all a very small one.

forgotten. The groatcst number for which we shall care will

be that which uses our shibboleths, which favours

our sect. If we can persuade the greatest num-

ber to identify their greatest happiness with those

shibboleths and that sect we shall pay it ho-

nour ; if the greatest number should have some

other conception of happiness we shall regard it

with as much contempt as the most exclusive

haters of the common herd.

My object is therefore to lead you away from

what seems to me an utterly false method of esti-

mating human beings ; that which proceeds upon
cannot be the principle of countino- heads. I find men and
disregard- ...
ed by the women in families. I do not find that in practice
historical

. i • ^ x i
critic. we can overlook or ignore this met. I do not see

why we should try to overlook or ignore it in

theory. History, I perceive, takes great note of

it ; more not less since it has become critical.

Families and houses appear very considerable

items in our most recent books ; their effect for

good or for evil upon the course of events in

every land, is admitted with greater clearness just

as our observations become more exact. The
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stock in trade of the sensation novelist consists ^'^^'^- ^^-

in flaofrant outras^es that have been committed

against them ; these it is supposed will stimulate

the jaded appetite of fashionable readers more

than incidents of any other kind. The contrast Theu- place

between these stories and those of the early or and the

the later Greek ages to which I adverted in my^''^"^*'

last lecture is sufficiently striking. There was clear,

free, living description in the first ; no fever, no

violent excitement of any kind. There was deep

reflection in the second ; but the stories which were

chosen by the dramatist were familiar to his audi-

ence, there were no starts and surprises in them ;

evervthinof to solemnise the mind, not to aofitate

and distract it. Yet both had this likeness to the

wonderment-maker of our times. Violations of

domestic relationships supplied to both their most

characteristic subjects. The legend of ^gisthus

and Clytemnestra, of Orestes and his sister, was The le-

one that every Athenian knew. The poet sought for the ear

for the meaning of it ; traced the different steps but forThe

in the story ; saw how past acts had contributed

to the crime ; what after acts were the aven-

gers of it; so left to all generations a witness how
the relations which men and women trifle with

are the ground of their existence ; how social

order is subverted when they are set at nought.

Let it be admitted, nay let it be strongly pro-

claimed, that the poet was producing a work of

art, not a sermon about the marriage bond. Be-

cause it was a sincere work of art, because he
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i^^^'^- ^^- looked into the heart of facts and did not try-

to twist them for the sake of any conclusion,

therefore this testimony to domestic morality, as

something deeper than all maxims of moralists,

as implied in the very constitution of the world,

came out of his tragedy.

The story A preciselv similar testimony with res^ard to

another relation, that of which I proposed to

speak this morning, is borne by that Greek Trilogy

which concerns the destiny of CEdipus. That story

too, even when treated by the greatest genius,

could have had none of the effect of surprise on

those who witnessed the representation of it.

Every incident was familiar to them ; they would

have resented any wilful variation from the tradi-

tion of their childhood. But here the culminatino^

point in the misery of the house is the fall of

Eteocies the two brothers. That rested in the Greek ima-

nices. gination as the result of the previous confusions;

as the sign that the foundations of the Theban

city were broken up and could only be restored

by the death of both the rivals. Most exqui-

sitely indeed is the horror relieved—most beau-

tifully is the lesson of it deepened—by the devotion

of the sister to that brother whose body the king's

edict had condemned to lie unburied ; by her

belief in a primitive and everlasting ordinance

which none imposed by a mortal could repeal.

Art required both sides of the picture and Art

. was faithful to fact in presenting both. Through

them, not contemplated separately but together.
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we apprehend the y6o<i which the relation of bro- Lect. iv.

thers and sisters developes.

When I spoke of Authority and Obedience The man-

as that part of the domestic character which isckUybe-

involved in the relation of Father to Son, I took each rfia"

pains to shew you that what Ave learn from that
^X^jJ^^jg^j

relation, what ceases to have any meaning when
ofiierf'^'^

the sense of that relation is lost, is nevertheless

not confined to it. When I spoke of Trust as

the characteristic quality of the conjugal relation,

I did not the least question that without Trust there

could be no real authority in the parent, no real

obedience in the child. The parallel observation

that there may be an obedience in the Wife, an

authority in the Husband, I cared less to insist

upon, lest I should be supposed to plead for the

sort of subjection by which some earnest philoso-

phers are scandalised. But having once main-

tained that obedience, instead of being another

name for Slavery, is incompatible with it, is the

one defence against it, I need have no hesitation

in using the old language respecting the wife and

in believing that it denotes a state of feeling which

is elevating not degrading to her. So in passing

to the relation of brother and sister, I may most

fully admit that Trust belongs to the very essence T.ust in

n • , • , ni • 1 1
dispensable

ot it, that Without irust it becomes a huge con- to the bio-

tradiction. I may admit also that Primogeniture latlons!^^"

often confers an authority of brother over brother
;

that the difference of Sex, and other differences,

often lead sisters to acknowledge an authority in
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Lect. IV. brothers. I may hold that this authority, how-

ever liable to abuse and whatever false deductions

may be ujade from it, is an important and healthy

element in Social Morality. But yet I may still

The 7,eos look for some quality which shall be distinctive of

guinity. tliis relation as Authority is of the ^^aternal, as

Trust is of the conjugal, some quality which shall be

its contribution to the domestic life, and through

the domestic life to the life of the most expanded

Societies. The story of CEdipus, with its beauty

and its horrors, fixes the name whicli we may give

to this brotherly and sisterly ridws. If I call it the

t]9o^ of Consanguinity, I may seem to choose a

legal and technical name. But my object is now

as in the former instances to shew wliat primitive

and domestic principle is hidden under legal and

technical names, determines their signification, ex-

pands as well as limits their application.

When I speak of Consanguinity I of course

acknowledge a physical fact, I assume that fact as

inseparable from any principle which may be in-

itisthe volved in it. What I affirm is, that in human

Ivfratei-iiai beiiigs thls pliyslcal fact is connected with a fixed

relation, and that in this relation a certain habit

or manner is implied. It is implied in the re-

lation, not artifically attached to it by certain later

conventions. Where it is lost the relation is de-

nied ; Society if it is more than a collection of

brutes is subverted.

This sense of Consanguinity implies primarily

the acknowledgment of a common origin ; not
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necessarily the relation both to a fatlier and lkct. iv.

motlier, but undoubtedly to one. Tt is ca}3able of

very great extension ; as Mr Maine has told us it

may be imagined when it does not exist. Yet the

developements of it through any degrees of cousin- The radical

, .
principle

hood ; the dreams of it in a remote age ; tlie survives

.
^ . amidst all

counterfeits ot it by legal adoption; never really changes

interfere with the first and pure form of it. Iniopements.

the most complicated Societies the brother and

sister still retain their dignity and position. They

are not lost in any tables of descent ; families

which can trace no descent feel this bond as firm,

as imperishable, as those which are most conspicu-

ous for their quarterings. The significance of the

relation, its enormous influence, the monstrous re-

bellions against it, may be learnt better perhaps

in the household of a peasant than of a prince.

Yet it is more in the last than all possessions, all

titles, all expectations. What homage is paid to

it concerns nations more than all the circum-

stances of their outward destiny, than the wisdom

or folly of any Legislature or any Administra-

tion.

I use that lanofuag-e besfsfinof vou to meditate ^he gran-

upon it. At first it may sound strange : then brotherly
^

.

-^ ^ ' relation.

you may deem it the flattest of commonplaces.

I would rather you rested in the latter opinion.

It is a commonplace and may become a very flat

one if we make it flat. It may also rise to an

alarming height before each one of us, as he

thinks within himself—'In this relation T am or
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^^^"^- ^^- ' I have been. What has been its importance to

' me ; how have I fulfilled it ?
' No one who serious-

ly asks himself these questions every day will

doubt that this Consanguinity has been a mighty

When we powor for him ; whether he has turned it to a

I'trnature'^ good or a bad account, it has been more to him

ence!"
^ than all the controversies in all the schools of

philosophy, in all the diets of kingdoms or con-

sistories of churchmen.

In every English household of our day we
may study this relation ; we may trace its effects

upon our national society. But you may study it

also in the Hindoo village of the present and of

former ages. You will be presented with the most

startling phenomena concerning it as you read

the history of the Ottoman Empire ; the brothers'

murders which were necessary to consolidate it

books to be ^nd to prcscrve the succession. There is no mon-
found in •••

every age archv of Christeudom which does not teem with
and coun- "

try. illustrations of it. Aristocracy in all its aspects

brings us back to the primacy of brothers as well

as their conflicts with each other. You have

signs wherever you look that what concerns you

more than the outward economy of the world,

equally concerns all people in all parts of the

world. The lessons of the Dramatist are graven

on the records of mankind. The friofhtfulness

of Incest, the temptation of brothers, for the sake

of dominion, to lift themselves up against each

other with a ferocity to which there is no parallel

in the quarrels of mere neighbours, the way in
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which, amidst all these outrages upon it, the lect. iv.

common blood asserts itself, the triumph of the

human relation over the savage instincts which

set it at nought—the triumph won by feminine

weakness and devotion—these truths could only Literature
•^ a witness

be illustrated by fiction because Sophocles had to facts.

realised the force of them in the actual history

of his land.

No land indeed afforded such a witness of

them as that one in which democratic institutions

had established themselves, in which the claim

of wit and talent to rule was most intensely felt.

Why should one man have possessions rather

than another ; exercise authority more than

another ? Not in virtue of brute strength, that Greek de-

was a barbarian s notion 01 power ; the man could

subdue creatures that were vastly bigger than

himself, provided with beaks or talons that he had

not. For he had an inward art, a craft that was

not theirs. By that same art or craft he could

prevail over the stupider, if they were the more

bulky, parts of mankind ; he could overcome the

apparent force of the Persians, in whose land he

was settled ; he could bring his own countrymen

to bow before him, to confess his supremacy. It

was a miglity persuasion ; how many encourage-

ments there were in the experience of the past,

in what he saw around him, to make it good

!

What a restless desire for dominion and conquest

it created ! How sure it was to find its way

into the heart of families, to make the clever
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Lect. IV. or cunning brother feel that he might overreach

one older and less vivacious, might perhaps

displace him in his inheritance or his father's

aftection ! Why should there be anything in a

family but this strife of intellect, this struggle

for predominance ? There it encountered the

The foes to troublesomo antagonist, the sense of consanguinity.

nity.
° The feeling of rivalry, the passion for dominion,

did not dwell alone in these members of the

household, who seemed to stand all on the same

level, whom so many circumstances seemed to

point out as equals. They might be equals but

they were kinsmen. Which recollection was to be

the stronger ? The struggle was often deadly be-

tween them ; often the passion for independence

triumphed ; often all thoughts of kin were cast to

the winds. What were they ? Why should clever

men.be bound by them? They were gossamer

threads ; a child's knife might cut them in twain.

The per- But tlicu again what strength there was in these

iTin^thT" invisible threads ! How they wound themselves

ksTracJs! about the hearts of those who were most impatient

of them ! How when they went forth on their

cruise of independence, in the search for worlds

where they might have their own way and not be

checked by old associations, the old associations

came back. Neither seas and mountains, nor the

sight of new men, nor the hearing of new tongues,

succeeded in dissolving the old spell. The family,

the tribe, reappeared in the untrodden soil ; the

names, the customs tliat had belonged to the
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hearth and household, drove out those which they i-ect. iv.

found, or, blending with them, transformed them.

It was the sflory of the Greek in his native home „ .^o >J Mow it

to assert his independence and superiority. Is it ^°''^^ ^"^

not his p-lory in the new land to assert his Doric ^'^*i°n of
'-^ '' new so-

or Ionic derivation ; to shew what it is to be one cieties.

of a race ?

See how Consanguinity works in those who

give the greatest signs that they were determined

to have a way of their own, that they were born

to be founders of Societies 1 Their zeal to be

independent becomes the instrument of asserting

relationship. So soon as they begin to found

Societies they acknowledge a Society wdiich was

founded for them.

Amidst all the whirl of events in the Greek

cities, amidst all social strifes and schemes of legis-

lation, speeches of rhetoricians, theories of philo-

sophers, we cannot then forget the brother and

sister. Turn to a history which is free from these The He-
Ijrcw rtJ"

interests ; one in which law and policy have not cords,

yet appeared. Consider that book of Genesis to

which I referred last week for its illustration of

the marriage relation, as well as of the effects of

polygamy in confusing it. There you have another

and much simpler exhibition of the brotherly

relation. Simpler but not the least more flattering.

Free from the impediments of law, from the social

complexities of later days, you have the family life,

especially in these aspects of it, clearly set before

you. I leave critics to discourse about documents,
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lect. IV. what their vahie is, or whence they come. I

merely take what I find. I know not what omis-

sions or alterations could convert it into a more

instructive commentary on ancient life or on

modern life ; on the smallest commonwealth of

classical Greece, or on the greatest democratical

community of the western world.

Isaac and In the houso of Abraham we have an indi-
Ishmael. . t i i • t • p i

cation—little more than an indication—ot the

strifes which might arise between brothers like

Isaac and Ishmael, with a common father, with

hostile mothers, one a concubine. After the se-

paration and the establishment of one as the head

of an Arab tribe or horde, the sense of a common

blood brings them together at their father's grave ;

amidst all the conflicts of after ages the old tie of

Ishmaelite to Israelite is never forgotten.

Esau and Far moro distinct and vivid is the picture

of the relations between Esau and Jacob. The

plain man with his tendency to craft and cowardice,

the genial hunter full of outspoken affection and

hatred, have reappeared in every age, have been

claimed as representative figures in every region

of the earth. Amidst the strifes of characters so

opposite, each desirous of dominion, each con-

necting it with a father's blessing, there is still

the mightiest sense of consanguinity. They plot

against each other, and they embrace ; the name

of the father about whose favour they dispute,

and his grave, are still meeting points for the

Edomite chieftain and the heir of the Covenant.
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Then follows the story which has had such l^^'^- ^^-

power over the minds of children and adults, a

story full of fierce passions and wild deeds, but Joseph and

exhibiting the sense of a common blood, in those thren.

who are taking a crafty and brutal revenge for the

seduction of their sister, even in those who are

punishing their father's partiality by casting their

brother into a pit. The sense of relationship is

conspicuous in the oppressors as well as in the

victim. It goes with him into the prison and

into Pharaoh's palace ; it is awakened in them

by a punishment which appears to have no con-

nexion with the crime. Of course I accept the

story like that of the patriarchal polygamy as

the genuine record of a divine Education. But

since it is the education of men with the coarsest

natures, as little disposed as any could be to frater-

nal sympathies, it illustrates the ordinary history An iiius-

and experience of mankind more completely than ordinary

, 1 T J 1 • • 1

1

T domestic
any other can. In this case as in the one 1 con- antipathies

sidered the last week, if I accept the Scripture pathP"^

narrative at all, 1 must accept it as teaching how

Greeks or any human beings were enabled to

rise above their own selfish tendencies and pre-

possessions and to become capable of any Social

Morality. I may shew you in a subsequent lecture

that their own apprehensions upon the subject,

if very different from those of the Hebrews, were

not different in this respect ; both traced human

relationships to a divine origin.

I have dwelt much on the word Consanguinity

lies.
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lect. IV.
\y^ ^1-^jg lecture in connexion with the brotherly

relation. AVe shall hear in due time of trade

brotherhoods, of relisrious brotherhoods and sister-

hoods, of a universal brotherhood. We shall

have to enquire into the force of language which

has been so widely diiFused throughout Chris-

wider tendom. But we must not antedate these en-

brother-"^ quirics. We may weaken our belief in the reality

hood not £ ^Y\Q domestic bond, if we introduce more
to be con- '

her7^'
general thoughts prematurely. I have purposely

taken my illustrations from two countries which

we are wont to consider specially exclusive ; from

the family of Abraham, with its Covenant and its

Strictness spccial rite ; from the Hellenic race, the very name

Greek and of which marks it as antaofonist to the Barbarian.

conception. Whatever principles might be hereafter developed

in the history of either or both of these peoples it

is important to remember that consanguinity bore

for each of them its most direct and obvious

signification. There might be a temptation some-

times to extend it, sometimes to contract it. But

the thouQfht of an actual brotherhood was as-

sumed in the existence of the Jewish tribes, and

was never obliterated. We know from a familiar

story that the Greek disputed the right of a Mace-

donian monarch to attend the Olympic festival,

because the purity of his blood was suspected.

I do not wish you to forget the connexion

between brotherhood in its most limited and in its

most comprehensive sense. I wish you to preserve

the feeling of that connexion. I shall have to
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shew you what modern Europe has lost by turning Lect. iv .

a word into a metaphor which should have re-

presented the greatest reality. That is my reason

for deferring" the consideration of this use of the

word till we can find some substantial ground for

it. But there is one remark which T must make

in this place. Fraternity has in later days been Equality

closely associated with Equality. We have seen temiiy.

from the history of the Greek republics, as well as

from the simple patriarchal narrative, how naturally

the thought of Equality springs out of this house-

hold relation, and what was in the earliest times the

restraint upon it. There is a sense of equality in

brothers which there never can be between fathers

and sons ; which only starts up artificially, when

the feeling of the relation has been enfeebled, be-

tween husbands and wives. Brothers are to be the

founders of new households, perhaps of new cities

and commonwealths. Amonoj them appear all '^he con-... • ^^ ^
Aict be-

distmctions of temper, taste, intellect. One has tween the

1 • 1 • 1 • • mi *^'° ideas.

this claim, one that, to superiority, ihe common
English household explains the working of these

influences ; Greek factions were the result of them.

Equality is asserted in them—Equality is dis-

turbed by them. Fraternity comes in partly to

soften the cry for equality, partly to make the

fulfilment of it possible. The competition of in-

terests is checked as the sense of the relationship

is strengthened ; with the sense of the relationship

comes also the feeling of distinct powers which

each may put forth for the help not the overthrow

6
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Leot. IV. of the other, of distinct vocations to which each

The fellow- jQ^y devotc himself, and so may make the destiny

brothers, of the whole family more complete.

That is a very simple statement of what you

all have in some degree experienced—the state-

ment of a principle, as I think, of the profoundest

importance and the most unlimited extent. I dare

Competi- not tell you how much I feel that competition

which some deem the great sign of social advance-

ment, the great help to modern learning, is threat-

ening the existence of Society, is undermining

knowledge. Yet I have no dream of checking it by

artificial expedients. I shall endeavour to shew you

hereafter how it becomes associated with that con-

sciousness of a distinct life, which I believe cannot

be too vigorous in a man, without which nations

must perish. It is the brotherly relation in which

I find the true antidote to the destructive tendency

of competition, the true vindication of all in it

that is sound and healthful. History bears that

witness to us ; may each of us realise it for

himself

!

Civilization That we may do this, I have given you in the

cause of patriarchal records evidence enough that the conten-
disorders

.
r- i i i i i i

•

between tious 01 brotliors are not produced by the circum-

stances of civilization ; that to wish those circum-

stances away for the sake of obtaining a more

affectionate brotherly intercourse, is in the last

degree idle and ungrateful. In the household

stripped bare of all arts, luxuries, refinements,

there are rivalries, hatreds—the impulses that lead
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to fratricide. But learn the other part of the ^^^^- ^^^-

lesson also. These rivalries, hatreds, impulses to

fratricide, are all rebellions against an established

order, are all violations of a relation in which we

actually exist. You may call them natural if you

please ; as I have said again and again I do not

complain of that word. But if so submission

to Nature means ceasing to be men ; the choice

of an inhuman state.

And whilst I am most anxious not to charge But. what
civilization

any improvements or pros^ressive developements shall be is
"^

. . ... determined

of Social Life with evils wdiich become appa- by the de-

gree in

rent in its earliest stages, I must also repeat the which

maxim that every stejD onwards is a blessing or orders pre-

a curse, according as the first steps are securely famiiy or

taken. The craving for ownership, for dominion, conquers

is that which distracts the household. Whether

that is turned into a healthy craving, or becomes

the seed of all mischief to him who cherishes it,

and to all with whom he is brought into contact,

depends upon the question whether it is har-

monized with the feeling of relationship, or whether

it tramples that down. If the desire of possession

and rule is stronger in any man than the sense

of brotherhood, he may be a tyrant or a slave
;

or both in one. He in whom the sense of

brotherhood is uppermost may be a sufferer and a

victim, but he will help to preserve Society from

destruction.

G—

2



LECTURE V.

(4) MASTERS AND SERVANTS.

lect. v. a phrase was heard very frequently in the South-

ern States of America when Slavery prevailed

The Do- there. It was called a Domestic Institution. No
meslic Ir- /.i i • i i it* i?
Btitution. arguments of those who aimed at the abolition ot

Slavery were so powerful as this language of its

defenders in causing it to be regarded with disgust

and loathing. For those who listened to it knew

—those who uttered it could not be ignorant

—

what kind of domestic Morality was associated with

the legal dogma that the negro was the chattel

of his Master, and ought to be dealt with as other

chattels were. All relations of father and child,

of husband and wife, of brother and sister, were

thrown into the wildest confusion by the practice

which that tenet sanctioned. It was no question

of colour or race. The white was more degraded

by the presence of this anomaly in his household
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than the black. For the honour of his skin, for t^ect. v.

the dignit}'' of his parentage, he had need to de-

mand at any price a deliverance from it.

But now that that deliverance has been effect-

ed—now that we have no excuse for speaking

harshly of any southern planter or of his apologists

— it may be right for our own sakes to consider

what this plea meant. An expression does not

gain such currency as this gained, if there is not

some foundation for it. We were often reminded

by slaveholders that there are servants in most

English households. We were asked whether wherein

the only difference between these servants and servant

slaves is that they receive certain wages, and that tiel'iaieT

they may at their pleasure change one master for

another. We were urged to consider that ''this

" privilege has its attendant disadvantages ; that

" the affection of the hireling is often far less than

" that of the Slave who has grown up, who has

" perhaps been born on his Master's Estate, who
" has never known himself in any other character

" than as attached to him. There is no doubt," Argu-

T <T» • T • 1 1
mtDts for

it was said, " some difference m the independence the second.

" of a man who lets himself out for a time, and
'' one who is transferred altogether to an owner.

" But it is a question of degree not of kind.

"Money settles in what position either the

" Slave or the so-called Servant shall stand to his

" Master. Money is more clearly and distinctly

" required as the bond of union in the latter case

" than in the former." Reference was also made
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lect. v. ^q history. '' The Greek KepubUcs which were

'* most democratical, in which the sense of Equahty
*' was most predominant, recognised Slavery. It

" was no offspring of Monarchy. It was intimately

" associated with the sense of Freedom and

The Greek, '' Citizcnship. The Greek felt what he was, what

man, the '' he oiight to bo, wlicn he contemplated the dif-

siavehoid- " forcnco between his race and the races that were
ecs.

'' merely animal. Was not the slave like the Son,

" a part of the Roman Family? Finally, what
" can be said of that Society which Christians

" believe to have been divinely set apart, divinely

" orofanised %
"

No questions are more pertinent to our pre-

sent subject than these ; I should conceive I was

treating the subject of Domestic Morality most

carelessly if I passed them over or only offered

loose and general answers to them. I will try to

examine them in the light of history. I hope I

shall not shrink from applying the lessons of the

past with all strictness to our own practices. I will

Tiie take the Greeks first, since the most careful and

systematic of their writers on Social Morality has

handled this topic and has given us a kind of help

in the investigation of it which we shall scarcely

find any where else.

Aristotle. Aristotlo, as I have observed already, begins

his Politics from the Family Relations. Amongst

these he includes that of Master and Servant.

He accepts in the fullest sense the Greek faith

about Slavery ; he sustains it by his own argu-
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ments ; lie shews how thoroughly his mind was ^-^"^- "^•

penetrated by it. There was a supremacy due to

Intellect, i.e. to the man over the animal. The

Greek clearly possesses this supremacy. However,

it came to him, it is his ; he must assert it. He The do-

can rule. He must shew that he can. The posi- of the

tion has often been maintained since ; it has been J," e^r the

applied to other races than the Hellenic; it has^'^^^'^'

never been more vigorously asserted or in more

various modes of speech than in our own day.

But I am not aware that Aristotle's reasonings

have ever been improved, that anything has been

added to them, except a little violence of temper

into which he was seldom betrayed. He had a

thorough mastery of himself and of his doctrine.

It was not with him a rebellion against some

other ; it was a calm deliberate assertion of what

he perceived to be a fact, and of an inference

from that fact which appeared to him inevitable.

According to this doctrine certain men should What

^ . 1 1 1 • 1 • such a doc-

be instruments, organs, through which certain trine

other men effect their purposes. There should be voUe.

no genuine difference, as I observed in my lecture

on the paternal Relation, between the plough and

him who drives the plough, between the apparatus

for cooking and the cook. But is there no dif-

ference between them in Aristotle's estimation ?

Assuredly the widest. For the servant is part of

the Family, if ever so subordinate a part. There

is a relation between the Master and the Servant ;

a relation which is afterwards to be unfolded in the
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lect. V. civic order. Because this relation becomes asso-

ciated with those of which we have spoken already,

the slave rises unawares from a possession, an

instrument, into a man. His position may be

Why it justified by his animal tendencies. He may be

voive this"' inarked for servitude. He may be deemed in-

capable of rule. But however incredible it may

be, he is 7'elattd to the ruler ; that bond between

them must not be denied.

Aristotie'a ' Must 7iot Lc;' jou. will Say perhaps, 'in the

overcome theory of a Philosopher.' By no means ; the

verence for philosophor's thcory would permit that it should be

denied. It is the philosopher's faithful study of

facts which surmounts his theory, which compels

him to confess what his theory would contradict.

But no philosopher and no plain man could force

any Master to admit the slave as one of his rela-

tions ; could hinder him from saying ' He is my
property. I have won him with my sword. I

The battle havo piirchased him with my money.' That as-
of relations iii • ^ •

i t
and pro- suredly would be said ; it was the ordinary tend-

ency of every man to say it. All the circum-

stances of his position, all the lessons of his wisest

counsellors, seemed to point it out as the most

reasonable language. What proved it unreason-

able ? Simply that fact of the most ancient, of

the most modern, experience that the language

which is applied to one part of the family will

gradually be applied to the whole of it. The belief

in Property will become the absorbing belief in the

mind of the Father ; it will convert his authority
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over his Son into mere Dominion. It will be a ^^"^- ^-

question between the husband and the wife wdiich

shall have dominion over the other ; notions of

Property will regulate their union. Brothers will Property,.,.., • -n 1
must be

View their relation m the same aspect ; it will be a supreme

struggle which shall possess most of that which relations

the father leaves. Here is the test of the two
^ '^^''^*"^'

principles. They will be always fighting in every

man to whatever Society he belongs ; democrati-

cal, aristocratical, monarchical. If he admits the

principle of Property in any case to be the ground

of his connexion with one of his own race, that

principle becomes predominant in his whole life

;

if the domestic feelinof is strong-er in him than the

feeling of possession, that will work itself out in

him till it leavens his thoughts of every one with

whom he is brouofht into contact.

I take Aristotle then as expounding to us

the conditions and the contradictions of Greek
How far

Society, and as foretelling what would be the con- the Greek

. . . .
precedent

ditions and contradictions of Society in all lands, availed for

the modern

The American who said that the acknowledgment siave-

i> -%~\ ^^ t' ^ 11 holder.

or Jiiquality did not overcome—could not overcome

—in him the contempt of an inferior race, that the

fact of inferiority was stronger than any theory, had

a precedent for his statement in the experiences

of the Hellenic races, and in the most enliofhtened

commentaries upon those experiences. The Ameri-

can who spoke of Slaver}'- as a Domestic Insti-

tution might also turn with much profit and

hope of confirmation for his doctrine to the same
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Lect. V. source. Only then he \Yould encounter the dis-

covery— of Avliich he could also supply abundant

illustrations from his own ao-e and land—that

Domestic life must either subdue Slavery or be

subdued by it.

The Ro- xhe Roman Family may teach us more on
man slave. "^ ''

this subject than the Greek, not through philo-

sophers, but through the ackno\Yledged facts of

the history. The Son, as you know, was in the

family as a Servant; he had need of emancipation

before he could rise to his proper rights as a

Citizen. The Slave was in the Family, and

might also be emancipated, might become a

Citizen. Here was in a strict sense a domestic

Institution. What was the effect of it ? That

question cannot be answered by an appeal to one

set of facts. There are two opposite sets of facts

each restinor on clear evidence. In one of the

debates on West Indian Slavery in the House

of Commons, when Sir Thomas Fowell Buxton

had proposed a resolution declaring it to be in-

Mr Can- Compatible with Christianity, Mr Canning appealed

peat to to the Sixth Satire of Juvenal as shewing w^hat

the Slavery of the Roman Empire was when

Christianity appeared in the midst of it. He
quoted that speech of the Roman Matron which

ends with the well-known line,

Sic volo, sic jubeo ; stet pi-o ratione voluntas.

w^hat it Well ! that speech points to one class of facts
jiroves.

quite indisputable; there miglit be the most
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reckless tyranny exercised over the person of the ^^^'^- ^-

slave. If Mr Canning's respect for his audience

and for the public opinion of England had per-

mitted him to adduce other passages from the

same Satire, he miofht have shewn what an utter

decay and overthrow of domestic life generally

was co-existent with this violence. He mio^ht

have proved that the saying 'omnia Romce venalia Tins Satire

was illustrated by the son plotting for his father's refer only

death, the wife for the husband's, the brother for to slaved

the brother's. But when we have wearied our-

selves with looking^ into those dreadful records,

it is some refreshment to recollect that the body

of Roman freedmen, not to speak of those special

instances of the class which we have been wont to

connect with very graceful portions of Latin litera-

ture, bear witness to an influence of the other kind

— to an elevation of the servant, not a degradation

of the son. I am not considering how far Legis-

lation contributed to either result. I am main- The other

• • 1 1 T-> 111 class of

tammof that the Koman state could not have facts.

existed, that Law would have perished altogether,

if family Relations had not counteracted the mere

money power; asserting for the slaves a place

amono- Romans and men.

But undoubtedly the Society of Palestine was The He-

.
brew slave.

a more favourite argument with the supporters

of Slavery in the Southern States of America,

than that of Greece or of Rome. Had it not a

sacred even more than a classical sanction ? What
I said on the subject of Polygamy in a former
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^^^'^- ^- Lecture makes any formal answer to this question

unnecessary. But I am glad to speak of it in

connexion with the phrase * Domestic Institution.'

He was "W© havc sccn how thorousfhly the order of the
eiiiphati-

. .

caiiya Jewisli Commonwcalth was laid in Domestic
member of

_ ,

the famUy. Institutious, or, to uso a less ambitious phrase, in

the Family. All its after Legislation is only

intelligible when this ground is assumed for it.

The highest promise to the Family of Abraham

was that through it all the families of the earth

should be blessed. However slight a meaning

might be attached to that promise by those who

accepted it and spoke of it as the Israelite privi-

lege, this at least was an inevitable deduction

from it. All captives in war, all slaves purchased

with money, came into the circle of the chil-

dren of the Covenant; their condition might be

comparatively ignominious ; they could not be

treated as mere animals. They were in a very

practical as well as formal sense members of

the Family. The legislators and prophets of

Israel in general encouraged the slaughter of

enemies in war, discouraged the taking of them

The dread as prlzcs to cririch the Conqueror. They dreaded,

charac- no doubt, the multiplication of Slaves ; they saw

of'jevvish the peril in which it would involve the native
pa no s.

gQciety. But all bondsmen, however they might

be claimed and dealt with as the property of

particular householders, came—in that very cha-

racter—under the cognisance of the whole Com-

monwealth; could not be excluded from its pro-
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tectlon. The Master and Slave stood of neces- ^^^'^- ^

sity in a relation to each other; Property in

this as in all cases did homage to the Relation;

not the Relation to the Property. I do not mean

that the lust of Property rebelled against this

Relation less among the Jews than among the The prin-

other peoples of the earth. That Rebellion is most Jewish

conspicuous through their whole history. Every

age exhibited some fresh instance of it. Every

Prophet lifted up his voice against it, saw in the

prevalence of it the ruin of the land. In the final

days of the Commonwealth the maxims of Pro-

perty subdued all others ; the religion became

mainly a calculation of Profits and Losses ; Mam-
mon was worshipped in the Temple and in the throw,

corners of streets as the true Lord of Heaven and

Earth. It did not signify much then whether

the servant was bought or hired ; whether he was

or was not esteemed a part of the Family. For

what is the Family in a Society of that kind?

What man feels that he is related to any other ?

If these observations are true, the supporters inferences

of modern Slavery had an unquestionable right to statenents.

claim for it a Latin, an Hellenic, or a Hebrew
ancestry. They had a right to say that it was in

Greece, in Rome, in Judea a Domestic Institution.

The resemblance might have been pushed further.

It might have been shewn that the disorder of the

Modern Nations, like the disorder of the ancient,

was inseparably connected with the disposition to

treat men as property; that the order of the
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^^^'^- ^- Modern Nations, like the order of the Ancient

Nations, has always manifested itself in its strug-

gle against this disposition, in a victory over it.

These historical parallels may be of great profit

Modern to US. But if WO try to provo that we have in-
slavery not

inherited licrited Slavery either from the old world or from
from the

i
• i n ^

• n
old world the middle ages, the most notorious facts confute

die ages. US. The Slavciy in our West India Islands, and

in what were our colonies on the American Con-

tinent, had not the faintest connexion with the an-

cient Serfdom of Europe. It cannot be traced, as

we like to trace our abuses, to feudal or papal tra-

ditions. It is of Protestant birth ; it belongs to the

Trade age. Men of high intelligence may plagiarize

from the Greeks and apply their doctrine of the

dominion of intellect over brute force to the case

of the white and the negro. But they know that

the white stooped to the brutality of the negro in

the act of capturing him ; increased his brutality

in the process of holding him; found his interest

in warring against intellect in those whom he pos-

sessed ; therefore gradually lost all feeling of the

difference between Intellect and mere force in him-

self Let us make all possible excuses for those

It is strict- who purchased slaves or received them by inherit-
ly the

-"^

. .

creature of anco ; but the arguments from reason and religion

must be regarded as altogether ex post facto. The

spirit of Trade, the desire for Property, must be

credited with the origin of the traffic, with the

maintenance of it, with the resistance to every

proposal for abolishing or even mitigating it. I
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wish you to remember this, not because I am '^^^'^- ^-

anxious to escape the force of those arguments of

the Slaveholders to which I have referred, but be-

cause I feel how strong they are still. They have

survived the extinction of the laws and customs

which they were first invoked to defend. The Force of

statement that the hireling servant, whether in arguments

1 ^ ^ ^ c in 1 ^^^ slavery

the household, the larm, or the factory, may be against

as little regarded as any one who is bought and

sold, is one which we cannot afford to disregard.

It is strictly true. It points to a tendency which

is in all of us—a tendency very little affected by

theories concerning Government—not touched by

any of the contrivances or comforts of modern

civilization—strengthened rather than weakened

by the mercantile dogmas which have supplanted

the old feudal dogmas. The habit of regarding

separate possession as the basis of Society, as the

end which all Society exists to secure, leads

directly to the expressions which we hear so often:

"I have paid the fellow for his services; what Wages do

more can he ask of me?" That is, in other words, the reia-

'' Between me and him there is no relation ; the tween

only bond between us is that which money has servant,

created." That is the feeling on the master's side.

And the servant's of necessity corresponds to it.

" I owe him nothing : he has had my work out of

me. What more have I to do with him?"

There are men, generous and noble men, who

listen indignantly and impatiently to this kind of

discourse ; who think it is increasing, whom it fills
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^^^^- ^- with apprehensions of that which must be coming

upon a Society where it prevails. To them the ob-

vious, the only, remedy for it seems a proclamation

that the terms Master and Servant are grounded

The two upon a false and unrighteous assumption ; that they

curing this ought to bo bauished from the vocabulary of true
social evil. , . . . .

citizens and well-constituted societies. I resjDect

their feeling; I share their terrors; I utterly dis-

sent from their conclusion. It seems to me that

what we want is not a repudiation of service as in-

human, but a much profounder reverence for it;

not an assertion that all have a right to rule, but

far rather a conviction that every one is bound to

serve, and may claim service as his highest

privilege.

Service as- I am utteriug no paradox. I am merely affirm-

our com- iug that our ordinary speech is not treacherous and

t^Te^noWe. hypocritical speech. We talk of military Service

as honourable. The rulers of the land are those

whom we call the Queen's Ministers. Of course

we may mean nothing by these words. We may
mean nothing by any of our words. They may
all be merely counters which we pass off upon

one another without attaching the least value to

them. But suppose for an instant that we are not

doing this—that all our commonest expressions

are not impostures—in that case it would not be

at all necessary or desirable to get rid of these

names ; no one would be elevated, every one would

suffer, by the loss of them. Indeed, what good do

we ever obtain by unmaking facts, or by determin-
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ingf that we will not recoofnise them ? Men will l^^"^- '^'•

direct others in the doing of certain works, will

teach others certain lessons. Men will ask to be Conse-

directed both in their works and their thoughts, rejecting

The only result of saying ''It ought not to be so; of Service.

there should be no master and servant," is that

some will exercise dominion because they can do

it, that others will be submissive because they

cannot help it. That is to say, the condition of

owner and slave will be substituted for the rela-

tion of Master and Servant.

When we come to speak of the Legal or

National State we shall find an explanation of

Equality very different from this, much more

satisfactory. At present we are in the domestic

region, that region in which Manners are formed,

from which we learn what Manners are. The

ground of these cannot be Self-Assertion ; that

tends to brutalise Manners; that is always threat-

ening Social Intercourse. Deference, courtesy,

observation of the feelings of those with whom
we live, these habits are cultivated by the inter-

dependency of the members of a household, by

what I have described as the inevitable duplicity

of every relation. But this manner— this essen- How Man-

tial part of the domestic »]0os—attains its highest pend upon

developement when there is a reciprocal reverence

between the Master and the Servant; it is shat-

tered to pieces when that reverence is destroyed.

Do not suppose that I have any arriere pensee

about a condition of Clanship, or that I wish
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Lect. V. Anglo-Saxons to become Celts. My principle

is good for nothing if it depends upon social acci-

dents, if it is not as valid for those who pay wages

as for those who claim the fealty of vassals.

Changes in Family Relations last on through all changes;
circum- . ... p-n/r lo
stances do 1 claim the Helatiou of Master and Servant as

the pii- one of these, as overshadowed and interpreted by

ditions of the relationships of blood and in turn protecting
"''^^ ^' them from the perils to which they are at every

moment exposed. I rejoice in all those facts which

prove that the Servant has a legal status; that

he has as much claim against his Master in the

courts as his Master has against him. But I am
sure that neither his position nor his Master's is

made a pleasant or even a tolerable one by these

arrangements. I am sure that unless they learn

that reverence for each other which neither feudal

bonds nor legal securities can create, they will

become more and more enemies to each other,

and the enmity will spread from that relation to

all others till the entire Household is infected

with it. A full discovery of the reasons which

make Service venerable, which render the ambi-

tion to rule only moral, only human, when it

means ambition to serve—must be reserved for a

All of us subsequent part of these Lectures. But if I have

and Mas- giveu you a hint how much that doctrine, strange

as it sounds, has been recognised in our language

and in every modern language—I must follow

up that hint by reminding you that every one of

you will be called to some position in which he

ters.
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^vill be both Servant and Master, in which he will Lect. v.

be under authority, in which he will have some

under his authority. What your lives shall be, import-

what good or mischief you will do to your country coUecting^

—will depend mainly upon the question how you *^^* ^^'^^'

understand this position, what you suppose to be

the nature of this authority. Just so far as you

forget that the position involves a relation—^just

so far as you confound the Authority with Do-

minion your manners will become brutalised, just

so far you will help to brutalise ail with whom
in any capacity you are associated. I will not

go through a host of instances. I will take one

which will illustrate the whole subject and its

bearing upon the most modern practice. Some of Native
, • M •^•

J
• servants in

you may become civil or military servants in India.

British India. You will have native servants

under you. You will be tempted as others have

been before you, to think of those servants as

members of an inferior race. You will not of

course call them ' Niofo^ers ' as some have done.

You will not disgrace our Education here so much

as to exhibit that stupid ignorance. But without

resorting to any of the epithets which stamp

vulgarity upon all who condescend to them, you

may be tempted to say, " We have a right to treat The piea

.
. for brutal-

" these people as brutes, for in many ways they ity towards

" shew themselves to be so." Understand that they
_

have a brutal nature in them as you have a brutal

nature in you. If you speak to the brutal nature

in them—if you assume that there is nothing else
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^^^'^: ^- in them but that—you will cultivate it in your-

The test of selves. The distance between them and you of

rule. which you boast will diminish at every moment.

You will sink to their level. It is only to the

force which your country wields that you will

appeal for the preservation of your superiority.

And that force you will be weakening. Your

treatment of the natives will be doing more to

shake it than a hundred blunders in legislation.

For the manners of men affect men more than

the acts of Councils or the decrees of Judsi-es. If

England reigns by Force, her reign must come to

a speedy end. If she reigns by Justice and

Gentleness you her sons must shew forth those

qualities in your acts. No one will believe in them

because we talk about them, because our News-

papers say that the v/orld ought to admire us for

them. By our fruits we shall be known and

judged. By our conduct to Servants it will be

shewn whether we are fit to be Masters, or

whether we must sink into Servants of Servants.



LECTURE VI.

FAMILY WOESHIP.

We have now considered the different Relations lect. vi.

of the Family, including among them, for the Family

reasons which 1 stated in my last Lecture, that are they to

of Master and Servant. What shall we call these Natural?

Relations ? If I said they were artijicial you

would denounce ray language as monstrous. Sup-

posing it were possible to treat Service as a mere

arrangement—supposing it were not an outrage

upon our deepest convictions to describe Marriage

by that name—it becomes merely ridiculous when

it is applied to Fatherhood or Brotherhood. No
wonder then that men have been wont to speak of

the relations and the affections which correspond

to them as Natural. But we have found great

difficulties in the use of this epithet. Rousseau's

confusions— those against which his successors

have most protested—arose from his belief that

Domestic reformation meant a return to Nature.
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Lect. VI. jH^very exercise of the parental authority involves

Objections a restraint upon certain natural inclinations of the
to the ^

name. son ; every exercise of obedience by him implies

a restraint upon inclinations of his own nature.

The plea for the dissolution of the conjugal bond,

on some other ground than infidelity to it, is

that the husband or the wife finds it an incon-

venient check upon the impulses of nature. It is

a natural impulse which leads every brother to

tear asunder the tie of Consanguinity. It is

natural for the Master to beat his servant, for the

servant to run away from his Master. These are

not verbal puzzles ; they cannot be removed by

an explanation of terms. They belong to the

practice of Life. They have presented themselves

to each new age. Each age has been obliged to

consider what they mean.

Theoiogi- M. Comte tells us that in the infancy of the

natSof world men sought for theological explanations of

facts which they could not understand. How
long that infancy continued, when it terminated,

or w^hether the majority of us are still in it, are

questions of considerable interest upon which many
of M. Comte's readers complain that he has not

Are they given them sufficient light. Perhaps we should

physical gain somo if we considered more seriously what

which were the facts which came most home to men in

pianatlons ^liis infantine stage, and of which they had most

need to demand an interpretation. No doubt

those who were liable to tempests at sea, to earth-

quakes, to inundations of rivers, to alternations of
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rain and sunshine, would be glad to know whence ^^^'^- ^^-

the blessings or the calamities which they ex-

perienced from any of these accidents proceeded.

No doubt we may gather up their guesses and con-

clusions in the general formula, that they referred

natural events to a supernatural origin. So we

may account for the varieties of worship in dif-

ferent regions ; the phenomena being different

we may assume that the agents to whom they

were ascribed would be different.

But why ascribe these phenomena to living why do

agents at all ? Why look at all beyond the tempest w°orshi>

or the earthquake, the sunshine or the rain? Ifnoment

men bow down to powers above themselves these
™*^^'^ -^

'

are the powers. And such would assuredly be the

tendency of men, such is their tendency now as

much as ever it was. What counteracts this ten-

dency ? There are other facts more precious, more

important than these, of which they must get at

the meaning if they can. They are sons, brothers,

husbands ; these relations are more serious to

them than the tempests and the earthquakes

;

affect them more than the sun and the rain. They

are with them at all times, at all times there is

a disposition to cast them off. To be rid of this The facts

order is impossible
;
yet every father, son, husband, life.

wife, brother, sister, master, servant can produce

an effect upon it which he can not produce upon

the fall of the rain or the heat of the sun. It

was not then an impulse of mere curiosity which

led men to ask what these relations signified, how
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^'^^'^- ^^- they were upheld. The demand becomes inevitable

for any people who have perceived their worth,

who have become aware of the perils to which

they are exposed.

The exist- Morcover these relations explain in the most
ence of , . it i i

• • •

fatherhood Simple and direct way how this enquiry is sug-

better than gested to men. You may say with Virgil that

Nature' the mail is happy who has been able to know the

Miter' up^on causes of things ; you may say with Hume that

quTrLr' the man is a fool who thinks he can know any-

thing about causes. But Virgil's felicity implies

the existence of Civilization and Philosophy,

Hume's denunciation is supposed to impl}^ a special

maturity in Civilization and Philosophy. When
you say that men in the infantine stage enquired

into the causes of things, you have to beg a law

of Nature to account for their doing it ; then

afterwards to shew that the law of Nature was

either high Art, or that it deceived those who

yielded to it. On the other hand if we go so far as

to admit that a child or a man has a father, we

may, without attributing to him any wise or vain

desire to understand the cause of volcanoes or of

rain, confess that he must own a cause of himself,

or if the word Cause is disagreeable, an Author,

or if you would rather not say Author, then

Parent ; the word with which we started is just

as good for my purpose as any we can substitute

for it.

My position is that instead of conjuring with

' a law of Nature ' which is itself either a theo-
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logical or metaphysical phrase—and a very treache- ^^^^- ^^-

rous one whichever it is—we may understand

from an obvious condition of our existence

how we are led to look beyond ourselves that

we may account for what we are. We cannot The hu-

help it if we try. We have fathers, we have terest in

ancestors. And since it is also notorious that objects.

we make guesses when we have no means of

arriving at certainty about the origin of pheno-

mena in the outward world, the next question

would be ' Which kind of guess prompts the

other?' 'Which kind of guess has been on the

whole most interesting to human beings?' 'Which

is most nearly associated with their manners and

their social progress ?

'

For the answers to those questions I would

point you to some facts which are not less im-

portant subjects of reflection because every school-

boy is acquainted with them. What strikes you Homer's

as the characteristic of Homer's Mythology ? gy.

How was it connected with the life of Greece ?

You hear of Zeus the Cloud Compeller
;
you hear

of Poseidon the Lord of the Sea. You hear of

Phoebus who sends his invisible arrows into the

midst of the hosts, striking sheep and mules and

at last men. You hear of Hephaistos the great

Mechanician. Have you arrived at the secret of is it de-

rived from

the worship yet ? Let us try by a comparison. Nature ?

There have appeared lately some exceedingly The Vedic

interesting translations of Vedic hymns by an ^™"^"

eminent Oriental scholar. They are, he thinks.
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Lect. VI. some of the most ancient compositions in the

world. Through his version we can discover that

they have much poetic merit ; we may assume on

his testimony that there is much more in them

which our ignorance makes us incompetent to

appreciate. These Hymns are addressed chiefly

to the Winds, or to some of the great Powers

and Energies of the outward world. Hereafter

Mr Max Miiller foretells they will be carefully

studied by Scholars. Since the Language in

which they are written is older than the Greek

—

since we are assured that the knowledge of it

would contribute more than any thing else to

throw light upon the Greek forms and inflections

—our children or our children's children instead of

neglecting these may add to them an acquaintance

Why they witli Sauscrit. Should that event occur, do you

teresting imagine that any ordinary human being will

the Greek carc for tlieso liymus as hundreds of thousands
°^' in all ages and countries have cared for the

Homeric Poems ? I believe no Sanscrit scholar,

however devoted to his work, however inclined

to exalt the genius of these Vedic Songs, would

for a moment cherish such a dream. And why
not ? Is this Mythology more grotesque, more

alien from our habits of thinking than the

Homeric mythology ? The Winds are about

us as they were about the writers of these

Hymns. Where are Zeus and Phoebus and

Hephaistos ?

The grand difference is this. The Homeric
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Poems are poems concerning the relations of men ^^^'^- '^^•

with each other. And beino^ such, they are Relations
^ ' "^ on earth

Poems concerning the relations of men with the ^nd above.

Gods and their relations with each other. The

Father and the Child, the Husband and the Wife,

the Brother and Sister, the Master and the

Servant are there, the names belong to those

who inhabit this earth, to those who dwell on

Olympus. One of these may gather the clouds

together, another may raise the tempest, another

may send the pestilence, another may forge armour

for heroes. But they are persons, they take

account of human interests ; they form a Society
;

they have Manners and Habits, as those have

who form human Societies.

You have learnt perhaps to call these 'personi- Personifi-

fications.' Do not let a word cheat you of a persons.

broad simple fact. Personifications belong to a

later period ; when that theological infancy of

which we are told had long passed away. Pope

personified with great skill and effect in the Rape

of the Lock; but he introduced sad confusion

when he tried the same jDrocess in his translation of

Homer. His original did not personify at all. He
described living persons, whether in this world or

any other ; not shadows, not abstractions. There-

fore it is that his voice has been heard in genera-

tions far removed from his own, in countries utterly

unlike any which he ever saw, among people pos-

sessed by Hebrew and Christian convictions. The

effect of his mythology on the literature of such
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Lect. VI. peoples can never be forgotten. No more serious

Influence poets surelv are to be found in the world than
of Ihe Ho- -^ *^

. . , .

meiicie- Dante and Milton; the one a Catholic theologian

theiitera- of tlic middle agcs, the other a stern Jruritan.

moiiern Yet the legcnds of Greece have coloured the

Inferno, the Hymn on the Nativity, Comus, Pafa-

dise Lost, even the purely Hebrew drama of

Samson Agonistes. In the last century the talk

about Apollo and the Muses became a foolish affec-

tation. But Goethe and Wordsworth, in their

Iphigenia and Laoda^nia, shewed how living the

thoughts connected with the Greek mythology

still are ; how closely associated with human

affections and relations.

I accept most thankfully any helps which

learned men can afford us respecting the locali-

ties and circumstances which have given shape

and colour to these legends, respecting the use or

abuse of words which may explain the names of

particular divinities. Still I am convinced that

the simplest way of considering them is also the

The He- deepest. The Hero is the son or descendant of a
roes and ^

Gods. God. He attributes himself to a divine An-

cestor. His House has become one, for a God
has called it fortli. The founder of a race, the

builder of a City has a divine progenitor. Is the

founder Poseidon ? That you will say is because

the chief came across the sea, because he introduced

some arts or customs from a foreign land. Very

possibly. But a man cannot think of his ances-

tor as derived from the unfruitful ocean. He
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must speak of Poseidon ; of one more like hira i^^^t. vi.

than the waves throusfh which his oars and sails

make a path-way. Let the horse be brought over The Horse,

, ... . ,-p,, the Olive,

the seas ; a man brings it, a inan tames it. iiie the Lyre.

man has been taught to bring it, and to tame it

;

how 'i—By some other horse ? or by some one

more highly endowed than he is with the art

and wisdom which is emphatically man's ? Let

it be the olive which is introduced. But it is the

culture of the olive that we want ; it is the know-

ledge of the way to use the fruit when the fruit

is gathered. The man who has that has a skill

which the olives did not impart. Who did ? The

Lyre is a wonderful instrument. To ask who made

the instrument is something. But to ask who

brought those sounds out of it which speak to the

human ear, who brought the harmony out of it,

which speaks to the human heart, that is a deeper

question. There may be a w^ild kind of music in Arts

. .
1 • 1

coai se and
the ^olian harp ; it may impart a certain pleasure fine,

to those who can associate with it the music that

has been poured out from human lips, that has

been drawn forth by human fingers. But those

lips, those fingers suggest a Teacher. The artist

cannot have learnt from the winds though it may
be that his instructor also plays upon the winds,

uses them as his instruments. You have here not

the fruits of an infantine conception ; far rather the

roots out of which those fruits are produced. The Courage

hero feels in himself an insight and a foresight ; a dom.'"'*

capacity for overcoming that which encounters him
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Lect. VI. JQ i\yQ shape of brute force ; a courage to endure

and to defy. He is sure that these were not

derived to him from the things which he ob-

serves, from the animals which he bends to his

purposes. They must have been derived to him

from some one who is a sharer in these faculties,

in this courage. He only holds his heroism on

the acknowledgment of the source from which

it flows. He is inclined to appropriate it ; to say

' I have it/ as if it were his own ; to play with it or

Warnings do violcucc witli it. Then there come to him all

confidence those rebukes of which Greek poetry is so full

;

hi the^r those warnings that if he has a master, he is also

their birth. ^ Servant ; that if he is related to a God he must

not presume on the relation. Lessons of this

kind come forth in legend after legend ; but they

all presume that the relation exists ; the outrage

is only possible because there is that which can

be outrao-ed.

The loss of M. Comte would of course have been able to
this wor- , . pi' • n
ship. explain, some oi nis successors may mtorm us,

when and how this early stage of thought ceased
;

when in the proper order of developement men
learnt that their arts and wisdom were their own

or were caught from the things with which

they held converse. I have no doubt that such

a time did come to the Greeks, that it has

come to most people on the earth. Whether it

has been a time of progress or of declension, a

time of discovery or of hard System which stifles

discovery, we may consider hereafter. But if
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you would read Homer with a real living interest, l^ct. vi.

if you would find out what he felt and thought Moral

1 1 T 1 1 1 1 • • qualities

and believed, you must observe that it is not the speciai-

chiefly the vicissitudes in the outward world, keen q^uaitles!

and clear as was his eye for them, which he refers

to the Gods. It is the courage of Diomed, the

wisdom of Odysseus, the authority over the host

in Agamemnon, which they impart. These are

the heroical qualities, and they are ascribed to

some in whom they dwell more perfectly, whom
they must more thoroughly characterise.

Again, as I observed before, the relations of

the Heroes to their wives and children corre-

spond to relations between those from whom they

are said to descend. There is a family in the

superior world as well as in the lower. Here we Mixture

at once find ourselves among the perplexities anomSi"

of the mythology ; here begin the particulars diviJ,e

^

in the legends which offend us. The Relation
°'^^^''

of Marriage is that on which the Greek dwelt

most ; the invasions of its sanctity were those

to which he was most tempted. The acknowledg-

ments of its dignity along with the violations of

it reappear in the celestial region. They blend

with observations on nature ; the disturbances in

earth or sky where the Gods are supposed to rule

recal to men the disturbances in households, the

confusion of plans and purposes in them. Fables Mixture of

rise out of both ; each contributes an element, phenome-

the human being always the predominant. The the

*'*^

visible object would never suggest thoughts, ifthere

le same
order.
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^^^'^- ^^- were not the nearer commentary upon it. As
Concep-

i]^2i.i becomes more muddled by tlie discords in
tions or the *'

Gods as families, by the cravinof for independence, the out-
as iiiia-es ' -^

.

of mortal ward world presents the hkenesses of these ; then
life,

those who preside over it are either contemplated

as avengers of these discords, or as affording ex-

amples to justify them. I avoid as far as possible

all reference to those points of the mythology

which assume the existence of laws or national

Institutions, and seek to account for them. It is

with the domestic aspect of the fables that I am
concerned. That aspect of it called forth the indig-

nant animadversions of Plato in the Republic.

The Gods he said were treated by Homer, not

as patterns of what men should be, but as the

images of what they are. A hint of deep and

far spreading significance, touching the very heart

The pia- of the subjcct. But Homer has his truth as well

test. as Plato, one which his critic could not appre-

ciate. He felt that domestic relations were in

some sense divine relations. If the divine could

become practically what Plato felt it must be in

principle, the archetype of the human, would these

relations be extinguished in communism ? Might

not the Homeric anticipations be fulfilled ? Might

it not be shewn in what sense they are divine ?

Rome. When I was speaking of Roman life in con-

nexion with the Patria Potestas, I could not avoid

an allusion to the household gods or to the Jupiter

of the Capitol ; so curiously do they illustrate the

union of the domestic with the civil order of the
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Commonwealth, so strikingly do they mark the Lect. vi.

characteristic distinction between the Greek and

Latin habits of thought. That subject properly

belonofs to the present Lecture. As no worship Jupiter

, . . .
nota

became more strictly po/2'^/c«^ than the Roman in power in

, the air.

the best and the worst sense of that word—as it

will be necessary hereafter to point out with some

care what I mean by this best and worst sense—

I

am anxious to remind you that the foundations of

it were, what Virgil has proclaimed them to be,

domestic. There is no pretence in this case for

speaking about Powers in Nature or over Nature.

Jupiter became the air to the Roman when he had

ceased to acknowledge any force in the name, when

it had nearly lost all significance for him. Nearhj

lost, for it remained to him a terror still. There

might be loud noises in the air; there might be

explosions of pent up air. They miMit have some- what
1 • 1-11 11 -1 happened
thmg to do with acts done on earth—done in the when he

households oi the city. Dire superstition, an in-ducedto

tense craving for magical powers and Babylonian

numbers, was, so Gibbon confesses, characteristic

of the period when scepticism about the gods had

become general. But till that time came, Jupiter

was assuredly the father of the city ; tlie authority

of particular fathers had its support in his authority.

That was not enouorh. Each household must have '^he
^

_ ^
Household

its own Penates. There must be a divine super- gods,

intendence over each hearth. Since we only know
Rome in its national period, it is impossible to

separate this religion from that which was of a

8
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lkct. VI. formal and legal character. In the earliest legends

of the city, Numa appears as the establisher of

sacerdotal institutions, of a prescribed worship.

The formal But the outHncs of a domestic worship are trace-
Piiestliood

does not able In the priestly system when it was most de-
obliterate

. ii/rn/r'i ii
the original veloj^ed—just as Mr Maine has traced the outhnes

Worship, of a domestic order in the Jurisprudence. The

paternal relation to the Latin, like the conjugal

to the Greek, was felt always to have its ground

in one which was more radical, more universal

;

which was Divine yet essentially human. But it is

impossible not to perceive that the word ' Divine'

being connected in the Boman mind with that

relation which speaks of Authority, acquired a

grandeur and awfulness which it could scarcely

vindicate among the Greeks. With them it was,

at all events, continually in danger from familiarity

and grossness. How likely, on the other hand,

the reverence for Authority was to be exchanged

for the dread of Dominion in the celestial as in

the terrestrial region, we may easily conjecture.

But that subject cannot be fully illustrated till we
arrive at the third part of this course.

Gemrai If WO cousidcr either the Latin or the Greek

worship, then, we are forced to the conclusion that

their apprehensions of the divine arose from no study

of the external world—its blessings or its curses,

its fixed forms or its incessant changes—but from

the human relationships in which the inhabitants

of each country found themselves. That relation of

which they most realised the worth was that which

Inference.
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linked itself most dii'ectly to the belief of a divine ^^^'^^ ^^^-

relation which corresponded to it, of some divine

person who had appointed it and could uphold it.

When the sense of the domestic fellowship became The De-

weak—when it gave way,—then indeed the weight longer do-

of the external world became overwhelming; then, Mhiist'err

whether its powers were contemplated in them- ° '^''^ ''

selves, or were associated with names and persons,

it miofht become a field for the exercise of demo-

niacal caprice, which men might try to divert by

skill or by sacrifices, but which must ultimately

prevail : Death being obviously the great Dsemon

of all, that to which all the rest did homao^e. And
since he could not be for any long time kept off by

arts or propitiated by offerings, the aspect of the

universe was hideous enough ; the temptation to

forget as long as forgetfulness was possible nearly

irresistible. With relationships is associated Me-

mory and Anticipation ; with them the thought

of immortality is intertwined. The Death Power

cannot have called them into beinof.

But there is, you must observe, a perpetual The
, '111 -\T • • 1 • p 1

Hebrew
tendency in both these JNations to identity the History.

Ancestor with the God. The Hero must trace

his lineage back till it is lost somewhere ; not

in a cloud surely, but in a Person, whether he

dwells in a cloud or not. And that Person must

in some way have been in a relation to a human

creature ; else the Hero cannot connect himself

with the world below as well as with that above.

8—2
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Lect. VI. The House must have had a founder; how he came

to found it must be explained; the explanation is

here too a union with some mortal. We say at once

" these are legends ; they involve all the dangers

which Plato pointed out. The Gods do acts which

The Pa- for man are uulawful." When we pass to the pa-
triarch

simply a tHarclial history of the Israelites we are conscious

at once of an amazing difference. Abram is no

hero. He is an ordinary shepherd. He claims no

divine birth. His parentage on both sides is care-

fully recorded. Nor has he any distant ancestor

who boasts to be different from other men. Is

he then unlike those we have spoken of in that

the Family is to be of less worth to him ? Is

his worship to be connected with the Sun or the

Stars, not with that? He is led to observe, we

but the are told, the number of the stars. But it is that
root of a , , 1.1 f
family. hc may be encouraged to hope lor a progeny as

numerous. Every thought that is awakened in

him has to do with a Family. He lives in a

Family ; is never safe beyond the limits of it.

But there is an Awakener of his thoughts. There

is One who leads him to dwell on the mystery

of birth ; to feel and understand how he is re-

lated to those who are about him, how he will be

In wiiat related to those who shall come after him. Ac-
sense the

,
I 1 T p /^

fantiiy has cording to the book of Genesis the God of all the
a Divine „,,. n ^ ii/^iii
origin. families of the earth, the God who has made not

heroes but man in His own image, calls out this

particular man to know Him as his Buler and
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Guide, the Ruler and Guide of those who shall le ;t. vi.

come after him, the God of Abraham and Isaac

and Jacob.

That I hold to be the difference between Theo- How
Theolooy

logy and Mythology as they present themselves explains

to us ni this first stage of our enquiries. Accept- logy.

ing the belief that the God of all families does

reveal Himself to men through the relations of

the family I can appreciate the mythology which

recognises that belief, I can value every concep-

tion which men have formed about 8/ union

between the human and divine. I can see why

those conceptions must become false when they

assume the human as the ground of the divine.

It mio'ht drive one into madness to fancy that Reparation

s^enerations of men in the • countries which have mythical
^

^ ^
elements.

left most mark of themselves in History have

been living upon a lie ; have been thinking their

best thouofhts and doinof their best acts on the

strength of a lie. It is worse than madness to

fall in love with lies ; to say they are so pretty

that we cannot part with them, to suppose that

we have no means of testing the gold and the

alloy. We have no means of determining in any

man's case how^ much he has in him of gold or

of alloy ; it is assuming the throne of the supreme

judge to attempt that discrimination. But we

may exercise very clear and satisfactory discrimi-

nation for our own guidance if we will remember

that we are members of families as much as Greeks

or Latins or Hebrews were ; that the domestic
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lect VI. relations signify as much to us as they did to

any men of former generations ; that what our

manners shall be— savage or human— depends

primarily on the use which we make of them, on

whatfoi- the life which we lead in them. I do not know

termini- whou tlio tlicological age—according to the Comt-

the'J)Wal i^^ definition of theology—terminated : if my
period. definition of it is the right one, I believe it will

terminate whenever men set at naught the au-

thority of fathers and the obedience of sons, the

trust of husbands and wives, the respect of bro-

thers and sisters for each other, the honour of

the master for the servant of the servant for

the master. In desponding moods one may dream

that a worship based upon our own conceptions

and likings—a worship which because we invent

it for ourselves will represent our lowest thoughts

and confirm and deepen those in us—may con-

quer all that has struggled with it, all that has

borne witness to us of a Life which is hialier

than our own. But when we are in our risfht

minds we know that this cannot be. The more

steadfastly and earnestly we labour, as the Comt-

ists bid us do for the progress of Humanity

—

the more we agree with them that all interests

are subordinate to moral interests—the more we
recognise an order in the Universe before which

all discords must at last disappear—the more will

the Worship to which domestic delations have

led the way—the Worship which seeks for a

ground of Humanity beneath itself—expel the
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superstitions into which vulgar men and philo- Lect. vi.

sophers equally are betrayed when they make

gods of their own and bow down before them.

I have not spoken in this lecture of any forms

or modes of worship. The diversities of these

belong to a later period than that with which we

are occupied. But it is impossible not to connect Domestic

Sacrifice with the domestic age, as well as with

those which are to follow. One of the darkest of

domestic tragedies blends, as I had before occasion

to remark, with the Greek conception of Sacrifice.

No offering but that of a daughter could pro-

pitiate the power that kept the fleet at Aulis.

Though that legend manifestly belongs to a time

of Kings and Laws, still it suggests the thought

that the Gods reckoned a child a more precious

offering than any animal could be. Under that

most frightful of all perversions was hidden a con-

viction which would ultimately become the pro-

foundest for social life and morality. The story

of Abraham's offering indicates the right desire

and the wrong mode of expressing it wdiich were

working together in the patriarch's mind, as well

as the process by which they were separated. So

considered it is a commentary on the records of

other nations; it enables us to understand by

what practical methods the belief that a living

Sacrifice is of more worth than a dead one, may

have been imparted to them.





NATIONAL MORALITY.

LECTURE VIL

THY NEIGHBOUR AND THYSELF.

1 ENTER to-day on the second Division of myi^ECT.vii.

Course. You will not, I Lope, misunderstand the National

subject of it. I am not leaving the plain high- common

way of Morality that I may discourse of the '"'^^^'

special Morality which belongs to Kings and

Tetrarchs, to Ministers of State, or to members

of Parliaments. You and I are members of cer-

tain families. So are we also members of a cer-

tain nation. One is just as much a fact of our

lives as the other. We are Englishmen as we

are sons and brothers. What it means to be an

Englishman, what Manners are demanded of us

because we bear that name, we are to enquire.

There is, you all know, an English manner

which some affect. Foreiofners call it the John

Bull manner. It consists— first, in boasts of our
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Lect VII. doings, our courage, our power of ruling, our

justice; secondly, in contempt for the customs,

habits, traditions of other peoples, In denuncia-

tions of their cowardice, or feebleness, or injustice.

The John The more obtrusive and vulgar forms of this in-

Manner. solcucc are SO rldlculous that every cultivated

Englishman Is ashamed when he meets with them.

But though he may not display it, he may be

conscious that he has it within him ; he may
detect himself In acts of Intolerance and unfair-

ness to those who have grown up In practices dif-

ferent from his own ; he may find that he is

secretly giving himself credit for virtues which

perhaps are not visible in his conduct, excusing

himself for faults which are far too visible. In

revenge, he not unfrequently makes a violent

effort to divest himself of his native qualities.

Whatever Is British becomes offensive to him.

French manners, German manners, how much

better they are than those of his stupid country-

The foreign nien ! He imitates what he admires: everv one
Manner. f

observes how awkwardly the new drapery sits on

him ; to what artifices he is driven that he may

adjust the folds of it to his figure. And after

all he does not rid himself of that which he In-

lierited from his fathers, of that which was planted

in him by his education. It cleaves fast to him.

It betrays itself In his efforts to hide it or to throw

it off.

Where is the escape from these two opposite

dangers which yet lie so near to one another, which
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are likely to attack the very same person at different Lect. vii.

stao^es of his life? I believe it lies in an increased The
* _ .

National

reverence for our position as members of a nation, Manner.

in a more earnest purpose to understand that posi-

tion and fully to realise it. If I count it an un-

speakable blessing for myself to be the citizen of

a nation, I must count it an unspeakable blessing

for every man. If I, being an Englishman, desire

to be thoroughly an Englishman, I must respect

every Frenchman who strives to be thoroughly

a Frenchman, every German who strives to be

thoroughly a German. I must learn more of the

worth and grandeur of his position, the more I

estimate the worth and grandeur of my own. I

cannot shift my colours to please him, I shall

honour him for not shifting his colours to please

me. If I retain my distinctive characteristics, he

may learn something from me. If he retains his,

I may learn from him. Parting with tliem, we

become useless to each other, we run in each

otlier's way ; neither brings in his quota to the

common treasure of humanity.

When I insist upon this fact as an all important Howfaran

one in my existence that 1 am not merely the one.

member of a certain family, that I am also the

member of a nation, I am no doubt taking up

an exclusive position. That position has been

given me. I cannot deny that my country has

boundaries ; that my speech is not the speech

of Spaniards or Frenchmen or Italians ; that my
laws are in many respects different from theirs

;

exciusive
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lkct. VII. ^\^^^ J ^j^ under a Queen who is not tlieir Queen.

But this very exclusiveness forbids the desire

that their national features should be the same as

ours. I abdicate all rio-ht to determine what is

best for those who have their own battles to fight,

their own ground to maintain.

An autiio. Wheii WO use this lang-uaofe about Nations
•"t f •

o o

definition, or the distinction of Nations, we are often encoun-

tered by a question and answer both delivered

in that lofty oracular tone which is so alarming

to quiet men. "And pray, Sir, what is a Na-

tion ? / take it to be a mere collection of Indi-

viduals. You of course have some mystical con-

ception about its nature and essence." It is a

great satisfaction to me that I can entirely accept

this definition. I want no addition to it, mystical

or other. I only want to know what a collection

of Individuals is. In a former course of Lectures

The value I spokc of the word ' /
' as one which specially

concerned a student in my department. It en-

countered the student in every department ; but

none seemed disposed to investigate it. Im-

portant as this word was, I could not pretend

that its force is at once recognised by those who

use it most frequently. There is a time in a

life in which it is not used. A child speaks of

itself in the third person. Slowly, as Mr Tennyson

reminded us in some very striking lines, the self-

A i)oy consciousness is awakened. The complete awaken-
finding out . . i p i , • i rni i

himself, ing IS rescrved tor a later period. I here begins

to be a restlessness in the son, in the brother, of a
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family. He does not like to admit that lie is only Lect. vii.

a son or a brother. Tlie wisdom of the parent is ^""d ^^'so

^ craving for

shewn in his treatment of these indications. Tf he "^-igh-

bours.

merely indulges them the family life is destroyed.

If he crushes them the child is dwarfed ; it is not

in the way to become more than a child. As long

as the boy abides under the parental roof the dis-

cipline continues in the same hands. It is very

hard indeed to combine the old habit with the new

craving for independence. Yet it is not merely a

craving for independence. With that is mixed

the craving for a wider Society than that of bro-

thers and sisters. There are perhaps cousins not

far off. They form a distinct household, their

w"a3='s are not exactly the same as those in which

he has grown up. There is the hint of another

fellowship. That is not enough. Why should not

the boy or girl find friends among those who are

called neighbours? Evidently these two feelings

—that of personal distinctness, of self-assertion,

and that of desire for wider intercourse, seemingly

hostile are closely allied. One cannot be gratified

without the other. In the School they are in some The

way adjusted. In the School each boy or girl'"'"''^"

must be treated not as the member of a certain

household, but as the member of a new commu-

nity in which all are equals, or if not equals are

arranged according to no maxims of kinsmanship.

Each one brings certain recollections, traditions, in-

stincts, which others do not share in, which are per-

haps d'scovered, perhaps carefully concealed, but
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LECT.vir. wliicli are felt to be iucongfruous elements in

Irish expe- the new atmosphere. Mr Trench introduces his
neiices.

^ ^
amusing Realities of Irish Life with an account of

his own school experiences at Armagh. They

illustrate curiously the transition from one stage

of life to the other. He is solemnly warned by

an experienced adviser when he first enters the

school never to answer any one of his comrades

who questions him about the names of his sisters

;

he is to intimate significantly that he is too

wise to make any such announcements. He fol-

lows this advice and is thrashed by a bigger boy

for his reticence. He is soon involved in all the

new school interests, learns to regard the Master

as a common enemy, takes part in a barring out,

and so forth. This narrative Mr Trench rightly

considers an artistical prologue to the drama that

follows ; that being intended to exhibit the com-

bination and conflict of clannish sympathies in a

clannish people wath the sense of a Law that does

or should deal with all persons impartially; which

may be claimed as a protector or repulsed as an

enemy.

The Lectures of last term will have shewn 3^ou

how the particular household and the particular

school illustrate the relation between domestic and
The new national life sfenerally. Mr Maine tells us that
Unit.

. . .

Ancient Law implies a State previous to its esta-

blishment—the unit of Society in that State being

not the Individual but the Family. There comes

a time, he says, when the new principle intrudes
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itself. Law as Law assumes Contiguity ofi^lace not lect. vii.

Kinsmaiisbip, as the ground of Social existence.

Law as Law treats each man as a distinct person,

not one as responsible for another. The change The old

anil the

from the first of these conditions to the second is new trying

.
to combine.

SO amazing, so mysterious, that Mr Maine can

only speak of it as one of the greatest of Revo-

lutions. How it takes place he does not attempt

to explain ; that it has taken place before any

Community can be described as legal or National

he is sure. He is equally sure, and the obser-

vation puzzles him still more, that when there is

the fullest acknowledgment of the new unit, the

old unit cannot be forgotten. They wind theui-

selves curiously into one web; legal fictions are

needful to make them api-year compatible
; yet

somehow they are compatible; you cannot take

either away without causing the Society to crum-

ble. It is seldom that a legal antiquary so frank-

ly, so modestly, exposes his difficulties; when

they are exposed, how they help us to understand

our own difficulties, those which meet us in every

day's experience ! We belong to households,

we belong to a nation. How to reconcile the po-

sitions is often a perplexity. We may try fictions Fiction
^ ^

,

"^ "^ *1 and Fact.

to make them harmonise, as the lawyers do. But

there must be a harmony between them which is

not fictitious, since it is suicide to part with either.

The formation of a manner which shall not be

utterly unsocial, utterly destructive of Society, de-

pends upon their fellowship.
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Lect. VII.
'J'q forni that manner^ to establish that fellow-

ship, we must distinctly admit that two-fold prin-

ciple of a National or Legal Society which Mr
Maine has set forth. No description of it can be

The two better than his. The two elements, Contiguity in
maxims.

place, individual distinctness, constitute it. Or to

translate that language into Saxon, ^' my neigh-

bour and myself;" these are the factors which I

must take account of, if I want to know what I

mean when I claim to be the member of a City

or State. Supposing I forget either, I forget the

other. I cease to recoo^nise the distinctness or

worth of my neighbour, if I do not recognise my
own ; I cease to recognise my own distinctness

and worth, if 1 do not recognise his.

You see how admirable that account of a Na-

tion is which our lofty critic gave us ; how foolish

A CDiiec- I should have been if I had demurred to it. Eng-

indivi- land, France, Germany, Spain, is a Collection of

ii.mgerous Individuals. That is just what makes it so hard

to maintain an England or a France, a Germany

or a Spain. How came this Collection into this

menagerie or this Jardin des Plantes ? Who
brought it together? These creatures have great

powers of injuring each other— claws, talons, hoofs

of a very alarming kind. Who are their keepers ?

What arts of taming do they practise? These are

questions which History has to answer; which

press very heavily upon the Social Moralist. He
is often disposed to cut them short with an answer

of this kind :
'' There can be no Society until this
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"Individuality is extinguished. It is the unsocial lect.vii.

''principle ; the immoral principle. Men cannot

"behave to each other as they ought while each is

"striving to assert himself." There is great plausi-

bility in that statement. I shall have to shew

you in these Lectures—still more in those of my
next division—how many have adopted it^ and

what schemes they have devised for giving effect

to it. But I adhere to the definition which has

been forced on me. I maintain that a Nation is The Na-

a Collection of Individuals ; that there can be no mands the

Nation, if those who compose it are not Indi- dual, the

viduals. Conversely, I affirm that there will be no duarthe

Individuals in the full sense of that word, where
^^^*'°"-

there is not a Nation in the full sense of that

word.

I approached this subject from the other side Eeference

in my lectures on Casuistry. I was then speaking German

of an eminent philosopher belonging to the end of

the last century and the early part of this—Johann

Gottlieb Fichte. I described him, jpar excellence, as

the egotistical philosopher ; the philosopher of indi-

viduality. I said that he was also the philosopher

who had most practically, most vehemently, main-

tained the freedom of Germany—its right to a

national existence. It seemed to me that the one

part of his belief explained the other ; that he

could not have been the assertor of Individuality^

if he had not been the defender of his nation.

If he had not striven to raise his countrymen out

of the condition in which he found them plunged,

9
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Lect.vii.
j^q could not have asserted that which he had

accepted as the only maxim for his own life. I

The explained to you why I said this. Fichte had
French be- ^

.

coming fouud that ho might read many books, study
conscious

ofiu.jivi- many sciences, but that unless he was a living
duai life.

l^erson the books would be dead letters to him,

the sciences would become sciolism. To be a man,

to know that he was a man, was the first con-

dition of understandinof what he learnt about

men, even what he learnt about things. Therefore

when he heard the cry of Frenchmen to be owned

as men at the Revolution, he felt it as an electric

shock through his whole being. That was what

he wanted, that was what every German wanted.

If each of them made that demand, the student

would become an actual student, the soldier would

become an actual soldier. He could listen, there-

fore, to the French message about the rights of

man; whencesoever it came, it was true; it be-

longed to him and his people. But then fol-

lowed a fearful interpretation of it. Germans were

not to be Germans; they were to be a portion

The of a French Empire. To be men, they nmst part

trampling witli their owu distiuctuess ; their own memories
;

life of other their owu liopcs. Tliis was the universal right;
peopcs.

^^ ^^ individuals no longer! Why that was just

what he had complained of before! He had said,

** We are members of certain faculties ; we are

" doctors, we are lawyers, we are soldiers ; we are

*' not individuals." And now the preachers of free-

dom appear under a leader, who has converted
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them into a set of wonderful machines—still in- lect.vii.

stinct however with a living force, because they

have the sense of being Frenchmen—to force

this doctrine upon us. Thus was the truth brought

home to him, ^' We are not yet a collection ^^^}^ ^^.®y
' "^ extiuguish

'* of Individuals, we are only a collection of Atoms, "s?

" If we could become a collection of Individuals,

^' we might cast off this accursed yoke. And why

"may we not become so? If we once discover

" that we are Germans—if a German heart can

" be put into us—we shall indeed become a col-

" lection, not of dead creatures determined by

"some force from without, but of individuals

" quickened by a fire within ; therefore able to

"move together, to move irresistibly."

That these were not only the thoughts of a re- The re-

cluse in a solitary chamber ; that they penetrated present.

into the halls of science, into the hovel, into the

palace; that they called a people again into exist-

ence; that a new army arose out of the corpse of

the old, uttering in acts the mind of a people;

that the French Goliath fell beneath the sling and

the stone of the peasant warrior—this I had oc-

casion to tell you before ; the lesson I had then to

teach compelled me to speak of these facts if it

were only in passing. I must repeat them now,

for I fear they are almost forgotten by this genera-

tion. I fear that amidst the revived worship of

organisation, which has its meaning and worth

—

when it is not worshipped—they are scarcely be-

lieved. Some of us can remember the kindling

9—2
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Lect.vii. gye^ the trembling voice of old men who partook in

the inspiration of those days ; how they testified

There- that then the past and the future were linked to-

past, gether ; that they knew what their country had

been ; that amidst the greatest disappointments

they could still contemplate what it was to be.

For that is a point on which I would insist,

since it greatly concerns our subject, and relieves

the statement which I have adopted from Mr Maine

of some apparent difficulties. With the revival of

individual life all the traditional beliefs of Ger-

mans revived also. The sense of the present did

not obliterate the past, but called it out of the

tomb. Those who talk about progress in our day

measure their steps by the forgetfulness of all

which they leave behind. These Germans realised

their progress by their lively memory of their

ancestors. They were one people with those who

listened to Luther at Wittenberg, with those who

overthrew the host of Varus. It was no senti-

mental admiration of other days ; it was the sense

of communion with them ; the conviction that a

people lives on through generations ; that it is not

Progress but Slavery which severs one generation

The Fami- from any which has preceded it. Here is that
ly rising . .. ^ • ^ -\t -\t • ^ii
with the immortality which Mr Maine connects with the

Family making itself felt in the period which he

affirms to stand on the other principles of neigh-

bourhood and individual distinctness.

Nevertheless nothing is truer tlian that these

principles made themselves manifest in the awak-
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ening of Germany, make themselves manifest in Lj^ct.vii.

the awakening of every people to national con-

sciousness. Each man in such a crisis feels him- The Crisis

self to be a man, therefore feels his neighbour to pie's leuo-

be a man. He cannot help reverencing himself explains its

because he has learnt to reverence his neighbour. '^
*^'^^'

He cannot help reverencing his neighbour because

he has learnt to reverence himself. The 'I' and

the 'Thou' stand out confronting each other, mak-

ing each other intelligible. There can be no

account given of those wonderful moments of re-

vival which is so true, so satisfactory, as this.

The songs of patriots express it, the deeds of

patriots express It. For an instant—it may be

only for an instant—-jealousies, discontent, mur-

murings about precedence are suspended. They

may—they will—all appear again ; but that in-

stant wherein the leader exercises authority and

the soldier pays willing obedience, where there

is a trust of man and man, wherein Neighbourhood

assumes the likeness of Consanguinity, wherein

all are glad to serve, and yet the Master estab-

lishes his rio-ht to rule—that instant is felt to be

the one which determines what a Nation is in-

tended to be, what it may become.

There is a sad counterpart to this German Spain.

story in the records of another Nation. I must

refer to it because that Nation was even more than

Germany linked with the thoughts and hopes of

England at the same time, and because the his-

tory of its fortunes and misfortunes has done
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Lect.vii. more than anything to excite in us a distrust of

individual energy, a confidence in mere organi-

Thehope satiou. Bcfore the dry bones in Germany began

might do to move, before they rose up a great army, Spain

had proclaimed itself independent of the same

oppressor, had invoked the co-operation of En-

gland. The heart of our people responded to the

call ; the stirs of life in a Southern race kindled

our Northern blood. Wordsworth sung

The power of Ai'mies is a visible thing,

Formal and circumscribed in time and space,

But who the limits of that power can trace

Which a brave people into light can bring,

Or hide at will—for freedom combating

By just i-evenge inflamed?

Inference All ! reply the dispatches of the Duke of Wel-

from^he liugton, the history of Sir William Napier, the

an.'nraue Hniits of that power can be all too easily defined

:

Peninsular ^ho revcngo, savago enough, was indeed there; the
^'^^' combat for freedom was weak, capricious, inter-

rupted by the vulgarest disputes, the meanest sus-

picions. And the ''formal and circumscribed"

power of armies, on the other hand, proved that it

could effect the liberation which the so-called pa-

triots only attempted. Can we resist that aro-u-

ment, if we exalt facts above theory? I do not

wish to underrate the worth of discipline. I look

upon it as a divine gift to Nations, without which

no other gift will be of much worth. But I en-

tirely deny that the errors of the Spaniards at that

time were any evidence that Individual Life is not
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a more precious, a more essential endowment of a^^^'^"^^^-

Nation, even than that. Indeed, I know of noTheinf-r-

history which estabhshes tins position so triumph- justiKed

antly. Individuahty had been niost laboriously ex- futed by

tiiigiiished in the Spanish people by those rulers,

civil and ecclesiastical, to whom they had bowed

before Joseph Buonaparte ever visited their land.

They had been taught that Individual Death was

the very highest perfection of the Saint; they had

felt it to be the chief comfort of the sinner. For

such a peoj)le to become a Collection of Individuals

was the hardest things conceivable. The throes of

birth were terrible ; the result might be at the

time a miserable abortion. Yet that struggle may
have been a preparation for better days ; the

Spaniards may remember the times of old, instead

of merely trying to make all things new. They

may learn that the best manner of chivalry may
be revived in the 19th century, without any of

the fantasies which Cervantes shewed to be the

caricature and debasement of it. Not arrogant

self-assertion, but that self-assertion which is sus-

tained by a man's respect for his Neighbour, may
come forth to make laws living, not mere letters on

paper. Years of degradation and despotism may
yet teach lessons to a noble race which they could

not learn from any foreign allies, however well

organized and successful.

I have used these words "thy neighbour and Title of the

thyself" because they express better and more sim- explained.

ply than any that I know the meaning of a Na-
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leot.vii. tion's existence; the rjdos which must keep it alive.

You know whence the language conaes. Its con-

nection with other lessons, borrowed from the

same source, I shall not consider in this lecture.

But I would observe to you that the Revolution

which Mr Maine supposes must precede the pas-

sage from the Family condition to the legal or

National is described in the Scriptures with a pre-

cision and minuteness which one cannot find any

Passage of whcro clso. The Patriarchal Horde does not

out of emerge into a Nation till it has passed through a
patriarchal • ^ n • i i "nv 1

•

to rational pcriod 01 opprcssion and slavery. Deliverance is

existence.
jjjg(>j.j]3g(j upou its Law, is made the very founda-

tion of it. The recollection of ancestors and re-

lations enters into every part of it. We hear the

suspicious murmurings of a people unused to

individual freedom. But there is a moment in

which they awaken, like the Germans of later

days, to life and liberty and song.



LECTURE VIII.

LAW.

I SPOKE in the last Lecture of the School as the i^ect.

VIII.

passage out of domestic life into the life of neigh

bourhood, which is also the individual or personal

life. A line from George Herbert, which I quoted

in a former course, defines this transition, '' Then

Schoolmasters deliver us to Laws." The school is

the preparation for National Life. When we con- a Nation

template men in a Nation, we contemplate them
'^a^'*"^

*

as under a Law. The expressions are inter-

changeable.

Voider a Law, you observe ; that is the marvel The Law

we have to consider. There may be a great many
^'

theories about the making or unmaking or re-

making of Laws; who are to be the agents in

making or unmaking or remaking; what princi-

pals employ the agents. But apart from all these

disputes, there is for each of you and for me this

fact. We find a Law; it claims us as its subjects;

we learn by degrees that we are subject to it.
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The
acknow-
ledgment
of it.

Lect. That is a very great discovery. We are slow-

in arriving at it ; very slow in confessing the full

force of it. Just so far as it is brought home

to me I know that I am a distinct person ; that I

must answer for myself; that you cannot answer

for me. I perceive also that each of you is a

distinct person; that each of you must answer for

himself.

That is the effect of Law; that effect w^arrants

me in connecting it with Social Morality. If you

recollect the principles which I laid down in my
first Lecture, and which appeared to be recognised

by writers of the most opposite opinions, you may

suppose that I have nothing to do with Law; that

Law and Morality stand wholly apart from each

other. For 1 said that the Moralist is primarily

M raHty occupicd with a certain State or Character; only

seel to each witli acts as tlicy exhibit a character. And I

think, as most people think, that Law is chiefly

concerned with Acts, that it cannot undertake the

task of forming the character from which acts pro-

ceed. It forbids murder and robbery; if it tries

to produce good temper or charity it will try in

vain. I will go a step further. If it tries to make
us just it will try in vain. Justice, as we shall

find, is nearer of kin to Law than Charity is. But

Justice, like Charity, is a Disposition or Habit;

and of Dispositions and Habits the Law cannot

take cognisance. The Lawgiver may find good

habits to be very necessary. He may enquire

earnestly how they can be formed. He will cer-

Wherein
Law and
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tainly be compelled to own that he cannot form ^Wi-

them.

I find myself under a Law. A Law, what is On what

that? I liave been used to hear commands from sion^mist

a Parent. I have learnt to recognise his autho- that,

rity over me, to distinguish it from Force. When
he tried to compel me by force I could resist.

His authority was a subtler thing. I did not

know exactly with what weapon to strive against

that. But here is no parent. It is a command

which has issued from I know not where. He
who repeats it to me, he who enforces it upon me,

does not pretend that he has invented it. He as-

sures me that he has not ; that he is as much

bound by it as I am. He has the same facilities

—probably much greater facilities for breaking it

than I have. He says he must not break it.

What is this must not?

When. Bellario, the jurist of Padua, sent the

most charming of messengers to represent him at

Venice in the great cause of Shylock against An-
tonio, she said, having heard of the bond.

Then must the Jew be merciful.
Portia and

A harsh voice answered,
Shyiock.

On what compulsion must I? tell me that.

And Portia, after making her splendid speech on

the quality of mercy, admitted, in her legal cha-

racter that Antonio must pay the penalty, that

the State of Venice would not be safe if Cove-

nants were not observed to the letter. Here is
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yjjj- the true faith of a legal, commercial Community,

such as Venice was. There is an Obligation upon

each individual of the State: there is an Obligfa-

The bond tiou upou the State itself Nothing can break or
cannot be •

i
•

i a • i

evaded. Set aside either. Agamst the most popular and

beloved citizen it must be maintained, in favour of

the most detested. The position is all the strong-

er, because it comes forth in a poetical legend, not

in a legal treatise. Shakspere adopted it; for it

was the only maxim upon which English Society,

in the days of Elizabeth, could stand.

Very mysterious assuredly this sense of Law is.

It breaks through such prejudices as those which

surrounded the person of the Jew in the middle

ages. It sets at nought the dignity of birth, the

advantages of position. It mocks even the eccle-

siastical indulgences which appealed to a power

above Law. I cannot explain it away by any phi-

losophical phrases. I can merely bid you take no-

tice of the facts. They are, you see, vulgar facts.

The Law I have purposely dwelt upon the commercial cha-

chiistian ractor of Venice, that you may connect this autho-
and Jew. . .,,.., „ ^

rity of Law with the incidents or property. It

springs out of no dreams of sentiment; rather,

it scatters all such dreams. A bond! a con-

tract! what a commonplace thing that is. Very

commonplace, referring, in this case, to a loan by

one merchant to another; enforced by the penalty

of a pound of flesli. But the loan did not create

the reverence for the Law which protects it; the

penalty did not create it. The loan could not have
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been, the penalty would have been nothing, but
^^J^-

for the sense in the mind of Christian and Jew

that there was a Law, that it was mightier than

both.

Now no sort of moral sympathy was produced The condi-

tion of a

either in Christian or Jew by this Law. The ^tate to

/-H • • • •
1 T 1 /• •

^^'^^^ Law
Christian did not spit on the Jew less for it, above its

did not call him less foul names for it. The Jew sure.

did not hate the Christian less for it, did not the

less desire to ruin either his faith or him. But

the Law nevertheless spoke to both; threatened

both; protected both. Each had an interest in

twisting it ; the Christians being in the ascendant

had the power to twist it. Still they bowed to it.

The Jew feeling himself a proscribed man could

yet invoke the Law of the very people which pro-

scribed him. They might interpret it falsely, they

might exalt force against it; but if they did they

were overthrowing their State; that State stood

by Law, meant the triumph of Law over force.

Therefore though this mighty and mysterious

Law is incapable of moulding the mind or charac-

ter of any individual, it has this faculty. It individual

makes him feel that he is tied and bound, that, "

whether he likes it or not, there is a yoke over

him to which his neck must adjust itself There

is an obligation upon him ; no other word but that

expresses his position ; he can substitute no other

for it. ' Why am I obliged ? Why may T not

have my own way ? Who obliges me ?
' All these Ground

questions I may ask. And I may find answers
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lect. to them, such as these : 'It is the will of a

Majority of those among whom I am dwelling.'

Yes ! and supposing the Majority should agree to

dispense with all Law; should say, 'We will have

nothing to do with it/ what then ? There would

The Ma- be an Anarchy. Just so. And if in the midst
jority very
migiityand of that Auarchy some two or three should proclaim
very feeble.

the dignity of Law, and should say, 'We at least

will obey it,' those one or two would constitute

a State, and till the Majority joined with them,

the Majority would be no State at all. You may
say again, ' The penalty of violating the Law leads

me to observe it.' Possibly ; but who attached

the penalty to the Law ? who keeps it attached ?

If the majority do not choose to enforce the

penalty, as in the case I have supposed, what will

the penalty avail for any individual ? We may

go round and round in this circle ; we shall find

that at last we take for granted the Law, and

an obligation in us to keep the law ; that neither

Penalties the Will of the Majority nor any terrors for trans-
nothing . . -

without gression mean anytlimg unless i assume some-

thing which governs the Will of Majority, some-

thing which it as well as every individual can

transgress.

Law "im- Lookiug at Law simply as Law its action
ply as Law.

r* t^t • • i
• x

u]3on the members oi a JNation is this; It makes

each of them aware of an obligation ; it makes

each of them aware that there is a line which he

has an inclination to pass over, and which he

is not to pass over; it awakens in him the feeling
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of a wronsf which he may do to another, of a J^^ct.

wrong which another may do to him. Taken by

itself Law awakens me to these convictions ; that

is its office. But Law cannot be taken by itself, why it

It finds me one of a family. It is unable to dis- considered

solve any of the relations in which I exist before I

became aware of its claims. All of us to whom
the Law speaks are Sons. It does not add any-

thing to the affection of the Son for the Father,

or the Father for the Son. It cannot call forth

an aifection v^^hich does not exist. But it stamps its effect

an obligation upon the Belation. There is some- tions.

thing which every son owes to his father and

mother because they are his father and mother.

So again, it stamps an obligation on Marriage. It

does not form the union ; it cannot beget any

trust in those who are united. But it guards

every Marriage-bed. It denounces Adultery.

The movement onwards into the asfe of Law—

•

revolution as it is—yet gives all that preceded it

a sanction. The Law takes under its care not only

me and my neiglibour, but all the conditions under

which it finds me and my neighbour.

The change even in this respect is very great,

the progress very remarkable, though it seems to

be only the ratification of that which was already

established. It is one thing for a man to feel a The new

tie to his parent or his wife; it is quite another to separate

contemplate that tie as one tor his neighbour, m.m oWi-

The relation is not only for his household ; it is for
°

a multitude of households. And yet how clearly
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yj2' *^6 individuality of Law makes itself manifest.

Each man is taken apart from every other. Each

one is met with a *Thou.' The Law is over fami-

lies, but it is addressed to every one who hears

it separately, without reference to his ancestors

The corpo- or liis descendants. The corporate feeling de-
rate fe«liiig

does not sceuds upon the Law, as Mr Maine has shewn
oversha-

i • i i n ^ tx i x
dovv the so admirably, irom the House ; the Law accepts
individual. ^ . ^ i

•

,

the legacy with some awkwardness; but its own

formula excludes all participation in responsibili-

ties, recognises each one as the doer of his own

acts and the sufferer from them.

Does the Law then only confirm that which

was already to some extent characteristic of the

Family ?

EfTectof I. With respect to human Life it introduces

the rever- what must be Called an altogether new conception,

man life, though oue which docs not really clash with older

conceptions, but unfolds and deepens them. The

life of the child, of the sister, of the wife, is bound

up with the life of the father, of the brother, of

the husband; the kinsman has a difficulty in con-

templating it except as the life of a kinsman.

The life of his ox, or his sheep, is also precious

in his eyes ; he may claim the power of taking it

away for the food of his own iiousehold ; but it is

surely more precious than that of an invader from

any other household. He has not yet learnt to

distinguish the life of a man as such from the

life of another animal. Both are contemplated

domestically, if I may so speak. It is difficult to
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express oneself with perfect accuracy ; as it is
^^JJ-

difficult to distinguish the streaks of dawn from

the lio^ht of the risen sun. But there is a clear

difference between the sense of the sacredness

of a man's life, in a legal and in a merely patri-

archal community. The difference arises from the tinction of

growth of a consciousness that a man is not acci-
fronI"th"

dentally but essentially different from a beast ;
•'^"'°i^'-

that men form a Society of which beasts are

not a part. There may on this account be often

less of humanity to animals in the more developed

than in the more primitive Society; the Arab's

care for his horse may be an example to those

who have a sense of legal bonds to which he is a

stranger. Apparent— nay real—retrogressions

may accompany a veritable progress ; they should

not hinder us from recognising the distinction

of the human life from the animal life as one of

the greatest of all the blessings which Law con-

fers on us.

2. As each man is brought forth into dis- Character,

tinct prominence by the Law it becomes evi-

dent that he needs protection for something be-

sides his bodily life. He has a reputation which

may be injured ; words can inflict a wound upon

him as well as swords. That is a subject which

we shall have to consider more particularly in the

next lecture. I advert to it here because it de-

notes very remarkably what kind of advancement

it is which I am describing. Each man acquires

an importance in himself. Each man is obliged

10
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lect. ^q recognise the importance of his neighbour to

himself. An injury to character falls into the

circle of positive acts of which the Law takes

cognisance. Its function is not the least to mould

a man's character but it can decree that his neigh-

bour shall not interfere with this more than with

his visible possessions.

3. The last sentence reminds me that I have

not yet spoken of that which is in some respects

the most important topic connected with the legal

or national state as distinguished from the domestic.

Property. How cau I dare to speak of Property in these

terms when I have already treated of Life,—em-

phatically of human life ? I use this language

precisely because I wish you to be aware of the

transcendent superiority of Life to Property and

because there is the greatest fear that you may

lose this feeling altogether if I am not careful in

pointing to you how Law and Property are re-

lated to each other and what position Property

assumes in the crisis of Society which I am now

examining.

Two observations have presented themselves

to us in the lectures on Domestic Morality : one

is that Property in its strict sense does not exist

TheFanii- in the Family, that there is a common stock,

which is vested in the father and is only dispersed

among the children when the family is broken

up ; the other is that a craving for separate pos-

session may be always traced among the members

of a family and is the chief interruption of their

ly Stock,
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fellowship. Now the Law by its primary condi-
^^^J-

tion of treatinof each man as separately responsible, ;

thouQfh it cannot destroy the family relations, admit se-

'^
_

^
. .

parate

though it cannot more than to a certain point ownership.

disturb the custom of succession or inheritance

which it finds, yet does unquestionably give an

altogether new weight to Property, does ratify the

disposition of each man to say ' this is mine.' A
Law attempting to create Communism or assum-

ing Communism as its basis is a contradiction in

terms. It must recognise separate ownership ; it

must forbid each man to interfere with that which

his neighbour owns.

This truth has impressed itself deeply upon the

Citizens of Nations and the Kulers of Nations.

With it has been combined the observation

—

brought home to them by accumulated evidence

—

that questions of Property are those which dis-

turb^ more than most others, the peace and

order of a Community, tend specially to provoke

assaults upon the life or reputation of its members.

The inference seemed natural, ' The main function The owner

1 •
-I 1 • tormenting

01 Law must be to grapple with these questions ; the Law-

to devise means for preventing the holders of'

Property and the seekers of Property from coming

into collision with each other ; to settle their

disputes when they arise.' And when Legislators

have found themselves defeated in their experi-

ments for these purposes, even in those which

seemed best contrived—suggested by the experi-

ence of practical men as well as the wisdom of

10—2
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lect. Philosophers—they have begun to think, 'Law

after all wants some support besides its own au-

thority; whence must the support come?' The most

Will the popular answer has been, 'It must come from a
interest •iiii r t^ it i C
in Proper- scuse lu tlio holdcrs of Property and the seekers ot

laws t.> 1)6 Property, of that which is for their own interest.

^
' If they perceive that they will devise reasonable

laws ; they will know where it is best to dispense

with Law.' All this sounds very plausible. I do

not say that it is only plausible. But you ob-

serve that it changes our position altogether. We
thought Law was to guard Property ; to protect

men from invading each other's Property. Now
it appears that Property is to guard Law. The

feelings, or if you will the intellectual perceptions,

of men about what it is good for them to have

and good for their neighbours to have are to

prescribe what the Law shall be. I venture to

tliink that those very facts which would be appeal-

ed to in favour of this doctrine directly confute it.

The latest experience that I know of is that of

the gold-diggers in California. The story is told

at considerable length on the authority of an eye-

sir c. w. witness in a chapter of Sir C. Dilke's Greater

Greater Britain. I wlsh you would read that chapter and

Vol."'"' consider it carefully. It shews unquestionably

LySr
°"

t^^^^ a set of reckless vagabonds who liad come
''''^' from every country to seek for property, and who

committed the most ferocious acts against each

other in order to obtain it, were at first restrained

by an extemporised Lynch Law, and at last became
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an orderly Society. Can we infer from these ^'^'i'^-

facts that the lust of gold suggests the policy of

confining the lust within certain bounds ? or may
we rather conclude with Sir C. Dilke that a few

people having the sense of Law derived from the

traditions of a ^law-governed' Community were Law con-

able at last to awe a multitude of ruffians much the craving

stronger than themselves,—were able to call forth sion.

"^^^^'^

in the very people who were to be restrained

—

and whom mere force could not overcome,—the

sense of an order which they must not transgress ?

Looked at in the last as23ect I know of no recent

record which is so cheering, none which throws a

more brilliant light upon the testimonies and the

beliefs of other days.

Turn back, for instance, from these recent facts

to that splendid fiction of which I spoke before, a

fiction embodying the principle that is hidden in a

great many facts. The faith of Shylock in law— The Jew's

even a law which was to be administered by the^''^"'*'"'^*

Courts of Venice—strikes me as magnificent; it

proves him to be the member of a race which,

more than any other, has borne witness of Law, has

difi'used the reverence for Law through the Nations

of the West. He is sure that Law must somehow

prevail; he recognises in a Christian who expounds

it honestly " a Daniel come to judgment." If that

had been all, his character would be not ignomi-

nious but sublime. What makes it ignominious?

He regards Law only as an instrument for securing

his property. He is not without family affection.
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Lect. but \^Q cannot separate his ducats from his daughter.

-^-; There is the reverse of the medal ; there is the
His base-

ness, mean Mammon worshipper. The two tempers

may dwell in the same man; because there is a

deadly war within him; because hostile principles

are struggling for the mastery of him. But the

craving for Property will never beget reverence

for Law. And the Law, instead of fostering his

covetousness, will make the man conscious of it,

will make him know how much it interferes with

his submission to that which in his heart he

honours most.

4. That is another of those great functions

which Law performs for morality—functions all

the more valuable because they prove how utterly

Law unable it is to make us moral. The Law, taking

man^awcare oach of US apart, treating each man as an individual,

vetousness. brings him to perceive what there is in that very

individuality which leads him to struggle with it, to

be at war with Society. He wants something for

himself; he wants something which is his neigh-

bour's. The Law which forbids him to meddle

with another's property shews him that he has a

wish to meddle with it, leads him to doubt if that

wish can be separated from himself That makes

Law so terrible—not its punishment for any spe-

cific transgression which he need not incur, which

he could easily endure; but the detection in him of

that which appears to be hopelessly at variance with

the condition under which he does exist and must

exist. The sense of obligation to his neighbour
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ends in the discovery of an intense dislike to the Lect.

obhgation, of a passionate longing to be free from

it; while at the same time he eagerly insists that

his neighbour is obliged to him ; he must have the

forfeit of his bond.

Were this the only effect of Law, or were there Tiie terrors

nothing to qualify it, we might shrink from the na- and its

tional State as from one that only lays upon us a

heavy burden of which in the earlier stages of life

we had no experience. No doubt each step as we
advance does make us more aware of that which

we have to lift ; this stage teaches us that the hea-

viest weight which a man has to bear is himself

That is surely a hard lesson if there comes with it

no promise of a way in which he may throw off him-

self He has had hints upon that subject in his

previous experience. Each family relation has

said to him something about the possibility of

losing himself in another ; has taught him that

he only realises a blessing when he confers it.

This remembrance is not enough for his present

growth; his personal distinctness has been dis-

covered to him ; he cannot merely fall back upon

domestic sympathies. But they may remain to

illuminate the new road which he has entered;

there may still be a way, by which he can lose

himself and so find himself

In the mean time the Law does not only bring Wrong

to him the conviction that there is something wrong ^° '^
**

in him ; something very close to him, a part of him-

self, if not his very self, from which he needs to be
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lect. emancipated. There can be no Wrong if there is

not a Right; he cannot be unjust to his neighbour

or his neighbour to him, if there is not some jus-

tice which is over them both. The sense of being

under a Law forces that behef upon us. We may
The Law explain it away afterwards. Philosophers may
only prohi- slicw US that WO havo bocn misled in the use of

acts, makes the word ' justicc/ or that it can be resolved into

scious of a elements altogether unlike those of which we have

wiSch is supposed it to consist. For this we must be pre-

sdf!^™^' pared. But though the explanation may remove

the impression which Law has made upon us, that

is the impression. That is what it has made upon

all nations. When they have been submissive to

this Law it has been because they took it to be what

they called just, when they have protested against

it they have named it unjust. Wise men may ex-

pose the folly of this vulgar speech ; but that it is

of this kind wherever nations exist, there is no

question. That fact is all I am concerned with at

present. I am considering the operation of Law
upon us ; if its operation is to deceive us, still I

am bound to notice the deception. Many acts

may be deemed wrong in one place which are not

deemed wrong in another; many acts may be

praised here which are blamed there. But the

epithets are given, the praise and blame are be-

stowed. " Ah, but perhaps wrongly." Perhaps so

;

but you are resorting to the very word which you

wish to banish from our discourse.

Justice has unquestionably a relation to Law
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which mercy or charity has not. But as I said at
^JJ^-

the beginning of this Lecture, that Law could

as little produce habits of Justice as habits of

Mercy, so I say at the end of it that there is a

sense in which the formula of Law may be ap-

plied to Mercy. 'Then must the Jew be merciful'

was Portia's language. She spoke as a woman,

doubtless, but the phraseology of her adopted

character suited well with her own. She felt that Obligation

, . 11.. 1 -PI above
there is an obligation to shew mercy. I do not sentiment.

imagine we shall ever shew much if we think

otherwise. Sentiment is but a weak support for

one part of morality or another. It must rest at

last on a Command. Whence that Command
issues, why it must enjoin Mercy, is a question for

a future Lecture.



LECTURE IX,

LANGUAGE.

Lect. IX. You have heard doubtless many jokes about the

name which we give to the Council of our Nation.

It is a place for talk. Mr Carlyle calls it the

great National Palaver.

Pariia- It may be well for those who are members of

aconteinp- this assembly to reflect on such remarks. They

may make Parliament a place for talking, not for

doing. We who are not members of it, though

greatly interested in its proceedings, shall be wiser

perhaps if we remember that Speech need not

degenerate into Talk ; that it may express indi-

vidual convictions and beliefs, that it ought to be

the bond of intercourse and communion between

citizens. If the obvious derivation of Parliament

is the right one, I can think of no fitter word

to denote a body which ought to collect the

thought of a people and to make it effectual. I

gladly avail myself of that Etymology to intro-
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duce the subject of which I propose to speak this i^^xt. ix.

morning. The first characteristic of a Nation is

that it has a Law. The second is that it has a

Language. What the Law has to do with the Speech the

MoraHty of a Nation I enquired last week. What N?tian.^

its Language has to do with its Morality I pro-

pose to consider now.

The subject belongs strictly to this branch of

my subject. The distinction of Nations is repre-

sented by the distinction of Languages. All at-

tempts to overthrow the distinction of Nations

have been accompanied by attempts to introduce

some common language which shall efface the

national language. The use of Latin in the Middle

ages, the diffusion of French in the age of Louis

XIV. indicates the weakening of nations. Both

subjects will come before us again in this Lecture.

I am not inviting you to enter upon any philo-

logical questions. Experiments to ascertain what The pri-

is the primitive language of the earth may be as speech.

clumsy as that which Herodotus attributes to

Psammetichus, as much grounded upon fallacious

preconceptions as those which M. Max Miiller has

exposed, as promising as any which he or any

one endowed with the like learning has inaugu-

rated. But there is for all of us one undoubted

primitive language ; that which our lips first

utter, that which we first understand when it

comes from the lips of others. Whatever may be

believed about former agfes it is this which bears

witness to hidden springs in ourselves, to hidden
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lect. IX. springs in our neiglibours . I recur to that word

on which I have dwelt so much in the hist two

Lectures, for it is through Language that we
The begin- begin to apprehend the force of it. We have

ticuiatioii. been gradually finding words to denote our kins-

men ; words for things which we have or which

we want ; words to denote that in any person or

any thing which attracts us or repels us ; words

for acts that we do or for impressions that we

receive ; words that declare whence we are coming

or whither we are going ; words that link other

words together. These, succeeding the cries, the

mere aatj/ua Kw^rnxara, as Hcrodotus calls them, of

pure infancy, may shape themselves into sentences

without waiting for any syntax to decide how

they shall succeed each other. The syntax is ex-

temporised, it is determined by imitation of what

is heard without or by some inward impulse before

the rules of it are acquired by rote or are fixed in

us by custom. All this might be merely a pecu-

liar family jargon, certain signs of intelligence

between the brother or sister, the mother and

child. But others not of the family appear. They

utter this same kind of speech, they give a sense

The to that which they hear from us. Somehow or

dircovery. otlier all wlio dwcll within that circle, larger or

smaller, which we call a neighbourhood speak—not

in the same tones and inflections of voice, not always

in the same order,—^yet on the whole the same

words ; we know what they mean or at least a little

of what they mean ; they know what we mean more
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or less. It is the same with those who come from ^^^'^- ^^-

any city, London, Liverpool or Exeter, not

strictly in our neighbourhood. It is so with

women as well as men ; with children as well as

with the full grown. We are not the least sur-

prised that it is so. We are surprised when we

meet with a child or man who is dumb. We are

surprised when the sound of some foreign tongue

reaches our ears for the first time. But that we The power
of under-

should be able to make ourselves intelligible to any standing

about us, that they should be able to make them- making
- . ^ . ^ . ,

ouiselves

selves mtelhgible to us ; this does not astonish us understood

, ,, .^ ,
. .,, claimed as

at all ; we are angry it we cannot exercise either natural.

of those rights which seem so natural to us, so in-

herent in us. It appears a hardship, almost an

injury, if people address us in our own tongue

without making their intention evident to us ; we

are inclined to call them naturally or wilfully

stupid if we cannot make our intention evident

to them.

So it was when we were young. I am not at How we

all sure that we cease to claim the same right to regani it

understand and to be understood when we groWvei.

old. But we have probably passed through some

experiences which make us far less hopeful as to

our power of establishing these riglits. We have

not understood those who have spoken to us in

very clear beautiful English. We have not been

able to make very intelligent persons understand

us. Both experiences may have been strange and

irritating to us at the time; they may have given

as a mar-
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lect. IX. rise to painful reflections afterwards on the defects

Painful in thouofht or expression, or in something deeper
methods of

. . .

learning, than both, which interfered both with our appre-

hension of what our fellow citizens meant, and

with our faculty of discovering our meaning to

them. But there should be another result besides

that, one quite as salutary and more consolatory.

The power of communicating thoughts instead

of being regarded any longer as an ordinary

treasure should be accepted as an amazing gift.

A man who has never suffered from a bad diges-

tion scarcely knows that there is a digestion.

Those who have never been asthmatic scarcely

believe in respiration. Dyspepsia and short

breathing bring a man to confess that the organs

which receive food and inhale air do not exist

merely in books of physiology or pathology ; that

they are real.

The good He who has mistaken others, through pre-

thepain. occupatlou wlth his owu conccits, will feel with

especial keenness the delight of receiving a flash

of light from some book which he had passed by,

some man whom he had regarded with indiffer-

ence. He who has been mistaken by others

will accept the slightest recognition from them

with grateful astonishment. And when he strips

off the rags of vanity which may cleave to his

thankfulness he will regard the possession of a

common speech much as one just escaped from

a sick chamber regards the common air. He
does not despise it because it is breathed by weary
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day labourers and jaded artizans. That is its ^ect. ix.

charm. Like Faust passing from his pedant-

haunted demon-haunted study to the assembly of

peasants on the Easter Morning, he cries ^' I am a

man, I dare to be one."

You must not suppose that I am demanding this

discipline of you, any more than our Medical Pro-

fessors would wish you to learn by bodily weak-

ness or derangement the truth of their teaching.

I hope much that you may learn to appreciate the

worth of your national language at a far less cost

;

though those who have incurred this may consider

the compensation an ample one. The Morality

which I associate with the speaking of a lan-

guage is very ordinary Morality indeed. It may
be fitly called dame-school Morality. Only the The

dame is England, and we all, young and old, men, school.

women. Ministers of State, La^vyers, Merchants,

Divines, Professors, Students, are sitting on the

same forms, repeating the same lessons, threatened

by the same rod, encouraged by the same smile.

An illustrious man, John Locke, laid it down The ori-

in his Essay on Government, that there was, attract.

some time or other, in some place or other, a

compact between Pulers and those whom they

were to rule, which determined on what conditions

they should rule, under what circumstances they

should cease to rule. Practical people have en-

quired anxiously in what time or at what place

the Compact was made, whether any ancient MS
contains any record or trace of it. Charters, they
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lect. IX. say^ there are of great interest and validity,

written on durable parchment, declaring certain

acts to be violations of the obligation which rulers

Is not Ian- owe to their subjects. But these are all subse-
guage itself

i i • i p ot •

such a quent to the birth oi bociety; they are written in

known words ; they presume the existence of rulers.

The earlier compact which called them into exis-

tence, where is that ? These questions have been

felt to be very puzzling. Mr Maine pronounces

Locke's conception to be utterly 'unhistorical.' So

I am afraid it is. Yet one is unwilling to believe

that a writer so averse from fictions as Locke was,

composed a fiction upon so serious a subject with

no basis of fact. He was a truth loving, a truth

speaking man. Had he not the sense of a compact

which binds men to speak the truth to each other,

not to practise frauds upon each other? Such a

compact I hold there is—not limited by the

technical terms 'rulers and ruled,' but extend-

ing to all the inhabitants of a land; the ground

of all other compacts that can be made be-

tween them. In the ancient transfers of land

there might be a visible sign, that A gave a

certain possession to B and to his heirs, for

some consideration which he received. But these

signs were accompanied by words. If the words

had one meaning for the vendor, another for

the purchaser, the compact was a fraudulent one

;

it was no compact at all. The sincerity of

words, the strict significance of words, therefore

is implied in all such transactions. A covenant
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not to lie is implied in the language of every Lect. ix.

people under heaven.

"You have indeed brought us to our ABC"
some one will exclaim. *^A very grand philoso-

phy which bids us abstain from telling lies
!

" Very

grand I think, the foundation of a Moral Science

and also the climax of it. Holding that opinion

strongly I wish to know how the lesson may be

made effectual. A good parent of course desires The do-

above all things that his child should not utter cipiine for

a falsehood; there is no offence which he treats tion and

with so much solemnity. But the mere general falsehood

precept, the mere punishment for the special act, porLnt^

will avail very little; if he trusts to precepts orp"epara^

punishments,—if the first are merely formal or the
^°^'^*

last vindictive,—he may make cowards who will

be continually lying. Only a resolute sincerity

in his own acts, a punctual observance of his own

promises even in trivial points to his children,

can cause them to appreciate veracity. They have

a reverence for his words, but they will not learn

at once to reverence words as such. Children

are great actors and romancers. They are apt to

twist their words like their other playthings into

irregular shapes, to dress them in grotesque cos-

tumes, sometimes in haste or violence or from mere

wantonness to break them as they do their dolls.

To cultivate respect for them should be a prima-

ry object, but the cultivation will proceed slowly

amidst many obstacles. In societies which are

merely patriarchal lying is only felt to be an

11
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Lect. IX. offence against the members of the Clan. Dean

Ramsay relates a story of a devoted Highlander

in 1745 who perjured himself enormously to save

his Chieftain's life, and who, being asked how he

could venture on such a crime, answered at once

that ^he had rather trust his ain soul to the

Almighty than his Master's body to those scoun-

Tn a patri- drels.' Sucli a curious compound of faith and

Sy fake- falschood could certainly find no parallel in the

feitas^a/ Diost autlieutic rccord of patriarchal life which we

against the posscss. But that honcst story tells us that both
members

^j^j^^m and his son, faithful in their tents, lied

through fear of personal danger when they went

down into Egj^pt and so exposed their wives to the

greatest peril. Jacob again was perpetually trifling

with truth. If we accept these as records of a

Divine Education, nothing can be more instructive

to a parent than the hint that all who are in the

infantine stage, not yet brought within the bonds

of law, must be led to the discernment of the

wrong by the misery which follows it. But there is

no anticipation of the time when lying will be pre-

sented to him who utters it as the evil which under-

mines his own life and makes social life impossible.

Or in So soon as members of different households

.^bout^s^je- have transactions with each other, even if they are
ciaiacts,

]^ijjgj3Qgj^^ words will begin to assert their jDower

and sacredness. The words in these transactions

appear to derive their worth from the objects to

which they refer. 'These cattle belong to my
herd, those to yours,' 'you shall not interfere
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witli mine, I will not interfere with yours.' lect. ix.

Such promises acquire a still higher sanctity, es-

pecially in an Eastern country, when they are

about springs of water which may be common to

two liouseholds and which either may close. They

reach the highest point of all when they concern

the marriages of daughters, or places of burial.

But a time comes when words are felt to be more Wor.ig

sacred than things. I do not say more sacred than new force

persons,—but sacred because they express bonds sonli It

'

between persons which there cannot be between tyTegins.'

things or between persons and things. That is the

great sign that men are beginning to look upon

themselves as members of a Nation. A Nation

—

I am not speaking too strongly—is held together

by words. A certain portion of land larger or

smaller is included within its domain. But this

land may be increased or diminished. If the

whole of it is supposed to be vested in the Buler

or Chief of the land, yet it will be divided into

various properties which this and that man will

claim as his. These possessions then cannot be

the ground or witness of the fellowship between

the inhabitants of the land. They separate one

from another, they may be the occasion ot numer-

ous disputes. Words must be the media of all

intercourse between the disputants. And thus Words

that those words should represent—not things but— not things

the purpose of him who speaks them, that his neigh- poses!"^

hours should be able through them to judge of his

purpose, becomes the great demand of the citizen.

11—2
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^^^''- ^^- We often speak of the Greeks as specially cunning,

of the crafty Odysseus as the typical specimen of a

Greek Greek. But the Greeks had in their earliest ages

falsehood of whicli WO havo any record the keenest sense of

of incivis- civic life, and Achilles gave full expression to that

sense when he declared that he hated as the gates

of Hell the man who spoke one thing with his lips,

and hid another in his heart. Even in days when

we suppose that the standard of veracity had be-

come anything but exalted among the Athenians,

Euripides could not put into the mouth of Hip-

polytus the sentence, ' The tongue has sworn but

the mind is unsworn,' without subjecting himself

to the bitterest taunts of his comic foe, taunts

which he was sure that his countrymen whatever

their own practice might be would endorse.

Mental The language ascribed to Hippolytus is the

tion, who ancient form of that doctrine of mental reserva-

ddTnders? tlou whicli has had so wide a diffusion in Modern

Europe, and which is often accepted under another

name by those who repudiate it when they asso-

ciate it with a certain religious S3^stem, I allude

to it because I wish you to observe that this

doctrine sprung up and flourished and was sanc-

tioned by skilful casuists, among those who de-

spised national life, who treated it as a low,

almost as an accursed thing;—to be endured and

turned to account like all other evils—but which

ought to be trampled upon by the priesthood

unless it could be reduced into their servant. All

who form this conception of a Nation, whatever
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creed they may profess, will also be bound by a Lect. ix.

higher logical necessity than they are themselves

aware of to treat veracity—that is to say, the con-

formity of language to the purpose of him who uses

it—as a cheap and secondary virtue which it will

be often a merit for higher ends to part with. Nor, Lyino-

if I read history aright, has there ever been in any delS

country a revival of horror and disgust for falsehood ami toiera^

which has not been accompanied by a revival of those^vho

belief in the sanctity of the Nation's life and thefJTsTbout

language which is the expression of it. I do not
j|J^^^°"^^

say for a moment that any creed commands a man
to lie, or encourages him to lie. And I am con-

vinced that a man who is penetrated with the

feeling of his obligations as the citizen of a

Nation, will find in his creed, let it bear what

name it will, the strongest warnings against lying.

But I hold also that if under any temptation we

part with the feeling of those obligations, we shall

turn our creed, whatever it be, into an excuse

for lying. It will be removed from the catalogue

of deadly into the catalogue of venial sins. I

know not what priest or congregation of j^riests

received authority to draw up either of those

catalogues, but I do know that a lie brings death

into the conscience and heart of every English

citizen, and that he must continue in that death

unless there is some one higher than any priest

or congregation of priests who will raise him out

of it.

We are thus better able to perceive what we owe
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lect. IX. Iq some great men of different lands whose names

are familiar to us. The Italian may delight to

Dante speak of Danto as a politician, as a theologian,

•storerof as a lovor; may feel that not from one of those

language!'' charactors separately, but from all united, his

poetry derives its power; that he could not have

been a poet if he had not first and chiefly been a

struggling, suffering man. All this he may see

and testify ; still I think the greatest debt he owes

to the Florentine is that which we can least

appreciate—the unfolding of the hidden powers

of that speech which belonged not to the School

or the Church, but to the Italian as an Italian.

The stern, even savasj-e, hatred of insinceritv and

untruth which worked in the heart of the sinofer,

which led him to believe that the deepest doom

was for those who had been in the highest

places on earth, exercising an authority to which

he paid willing homage—this hatred was linked

inseparably not only with his patriotism, but with

his reverence for the native words, with his awe

of perverting them to any base or treacherous

siofnification.

Wyciiffe. If WO pass from him to a man who, not much

after his time, did a work for our land, of a

not less wonderful kind, thousjli demanding far

less genius, we shall see the same truth in another

aspect. John Wycliffe was a great Schoolman,

honoured in Oxford, honoured in foreign cities, in

Prague especially, for his subtlety in disputation,

and for his defence of Realism, which was identified
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in his mind with a belief that what we speak of ^^^'^- ^^-

and think of is not shadow but substance. He
might have argued for ever on that thesis, and

might have left us to this day in doubt whether he

was not bringing us among shadows, whether some

of his opponents were not at least as good wit-

nesses for what is substantial as he was. But First a

the g'reat Logfician was led to care for the Eno^lish then an

soil on which he was born ; to see among those man.

who met him when he came out of his rooms in

Balliol, not quiddities or entities but living human
beings; to discover that of the same blood with

them was the Prince who for a while patronized

him in London, were the peasants to whom he

preached at Lutterworth. He perceived that the

English tongue which all these spoke to each

other was as sacred a tongue as the Latin. It

was not framed merely for the purpose of bu3dng

and selling any more than that was, though it

might serve such purposes as the Latin had done

when Cicero and Caesar conversed in it. Accord-

ingly he believed that the language of the English

people was not less fit than the language of the

Latin people, was more fit than the language of the

Latin schools— for expressing the deepest truths

that could be uttered. A translation such as his, His

however imperfect it was and he may have felt it tion.

to be, yet was the greatest work for English

citizens that had yet been accomplished; the

surest foundation of an English Literature. It

was a consecration of the words which peasants
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^^^^- ^^
- were continually speaking—a witness to them

that those words had a truth in them which they

had no business to twist to any temporary con-

its connec- vcnience. That witness was so much the more

his hostiii- powerful because Wycliffe had been for years in

emis°saries battle with tlio FHars, especially on these two
'om

^ y- gj.Q^jjds, that they exalted their obedience to

a foreign prince above their duty to the English

king and law, and that they trifled with words

or substituted for words mere pictures and images

addressed to the senses. He was, in the strictest

. sense, the asserter of a national Morality in con-

nection with a national lanofuag-e.

The reia- I havc not uscd auv of the customary phrases
tionof

.

"^

.

Wycliffe to about Wyclifio,—such as that he was the Morning
Luther not pi-nr*
asecta- Staroi the Keiormation,—not only because they

do not concern my purpose, but because I believe

they mislead us respecting the real point of his

resemblance to the great German Reformer. Be-

tween him and Luther lay a most important

century, which made a huge chasm between re-

fined and cultivated men of the different nations

and those clowns with whom Wyclifle claimed fel-

lowship. The day of the Schoolman had gone

down, the day of the scholar had risen. Latin

had shaken off, to a great extent, its mediceval

dress, and had striven easily or awkwardly to walk

about in such robes as it wore in the reign of Au-
gustus ; Greek had fled from Constantinople, now
become Ottoman, into the West. To study the

speech, the literature, the art of Greece became
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the passion of Italians. Medicean Princes—some- '^^'^'^- 1^-

times eminent Popes—se-^'med as if they would in-

auofiirate a Commonwe^ ith of letters in connexion

with, or as a substitute for, the Catholic Church.

Germans cauo^ht the infection. Earnest students The fif-

teeiith

of the new lore, as well as of Hebrew, appeared century a

to the great scaud'd and terror of many of the against na-

monks, but often supported by the smiles of the guages."

higher Ecclesiastics. Only in Bohemia, where

Wycliffe's words had been heard, and Huss had

left disciples to wreak their wrath upon his murder-

ers, was there a vehement national movement

against ecclesiastic domination mixed with vehe-

ment contempt for the new, or as it was deemed

by the Hussites, the old Pagan, learning. It

was amongst such circumstances, utterly unlike

those which had surrounded our countryman, that

the Saxon monk appeared. He found himself in The Monk

a Germany divided into a number of electorates, college^

secular and spiritual, feebly combined under an
^^'^ ^^"

Emperor who could not resist the brigands in

his own land and yet was expected to prove him-

self the centre of European politics. Luther, occu-

pied with Aristotle and Aquinas in his lecture-

room,—occupied with intense agonies of conscience

in his own chamber—seemed as far removed as a

man could well be from any of those general in-

terests which affected the throne of the Csesars, or

the seat of the successors of St Peter. But as he

more than any one was to prove that a man who
would be truly an individual must be intensely
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^^^'^- ^^- national, who would \'} truly national must be

vehemently individual, .'O he was also to prove

that the ancient learning which threatened to ex-

tinguish the dialects of the oarticular nations could

be effectively used only by L^ne who loved one of

these dialects better than the Latin, which had

become a half native—never, a mother—tongfue

to him, better even than the Greek and Hebrew

which he welcomed as containing divine treasures

Emphati- that the Latin had debased. Germans therefore

German! cxalt Lutlicr as the preserver and restorer of

their proper sj)eech. And with the preservation of

this speech was associated an intense horror of

the notion that words might be turned into false-

hoods at the pleasure of men. Words, Luther

said, were not dead things, they had hands and

feet. It is the notion of them as dead things

which makes us fancy we may use them as we

like. When they confront us as living powers, we

dare not trifle with them.

It may seem to you that this very phrase

Are words "words" is an ambiguous and deceitful one. Do
chiefly in t i i? 1 i? i j

books? 1 mean by reverence lor words, reverence lor let-

ters, reverence for print? I will answer you by

referring to the instances which I have given j^ou

already.

There were no writings, except the sacred writ-

Virgiiand ings, wliich Dauto honoured so much as Virgil's.

None, he said, had done so much for the cultiva-

tion of his mind ; he delighted to think that his own

Italian, if it were ever so unlike the Latin which
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lie read and respected in the schools, was the off- ^^<^^- ^^•

spring of that in which the Mantuan had con-

versed. Yes, had conversed; for it was impossible

to shut up Virgil in the Georgics or the j^neid.

He was a man. He had spoken to Dante. There They speak

had been a real hearty intercourse between them. Frieads.

So by no idle fiction, but because the old poet had

been in truth the guide of the younger one through

dark ways till he had the glimpse of a higher

light, Virgil becomes lovingly and personally as-

sociated with a poem which embodies the highest

conceptions about the world visible and invisible,

that the Catholic Church had cherished.

Do you say that this was owing to the imagi- The

nation of a great poet? Wycliffe was no poet; preachers

was emphatically prosaic. But he inwardly be-w"^
lieved that he was bringing before the priests, the

nobles, the farmers, the mechanics of Great Bri-

tain not a version of certain Hebrew letters which

Isaiah or Jeremiah had written down, but that

these old prophets were speaking to his country-

men just as directly as they spoke to the priests,

the nobles, and the farmers, the mechanics of

Palestine, on subjects in which both were equally

interested.

AVith Luther this was even more remarkably And in

the case. Apostles and Prophets were for him
"^^^

never men of another age ; they belonged to his

own ; they denounced the princes at Worms, the

cardinals in Pome. The word which they spoke

was to him an everlasting word ; one which, when
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lect. IX. it came forth applied to the circumstances of every

period. It was his vocation to speak that word,

not merely to preserve it in letters whether Greek

or German.

So men felt at tlie time of the Keformation

when they were inspired with the conviction that

A Tiationai tlicy woro Germans or Englishmen. So I think

to ana-' they Hiust fccl again if they are to care for that

crtio^n.^
" which is contained in English or German books.

What treasures some cry may we not open to our

boys and girls in the highest classes and the low-

est ! what information respecting Science and

Art ; respecting Morals and Politics and Religion,

and all the other topics on which Newspapers

deliver their oracles ! By all means make these

treasures accessible to them. Call human spirits

out of the vasty deep of ignorance and brutality.

But will they come when you do call ? Not at

the bidding of any letters. Only if a living voice

is heard speaking from the letters. Only if it is

felt to be the voice of a spirit mightier than

their own. Nor will that Morality, which I be-

lieve is cultivated by a common Language be

at all apparent amongst us merely through the

charms of print. Beading and writing may come

as Dogberry thought they did by Nature or as we
suppose by blackboards and spelling-books ; in nei-

ther case will they of themselves teach us not to lie.

Cry of The Educational Beformers who say, " Give

words.' us in your schools things not words," will fully

assent to this proposition. They desire to bring
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their pupils face to face with facts; not to let mere lect. ix.

descriptions be a veil between them. It is an

honest desire ; but I do not see how the neglect of

words which express what we mean, what we are,

can make us truthful. I believe we need to teach

words much more, much better, than we have done

;

to make our countrymen feel how they touch the

core of our nation's existence and of our own.

You have the privilege of studying other languages other lan-

besides your own. Prize it greatly for the sake precious

01 your own. Prize it that you may enter more sake of our

thoroughly into the speech which you share with

every English peasant. The old languages are

national languages. They express the strength

and life of great nations. They enable us to think

more of the mystery of words than we are apt to

do when we are merely using them for the occa-

sions of every-day life. Still we are all as I said

in a Dame's school. We are all learning to speak

English. The hardest blows we receive are for

the solecisms and false concords which we have

each our special temptation to commit. Heavy

punishments descend upon us when we use w^ords

not to express thoughts but to disguise them;

when we chano-e the mother tono^ue for the cant of

a particular circle. I do not mean that each profes- Technical

1 1 •/ 1 mi phraseo-
sion must not have its own nomenclature, ihere are k.gy.

forms of speech used in each of the Lecture-rooms

of this University which are out of place in any

other. Still our work in a University is to sub-

ordinate all peculiar forms of culture to a common
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lect. IX. end, to find some centre towards which all lines of

thought converge. That is what we mean when

we speak of Universities as Institutions for the

Nation. In like manner the greatest lesson which

we want in the business of life is to be according

A man of to the gfood old cxpression, "men of our word."
his word. ^

.

^ '

He who is that as Merchant, Lawyer, Divine, ful-

fils his function; he may often prize silence much

more than speech; but his speech will be worth

listening to, his country will be the better for it.

Duty of Let us not think that we can ever make our
English-

. . . , . . « .

men to English more dainty by mixing with it foreign
their Ian-

*"

guage. phrases or slang phrases. Ihey do not merely

separate us from the great writers of other days,

from Swift and Addison, from Tajdor and Milton,

from Hooker and Shakespeare. They also intro-

duce an element of untruth into the feelings and

habits of our own time. Lano^uaofe is vital and

growing, capable of continually sending out new

shoots ; but the grafting from other stocks is

always perilous ; we shall generally adopt what

least deserves to be adopted ; we shall derive

our borrowed phrases from the worst sources.

The vulgar tongue is never vulgar in the bad

sense. The peculiar tongue which coxcombs ex-

change for it is essentially vulgar if by that adjec-

tive we mean coarse, ill conditioned, incoherent.

You will not suppose from anything I have

"English said that I am exalting English speech above

lands."
° other speech ; or am dreaming that it is ever to

become a universal speech. It makes me tremble
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when any one speaks of that possibility. "Wlien I ^^^'^- ^^-

come to the last division of my subject I may

shew you that there was a justification of the at-

tempt to make Latin a universal Language, greatly Latin and

as I rejoice that the different dialects of modern both more

Europe rose up to confound it. The diffusion of univ^sli

French through all the courts and countries oi^^^^^^^^ours.

Europe led I think to the death of the conti-

nental nations ; the revival of a native Literature

amonof Germans was the begfinning' of renovation:

still I dare not say that French does not possess

some qualities for general use which none of our

northern tonorues can claim. Instead of wishinof

that English should contest the honour with it I

can think of no fate that would be worse for her.

The lust of imperialism is far too strong in us

already. Nothing will counteract it more than

the recollection that our Language is a national

possession ; that only as such does it bind us to

the past, that only as such does it help to maintain

the veracity of which we boast, and of which our

boasting is too likely to deprive us. We have The Saxon

indications in the presence of Celtic tongues close ceitic ton-

to us, in Wales, in Scotland, in Ireland, that what-
^"'^^"

ever powers the English speech may be endued

with, its power of exterminating the rivals of which

it is most suspicious is limited by laws which we

cannot alter. What the limits are we cannot know.

Those sentimental persons who wish that the

Welsh should talk Welsh because it is a beautiful

old language when they are minded to talk Eng-
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'^^^'^- ^^- lisli, are doing it seems to me a very vain thing.

Alan- It may be, as experienced people tell us, that
guage can-

.
- * *

not be kept the cooxistence of the two forms of speech leads
alive by

. .

artificial to prcvarication and falsehood ; that witnesses in

a Court of Justice have time to consider and in-

vent evidence while the interpreter is translating.

If so, to make the language stand on its feet when

it is falling

Est propter vitam vivendi perdere causas
;

the final and highest aim of language being truth,

you are losing that end that you may gratify

your fancy of preserving one. If it can live it will

live ; if not a greater than you has sentenced it.

In India we have had lessons quite as remark-

able which may either minister to our vanity or

check it as we receive them. English has un-

doubtedly made mighty way through our arms.

The our administration and our schools. But English-
oriental

tongues, men have been taught that they are face to face

with lansfuao^es of which their own has been a

younger sister if not the offspring. A literature

has been discovered to them which had existed

for generations among the darker races when their

fathers knew scarcely the use of the commonest

tools. These are surely reasons for something better

than self-exaltation ; reasons for hoping that we

have been permitted to educate nations which are

to have a great future of their own, a future far

better than their past but which will not be un-

mindful of that. May we prize that high calling and
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despise all miserable ambition for the spread ofour Lect. ix.

speech or our power which stands in its way. Speech

And we have a callmg at home, that which Isiivcif

• 1 fr>r> ^
^'^t gold.

must once and agam tell you is the most difficult

of all, the call to speak the truth, the whole truth,

nothing- but the truth. We have been made

trustees of a glorious Language because we are

citizens of a glorious Nation. That I may end

where I began, a Parliament may easily become a

mere place for talking, if we whom it represents

are merely talkers. If the speech of each of us is

sincere and manly the collective speech will not be

frivolous and false.

12



LECTUEE X,

GOVERNMENT.

Lect. X. A Law, I have said, appeals to the individual

Law and man, makes him aware that he is an individual.

biiitytwin It is oulj another way of expressing the same

tions. fact to say that Law ma.kes each man aware of

his responsibility. To feel myself an individual

—

a distinct living person—is to feel myself respon-

sible for my acts. They are mine ; I can shift

them on no one else.

But to whom am I responsible ? Since the

sense of having neighbours is awakened at the

same time with the sense of being an individual,

I might say generally 1 am responsible to my
neighbours ; to each of them, to all of them. The

particular neighbour whom I injure may make me
understand that he holds me responsible to him.

Then he is said to take the law into his own
hands. Or my neighbours may meet together

and call me to account before them. Then they

are said to pronounce or execute the law upon me.

So that I am driven back upon this word Law.
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Unless I assume a Law I cannot recognize a ^^"'^- ^-

meaning either in the personal vengeance or the

general sentence. Law lies beneath each. It is to

a belief of the authority of Law in me that both

appeal.

We must keep this thought steadily in our Law

minds. It will be often slipping away from us. those who

We say to ourselves ' Law, what is Law ? Why
do you talk to me of its might? It only means

this.' ' It only means that.' When we examine

what it only means we find the answer is ' Law.'

The three letters may be exchanged for a ponder-

ous polysyllable, or a troop of polysyllables. But

we cheat ourselves in the process. We show that

we are very learned, that we cannot speak the

common language. But the power of Law, the

terror of Law remains for us; just as if we were

not wiser than other men, and were not armed

with any polysyllables. •

Is Law then a mere dark Abstraction ? Loyalty.

Surely not. If it makes me feel my own person-

ality, if it reminds me that my neighbours are

persons, I cannot be content with abstractions.

I ask who administers or executes the Law ? I

ask whom does the Law command me to obey ?

Here begins that manner or habit which the

name of Loyalty so happily describes. That de-

notes the sentiment which I cherish—which a

nation cherishes—for certain persons whom it

associates with Law, who represent the Law to

it. They save it from becoming a hard letter.

12^2
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Leot. X. They connect it with living acts. It must be con-

TheLaw nccted with these if it is to have any hving force,
demands
adminis- although tlic connectioH is always a perilous one,
tration.

. „

is always threatening to make Law the servant ot

those whom it should rule.

Forms of I proposo to cousidcr this question in reference

ment. to the different forms of Government which we

are wont to describe by the names Monarchy, Aris-

tocracy, Democracy, as well as to that blending

of these forms which is implied in the Order of

many countries, but which we suppose to be pecu-

liarly characteristic of our own. In a society

where each of these forms prevails I believe

Loyalty in its strictest sense may exist ; in each of

them it is exposed to certain special dangers.

Is Loyalty The scuso of Loyalty is often supposed to
merely
personal? attacli itsclf aluiost exclusivcly to a Mouarch. We

speak of the loyalty of our Cavaliers to Charles T.,

of the loyalty of the Scotch Highlanders to Charles

Edward. The Roundheads and the Whigs we say

have other claims to a reverence but it is not this.

I think the Cavaliers and the Highlanders ivere

loyal to these Stuart princes ; and that their

loyalty is entitled to our sincere respect. If I

examine the feeling of either I find it to be no

doubt in great part personal ; that is to say they

always asked for a man to whom they should pay

homage, they never could contemplate law as law.

But in both cases there was a sense of reverence

for law underlying the personal attachment. If

the Cavalier had not looked upon Charles I. as
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embodying and representing a law which had ^^^'^^-

lasted for generations, his fidehtj would often

have been shaken by what he heard and experi-

enced of the monarch's untruthfulness. He could in all cases

forget that,—he could clothe his master with all implies the

splendid and beautiful qualities of soul and body— Perscson

because he associated him with a certain rio-ht ord'

which was not absorbed in him, wliicli belonged to

the past and the future. In such men as Hyde
and Falkland this law became the conscious and

paramount object of reverence. Charles was to

them little more than the expression of it. But in

the military Cavalier who bad none of their learn-

ing, to whom they would have seemed mere for-

malists, the same feeling was unconsciously at

work. Take away the Law and what was implied

in it and Charles would have shrivelled into

nothing. With the Clansman of Scotland this

was not equally the case. He had never risen to

the apprehension of Law. He was still in the

patriarchal stage of existence. Yet his devotion

is entitled to the name of Loyalty because it was

a prophecy of Law; the particular person be-

lono^ed to a line with which the Highlander asso-

ciated a certain right to govern. He resented

the intrusion of a Strano:er into the throne

as he would the intrusion of a robber into his

homestead.

The Roundhead and the Whig resisted the

Monarch for the sake of the Law. For a long- time

during the civil war the Parliamentary forces

er or a
Right.
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i^ECT. X. fought in the name of the King against the

The King Kinaf. Thev could not grive hhn up because they
against the => '^

^
° / ^

"^

Kiiig- beheld the Majesty of the Law in him. Crom-

well and his soldiers proclaimed such language

to be a fiction. A fiction no doubt it had be-

come. But the endurance of it by men of par-

ticularly stern and vigorous minds showed that it

expressed a very deep truth to them. When it

had lost its power, when the Monarch and the

Law had been absolutely divorced from each other

it was scarcely possible that any result should

Loyalty follow but that whicli did follow. Men trained
turning to

regicide, to the revcrenco for Law said ' there must be a

Law—which can pass sentence upon every man.'

Milton with his stern conception of the awfulness

of Law, of its celestial origin, could rejoice in a

death which seemed to him the vindication of it;

his intense belief in the government of a King of

Kings hindered him from perceiving what a shock

Law itself suffered in that experiment to assert it.

The peril This iustaucc, contemplated on all sides, may
of Loyalty •'

in Monar- show better tliau any other how Loyalty links
chy.

,

itself to the person of a man, and yet how suicidal

it becomes whenever it tries to exalt the man
above the Law. Loyalty may be exercised most

simply and directly towards one man or one

woman. Nearly all of us drop naturally into lan-

guage which indicates that conviction. But it is

just as true that Loyalty so exercised is always

liable to lose its meaning, to be false to its ety-

mology. And whenever that result is reached
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there will be some crisis which restores the word _^^^|^j^

to its proper significance or which ends in the

anarchy of a land.

Some of the greatest assertions of the dignity Defence

and ascendancy of Law have been made by the an Aristo-

nobles of our land. The most familiar of all ex-
^'^^'

amples, the winning of Magna Charta, is for us at

least the most instructive. It was an act of ap-

parent rebellion; it was in the strictest sense an

act of Loyalty. John had been disloyal. He had

undermined the foundations of his own authority

;

he had behaved as if choice and self-will were the

ground of it. Those who represented the old fami-

lies of the Nation,—those who kept alive the tra-

dition of its permanence—said that that could not

be. It was a subversion of Koyalty to rend it

asunder from Law.

Think again of the complaints which have been violation... .of Law by
made so often and so truly agamst Aristocracies ; an Aristo-

those for instance first deep, then loud, which were

heard in France before the Revolution. On what

did they turn ? On the claim of the nobles to be a

'^privileged order," that is to be exempted from the

conditions and restraints of the Law which bound

other men. Those who raised the cry might some-

times covet the same exemptions. Nevertheless

it was and must always be a righteous one. It

must always ascend from the inner heart of a

people. Privilege has no sort of connection with

Government. It is the foe of Government. If a

Government is in the hands of an Aristocracy it is
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Lect. X. an act of Loyalty to that Government to insist

Govern- that those who administer it shall have no exemp-
ment and
Privilege tion from the burdens of other citizens, no indul-
not syn-

onjinous genccs for their transgressions. These pretences
but hostile . .

^ ^

words to exemption and mdulgence destroyed the JNo-

bility of France and at last France itself

If this force is given to the word Loyalty there

can be no reason why a democratic Society should

not be a strictly loyal Society. The members of

such a society may confess the supremacy of Law
over them one and all ; they may be loyal to the

Judges who declare what the law is; to the par-

ticular Magistrates who enforce it in any district;

to the general Magistrate whatever be his name,

who is the acknowledged head of the Common-
Democra- wcaltli. Sucli Loyaltj may be diffused through

ty. a Society. It may be a perpetual curb upon the

lust of dominion and the lust of gain; a security

that the interests of the present shall not cause

the past or the future to be forgotten ; a guaran-

tee of history and of letters.

Perils to But ou the othcr hand a Democracy has its

a Demo- owu spccial motivcs to be disloyal. Does not the
craey. L^w procccd from its mouth ? Does not the Law

bow at last to its will? If the multitude breaks

through the cobwebs which bind it, where are the

spiders that can preserve or refit those cobwebs?

Have not we been proclaimed sovereigns? Are
not Judges, Magistrates, Presidents, merely our

ministers to be disposed of as we list? Such lan-

guage sounds strictly democratical. Those who
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utter it would say if they were accused of dis- '^^'^'^' ^•

loyalty, ''To what do we owe loyalty but to the

people's voice? Are not they—that is to say, are

not we—masters?" I apprehend that there is an

answer to this language ; that first Anarchy, then

Despotism has been always the answer to it.

Do I present these facts to you that I may Pope's

1 1 -r. 1
dictum

deduce Pope's moral from them : requires

careful ex-

" For forms of Government let fools contest, aniinatiou.

That wMcli is best administered is best" %

No ! That couplet like many others in the Essay

on Man contains, it seems to me, a mixture of the

poet's admirable common sense with the philo-

sophical strut and political ambition of Bolingbroke

who inspired his song. Pope I doubt not, had

been tormented as well by noisy talkers about

divine rights, as by classical pedants who vaunted

republican heroes. The discourses of both seemed

to him weary, flat, and unprofitable. His friend

who had a scheme for combining opposite parties

against the administration of Sir Robert Walpole

had a different reason for denouncing the spe-

cial theories which held them apart. When
such opposite feelings enter into the composition

of a maxim there will almost necessarily be some-

thing in it by wliich we may profit, something of

which we must beware. It is true that there are

very foolish contests about forms of government.

It is not true that we can settle all questions

between them by saying that any one of them will

answer if it is well administered. That may ba
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Lect. X. either an arid platitude or a falsehood. It is a

platitude to say that if a Monarchy, an Aristocracy,

or a Democracy is well administered it is the best

That form fomi of Govcmment. That is merely to affirm that

not meant wliatcver country is well governed is well govern-

try cannot od. It is a falsehood to affirm that a Monarchy,

mlnTstered an Aristocracy, or Democracy is equally adapted

to every country ; that any country under any one

of these forms would be equally well administered.

The principle which I think Pope would have' ex-

pressed in some clear exquisite sentence if he had

not been perverted by a passion for epigram and

by the affectations of his friend is that those who

dispute about forms of Government are not aware

that the forms are determined for them ; that the

forms affect their arguments and are not the least

affected by them. Their minds have been moulded

by the order under which they have grown up
;

they may be deformers or reformers, but they

must confess a form which they wish to break or

renew before they are either. They may labour

that that form shall be well, and not ill adminis-

tered. To argue about the advantage of some

other is child's play not men's work. That doc-

trine I deem very important to National Moral-

ity ; I will endeavour to illustrate it.

Most citizens of the United States who have

the means of travelling visit the different cities

Example, of Europo. They must hear in them many ar-

guments in favour of Monarchy and Aristocracy.

They may sometimes possibly be struck with points
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in which the administration of States on the '^^^'^- ^-

Continent—even of our island—have a superiority

to their own. Suppose an inhabitant of Bos- a citizen

. . . .
of the

ton or New York returning with the impression of United
States re-

these arguments or of these observations strong turning

. -
I

from his

upon Inm—suppose some particular weakness, travels.

either in his institutions or in those who adminis-

ter them, to be brought strongly home to him on

his arrival—he may reflect, I think with great

advantage, on Pope's first line. He may say to

himself: " Well ! whether I see or not at this

" moment the force of the arguments for a republic

" which I learnt by heart in my childhood—whether
*' or not they have been shaken by what I have

" heard elsewhere—this land is my land, these insti-

" tutions are the institutions which I have received

" from my fathers. ' For forms of government let

'' fools contest,' I will not be troubled by wise saws

'' or modern instances. My life, my education has

" been moulded into this form. Whatever it may be

" for others it is good for me." If the second line

should occur to him, if he should be tempted to

say: ^*Yes, but I see many faults in the adminis- His doubts

" tration of my country. Is it not a safe rule that determina-

" ' that which is best administered is best' ? " he will

be bound to answer himself again :
" On that point

" too I can decide nothing. I have not the faculty

" of comparing administrations. But certainly, this

" land of mine will not be rightly administered

" upon some other principle than its own. There

"must be some compass to steer the vessel by.
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^^^'^- ^- '' If we lose the compass I may talk about the

"management of it as I please. It will drift

''away, 1 know not whither," As the result of

which consideration he would, I hope, resolve to

labour that he might understand the form of his

government better than he had ever done ; that

he might struggle for it more steadfastly ; that so

he might correct whatever he saw was faulty and

The genu- iuconsisteut in the administration of it. Such a
ine loyalty

implied in man I should deem a loyal man; loyal to some-

thing better than the conclusions of his intellect,

which are always liable to fluctuations; loyal to

what he perceived to be the principles of his

Nation's existence and therefore those with which

the life and thoughts of an American citizen ought

to be in harmony.

What I am saying is no imagination. It is on

this principle that the most admirable citizens of

The aboii- the United States have been recently acting. They

Slavery a fouud au Institutiou amoug them which did not

of Loyalty. Gxist amoHg US their progenitors, or in the other

States of Europe. We taunted them with it.

We made it an excuse for denouncing their form

of Government. They listened, sometimes with

displeasure, sometimes in silence. But they did

not abandon their form because they found a prac-

tical anomaly among them from which other coun-

tries might be exempt. They declared that it was

an anomaly ; that loyalty to their land, to its form of

Government, demanded the removal of it. Amidst

all difficulties, against all oppositions of interests in
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one part of the land and another, they maintained ^^^'^- ^-

their doctrine. The will of the multitude gave

way before the convictions of a few ; the worship of

the dollar before the willingness of men and women,

of young and old to sacrifice their money and

their lives and lives wdiich were dearer than their

own, to purify their land from an abomination.

They did purify it, and a great Republic has held

forth a spectacle for us to wonder at, an example

to make us ashamed.

I dwell wdth more interest and satisfaction a young

upon this instance of true loyalty to the form of should be

Government established in a land because the ous of its

youth of the American States might be so easily ti ms as an

pleaded, has been so often pleaded, as a reason
^

why they need not be faithful to the lessons of

their fathers, to the order which they have in-

herited, why they may consider all questions

about Governments as open questions to be settled

by the balance of reasoning or authority in favour

of one or the other. I hold it a high honour

to Americans that they had not been misled by

these plausible suggestions. Some of them may,

no doubt, be convinced that Democracy, as such,

has proved itself to be the only tolerable form of

Government for the Universe. But I hope and Poverty of

believe that those who hold this intellectual per- lectuai

suasion most strongly do not rely wholly or chiefly sions.

upon it. If they do I fear they will after all be

poor citizens, not ready, like those who shed their

blood in the war, to give themselves up for their
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lect. X. country. Loyalty I am persuaded is deeper in

Loyalty them, as it should be in all of us, than any
for a peo-

ple not for judgments of the understanding which are liable

class, to continual shocks and vicissitudes. Loyalty

may bring them into fellowship with the com-

monest dwellers on their soil. Suppose these had

the information or the faculty for applying it which

would enable them honestly to accept the proofs

and conclusions of learned men, would that do

them as much good—would it as much elevate their

hearts as the thought, ' Here we were born ; here

are the graves of those who went before us ; they

won this order for us; we will not let it perish

or be corrupted'?

The En- That distinction I would apply with rigour to

stitution our own casc. Sir William Blackstone, the ac-

t^ BiaJk? complished and popular Jurist of the last century,

told first his pupils at Oxford—then the people

of England generally—that we possess a machine

called a Constitution; the various parts of which

fit so curiously and marvellously into each other,

as to make one wonder how it should ever be out

of order. 'There are great merits but also con-

' siderable defects in a Monarchy. But we have a

' monarchy the defects of which are remedied, the

' merits of which are developed by an Aristocracy.

*An Aristocracy has also great excellencies and

'some weak points. But we have a House of

' Commons as well as a House of Lords. That

' House exhibits the most perfect kind ofDemocracy
' supplementing what is not found in Monarchy and
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' Aristocracy, preventing tliem each from being too i^^<^^- ^-

' strong for the other.' Recommended by the legal

knowledge and graceful style of Justice Blackstone

how could such a theory as this fail to charm the

people whom it pronounces so much more fortu-

nate than all others upon the earth ? How could

they help extolling the wisdom of the ancestors

who had contrived such a machine, or feeling some

considerable self-congratulation that it was still at

work among themselves, that they perhaps were in

their own way contributing to move or at any

rate grease its wheels? A young man appeared in

the University in which Blackstone was lecturing,

who instead of echoing his admiration of this ex-

quisite piece of machinery, gave his reasons for

thinking that it could accomplish nothing ; that the

action of one part of it must always be interfering

with the action of every other ; that altogether a

clumsier invention had never been produced in the

world. That was the doctrine of Mr Jeremy Ben- The same

tham's Fragment on Government, the first of a long tion ac-

series of works which were to illustrate the same BTntham.

position ; though in later times Mr Bentham was

quite as busy in constructing what should be an

efficient scheme of government and legislation as

in demonstrating the feebleness and incoherencies

of that which he had been commanded to admire.

Many of us can remember when these conflict- Effect of

mg theories were first presented to us ; how very doctrines.

clever and exact the arrangements of the Constitu-

tion seemed to us when they were described by
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^^"'^- ^- the Judge, how they crumbled to pieces before our

eyes—how absurd we deemed them—when they

History Were dissectcd by the critic. And then as we got
apparently tit •

i r* i i

decisive a slight gnmpse into the records oi the j)ast, how

fiTst. thay evidently appeared to make in favour of

the censor, to prove the dogmas of the eulogist

untenable ! We could not find those wise ances-

tors who had composed this finely balanced Con-

stitution. We heard of a number of opposing

influences which had produced laws and repealed

them, of men who had aimed at usurpations and

had resisted them. We could -sympathise with

one or other of these influences^ we could complain

of this or that man ; but where was any elaborate

scheme for adjusting one part of a government to

another ? In what workshop was that perfect

fabric devised which had been handed down to

us and which we were to cherish? Mr Bentham

certainly was a Yulcan ; we . could see his forges

at work ; we could examine the engine which was

produced in them. Had he not excuse for telling

us that all who preceded him were mere bunglers,

mainly occupied in gratifying some interest of

their own or of their masters %

Must I certainly should for myself have acquiesced
either I e . . •

r» t i i i

accepted? in tliis conclusiou if I had been forced to choose

between the opinions of Judge Blackstone and

Mr Bentham. But it struck some of us, that

perhaps we were not driven to this alternative.

We began to think that if our Constitution in

Sovereign, Lords and Commons was worthy of
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the honour that was demanded for it, to treat it as ^^^- ^'

a clever machine was scarcely the right way of

paying it honour. That was to glorify the ingenuity

of a particular expounder. We need not rob him

of any praise that he has earned by his cleverness.

But as I have had occasion to observe before, a man a Consti-

1 n -K ^ r^ • • n t ' ^ i •
tution in a

does not find the Constitution of his own body in a Ncation aa

medical treatise ; he learns what it is, either by the man's

enjoyment of regular health or by fits of gout and ^ ^'

diseases of the lungs. He has a certain state of

body different from that of his neighbours in

some points as well as one in its essentials resem-

bling theirs. But to be contemplating it as if it

were outside of him, instead of doing what he can

to preserve its order and cure its disorders is

scarcely judicious. If we applied this analogy,

it seemed to us that we might accept all the

facts of history which had shaken our faith in

Judge Blackstone's perfect scheme,—we might

even admit all that Mr Bentham told us about

its practical failures,—and yet might retain our

loyalty to it as the Constitution that had been

from generation to generation proving itself to be

ours. We should have no occasion then to credit

our ancestors with any grand architectural genius.

We should credit them with just what we found

they had done ; with their efforts successful or un-

successful to remove confusions which they dis-

covered ; with the errors or insincerities by which

they made the confusions greater. We should learn

from their wisdom, and therefore should not be

13
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lect. X. enslaved by their opinions ; we should profit by

their righteous acts, and not co^j them in cir-

cumstances to which they did not apply.

I have spoken of Blackstone's and Bentham's

contests about the form of our Government. In

the present day our propensity is rather to accept

Pope's second line—to resolve Government into

Administration. For instance, it has been main-

tained by a very ingenious writer that 'the Cabinet'

which constitutes the centre of what is popularly

called 'The Administration' really absorbs the

Monarchy Mouarchv of En2fland : that the person whom we
treated as J

^
O ^ i

a merely call Mouarch is merclv an ornamental appendaore to
ornament-

. .

"^ ...
ai append- this Cabinet ; not useless, because the imagination
age to

1 1 r«
•

Govern- of common people asks for pictures and gewgaws,

cannot altogether dispense with them, but useful

in that way only. Such an opinion is not only

plausible; to those who contemplate Government

merely as an instrument for securing certain ex-

ternal advantages to the inhabitants of a country,

in any given period, as having no relation to the

past or the future, it must be irresistible. That it

is possible for a man—quite an ordinary man

—

not

to contemplate it in this way, I can perhaps shew

you best if I give you the experience of a person

whom I once knew, nearly in the words in which

he reported it to me : "I was a boj'-," he said, "in

"the time of the Regency. I was told about the

"fopperies of the Prince and his profligacy, I

''was taught to despise the one and hate the other,

"I was bred to admire Milton for his republicanism
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'as well as his poetry; to connect them together. Lect. x.

' I learnt that Washington was one of the worthi-

'est because the simplest of heroes. Whatever The expe-

' cultivation was given to my imagination was of anEngUsh-

'this sort. That is to say, the capacity for taking cate.i in

' an interest in any kind of shows was not developed aXm re-

'in me. I never have been able to cultivate it in Monardiy.

'myself, though I have sometimes longed for it.

'My dislike of George IV. and his court has deep-

'ened with fresh knowledge; my reverence for

'Milton and Washington. I have seen nothing of

'courts, I have lived chiefly with those who detest

'them. And yet I am convinced that not the

'outside of my mind—not my fancy, which is as

'dry as the remainder biscuit after a voyage

—

'but my inmost convictions, my way of considering

'all those subjects which affect and interest me
' most, would be utterly different if I had not been

'brought up under a Monarchy. I have watched

—

'from a distance—the changes of Cabinets and have

'been anything but indifferent to them; but I am
'certain that the Statesmen in past ages or present

'whom I reverence most for gifts or for honesty are

'not to me—cannot be to me—what the Sovereign

'is, even if the temporary possessor of the throne

'were not one whom I had cause to honour for

'personal merits. The Sovereign connects me
'with other times as well as my own ; the Statesman

'may help to do that, if he is the counsellor of

'the Sovereign; on no other terms." The words

of an anonymous witness are worth very little,

13—2
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lect. X. except as they correspond to something in those

who hear them. I have quoted them because I

think there is something that corresponds to them

in you, and because the circumstances and educa-

tion of my friend makes him a crucial test of

the way in which the monarchical part of our

Constitution acts upon those who have no intellec-

tual;, no sentimental prepossessions in favour of it.

But at this time you will perhaps hear less

about this part of our Government than about its

Aristocratical element. You will be present at

many discussions upon the desirableness of "a

The in- second Chamber." Do you really suppose that
fluenceof

.

-^ J ir
Aiistocra- such argumeuts, if they are ever so cleverly con-
ey upon all .

persons in ductcd. Will advanco one step the settlement of
this land. , . ^^.

the question whether iLngland is or is not to have

a nobility? I remember to have heard a distin-

guished man not many years dead, a Judge in one

of our Equity Courts, expressing his opinion ofLord

Russell's Life of Moore. "An amusing book," the

Judge said: ^'I do not dislike the poet. He was a

"terrible tuft-hunter no doubt. But what man or

"woman or child in England, Ireland, or Scotland

"has a right to cast a stone at him for that? There

"is not one of us, you know, that can keep himself

"from falling down and worshipping a lord when-

"ever he has the opportunity." One laughed of

course at the extravagance of this dictum. The
speaker's own practice was I doubt not a refuta-

tion of it. But there must be something in such a

remark which we cannot afford to forget. So acute
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an observer would not have pointed this out as ^^"^^ ^-

our temptation, if it were not one into which

we are all likely to fall. If that is so, there

must be more in the existence of an Aristocracy

than those have discovered who discuss the utility

or the mischievousness of a second Chamber.

For evil or for good it has penetrated into our

social life; it affects our Social Morality. For

evil certainly if it besfets a base flunkeyism. But The cure of

. • . Flunkey-
can you cure that by abolishing the Institution ism.

which has been an excuse for it? The disease

may take a hundred forms, may be called forth

by the most different objects. See whether you

cannot counteract it by nourishing the temper

of which it is the grovelling counterfeit. If

you are loyal to the family sympathies which an

Aristocracy represents—if you remember that you

too have fathers and ancestors, let them be of

what rank or reputation they may, whom it is in

your power to honour or to disgrace—and you

will find that an hereditary Chamber, whatever

legislative functions it may exercise, need not de-

press, may do much to elevate, your national and

therefore your individual life. The members of it

may have temptations to which we are not ex-

posed. If we are loyal to our common country

we may find that what unites patrician and plebeian

is stronger than that which separates them.

I am not likely, as a Plebeian, to forget that The House

part of our Government which stands in closest mons.

connexion with ourselves. Of course T desire that
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'^^^'^- ^ it should be what it professes to be, that it should

What do faithfully represent the mind of the English people.

sentatives But that it Hiav do this, there must be a mind to
represent.

i i i •
i

represent. Every one of us may be helpmg to

form that mind. If we have any function here,

that is our function. Our business is not to set

England above other countries; to foster any

national conceit. We are not to maintain that

Nations are only good and true when they have

a Sovereign and a House of Peers, and a House

of Commons. But since this is the form ofGovern-

ment under which we have been nurtured, which

has moulded the thoughts of us and our fathers,

our loyalty to it will be the best security that we

honour the institutions and desire the growth

of every other Nation, Our judgments are apt to

be arrogant, because we see but a little way. The

hills that surround us and protect us may shut

out the prospect beyond them. But when we

reflect how much those hills are above us, how
many generations have dwelt under the shadow

of them, and have welcomed the sun as it rose

behind them, humbler thoughts will take posses-

sion of us. We shall begin to understand that

there may be other regions which lie under the

shadow of their own hills, which are enlightened

by the same sun.
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WAJl.

Law, Language, Government ; all these it will Leqt. xi.

be admitted have a certain worth. No one will

say that a Nation can exist without them. Few
will say that they are not precious to the Indi-

vidual. But War—dare I speak of that as good

either for the Nation or the Individual ?

We do speak of it as good for both. The Conflict of

, .
feelings re-

history of a Nation is often said to be m a great spectmg

measure the history of its wars. Some of the

most conspicuous individuals of every Nation have

been its warriors. Artists and Poets choose them

for their subjects. If we attribute that preference

to a Paofan instinct, we are reminded that the

books of Moses speak of war as well as the books

of Homer; that Joshua and David fought as well

as Miltiades and Alexander. If War is said to be

the relic of an uncivilized age, we ask ourselves

why it has called forth most enthusiasm amongst

the people of Europe, which boasts to be most
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Lect. XI. civilised, most to have outgrown old superstitions?

If it is pronounced irreligious, the question suggests

itself why religion has produced so many wars?

If it is said to be the produce of an Aristocratical

rule, we can point to a number of instances in which

Peace Las Trade has been the great motive of it. If, as

brutality somo of US wcro taught in the Evenmgs at Home,

War is mischievous because it is costly as wellcurse.

as cruel, the children who learnt that lesson, the

mothers who taught it^ have discovered that

speculations may be as costly as battles, that

cruelties may be perpetrated by the ledger as

well as the sword. If there have been in our

day righteous and burning denunciations of the

crimes of the Camp, there have been protests

as righteous and as burning against the crimes

which are engendered by a long peace.

Danger of It behovcs US therefore to approach this sub-
denounc- •,,! i c ^^ x'l
ingWar jcct thoughtiuily. I might earn a cheap reputa-

and rheto- tion for Morality by speaking to you of war as
^^^^ ^' essentially and inevitably immoral, by affirming

that it never had any good work to do in the

world, or that it never can have any to do in the

times to come. I believe that if I did so I should

tempt you to great insincerity; I should lead

you to think an admiration wrong in principle

which you nevertheless cherish, and feel that you

cannot help cherishing. I should teach you to

think that the profession of a Soldier could not

be a right and honest one ; so if you engage in it,

or if your friends engage in it, you will assist in
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making it for yourselves and them what you ac- ^^^^'^- ^^•

count it to be. The confusion and mischief of

that notion I hold to be incalculable. I mean

therefore to shew you what I deem to be the

morality of War, what its immorality.

I must begin by repudiating certain apologies

that are often made for it. The first is this.

' Well, all you say against war as unchristian, or

'impolitic, may be true. But it is a necessary Necessary

' evil.' Were I to use this language I should tell immoral

you at once that a chair of Moral Philosophy is
^

an absurdity and a delusion. Robbery, Murder,

Adultery, are facts as much as War is a fact. If

the fact that there have been wars makes them

necessary, Robbery, Murder, and Adultery are

also necessary. Calling them so—if by necessary

I mean that I am not to labour that they should

be punished as transgressions—I affirm that there

is no order in the world, I canonize disorder.

Again, it is often said, ' There is a natural The in-

n n I n T^ . . n T stinct of
' instinct 01 beli-Jrreservation m us all. 1 cannot Seif- Pre-

set myself be killed or plundered; I must take

* the life of the man who threatens to kill or

' plunder me if I can. Why is it different with

*a number of men who form what is called a

* Nation ? Why may they not obey the same

'instinct? Why may they not ward off blows,

' even if the lives of those who strike the blows

' are exacted as the payment for them V There is

a sophistry in this plea which ought to be laid

bare, since it touches the first principles of Social

&
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lect. XI. Life. No doubt there is an instinct in me
An allow- whicli leads me to slay a highwayman. It is an
able in- . . . • o • i
stinct can instinct which an organized State is bound to
never justi- •piii ••!•
fy adeiibe- tolerate. The verdict of justifiable homicide is one

pose, far which is always accepted as reasonable. But that

tary organ- phraso impHes that the act is only tolerated. Clear

evidence must be produced that the life of a citizen

had not been wantonly trifled with even under the

greatest provocation. Suppose the injured man
had chosen to suffer the wrong—even to be killed

himself rather than to take the vengeance into

his own hands—we might be sorry that a criminal

had been let loose, that a just man had been his

victim ; but we could not say that the law had not

been honoured—superstitiously honoured it may

be, but still honoured—by the refusal to anticipate

its decrees. How is it possible to assume sucli a

ground for the deliberate act of an Organic

Nation? How can it treat submission to a brute

instinct as a justification for the calling together

of an armed force expressly to fulfil the purposes

of a Society grounded upon Law; to defend its

existence? No natural instinct, nothing less than

a moral obligation, can be an excuse for risking

the lives of our own citizens, for threatening the

lives of other men. Our admiration for soldiers,

private men or leaders, means that we suppose

them to have done a duty; our belief that any

war is worthy of our sympathy means that we

suppose at least one of the nations which entered

into it to have done its duty. It is most important
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for the clearness of our own minds, as important for lec'i- xi.

the well-being of our nation, that we should carry

this conviction always with us and be ready to apply

it in all cases. Let us try to consider it in reference

to the different kinds of wars which we read of.

I . We cannot forget that every Nation now war

existing in Europe became a Nation through war. BiSu

Britain was a part of the Roman Empire ; a civilized vincl^to'a

province of that Empire
; growing in luxuries. It

^^^'^"'

was christianized when the rest of the Empire was

christianized; it had its Bishops as well as its pre-

fects. It rebelled frequently against its Masters;

it was fertile, the saying is, in tyrants. It was

not free therefore from petty wars by sea or land.

But it was no Nation. By battles—to what degree

exterminating or subversive of the previous civiliza-

tion historians may dispute—but certainly by battles

severe and bloody the Saxons established their su-

premacy here. It seemed to the old inhabitants

mere destruction, a relapse into barbarism and

Paganism. We say that a mighty blessing came

out of this apparent relapse. It was emphatically

that blessing on which I have been dwelling in

this course of Lectures. First, a truer wholesome

family life took the place of the corrupt family

life which the Satirists of Rome describe and

which passed from the capital into the provinces.

Secondly, a people strong in the sense of neigh-

bourhood, strong in the sense of personal existence,

capable therefore of Law, of Government, bringing

with them the roots of a vital native speech.
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lect. XI. overthrew colonists in whom there was a feeble

sense of neighbourhood, a feeble feeling of personal

responsibility, who merely received Laws, Govern-

ment, Language, Religion, from Foreigners. The

Saxon wars destructive as they might be, yet were

in the strictest sense the commencement of a new

life in our island.

I take a very strong case; one which may be

the more helpful to us because it does not enkindle

any strong sympathies. We do not care about

the details of these Saxon wars; we know exceed-

ingly little of the men who took part in them.

No heroical interest attaches to them ; we assume

them to have been guilty of innumerable violences.

Yet we accept them as founders of our National

Order; we believe that we should not be a Nation

The same without them. What is true of England, is true

fmfoTaii mutatis mutandis of every state of Europe. And

trits*^in"
when I use those words mutatis mutandis, I inti-

g^^^^'° mate that each one was to be a distinct Nation,

with distinct Laws, a distinct Government, a dis-

tinct Language, and that without wars often most

savagely conducted, they would have remained an

indistinct mass incapable of bearing any of the

fruits which they have borne.

War and lu sayiug that the more civilization advances

tionV^ the less we shall hear of wars, Mr Buckle may
have asserted an important truth ; but if the asser-

tion is not analysed, if it is merely taken in the

lump, it will utterly mislead us. There may be a

Civilization which is destructive of Social Morality,
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of social existence. War may be—so far as we ^^^'^- ^^-

know has been—the only means of reforming it.

There may be a Civilization which, like that of

Kome, means a huge Camp, an enormous military

System. The dissolution of such a System how-

ever effected, by whatever hard hands, may be the

road to a truer peace as well as to a truer life.

2 . Next come the religious wars of Christen- Religious

Wars,
dom. In the third part of these Lectures I must

speak of the Crusades as illustrating the conflict

of two grand social principles— their historical

importance in that aspect cannot be overrated.

In another aspect the Crusades maybe represented

as an attempt to fuse together the different

Nations of the West in a cause which was equally

interesting to them all. But then we become

aware of their w^eakness. The nations were

not fused together. Each crusade exhibited more The du-

clearly the rivalries and conflicts between the

princes and Barons of the separate Kingdoms.

They had a field in Palestine for a Kingdom

established on the maxims of Western Chivalry.

It broke to pieces; there was only a repetition in

it of Western divisions. If the object of these

wars was to unite Christendom, they failed. If

their object was to destroy Islamism, they failed.

If their object was to eliminate from Christendom

whatever elements of Islamism it contained

within it, they failed. The Orders of Knights

which these wars called forth were their most

conspicuous feature; those Orders, not the Mahome-
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lect. XI. ^ang \y^j^ w^Q Christian powers put down. Still

more if their object was to consohdate the Papal

authority in the West were they a failure. They

gave rise to the bitterest complaints against Papal

extortion and deception; they attracted popular

sympathy to Frederick Ilnd and his house, the

TheAibi- great antagonists of the Papacy. They were

War. successful ouly as supplying a precedent for other

wars of the same kind. If war was the best and

holiest instrument for crushing Islamism in the

East, it must be the best and holiest instrument for

crushing heresies in the West. So Simon de

Montfort went forth with authority and commis-

sion to extinguish the Albigenses ; every crime

under heaven being perpetrated by his hosts in

the hope that the King of Heaven would reward

them for breaking His laws and teaching men to

The wars regard Him as their enemy. The religious wars of
of the six- i,-iii .-,.,
teenthcen- the lotli and I /th centuries did not pretend to pre-

serve the Unity of Christendom. They assumed

that it was lost. But the Catholic League tried to

make a united France ; by the thirty years' war it

was hoped to make a united Germany; the de-

feat of the Provinces it was hoped would have

made the most Catholic Sovereign supreme.

There was no want of genius in the Duke of Guise,

the Duke of Alva, or in Wallenstein, no hesitation

about the means for accomplishing their ends.

Yet failure is stamped upon them all.

3. How would it be if men agreed to treat

convictions about the invisible world with indif-
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ference, only to busy themselves with visible lect. xi.

interests? That is the next point to be considered.

f pass from relio^ious wars to Trade Wars. The The Trade
^ °

. .
Wars of

two classes may at one point be said to touch the last

• • r» -r» T -\T •
three cen-

each other. The mvasions of Peru and Mexico turies.

by the Spaniards professed at times to be under-

taken for the propagation of the faith. No doubt

their atrocities were sanctified in the eyes of the

perpetrators of them by that notion. Still it is

evident that they were mainly enterprises to

satisfy the intense hunger for gold. Trade was

their main inspirer, though the earlier chivalry

of Spain mast be credited with the valour and

daring of the leaders. From that time onwards

Trade has been a principal motive of Wars,

a constant justification of them. Other ends no

doubt were aimed at in the policy of Chatham

both on the European and the American conti-

nent. The object of the Prussian Monarch was

certainly not the advancement of Trade. But the

establishment of our Indian Empire was begun by

Tradesmen and maintained by them. The mili-

taiy genius of Clive was formed in the counting-

house. The struggle to retain our Colonies was

kept alive by the commercial cities of Great

Britain; the loss of Empire was deemed ignomi-

nious, the injury to Trade calamitous. When the

French War of 1793 began, the question about

the opening of the Scheldt was most curiously

mixed with denunciations of Pepublican and

Atheistical principles. Mr Pitt made use of these
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Leot. XI. in his speeches, but he did not venture to rely upon

them as the motive for commencing hostilities.

Unless he could shew that there was an Englisli

Trade interest at stake he did not think that he had

a sufficient Casus Belli. That feeling was inter-

rupted by events of which I am about to speak

;

but it has resumed its ascendancy. Most of the

arguments which are based upon the principle of

TheNon- nou-interventiou take this form: 'Suppose our
inter-

. . i i
•

veiition ' Trade is attacked or is at hazard, there is a fair
doctrine. n i • • n r» i • •

' reason for threatenmg war, it not for making it

;

' no other reason is adequate.'

4. Burke protested against this mode of regard-

ing the great controversy which the Kevolution

raised. He cried aloud for a war of principles.

The monarchs of Europe adopted feebly, but they

The first (li(j adopt, his doffma. They proclaimed a Crusade
and second ^ '-' " '

^ench against France. It was a Crusade against a

Nation; the Nation had energy and might to

repel it and defeat it. Then came the Crusade

of Imperial France against the Nations. England

considered long whether she had an adequate

pecuniary interest in resisting that Crusade; or

whether her interference could still be justified on

the pleas which had been urged against the France

of 1793. At length she heartily plunged into the

war as one for the liberty and distinctness of the

Nations. Then the heart of the country responded

to the battle cry; then the best and truest citizens

were the loudest in raising it. For this it was

felt, and this only, makes a war lawful; that it is
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a struggle for Law against Force ; for the life of lect^.

a people as expressed in their Laws, their Lan-

guage, their Government, against any effort to

impose on them a Law, a Language, a Govern-

.rnent which is not theirs.

I believe this conclusion to be a sound one, Reluctant

.
proselytes.

forced upon the minds of those who had the

strongest natural aversion to war, who were the

most suspicious of appeals to the ambition or

the love of glory in their Nation, the most in-

clined by their habits and education to sympathise

with any profession rather than wnth the military.

I think that an experience of various kinds,

obtained in very different circumstances, obliged

them to account the arguments of those who

pleaded for Peace at any price hollow in them-

selves, and fatal to the cause on behalf of which

they were urged.

When these arguments turn upon the assertion The chris-

that Christ came into the world to establish a menta for

Kingdom of Peace for all Nations, I not only

accede to the doctrine, but desire that it should

be taken in its most strict sense. It is a King-

dom for all Nations. Unless there are Nations,

distinct Nations, this Kingdom loses its charac-

ter; it becomes a world Empire. I shall have

much to say on that text hereafter; many terrible

illustrations to give you of it from the history of

Modern Europe. I shall have to shew you that

herein lay the great contradiction of the Mediaeval

Church, that which produced its most monstrous

14
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^^^'^- ^^
- corruptions. It thought that it could exist with-

Effect Q^t distinct Nations, that its callino- was to over-
upou the

~

Church of throw Nations. Therefore the s^reat virtues which
its con-

_
^"

tempt for natious fostor, Distinct Individual Conscience,
Nations.

Sense of personal responsibility, Veracity, Loyalty,

were undermined by it; therefore it called good

evil, and evil good; therefore it mimicked the

Nations whilst it was trampling upon them;

therefore it became more bloodthirsty than any

Nation had ever been. It could not maintain the

Kingdom of Peace ; it must introduce the sword

of the flesh into the region which was only to be

defended by the sword of the Spirit; it must

practically deny that there is a Universal Church

upon earth, because it chose to set up a Society

which instead of including the Nations annihilated

them. We have received this lesson as a legacy

from our forefathers. It is a lesson respecting

the special temptation of us who call ourselves

Churchmen, and who feel that we are bound at

all times and in all places to vindicate the name.

If we are asked to vindicate it by speaking

meanly of the Nation, we answer that we know
what comes of that. When our convictions are

earnest religious persecution comes of it, religious

wars if persecution is resisted. When our con-

victions are not earnest, when we do not care for

what we believe, we may talk about Peace and

call it by what grand names we will. But

Peace will mean laziness, luxury, self-seeking;

whatever is most unchristian; whatever tends to
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the loss of moral fibre and purpose ; whatever ^^^'^- ^^-

favours the growth of slavery ; whatever makes

Society intolerable and ensures its destruction by

internal decay or outward violence.

Very soon the reasonings of the advocates Argu-

for Peace at any price, which started from the peace at

loftiest principles, drift into an appeal to the *"^ ^"^^'

lowest motives by which men can be actuated.

The Sermon on the Mount is made the ground-

work for the suggestion that men should not be

such fools as to throw away their money or

their bodies for such a merely invisible, imaginary

cause as the defence of native Law and of an Order

which they have inherited. ' Why need our native

' Law be better than any other ? Why may not

' the Order that we say our fathers bequeathed

' us be advantageously exchanged for one which
' exists in a country equally civilized with ours ? If

' we did become portions of some great Empire,

' would its rulers interfere with our Commerce,
' hinder the transactions in our shops, even, ex-

' cept for a while, seriously affect the movements
' of the Stock Exchange ? The real tangible

' blessings would be all preserved to us ; only the

' intangible— the sentimental—would be taken

'away.' You may perhaps have read books in

which these positions are formally, nakedly main-

tained. Would that they might be always put

forward broadly, distinctly, in clear printed letters

!

Then they are comparatively harmless; then there

is enouorh left of heart in most of us to hate theo
14—2
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Lect, XI. \\q that is hidden in them if we cannot at once

Whence detect it bv our understandinfifs'. Tlie mischief
they derive

_
^^

^

their force, of them is that they are mixed with much

benevolent talk about poor creatures who are

starved or killed for the sake of a phantom, with

much reliofious talk about the wickedness of send-

ing men out of the world sinful and unprepared;

so that we are disposed to entertain them as

respectable and highly sensible suggestions, such

perhaps as we are not quite prepared to accept

in their length and breadth, but as are worthy

of our consideration.

Let me strip them bare of their plausible

accessories. It is very shocking that the lives of

poor men or of rich men should be sacrificed to

phantoms. The question is, What are phantoms ?

Should any one say, 'The desire for Empire, for

* the annexation of territory is a grisly phantom
;

' for that no lives of poor or rich ought to be

' sacrificed,' I heartily subscribe to his opinion,

* I received not long ago a tract issued, I believe, by the

Society for promoting Permanent and Universal Peace, and

intended specially for the clergy. It was on the text " Thou
canfct not serve God and Mammon." Feeling the force and

awfulness of that position and knowing how much need we

have all to be reminded of it, I beg to thank the person or

persons unknown who forwai'ded it to me. If I had wanted

other reasons, the lesson which it inculcates would be decisive

in hindering me from joining the Society I have named.

Its arguments seem to me alternately—or else indiscrimi-

nately—addressed to the servants of God and Mammon, and

on the whole to assume the dominion of the latter as the

established and legitimate one.
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Should lie say, ' The advancement of Trade— ^'^^^- ^^-

' even of a trade so advantao^eous to certain per- ^'*^'^* ^^®
°

, ,

^ Phantoms,
' sons eno-aofed in it as that in Opium—is an ug^ly ^hat are

' phantom, for which the life of no Englishman, stances?

' of no Chinaman, ought to be sacrificed,' we are

still altogether in accord. But just because I

deem the invasion of a nation's freedom and laws

for the sake of Empire, or for the sake of sup-

posed pecuniary profit, to be an accursed crime,

I hold the defence of the freedom and law of

a Nation against such attempts to be a sacred

duty. I tell the benevolent men who care so

much for the poor, that they are slaying the souls

of the poor by teaching them that freedom and

law are only phantoms for them, are only realities

so far as they protect the properties of the rich.

I tell them that they are sanctioning a doctrine

which leads to the trampling down of the poor

by the rich, to the ultimate victory of mere force

over right. And I tell the religious men that if

they lead any whether rich or poor to consider ob-

jects unreal because they are invisible, because

they cannot be expressed in the terms of the

money-market, their religion is a phantom, the

vilest of phantoms. Is it not a phantom also if

they forget that for certain invisible ends men,

rich and poor, are bidden to lose their lives in-

stead of saving them? Do they explain away

that lanofuaofe or resolve it into nothino^, and

yet call themselves disciples of Christ ?

These points being settled, I may leave what
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wars.
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lect. XI. I have said already about the number and the

civiiiza- popularity of Trade Wars to answer the rest of
tion often i- ^ ''

^
1 1 /• T*

the favour- those pleas which are not really for Peace, but
ite plea for

. . . i tp -r n. •
i i

the most agaiiist the sanctity oi national lite. It we yield

to these arguments we shall have wars enough

on our hand ; we shall be continually drifting into

them. For we shall have no standard by which

to try their worth; and reasons of self-interest

will continually occur to us why just in this case,

and in this, we may use the force we have to

crush some feebler power. Our civilization will

be a great and continual excuse. And we shall

exhibit this sign of barbarism, that we measure

civilization by our own standard, and treat nothing

as civilized which is not in conformity with our

maxims'.

I have tried, not by laying down arbitrary

maxims or by making artificial distinctions, but

by examination of facts, to ascertain what is the

true ground of that admiration for the deeds of

Soldiers which we all have cherished, and do

' Though I cauuot feel the admu-atiuu for Chinese civili-

zation whicli seems to be indicated by Mr Bridges in the

very able article which he has contributed to the Essays on

International Policy, I cordially recognize the value of his

observations on the arrogance of our behaviour towards a

people who on one sulject at least have shown that their

morality is better than ours. I woidd also express my thank-

fulness to him and his brother Essayists for the honesty with

which they have maintained, in opposition to many current

sayings, that the sins of our Middle Class on the sulject of

wars are (juite as liagraut as those of the aristocracy.
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cherish, as much in this day as in any former day ;
L'^^^- ^^•

what turns it into falsehood. The inscription at Death for

Thermopylae, 'These three hundred died in obe-

dience to the Laws,' expresses briefly and grandly

what seems to me the true conception of the

warrior's life in the earliest ages and the latest.

They go because the Law commands them to go

;

they stand and fall at the bidding of the Law;

they are witnesses for Law against the brute force

of Numbers. All discipline is included in that

comprehensive praise, all the personal valour, which

we sometimes foolishly set in contrast to disci

pline. The heart of Sparta was in those men

whom Persia could kill but not vanquish; each

was a distinct living man standing in his place,

doing his work, dying his death. There is no

blaze of sentiment, no flourish of trumpets. The

name of Leonidas lives ; his followers would have

wished it to live, for they trusted him and obeyed

him. Their names have perished; none of them

would have cared for that. The Law did not

command them to be remembered ; only to keep

the pass. That obedience to Law is the soldier's obedience

• • -r* 'ill n ' always ve-

characteristic. Losmg it, be loses everytnmg. uerabie.

Whilst he preserves it we must reverence him

even when we reverence least the cause for which

he suffers, the rulers who have exposed him to

suffer. But when, as in the case of these Spartans,

subjection to the Law is inseparably combined

with the defence of the Law against those who

would have put a Tyrant AVill in the place of it,
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Lect. XI. there the sentiment of adrairation has no draw-

back; we are bound to indulge it; we are ashamed

of ourselves when in any degree or under any

pretext we withhold it.

The en- If WO put the caso beforo ourselves in that way,

the Soldier we shall not be confused by the question whether

fegl^Sate we ought to restrain our respect for the soldiers

admiia- wlio followcd Napolcou to Moscow or from it, be-

ferocity
^ cause our sympathies may be and ought to be with

the Russians who drove them back. They were

engaged in an attempt to destroy the law of

another people; the crime of him who aimed at

that destruction was great. His followers died

in obedience to the only law which they knew;

if they yielded to the anguish of cold, not to

sabres or guns, it is not for us to make that an

excuse for refusing them any sympathy or honour.

But it will in all cases be the readiness to endure,

not the wish to inflict, misery which will extort

from us either sympathy or honour. There is a

brutal appetite for slaughter which is in the nature

of every soldier because of every man—which war

would probably call forth in each of us as much as

in any of whom we read. But we have sunk into

a very low state if that is what we like to hear of

—still more if we can joke about it. Be sure that

no brave man will do that; it is fatal to bravery if

it once becomes predominant in any of us. And
for civilians who are free from the temptations of

the soldiers to indulge in it is pitiful as well as

hateful.
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I am not afraid that this appetite for slaughter ^kct. xi.

should be strengthened by the scientific contri- The Janger

_ _ _
not ill ma-

vances for effecting it of which our age has been chines
;
but

in tlie loss

prolific. The possession of terrible instruments of man-•111- hood,

does not of necessity stimulate the desn^e to either in

. Soldier or

use them; we may tremble, as Koger Bacon is Trades-

said to have done when the force of gunpowder

was discovered to him, at the powers with which

we are entrusted. No gift of Science is itself a

curse, though every one may become a curse. The

pursuit of Science, if it cannot extinguish Savagery,

certainly does not cultivate it. The real fear is

that the Soldier may himself become a machine;

that he may look upon himself as merely engaged

to do works of slaughter. All efforts should be

made to save him and us from that fatal calamity.

You will not save him from it by telling him that

it was a mistake of former days to treat his profes-

sion as a noble one; that it is in truth a miserable

trade. He may all too easily be persuaded to

think so; what a trade he will make it when he

does, w^e know too well. Nor will the Tradesman

have at all a higher apprehension of his calling.

He will suppose that it is better than that of the

man who carries arms, because it does more to

increase the material resources of the country ; the

common weal will mean nothing to him but the

aggregate riches of its citizens. All that is really

to be admired in him, his industry, his forethought,

his fidelity, will be only regarded as means to the

great end of Success ; that will be the god which
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lect. XI. \^Q worships. No one portion of a Nation gains

The Sol- by the depreciation of another ; the whole Nation
(lier and '^ ^

the Trades- p-ains when every portion of it is raised to the
man ought ^.

.

each to hio'hest level which has ever been ima^-ined for it.

greater re- Let US havo much higher thoughts of our soldiers
vt?rGiiC6 for

his own oincersand men, than we have ever had; let us do

than he wliat ill US Hos that they may have much higher

thoughts of themselves. In a former course of Lec-

tures I referred to the tone in which some eminent

military men had spoken of the common Soldier, as

if he could not have an individual conscience, as if

it was dangerous that the conscience in him should

be appealed to lest he should prove refractory to

orders. I maintained that the security for his obe-

dience lies in the cultivation of his conscience, that

if he does not think he ought to die at his post,

he will not die at his post. I maintained at the

same time that the security for a Tradesman's

fidelity to engagements lies in the cultivation of

his conscience ; that as no dread of punishment or

of public opinion will keep the soldier from being

a deserter if the sense of personal obligation perishes

in him, so no dread of punishment or of public

opinion will keep the Tradesman from being a

rogue and a defaulter if the sense of personal

obligation perishes in him. Each maxim has its

counterpart in the sphere of Social Morality. In

the Tradesman the sense of personal obligation will

disappear if the feeling that he is a citizen, the

member of a Nation, disappears. In the Soldier

the sense of personal obligation will disappear if
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the feeling that he is a Citizen, the member of ^^^'^'- ^^-

a Nation, disappears. The Tradesman despising

the Soldier because he does not contribute to the

material prosperity of the country will cease to be

a Citizen. The Soldier despising the Tradesman

from any vulgar conceit that his pursuits are de-

grading will cease to be a Citizen. The recent TheVoiun.

,
teer.-i in

Volunteer movement in England has been a most England.

healthful sign of approximation between different

classes, a recognition of the national bond which

holds them together. I trust if the impulse which

first led to this movement loses its power, a vital

principle will take the place of it. Unquestionably

it cannot depend for its permanence on any mere

fashion or any sudden fear. But since we haveAstand-
1 1 • • 1 • 1 ^"o Ai ii.y

a standmg army—smce the objections which were must i.e an

, . . , 1 , . English

once raised against it have become weaker, since Army.

it is recognised by all parties as one of the Insti-

tutions of our country—it is most needful that

all who belong to it from whatever class they

come, whatever position, high or low, they may
occupy in it, should learn to connect their profes-

sion with their English life, to think of themselves

only as defenders of a life which has endured for

generations, and compared with which the animal

life of each man, precious and venerable as that is,

should be regarded as a very light thing. The diffu-

sion of this belief and this spirit will be the great

security that the discij^line of the English Army
shall be a blessing both to itself and to the whole

people; that both its courage and its machinery
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^^<^^- ^J^ shall be used for our protection and not for our

ruin. I do not enter upon the question what

might be the employments of an army in time of

peace. A friend of mine once wrote a pamphlet

on that subject;, which struck me in my ignorance

as full of valuable suggestions. How far they

could be applied must be left to the consideration

of men who have experience and knowledge. If

the Moralist tells them what it is that we want of

them, I am satisfied there is among our officers

abundance of skill and insight to devise the means

of supplying it. Continually also they exhibit

a sense of righteousness as well as of tenderness

and humanity, which might make members of

my profession and of other professions ashamed.

The Camp Nothing is so mischievous to them as to us—for
and the

i • •
f» i i

• i

City sub- nothmg IS SO false—as the assertion or the assump-

sameprin- tion that the Camp must be less under the do-

minion of law and of moral principle than the

City. It is that doctrine which has produced the

licence of Camps, and is sure eventually to produce

the licence of Cities.

The Navy. But I cauuot forget that in English eyes the

Navy has a kind of reverence which scarcely be-

longs to the other service. I would say one word

as to that.

Some may suggest that on moral as well as

on economical grounds it might be far better that

our Mercantile Marine should stand highest in

popular estimation ; that ships of war, if there

must be such, should only be considered as waiting
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upon that. The opposite opinion—that which ^^^'^- ^^

e^ives the naval officer an honour that is not '^'^^ .^^'
'-' cantile

awarded to the hardworkingf man of peace, who Marine—
*= ' why It

often encounters dangers as great, and needs an should not

be prefer-

almost equal amount of knowledge, belongs, some red to the

T ' T • 1 f Navy.
Will say, to a barbarous tradition which for us

ought to be obsolete. I am most willing that any

traditions should become obsolete which lower any

class of useful citizens, or which establish merely

artificial maxims of precedence. But it seems to

me eminently desirable—greatly for the interests

of Morality—that those whose profession is to

defend a Nation should be more valued than

those who merely contribute to increase the wealth

of its j^ai'ticular members. Let the mercantile

sailor have all the honour that can be given him

;

but his honour will be greatest if there is a class

doing in a great measure the same work with him,

whose lives are devoted to the common weal.

They vindicate for him the right to say :
' I too

' am the servant of the whole land ; these goods

* which I exchange concern not only him who

'sells or him who buys; they are the signs and
' pledges of the intercourse between my people

' and the other peoples of the earth.' Then look

at the results of the opposite policy— the one

which some would urge upon us ' Our navy

waits upon our Commerce.' Exactly, and there-

fore all the private grudges of commercial men,

all the jealousies of merchants whose language

and habits are unlike their own, become causes of
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Lect. XI. national quarrels; the guns of England must be

always ready to avenge injuries real or imaginary

done to lier traffic. There has been too much,

I apprehend, of this subjection to the mercantile

marine by the navy already ; if we wish for Peace

we shall diminish rather than increase it.

A nation The doctHno Si vis Pacem para Bellum is

tobesus- not the one which I have maintained in this

Empire
^" Lccturo, tliougli in some of my statements I may
have appeared to justify it. I do not ask England

to be augmenting its armaments through suspicion

of its neighbours. Such suspicion is almost in-

evitable in Empires—even in Empires whose motto

is Peace ; the defence of a Nation should have

another ground. Every Nation should be an arm-

ed Nation, not because it regards any other with

hostility, not because it imagines that any other

has an interest in assaulting it, but because its

own soil, its own language, its own laws, its own

government are given to it, and are beyond all

measure precious to it. Any contempt of foreigners,

any notion that we are better than they, is so

much deduction from our strength, so much waste

in braggadocio of the valour which is needed for

the day of battle. Reverence for the rights and

freedom of every Nation is what we should earn-

estly cherish if we would be true defenders of

our own. On the other hand, I cannot set much

store by a man's profession of interest in the well-

being of strangers who is indifferent about the land

of his fathers.
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Courage or Valour Las been deemed in old ^^^'^- ^^-

times the characteristic of a man. I cannot hold ^^^
'}'':

inand ior

that opinion to be obsolete, nor can I think that Vaiour.

there will be valour in us if we are indifferent about

the defence of our Nation. That is a duty which

devolves upon us all in our respective positions.

There have been times and countries when the

professors and students of a University have

heard the call to join an army wliich was to drive

foreigners from their soil ; when they have obeyed

it with as much alacrity as any who had been

trained to the service. But at all times and in

every land the call in some way to fight for the

nation is addressed to old and young, to rich and

poor, to man and woman. We may all by grovel-

ling habits, by low thoughts, by vanity and in-

solence, be working for its downfall ; each one

struggling with these in himself, strengthening

his neighbour against them, may be as much as

any soldier or sailor its champion.



LECTURE XII.

NA TIOXA L WORSHIP.

lect.xii. In the last Lecture of my course on Domestic

Eef«rence Moralitj I spoke of Family Worship. I was

tic Wor- not unwilling that you should give that phrase

its most modern sense ; I wish to remind you

always that we are members of Families as much

as Jews or Greeks or Komans were in the days

of old. But I spoke especially of them. In op-

position to the theory that Worship is primarily

suggested by the wish to account for natural

phsenomena or to produce some change in them,

I urged you to notice the most obvious character-

istics of the Homeric mythology. Wherever the

Gods dwelt, whatever regions they governed, they

were husbands, brothers, fathers ; they were the

founders of families in Greece or Asia ; they

formed a family above. When you assume that

men in an early stage of cultivation were busy

about the causes of the appearances in the earth

or sea or sky, you are bound to explain how such
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curiosity was awakened ; to introduce a ' law of Lect.xii.

Nature ' is a clumsy expedient, which breaks down

when you need its help most. If men are reminded The Do-
. - . . . mestic and

contmually by the facts of their own existence National

that they have some origin and some relations, tions^of

may we not admit the Homeric evidence as to oftelTLt"

worship without gainsaying ? May we not suppose ea^ch^ouler.

that it was more difficult to explain whence the

hero derived the qualities which enabled him to

establish a house or do brave deeds without

referring to some divine parent, than to account

for the rain or an earthquake ?

I observed that in the Homeric mythology,

though it had this primary domestic element,

there were abundant traces of a national condition.

I did not dwell upon these ; closely as they were

blended with the others, it was possible to over-

look them. It will occur to you that there is

often a positive tendency in these two portions

of the legends to break loose from each other.

Zeus the Lawgiver seems another being from Zeus

the Husband and Father, The two characters

modify each other. His justice is perverted by

his affections ; they must be cast aside when he

gives the nod. Evidently the conceptions were

hard to reconcile. In the traditions of an older

Society which Zeus overthrew and for which he

substituted a fixed iron rule, the contrast becomes

direct and palpable.

Which was to be preferred ? There was the

dream of a golden age hovering over the first.

15
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Lect.xii. The gods were benevolent, tolerant, in sympathy

with men. There was the sense of Order and

Government about the latter. Wrong was for-

bidden and repressed; there was a demand for

The old submission and dread ; a throne above. Caprice
and the

^ ^ ^ c ^ •
^

new was not excluded from this throne ; he who

ment. occupicd it might be vindictive. Still Hight

must be the ground of it. There must be a

God of Kight ; there must be a supreme Justice.

Justice xt was not only the philosopher who repudiated
asserting ./ j. x x

itself above any conceptions of the Godhead which were in-
loiidness

and consistent with Justice ; the practical lawgiver, if
favourit-

ism, he could not put them aside, if he was com-

pelled to bear with them, was yet impressed

with the conviction and sought to impress it upon

his countrymen that there was a Judgment-seat

not swayed by any of the motives which affected

visible Judges; that there was one, whatever

might be his name, before whom they must

tremble, by whom their acts would be re-

viewed.

Physical The mixture of observations and experiences
Observa-

^ ^

tions. respecting the outward physical world with those

which concerned human Society introduced much

perplexity into the national as into the domestic

Worship. But as the belief in Law and Govern-

ment became stronger, the view of natural phse-

nomena became much changed. Those who had

acquired the habit of recognising an Order in

their daily transactions with each other were

compelled to suspect an Order, and therefore
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some person or persons who administered it, in lect.xii.

day and ni^ht, in summer and winter ; therefore Worship

_ ^
not ban-

to suspect also some meaning and motive where ished but
developed

they could discern no succession, where all ap- by poHti-

1 .
, f-ry,

cal life.

peared anomalous and mcoherent. Thus we can

understand a circumstance which our modern

interpreters of ancient beliefs find very puzzling,

that the thoughts about divine powers should

not, as they would desire, be most conspicuous

in barbarous periods, should not diminish as men
entered into civil Societies, but should grow with

the growth and developement of these Societies

;

should become complicated with their compli-

cations. It must be so if the demand for such

thoughts is inseparable from the Law, the Lan-

guage, the Government, the Conflicts of a people

;

if they become most earnest when a people has

most feeling that it is a people—most sense how

grand their fellowship is, how many influences

are threatening to destroy it.

Before I speak of the way in which Greek The

idolatry enfeebled the belief out of which it grew worship.

and weakened the fibres of national existence,

I will turn to that worship which was especially

a protest against homage to any forms of Nature,

to any likenesses of beast or of man. I said in

a former Lecture that the revolution of which

Mr Maine speaks as implied in the transition from

patriarchal to National life is noted in the Jewish

records with singular emphasis. The Israelites in

the land of Goshen have become the slaves of

15—2
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lect. XII. \\^Q most organised despotism existing in the

world—a despotism upheld by a powerful body of

priests and magicians who interpret the phsenO'

mena of Egypt and use their knowledge or their

iofnorance for the exhibition of various marvels.

The A lonely shepherd in a desert hears a voice
ground of ./ i

it in the commanding him to go forth for the deliverance of
domestic

, . . • r>

and his countrymen. The voice proclaims to him first

Name. tlic old Namo, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob. The God of his fathers commands him

trembling and reluctant to face the Ruler of

Egypt. But another more awful Name is joined

to this. The I AM is speaking to Moses. That

is to be the ground of the Nation's existence. In

that Name he defies the miracle workers. In

that Name he bids the Egyptian let the people

go. In that Name he leads the herd of slaves

forth; he gives them a Law. They become a

Nation; they speak a common language; they

have a Government. Jehovah is declared to

be the King; the author of the Law, the ruler

and judge of those who administer it. In this

Name they enter into battle marshalled according

to their families and tribes. In this Name they

conquer Palestine and divide it.

All this history might be represented—so it

has often been by divines—as one which only

concerns a particular nation of the old world, and

has no relation to the national life of England, or

The France, or Italy, or Germany. But by some

means or other the book of Psalms, which em-

-4i.'
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bodies all the characteristics of the Jewish national Lect.xii.

worship, which is national in its outward costume Their pro-
'- foundly

as well as in its essence, has penetrated into every national

character.

one of these modern nations, not as a foreign

literature, which may be contemplated with a cer-

tain interest and a tolerable understanding by

antiquarians, but as the expression of the inmost

trust and conviction of men and women utterly

unacquainted with antiquities, in the most practical

and tremendous moments of their existence. No
difference of habits, no questions about geography or

chronology, no doubts about the circumstances

in which these hymns and j^rayers were composed,

no blunders of translators, have hindered them

from becoming the living possession of a divided

Christendom; from being equally received and

recognised by Greeks, by Roman Catholics, by

Protestants, as their rightful inheritance. That

being the fact in this nineteenth century as well

as in previous centuries, it becomes interesting to

look at some of the more obvious features of a

book which stretches over a long tract of his-

tory—how long we may not be able to ascer-

tain, but certainly a period during which the

Nation underwent the greatest vicissitudes in its

economy and government, during which it passed

through every alternation of prosperity and humi-

liation.

I. In these Psalms 'the God of our fathers ' The God

is everywhere the ground of confidence, the refuge Fathers.

from the darkness of the past, from the confusions
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lect.xii. of the present. No image of Plim comes before the

eye; it is from images that the man flies to Him.

So the family is linked to the nation ; the solitary

sufferer to both. Israel lives on from generation

to generation amidst all changes; for a living

Being, who was and is and will be, has given it

a portion in His immortality.

2. The other Name which was heard in the

bush stands forth in its awful personality, bound

inseparably to this. In its presence the man dares

to confess himself a person; claims whilst he

trembles to be one. Not a Law written in stones

but the Lawgiver speaks to him; He speaks in

The God thundcrs, yet the voice delights him. For He who
of Right- .

r»
• 1 1

eousness. spcaks IS KiGHTEOUS ; the assertor of rights; the

deliverer of those who have no helper from the

oppressor. Highteousness is not a quality, not

the attribute of a Person. These Psalmists know

nothing of attributes. They worship the Right-

eous Being; all that is not righteous is His enemy.

Whether it is in the world or in themselves they

can appeal to Him against it; they believe, in

spite of the fear which continually besets them,

in spite of all contradictory appearances, that He
will put it down.

The divine 3. Siucc the root of all their faith and all
Covenant. . . . , ,. .

then- prayers is He whom they invoke as the living

and true God, since they invoke Him not as the

God of earth or sea or air, but emphatically as

the God of Israel, as their God, you will not

wonder at the prominence which the Covenant
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with them and with their fathers assumes in these Li^ct.xii.

prayers. When we dwell chiefly on considerations

of property when that becomes the standard by

which all things are measured, the vulgarest trans-

actions of earth, mixed as they are with chicanery

and overreaching, determine the meaning of this

word; they are transferred to the highest region.

But thus the sense of these prayers is inverted;,

the Jew, like the idolaters against whom he pro-

tests, is supposed to make the divine acts the

image of his own. The Covenant, as the Psalmists The

conceive of it, is the ground of all Covenants aii human

between man and man. It is the ground of faithful,

honest speech, of that which fails from among the

children of men because each one is trying to

deceive his neighbour and has a double heart.

That insincerity is the horrible plague and curse

which the Psalmists cry to the God whose words

are pure words, who hates lying, who is the

same from generation to generation. The man
is aware of the temptation to this insincerity in

himself He asks to be delivered from it, whether

he is the victim of other men's treachery or of his

own.

4. I said that these prayers and songs be- Royalty

lonf^ to various periods of the commonwealth, pendent on
^ circuin-

Whether any of them were poured out before the stances.

kingly age may be doubtful; there can be no

question that they extend to times when there

were no kings, to years of captivity in another
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lkct.xii. land; to those when Judaea had rulers like Ezra

and Nehemiah, whether they bore civil or sacer-

TheKing dotal titles. But Loyalty is one of their most
every-

_ . ,

where pre- conspicuoiis characteristics. It has seemed both
sent in

these to Jows and Christians so absorbing a one, that
devotions. n -r^ ' \ ^

the name of David has m spite of chronology

and direct internal evidence been associated with

them all. A great truth has been concealed under

that error. The Shepherd boy, the rival of Saul,

the actual Monarch of Israel, is discovering his

need of an invisible King, is learning by the

bitterest experiences in all stages of his life that

if there is not one to whom he may appeal in

his weakness, from whom he derives his strength,

he must be a victim of oppression or an oppressor,

his life and his people's life must be a contradiction

and a lie. Loyalty therefore must be in the King,

if it is to be shewn to the Kinof. He must

confess a law which binds him ; a law which does

not bend to his self-will, which will assert its

dominion over him and punish him if he sets it

The King at uought. It is all very well to claim his peoples

obedience. It will not be rendered to him if he

is not an obedient man. He may be the Lord's

anointed; that does not mean that he can do what

he likes; it means exactly the reverse of that; it

means that he is not his own master; that he

is only the people's master so far as he under-

stands himself to be their Shepherd, raised up by

One who cares foT them more than he does, to rule
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them for their good. David and Solomon have ^^°'^-^^^-

all the temptations of Oriental Monarchs; gratify

their lusts ; multiply wives. The national Law
does not prohibit these habits, mischievous as the

history shews them to be. Something more than

Law is needed for their cure. But it can do

this. Whilst they long to be emperors, it reminds The King
loqfg for

them that they are kings of a Nation ; that if they ever.

trample upon Right, Bight will prove too strong

for them. That lesson survives for their descend-

ants. The seers could be loyal when the monarchs

were disloyal; loyal when all outward witnesses

of the dominion of Law and a divine Lawgiver

had ceased, when a man, exhibited in some Baby-

lonian conqueror, appears to be supreme in earth

and heaven. It is then that they enter into the

very secret of Loyalty; then the past history of

their land becomes dearer and more sacred to

them than in their prosperity; then they are sure

that the King who reigned of old is reigning

still; then they are sure that He will reign for

ever and ever.

5. As the name of King of Kings lies at the The Lord

centre of all these hymns, so does that of Lord
°

of Hosts. The Psalms are eminently warlike;

Israel is at battle in them with foes visible and

invisible ; its only hope is in a God who is fighting

for it ; who has called it to fight His battles. One

cannot compel these writers to adopt the formula

that defensive wars are justifiable, offensive never. '

The wars for dispossessing Palestine of its inha-
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Lect.xii. bitants were offensive; yet the victories of Joshua

and his successors are subjects of thanksgiving.

Wars of There is the strono^est belief that those were wars
the Lord. °

of the Lord; that they drove out an utterly cor-

rupt and debased people ; that they established in

their place a Nation which was to be a witness for

Order and Right. Not that these writers boast of

their countrymen as better than other men. The

Psalms are full of confessions and complaints; full

of anticipations that the same evils will, in every

case, bring the same punishments, because a right-

eous Lord is King over all. But there is also

a strong clear conviction that all the evils of the

Israelites arose from their not believing that they

were a Nation; from the covetousness and pride,

the transgression of family order and civic order,

which separated them from each other; which

caused each man to think he had an interest apart

Jewish from his neighbour. These habits of mind would

assuredly bring invasions upon them from the

great Empires round about them ; they were

mimicking these Empires; their monarchs wanted

to have horses and chariots like the Babylonians;

they were like them busy about guessing as to

the future; they were trembling before powers of

Nature; trying to find Gods in the outward world

or to make Gods in their own likeness. They

would have their way, and their way would bring

ruin upon their land.

Such are a few of the notable features in

a book which has taken hold of the thought

crimes.
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and life of the Western Nations, of Nations Lect.xii.

prone to all the habits as^ainst which the Tiie
^ Psalms m

Psalmists are praying and protesting; prone to M^Jem

disbelieve in a Kighteous Being and to conceive

of some capricious Power as ruling over Men
and Nature; prone to falsehood in speech and

in act; prone to forget the connection between

Loyalty and Law; prone to fall into Wars for all

selfish and unrighteous purposes, and then to affect

a horror of war for any purposes. There is not

a curse which threatens the life of England, of

France, of Germany, of Italy as a Nation—not

a disposition that has destroyed the individual

streno^th and the reverence of neisrhbours for each

other—which these Hebrew singers have not felt

to be undermining the life of Israel and their

own, against which they have not asked the help

of the God of Righteousness. In spite of that

fact—may I not rather say by reason of that fact

—Englishmen, Frenchmen, Germans, Italians,

have preferred those Hebrew devotions to any

which have grown up among themselves, which

have been shaped and coloured according to their

customs and modes of thinking.

It has been strongly asserted in our day, by Hebraism

thoughtful and accomplished men, that there is Hellenism.

in England an excess of what they call the Hebraic

habit of mind, and that it ought to be qualified

if not superseded by that which they describe as

the Hellenic. I have shewn you already, that

—

little claim as I have to the artistic perception
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Lect.xii. and refinement which characterise those wlio are

imbued with Greek scholarship—I yet reverence

at a distance the truth which discovers itself to

me in the Homeric poems and in the Tragedies

of a later age, as well as in the writings of the

philosophers who sometimes complained of both.

Hebraic So far as auj persons undertake to magnify the

ness, what Hebrew temper for the sake of disparaging the

' Greek, I think they are doing more injury to that

which they praise than to that which they censure.

They are denying that union of Jew and Greek in

the complete man of which the Christian Apostle

speaks; they are introducing that kind of Judaism

which was his great antagonist. But am I honour-

ing the Greek habit of mind by glorifying it at the

expense of the habits which I have been describ-

ing ? Kather I am eliminating from it that which

has made it noble, that which has won the honour
Hellenic

^j^^j affcctiou of siucere men for it. They have
exclusive- J

^^^'' felt that beneath all the corruptions to which
I of it. ••

Greek history and its literature bear such abundant

testimony, there lay a belief in Law and Order,

a sense of personal responsibility, a protest against

falsehood, a loyalty, a patriotism, which no popular

delusions and superstitions, no sophistry of rheto-

ricians could extinguish. They have felt that the

Greek worship, however mixed with notions of

supernatural caprice and baseness, did yet account

the qualities which are opposed to caprice and

baseness as the essentially divine. Because it did

so, the art of poets and sculptors which was so

ness

comes
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much interwoven with this worship could discover lect.xii.

in the human objects that it contemplated, an ideal

which was above them though it did not interfere The Arts

with their reality. The Hebrew, limited it may be and the

to two arts, music and poetry—since of his archi-

tecture we can only form guesses—used these to

express his sense of a perfect Truth and Unity, the

ground of all Truth and Unity in men. He sang

of a Lawgiver to whom each man was responsible,

of a God of the Nation who called on each man to

live for it and die for it. What do you suppose

would become of Greek life and art if all which

these Hebrews confessed were by some process

separated from them? You need not be at the

pains of speculating. You may contemplate that

life and that art when they had passed or nearly

passed into this condition; when Gods of caprice

alone were worshipped ; when men recognised

them as their own creation and yet trembled be-

fore them; when philosophers laughed at such

service and practised it because it was good for

the multitude, and because the objects of it might

be as true as anything else. Is that the Hellenic Hellenic

habit of mind which we of the modern age are out truth

to cultivate? Alas! the exhortation to cultivate old and
^"

it is wholly needless. There is none which we days!™

are so ready to adopt; no discipline is required

to perfect us in it. But whether, when we have

acquired it thoroughly, when all which resists it in

us is cast away, we shall care more for Hellenic

literature and history than for Hebraic may be
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lect.xii. a question. I think it possible that we shall care

less for English history, English literature, the

English Nation, than for either.

I have spoken of Art because we naturally

What wui associate that with Greece. But how will Science
pure
Hellenism fare if all Hebrew elements are cast out of our
do for

Science? minds and we are left to the influence of naked

Hellenism ? Then all the objections which scientific

men raise against religious men for introducing an

irregular and disturbing force into the order of

Nature will be aggravated a thousandfold. For
' He spake and it was done,' ' He commanded and

all things stood fast,' for the continual appeals in

the Psalms to 'a Law given to things that they

cannot transgress,' will be substituted endless vicis-

situdes, the likelihood of miracles at every moment.

A habit of doubting whether anything is, whether

all things are not the creatures of the eyes which

behold them, would be far more than we now
guess the prevalent one in our minds if we were

left without that apprehension of a fixed govern-

ment over ourselves which we do not derive

from the Greeks, whatever else they may have

taught us.

The To the Jew again we owe that tremendous

saSc^'es indignation and scorn which breaks forth in the

the di\dn-° Psalmists and the Prophets against those who

rot^'^'^*" fancy that the righteous Lord can be bribed by
Hellenic,

gacrificcs to alter His purposes or mitigate His

Laws. These denunciations express the very mean-

ing of the Jewish economy. It does not dispense
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with Priests and Sacrifices; they are parts of the na- Lect.xii.

tional Order; they are declared to depend Uke all

other parts of it upon the everlasting Lawgiver.

But because they are part of the nation's Order, They be-

because they proceed from its Lawgiver, they can- Nation's

not interfere with His order, they cannot be con- which they
• n • TT. . T , rm cannot set

trivances tor escaping LLis judgments. Ihey are aside,

declared to be His signs and pledges of reconcilia-

tion with His subjects; the worshipper gives up

some dead thing as a witness that he gives up

himself; that he repents of any acts which have

had their root in self-will and disobedience. So

the belief which was latent in the Greek Sacrifices

is brought clearly to light, the falsehood which pro-

duced their direst superstitions and crimes—as it

has produced the darkest superstitions and crimes

in every age and country of the world—is also

detected and exposed.

I shall be told that the interest in these Jew- These

ish devotions has nothing whatever to do with wouiVnot

our English or French or German sympathies
; hSlvWuai

that lonely suffering men conscious of their „ofappeLt

personal evils, caring nothing about the politics fgeilngr''^

of kingdoms, are those who chiefly delight in

them. My answer is this. An Englishman, a

Frenchman, a German does not shake off the

recollection that he is an Englishman, a French-

man, a German because he is in a solitary cham-

ber, because he is racked with personal suffering,

because he is awake to evils which he has done.

Much of his suffering, much of his remorse, will
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LECT.xii.be connected with thoughts of fellow-citizens

whom he has known, who have injured or neg-

lected him, whom he has injured or neglected.

The chains of neighbourhood may never be more

keenly felt, may never enter more as iron into

the man's soul, than when he seems to be most

The man tlirown upon himself But suppose him by any

attach- artificial contrivances to have weaned himself from

cannot care all national attachments— suppose him to be

wholly wrapped up in the thought of his own

felicity or misery present or future—or suppose

him to look upon himself only as belonging to

some school or sect, or only as a cosmopolite

—

then I say that if he mumbles these Psalms

twenty times a day, they will be merely dead

sounds to him ; if he would extract any mean-

ing from them he must reduce them into feeble

allegories ; he may talk about them, but they will

not speak to him ; he may try to think about

them, but they will not express his thoughts.

The Sect So I apprehend it was with the Jew himself
age of

Jewish when he like the Greek became incapable of

national life

—

incapahl^ of it, I say ; for when he

had lost all the signs and pledges of it he may
yet have longed for it, and then no utterances will

have been more real and dear to him than those

of the Psalms. But there did assuredly fall upon

the most conspicuous men in his land—upon those

who were highest in religious reputation, those

who were so numerous a sect that a popular writer

ridicules our ignorance for describing them as a

existence.
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sect at all'—such a contempt for the people of the ^^ect.xii.

land, such a sense of their own superiority to the '^^'^ p'^''^"-
'

^

i ./ gees.

ordinary child of the Covenant as must have made
them wholly incapable of entering into the belief

of the Psalmist in a Lord God of Israel. They

might glorify themselves for not worshipping the

Gods of the countries in which they settled or

with which they traded. They might, in the

Reviewer's phrase, be ''men of progress"—men
who belonged to the present not the past, who had

quite outgrown the pastoral or agricultural habits

of a previous period, who believed in Commerce

and applied a commercial standard to all their

transactions with Heaven as well as earth. But Their re-

^ T c ^ •
spect for

the Law for them was one graven m stones ; one Law.

to be exceedingly reverenced because it was their

law—not a law proceeding from the mouth of a

Deliverer whom they could trust. Words must

have shrivelled into letters—as letters to be honour-

ed and called divine. Loyalty; toward whom was Their

that to be exercised ? To the Priest perhaps,

if he was of the proper sect ; but chiefly to

' See tlie celebrated article on the Talmud in the Quar-

terly Review. The eulogist of the Pharisees clenches his

position by saying, that it is as absurd to call them a sect as to

call Roman Catholics a sect in Rome, or Protestants a sect in

London. I do not see the force of the argument. I do feel

the point of the sarcasm. That a Sect loses its venom by

becoming large and powerful appears to me the most extrava-

gant of paradoxes. That Protestants and Roman Catholics

may be most sectarian when they are most large and powerful

I sorrowfully believe.

16
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Lect. XII. ^jjQ oracle of the Sect ; to him who could best

adapt old traditions to modern circumstances.

Thoughts A prince of the house of David might possibly

and De- arise ; if the Herodian family was in the as-

cendant, the question how far it should be ac-

cepted as a fact or resisted by intrigues must be

an open one. The Lord of Hosts might still be an

object of wild irregular hope to the poor, a charm

for some brigand champion to work with ; the

rich and comfortable would be thankful to the

Roman Governor for quelling such disturbers.

The Sectarian Morality in this case, as in all

cases, was certain to extinguish the National

Morality, unless that received some unlooked-for

renovation ; unless the prayers which Psalmists

had poured forth for a deliverer of the Nation

and of all Nations received an answer.

Such an answer might be as needful for the

Conqueror of the Jew as for the Jew himself.

Roman I said that I should have occasion to speak of the
Faith. . . .

^

Roman faith as a political faith in the best and

the worst sense of that word. You will not

wonder now that I should acknowledge a ^'best"

Essentially sense. A faith which is not political, which has
National.

. ,

nothing to do with Law, with Language, with

Government, with Battles, is, it seems to me, not

a faith in a righteous Being, a distinguisher of

Bight and Wrong, not faith in a Being who is

true and who seeks truth in men, not faith

in an object of Trust and Loyalty, not faith

in a Source of Valour or Courage. Let it be
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ever so domestic—and I have said that the first ^'^^'^•^^^•

element of Roman faith was domestic, the au-^i't"s.

thority of the Father—let it make ever so much

effort at universality, and we shall see hereafter

how Roman worship in later days aspired to this

merit—there will be in it no groundwork for that

kind of character which we describe as manly,

which was comprehended in the Virtus of the

Republic.

Cicero is thoroughly sincere when he connects ciceio;

worship with Laws ; when he does, though he cerity"

may derive phrases or illustrations from his

Greek teachers, he speaks as a Roman. As an

Academician he could see certainty in nothing,

least of all in any speculations about the divine

nature. As a Citizen he felt the most unshaken

conviction that there must be a ground for social

life and social morality, that what is most right

must be most divine. Fables about the Gods

which he might accept or reject as a fit drapery

for his belief did not touch the core of it ; that

was in a Lawgiver and Judge whom no fancy,

no intellect could make or unmake.

But in his heart, as in the hearts of his country- His in-

men, the profoundest insincerity lay hard by this
^"'"^^"^y"

honest and ineradicable conviction. There must

be a divine ground of Law, said the inner con-

science of the Nation and of the patriot. How
necessary it is to assume such a ground that Law
may be upheld, that men generally may respect

it, said the lower nature of the man justifying itself

16—2
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Lect.xii. i^y tlie calculations of a sordid expediency. We
Lies used musfc make men observers of their words by
to make
men true, feigning to recognise a God of truth! We must

cheat men into loj^alty, seeing how little there is

to awaken it in self-seeking rulers, by threatening

them with the vengeance of the Gods if they

are disloyal! We must ask the augurs, scarcely

able to refrain from laughing at each other as

they meet, to invent supernatural reasons for rush-

ing into wars or avoiding them ; else how shall

the soldier keep his oath to his commander, or

not forget his discipline, or not shrink from the

enemy when he should face him ? Here was the

hateful and accursed side of the worship, that

which made it acceptable to the mere Magistrate,

that which made it incredible to such men as

Lucretius, who were sure that there must be in

nature if there was not among men some order

which was not based upon trickery and lies.

Not the philosophy of Epicurus but the dis-

solution of the Republic was to demonstrate the

The death hollowncss of such a System. A Nation cannot

stand upon fictions. An Empire may demand

them as its necessary supports. But an Empire

introduces another division of Social Morality.

The Battle of Actium signified not to Italy only

but to Egypt, to Greece, to Palestine, to every

country under heaven that Nations for a while,

were at an end. A world in which nations should

be buried had been long preparing. It now

came forth with the hero of proscriptions as its
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Monarch and its God. That is the first form Lect.xii.

under which Universal Society presents itself to Transition
•^ * to the new

US in Modern History. We shall have to con- Age.

sider what Morality was implied in it, and whether

any other Universal Society is possible.



LECTURE XIII.

UNIVERSAL MORALITY.

(1) THE UNIVERSAL EMPIRE.

LixT. 'I AM the member of a Family;' ^I am the

'— Citizen of a Nation,' these are assertions which

each of us confidently repeats to himself, about

Internal which he entortalns no scepticism. Am I only the

..fNatkS member of a family ; only the member of a Nation ?

ares.
^^ ^ certain crisis in our lives this question, which

has often been stirring within us before, is fully

presented to us. This domestic circle has been

unable to confine me within it. Can the Law, the

Language, the Government, the Hostilities of a

particular country confine me? Do I not belong

to a larger Society, what is called a World?
We have seen from the example of the first

Social Moralist to whom I referred in these Lec-

tures that this word is not necessarily a very coni-

The prehensive one. It denoted to Chesterfield, it has

may be dcuotod to many, a peculiarly narrow Society ; one
^ciysma

.

^^^^ yirtuG of whicli cousists in its narrowness. A
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number of other worlds entirely unlike that of }:^^'l-

. .
XIII.

Chesterfield, but possessing this characteristic,

attract or repel us when we reach the verge of

manhood. They offer a gratification to certain its nega-

tastes which we are cherishing, a jDromise that we nition.

shall be associated chiefly with those who share

the same tastes. We hear of a literary world, a

scientific world, a sporting world, a religious world.

Each of these worlds may have different hemi-

spheres; those who dwell in one may not be able to

endure the atmosjohere of the other. The name

therefore must receive rather a negative definition.

It must signify that the inhabitants of these worlds

are not admitted into them in virtue of any ties of

blood or of country. The bond of their fellowship,

whatever it be, is not this.

Any one of these exclusive Societies may have

a charm for us because it appeals to our choice.

The family, the Nation, are given to us. Here is

an opening into a region which we can compare

with other regions, which we can adopt because it

accords with dispositions or is likely to develope

powers that seem to be specially ours. But though

that which we select may be a world of its

own, turning on its own axis or revolving about

some sun which illuminates no other, the phrase

'man of the world' denotes one who is not a mem- The 'Man

ber of any such limited circle. We take him to be worid.'

a person who may fall into any Society and feel

no embarrassment in it, but who entirely refuses to

be tied by the maxims, customs, beliefs of one
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I lect. or another. He floats at large—can adapt himself

— to the circumstances of every country or class, ob-

freedom scrvcs them acutcly, perhaps with contempt, per-

paiticuiar haps with pity, as far as possible with indifference,

dislikes,
'

is entangled by no strong sympathies or antipa-

tions. thies, can use men to accomplish his purposes if

he has ambition or avarice or any other passion to

gratify, but can also dispense with them if he finds

them inconvenient, or if other tools suit him better.

That is nearly I think what we understand by a

man of the world. There may be varieties of the

species. The French man of the world may not

be exactly like the English man of the world;

may have fewer angular points, and therefore

may fulfil the character more perfectly. No
national peculiarities ought to enter into his com-

position ; no family affections. They evidently

weaken his forces, impair his completeness.

Such a model as this many set before themselves

when they are approaching the age in which mere

citizenship, as well as mere domestic ties become

insufficient for them, when they are aware that

they have grown not in thews and bulk alone,

that the inward service of the mind and will

has waxed wide withal and demands a wide

society for its exercise. But to some who have

reached the same stage, who are conscious of the

The Man. samc ncccssities, the question occurs, 'May not a

Man, perhaps, be more than a man of the world?

If we can be thoroughly men shall not we enter more

not less into fellowship with all people, and kindreds
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than he does ? Shall we not have fellowship with lect.

what they are—not only as seems to be his case

with the outside of them—with what they seem

and are notf Having arrived by whatever process How he

at that intercourse, shall we not understand better from the

what our country is to us—what his country is to world.

every neighbour, what our family is to us, what his

family is to him ? Shall we not be more thoroughly

individual, be less lost in a crowd? These thoughts

have worked and are working in us, side by side

with the desire to have the credit and dignity of

beinof men of the world. I apprehend that the University

1 . ? 1 . p . . .
Culture

chief busmess of a University is to ripen such intended

1
-1

I
. -.. to form

hopes, to shew how they may be accomplished. If the first

it does that—if it is, in the truest sense, a school second.

of Humanity—it will also explain to its members

how one may have a calling to this pursuit, one to

that—how one may devote himself to Science,

one to Letters, one to Politics, yet without being

enclosed in an artificial, exclusive world, rather

with the power of shewing how every study and

work discovers some spring of life in man which

without it would be closed.

We have always observed, thus far, that there

is a correspondence between our own personal

experience and the larger experience which makes

up History. The transition from the patriarchal

to the legal period—the shock which accompanies

the transition, we noticed in both alike. To this

amazing crisis through which we all more or less

consciously pass, from the national to the univer-
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Lkct. sal condition, where shall we turn for a resem-

blance ? If the remarks which I made at the

close of the last Lecture are true, the point of com-

The crisis parison is marked enough. Just at the com-

history menccment of our era, at the moment in which

responds Octavius Csesar became lord of the World, did the

dividual ago of Natious pass away with a great noise, did

the universal age begin. What was to come of

that universal age, whether nations were or were

not in its womb, was to be declared hereafter
;

that it opened with the extinction of them, there

can be no doubt. We have not to infer, as in the

crisis spoken of before, some great revolution

;

nothing is more patent and notorious than the

Revolution by which this the third period of histo-

rical development was inaugurated.

I do not, of course, limit the Revolution to

the mere struggle of Antony and Augustus which

brought it to its close. Figures far more striking

and interesting than these had appeared in the

earlier scenes of the Drama. Of old we used

to speak of Brutus with some reverence ; those

who withstood Csesar were thought to have been

honest patriots if they took a wrong w^ay of

Tiie new exhibiting their patriotism. Modern scholars
doctrines ,

,
-t -, i , • t t

about command us to abandon such notions, Julius
Brutus and r^ ,-i 1 i. j l •

i."

Ca?sar. Csssar, they say, understood his time as no one

else did. His opponents were stupid pedantic

worshippers of the past. His merits have been

put upon another ground by his imperial biogra-

pher and panegyrist. Roman republican His-
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tory, he says, exhibits only a conflict of orders. ^^^^•

Julius Caesar was the intellis^ent champion of-
'-' ^ Csesar the

equality ; he was preparing the way for the champion

only kind of government in which the Will ofity.

the Majority could become faithfully embodied

and enforced. I submit to these authorities so

far as the question is one which their learning or

their practical experience is competent to decide.

I accept the statement that Julius Csesar had a

remarkable, an unparalleled, understanding of his

own time ; that he was hampered by no traditions

of the past ; that he had no prejudices of any

kind which hindered him from using any class of

his countrymen for the object which he had set

before himself; that he had a culture which placed ^^^
f"^-"^"-* cipation

him on the level of the highest orators, statesmen, f^om aii

domestic

even sages among Romans; that he had a capacity and na-

for government which made him able to manage straints.

the tempers and passions of barbarians ; that he

was perfect in the knowledge as well as in the

temper which could win the confidence of the

legions ; that he was able to use the advantages

of his birth or throw them aside if so he

might conciliate the mass of citizens ; that he

thoroughly appreciated the decay of morality

in Roman families; that he deliberately, as his

greatest admirer declares, corrupted the matrons

of Rome for the sake of his political objects.

Being free from old Roman prejudices and princi-

ples, from all scruples of conscience, he did as-

suredly possess in a high, even in a transcendent
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Lect.
XIIl.
Lect. degree—tlie qualities of ' a man of the world ;

'

he presented even a typical specimen of that

cai^iau character because he rose above it, because he

World. ^1^^ ^ geniality, a sort of half humanity, which

properly forms no part of it. So far I yield to

his panegyrists. I allow that the most profligate

man in Rome had a clearer comprehension of

what Rome had become than any of his contem-

poraries. I allow that he could not have used

his profligacy so effectually, if he had not re-

tained in the midst of it a nobleness which he did

not derive from it. And I subscribe ex animo

to the decision of a Judge who speaks not as

a mere scholar, but (as he constantly intimates)

from an observation of later times, that where

Society has through a series of self-seeking plots

fallen to the depths which Rome had reached
The inevit- jy^Y-lj^o^ the civil wars, an Empire is its inevitable
able Em- ^ ' I

!»'•«• destiny.

Let so much be conceded. But when these

Caesarists further require us to reverence a man
because he was without reverence for the laws of

the household or the institutions of his country;

when they require us to despise those who could

not give up the dream, that there was an order

which might be maintained—who could not ac-

cept the destiny of being subject to a military

Eevoit despot—we have a right to say, 'We will not
against our ^ n %i '

teaciiers. obey you, Avliethcr you are scholars or emperors,

for this is not a question, which with all your

wisdom you can decide for us. The question is
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wb ether it is a duty to worship success ; whether ^ect.

we are to canonize triumphant wrong and to treat

those as fools who struggled to the last for the

right. We are not safe in doing that if all the

historians joined with all the crowned heads in

Europe to enjoin it.'

The best iustification of those who urgfe such a ^i^e actual
''

^
^

^ Empire.

course upon us is undoubtedly this, that a man of

a much vulgarer and baser character than Julius

Caesar ultimately achieved the dominion of which

he was deprived. I have acknowledged already

that such a result in the state to which Rome had

fallen could not have been averted. I feel the

fitness of the doom that the coarse and bloody

hands of Octavius rather than the more graceful

hands of his predecessor should have executed it.

Nor do I^ as I have shewn you already, look

upon the change only as a degradation and a

curse. The passage from the National into what

I have called the Universal period, I hold in

itself to have been an elevation and a blessing.

AVhich words apply best to the Universal Society

that owned Augustus as its founder I will now

enquire.

I. I do not credit the Empire with the down- The over-

fall of domestic life in the city or the provinces, domestic

I have accepted the testimony of a highly com-

petent if a somewhat partial witness, that this

had taken place already, that it was a most im-

portant and needful preparation for the Empire.

I would only observe, that the precedent of the
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lect. illustrious Dictator was certainly not lost sight

of by those who acquired the higher title. No
angry language of Christian advocates, or of Pa-

gan Satirists, should be invoked to establish that

Aiiprotests fact. Gibbon was certainly neither one nor the
against this *^

decay as- othcr, but an historian studious of facts, with a
sociated

with re- very fashionable, a most unpuritanical standard
grets for

. .

theNation. of morality. Certainly one would ask for no evi-

dence that he has not accepted. I would rather

that three-fourths of that evidence had never

been produced or could be forgotten. Are we to

conclude from it that there was no reverence

for parents left, no affection between husbands

and wives ? There is enough in Tacitus to confute

such a dark supposition, to shew how deeply he

honoured such virtues ; how convinced he was

that they subsisted still among some of high

birth like Germanicus and Agrippina, among

some officials like his own father in law ; how sure

he was that they must be brought back through

a barbarous race if they forsook the civilised

world. His pictures may be treated by modern

scepticism as merely fantastic. But whence came

the fancy? That was not an imperial gift. It

dwelt in a man who hated the Empire ; who clave

however hopelessly to the fallen Nation.

Law af- 2. That Nation had stood on Law. Law was
firmed to

be the now dcclarcd to proceed from the mouth of the
Emperor's
voice. Emperor. He affirmed the Law to be his law.

He knew inwardly that it was not his Law. He
knew that he had received it from other ages.
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The Jurisconsults, a brave and splendid race of
^f-^"^-

men, did their best to make him and his subjects
—

The Juris-

understand that the law was not of to-day nor of consults of

, , , ..,..,.•, the Empire
yesterday, that there were prmcipies m it, which practical

might be drawn out of it, formally asserted, against it.

applied to new cases. When they could not

expand a law which was meant for a nation to

suit all the demands of a world, they invented

the notion of a Law of Nature—one which an-

ticipated all formal law and applied to every

race equally. What contradictions are involved

in this conception Mr Maine has pointed out with

his customary clearness and ability. With his

customary candour he has shewn that there was

a truth latent in the contradiction ; that it was an

effort to find some other basis for law than arbi-

trary will. The Roman Law unquestionably was

able to reach the other countries of the world

because they were under the Koman yoke. In '^i^!,.^''^^•^ •'of Nature.

that sense it may be said that the universal

Empire conferred a benefit on them. But Law
had itself a national ground ; it was a silent

protest against the principle on which the Em-
pire rested ; though it was obliged to tolerate

that principle. We may see hereafter that it has

only been a blessing to the nations of modern

Europe so far as they are nations ; so far as it has

helped them to feel that the will of a man is not

the source of Law.

3. From the phrase ' Augustan Age ' which

was so much used in the last century and has
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lect. descended to ours, it mio^lit be concluded that a
XIII. ' ^

new and brilliant epoch for the Latin lane^uas^e
Language. • o o

began with the establishment of the Empire. It

is an obvious remark that the poets or historians

who illustrated that aofe were all formed under the

Republic, that Horace had fought, with however

little distinction, under the standard of Brutus,

that Virgil's experiences of the effects of the civil

war in Italy were sufficient to account for his

readiness to hail any one who could restore peace.

Such observations would not account for the

eminent writers of the, so called, silver age ; for

Seneca, Tacitus, the two Plinys, and Quintilian,

The effects or among poets Lucan, Persius, Juvenal. If the

Empire licarts of somo of thcsc were in the old time, they

had unquestionably been subject to all the

influences of the new. Seneca's philosophy had as

little of a national impress as his life. He aimed

at universality in the one ; he was the parasite if

he was the victim of his pupil. These accomplish-

ed men, so unlike each other, had yet one common
characteristic which separated them from their

predecessors. Cicero lived emphatically in his

time ; he recurred to the past for examples to

guide the present ; though he complained of the

toils of the Forum, of the perturbations of parties,

though he found a relief from them in letters

and philosophy, he never doubted that his busi-

ness was among them, that he had no right to

stand aloof from them. The eloquent men under

the Empire might still plead causes ; if they were
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friends of the ruler they might govern provinces. Lect.

But they were studying composition rather than

frankly expressing themselves. The world around

them chiefly supplied them with topics of lamen-

tation or of bitter sarcasm. When that is the Language
. , , . , p -, no longer

case with the wise men—the men of letters— a civic

there cannot be much communion between them

and the ordinary citizen. Language cannot be

that covenant of individuals and classes with

each other which I have supposed it to be. So

when we pass the bounds of the first century it is

no longer to Latin that we turn for the truest and

deepest expressions even of Koman life. Plu-

tarch of Chseronea has more to tell us of the

old heroes of the Republic than any who boasted

descent from them, because he can compare them

with Greeks. Philosophy, different aspects of

which Lucretius and Cicero forced their own

language to represent even if they sometimes

complained of its stubbornness, no longer makes

that effort. Even an Emperor thoroughly de-

termined to be a Roman, yet finds that he can

converse with himself best in Greek. If you

reflect on these facts you will feel that the change

which the Empire wrought in the feelings of its

subjects respecting Law was scarcely greater than

its effect on Language.

4. There is a great delusion latent in the ex- The Em-

pression 'form of Government' when it is applied form of

to the Empire. It was not a change from Kepub- ment.

lican forms to a Monarchical form ; Augustus scru-

17
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xiir'
pulously adhered to the old names, maintained the

offices which were attached to them. He only
The old

. .

*^

offices with drew the forms to himself, or round himself He
Centre. Only Said, ' I, the Imperator, claim all these forms

'as subject to me. They are nothing apart from

' me.' In other words he said, The notion of some-

thing permanent in civil Society which may not be

set at nought by any temporary master has passed

away. The General, the Head, and the King, he

who commands the physical force of a Land and

of its provinces, he is the Lord of all; whatever

ancient titles he bears himself or tolerates in

others mean nothing, if they are restraints upon

his pleasure.

The checks That is the imperial doctrine; I do not say that
upon the

System the doctriuo faithfully represented facts. The an-
niust not • • 1 1 1 • 1 •

be con- ciont titlcs had a might which no decrees could

with it. annul. The loyalty which they once called forth

could not be utterly extinguished in deference to

brute force. The name of Consul lasted till the

age of Justinian; it might be chiefly a sham and a

mockery; but it had a signification almost to its

final day. Besides the old republican forms im-

parted a shape to the provincial governments,

teaching military Governors that they might be

the authors of a civil order among barbarians.

These forms were therefore checks, if ineffectual

checks, upon mere arbitrary will ; but to describe

them as parts of the imperial System because it

was not able to cast them off or make them

absolutely its ministers, is surely monstrous. The
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Oriental type was that which the Empire as such lect.

was always striving to acquire ; in the age of Dio-

cletian the aspiration was almost realised. The Diocletian.

monarch of Nicomedia was not necessarily troubled

with the traditions of Italy; he could encourage

his colleagues in the West to shake them off.

5. I approach the subject which all feel to be

most important in speaking of the Empire. Its The Le-

name, its origin, its continuance, all point to the

function of the Soldier. He had been the defender

of a Nation ; wherever he had gone forth in wars

of conquest, it was still to spread and glorify the

national name. His discipline exhibited the sub-

mission of animal force to a commanding word, his

courage the personal valour which is called forth

in those who feel themselves bound by a common

interest, united in a common cause. He had been The de-

taught in the civil wars—specially by the great order le-

darling of the Legions—that he had in his hands coSfus

the weapons which could break down national bar- ^ de^stJ^y

riers, which could make him supreme. The lesson
^**

was formulised by the Empire. The General was

the chief not of a Nation, but of a World. The

Army was a world power; all relics of national

existence could not but look very paltry in its

eyes. Yet they had a charm for it. The old oath,

the traditional respect for Law, could survive

great shocks. The Jurisconsults, whilst they saw

the terrible force of the legions, did not despair

of bindinof them with some of the withes and

cords which in violent moments they had often

17—2
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lect. j-ent asunder. But restraints upon the army were

in fact restraints upon the Empire. And it soon
The rival ^

^ ^
, _

candidates beofuu to bo evidout that the collision of these
for the ^

. .

purple. forces—the rising of the servants against the Mas-

ter, their choice of some rival Master—would shew

what the blessing of an Empire is. With great

satisfaction the modern biographer of Julius Cae-

sar has dwelt upon the strife of orders in the Re-

public. Is there to be no sequel to that history

setting forth in lively contrast the tranquillity of

the military Despotism which displaced it?

Imperial 6. Lastlv, I como to the Imperial Worship.
Religion. .... . ,

Wherein did it differ from the National Worship ?

No altar w^as displaced. The priests and augurs

were what they had been; every god kept his

place in the Pantheon. If there was a change in

respect to foreign religions, it w^as on the side of

increased toleration. The maxim that any kind of

worship might be allowed and even encouraged

which was not detrimental to public order and

did not interfere with allegiance to Rome, must

have become more fixed as the dominion extend-

ed, when it was confessedly a world dominion.

Apparent Therefore so far as Worship consists of a routine

toThrna- of Services, the transition from the Republic to

gion!

^^
'' the Empire cannot have affected it. If there was

a growth of Scepticism it was only a growth; the

seeds were deep in the hearts of Romans when

Augustus was hailed as their deliverer, their new

God. Gibbon's dictum that to the people all re-

ligions seemed equally true, to the philosophers all
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equally false, to the Magistrate all equally useful, lect.

is too epigrammatic, too evidently generalized from — ^

—

the experience of the i8th century, to be of much celebrated

dictum ;

value. About the people he knew very little, how far

either in his own time or in the time of which he

wrote; his conclusion about the philosophers was

borrowed from those who contributed to the Ency-

clopedic. The clause respecting the Magistrates

may, however, be accepted. What a religion

could do to keep up the dread of government in

one tribe or another was the measure of its worth.

If ignorant men and women trembled at the

thought of Gods who might crush them, the trem-

bling might be dangerous or helpful. The Di-

vinity might be invoked by patriotic priests

against the visible ruler; by dexterous manage-

ment the priests might be converted into the ser-

vants of the ruler ; the supernatural vengeance

might be directed on the heads of those who defied

him. Such calculations may have seemed highly

reasonable to the conquerors of provinces in the

former time. The difference was that the concep-

tion of a righteous and true Being, which had

struggled with this policy during the Kepublic

—

which had been at the root of its worship—was

necessarily banished from the imperial theory.

The Emperor was the standard of Godhead. HisTheEmpe-

power was the image of the highest, oi the um- real God

versal. Power. He did homage to heavenly powers Earth.

no doubt. He wanted their aid. But he was to

all intents and purposes the God of the earth. If
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^^5J-
the gods above protected him, he also protected

them. They retained their authority by his per-

mission. It would be a fair exercise of his pre-

rogative that he should increase their number.

He could not permit that any of them, more

than any mortals within his dominion, should

encroach upon his supremacy.

Unbelief That the profound unbelief which was implied

stition"^^'^ in such worship as this was compatible with gross

t^geth"! superstition, with a reverence for enchantments,

with an intense longing for tidings respecting the

future, Gibbon, whose testimony on this point is

open to no suspicion, has told us. On the other

hand, that opinion which I quoted from him re-

specting the philosophers has the slightest possible

The Phi- application to the most eminent of them. Plutarch,

trying to SO far from accounting all Religions equally false,

faith. spent much of his thought and time in dis-

tinguishing those which rested on the acknow-

ledgment of righteousness and benevolence as

characteristics of divinity from those which canon-

ized Caprice and Terror. About Epictetus and

Marcus Aurelius, as I shewed in a former course

of Lectures, the statement is even more conspicu-

ously untrue. To the latter 1 must refer again

here, since it may seem to you that he, being

an Emperor, must confute or at least weaken some

of the remarks which I have made respecting the

Empire generally. Retaining all the reverence

I have expressed for him, wishing that I could

give a more fervent utterance to it,—I yet look
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upon him as the strongest confirmation of the
^^JJ-

position that all the manners of the Romans,

all that made them a great and noble people,

came from an earlier time, that they derived ac-

tually nothing from the Empire but what was

immoral and degrading. The Meditations of Marcus

Marcus Aurelius exhibit a man who is striving

by all means that he knows of—by the help of

old traditions, of family attachments, of one

or another form of Greek wisdom—to recover

something which he feels has departed, or is

departing from his country, from those who are

governing in it, from those who are serving in it.

The greatness of a battle conducted under such Hia great-

. • p T 1 1
'^'^^^ does

circumstances I cannot appreciate ; it 1 dared not dimin-

speak of it in the language of some as a won- darkness of

derful effort of unassisted reason, I should con- pire, but

tradict my faith, should feel that I was bias- manSest.

pheming God. I believe the conscience and reason

of Marcus Aurelius could not have been called

forth—as I believe yours and mine cannot be

—

by any less divine Teacher than the one whom
he confessed but knew not how to name. I

feel that the more because I hold that he

was dwelling under the pressure of an accursed

and a doomed system, which brought forth its

natural and inevitable fruits in his son's days

and in the days that followed. I do not for a

moment yield to the notion which Gibbon en-

dorsed in a careless moment—when his customary

fidelity to fact yielded to his passion for rhetorical
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Lect.
XIII.
Lect. display—that the period from Trajan to Marcus

The notion
^^relius was 0116 of the greatest happiness for

that there ^j^e huiiian race, while the period up to Traian
was a \. L o

specially ^ud after Marcus Aurelius was one of the most
happy
period for miserable. The acknowledo^ment of such miracu-
mankind

_

^
under the lous influeucos procecdinsf from the arovernment
Empire

, . .

wild and of mcu whose intentions were not always good,
fantastic.

and when they were best could often effect very

little, demands a stretch of credulity which scepti-

cal historians have no right to demand of us.

Niebuhr struck the extravagant dogma to the

ground by noticing the plagues and pestilences

with which this blessed period for the race was

tormented in different portions of the globe.

Such dreams of the world's felicity may have

haunted Seneca when in his comfortable gardens

he was writing his book on Clemency and extolling

the youthful perfections of Nero. I do not be-

lieve they ever visited the couch of Marcus Aure-

lius. He knew better what felicity was; and how

little he could be the author of it to his people or

to himself.

The con- J have counectcd this remarkable man with
tradiction

in the the worship of the Empire, because he, unlike its
heart of an -r^i i ^ ttt i • i •

i

earnest other Kulcrs, kucw that a Worship which was

Emperor, merely sanctioned by the Magistrate for its useful-

ness could not be useful, that what was built upon

a lie must have the curse of a lie upon it. He
had this conviction ; it struggled with all motives

and arguments of Policy in his heart of hearts.

Yet he felt at the same time that he must any
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how keep alive the sense of religion which was
^^J^.

perishing in the minds of the Romans, must permit

them to hold fast—nay, must require them to hold

fast—that which they had received from their

fathers and had ceased to believe—rather than let

a scepticism which seemed to him hopeless and

destructive overshadow and possess them. One His motive

. . . t*' perse-

result of this conviction was that persecution cute.

which Mr Mill considers so great a deduction

from the high character of the Emperor. I hinted

before I could not join in the censure which

comes with such weight from his lips. Why I

cannot join in it I must explain more fully in

the next Lecture, wherein I purpose to consider

another form of Universal Society which appeared

in the world contemporaneously with the Uni-

versal Empire.



LECTURE XIV.

(2) THE UNIVERSAL FAMILY.

Lect. When I speak of the Roman Empire as univer-
XIV.

. .

sal—when I call it a world—you will not sup-

what^con- poso mo to affirm that it included all which was

Romai ''known of the earth at its fall or at its com-

caUed^a^^ mencement. You know well that the Parthians
World.

disputed with it in the East; you will not for-

get the calamity of Varus which told Augustus

what unconquered foes he had in the West.

Nevertheless both the Latin poets and the writers

of the New Testament speak of the dominion of

the Csesars as if it deserved the name which I

have given to it. A world dominion it was.

The boundaries of barbarous tribes, the traditions

of civilised lands, did not determine its limits.

The fortune of war might narrow or extend them.

Emperors might decide what rivers or mountains

their legions should not attempt to cross. Nor,

whatever rivals it had, was there any where an

organic Society which could be reasonably com-
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pared with it. There might hereafter arise in the ^^^•

East a compact Empire to resist and defy it.

Parthians only half oriental—with customs and

a faith derived from the Macedonian conquest

—

had no coherency in the least degree answering to No other

organic

that which centuries of conflict had shewn to Empire.

exist in the Italian city. A grand future

might be preparing for Germany ; Tacitus might

perceive those seeds of order in it which he

thought were joerishing in his own land : at pre-

sent it was only a collection of warring tribes.

I am now to speak of a Society which though The Eivai

it did not affect but disclaimed the title of 'a

world,' was not more bounded by the divisions of

countries or languages than the Empire, was

not exposed to the vicissitudes of arms which

affected the Empire, could not equally be restrain-

ed in its advances by the policy of its rulers.

Beginning in the most exclusive of Nations, it

appeared after the capital of that nation had

been destroyed by Titus affirming that it was

meant for all nations. Branches of this Society

were found in all the great cities of the Em-
pire. Divided from each other in place, often

even by language, they were yet united by some

secret bond of fellowshij). They acknowledged an its Mon-

invisible Head or Lord. They were not content

with saying that He was their Lord ; they affirmed

Him to be Lord all men. They did not urge the

subjects of the C^iesar to revolt from their alle-

giance. They did say there was a Monarch above
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^^^- him to whom his subjects owed a more complete

allegiance ; to whom he owed it. They said that

allegiance to that King must affect all the acts

of their daily life.

ThisSoci- It is a pcrversc way of representing these

bede- facts to spcak of a certain religion, called the

a Religion. Christian, as proclaimed in different parts of the

Empire by a body of earnest teachers and de-

votees. The Homan Empire tolerated all reli-

gions. It could not have made a special exception

to the disadvantage of a doctrine which, as its

apologists assured their rulers, commanded abs-

tinence from all violence, even from all retaliation

of injuries. Yet the mildest and best Emperors

—beginning from Trajan—felt that the Christian

Society could not be tolerated, that the Empire

in self-defence must trample it out.

The reason is obvious if we do not substitute

language which we have adopted from quite a

different source for that which we find in the

Gospels, in the Acts of the Apostles and in the

It de- Epistles of the New Testament. There we read
scribed it- ,, . -, v • i • n
self as a uothiug ot a religiou ; we read in every page oi a

"
' Kingdom. It is called a Kingdom of Heaven no

doubt. But the first time it is spoken of we are

assured that it is not in some distant region or in

some future state. John the Baptist announces
Its chaiac- that it is at hand. The people of all kinds and

classes in Palestine—the religious as much as the

irreligious—are called to repent of their sins

because it is at hand. So we learn that it is a
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Kinsfdom over the man himself, over his thouo-hts i^^ct.&
, ^

' S XIV.
and purposes, in that region which produces the

acts whereof the Legislator takes cognisance but

which he cannot reach.

The Sermon on the Mount is occupied with Tiie Ser-

this Jlmgdom. Christ speaks of it as the King- Mount.

dom of a Father. Multitudes are gathered from

every quarter of the land. The poorest of the

land are told of a Father in Heaven who cares

for the just and the unjust, and the good and the

evil; who cares for the lilies and feeds the birds

and certainly will not forget to feed or clothe His

children, but who has better things for them ; who
would make them like Himself, who would make

them partakers of His own righteousness, of His

own life. The E-ighteousness which these ignorant

workmen are told they may possess, is of a dif-

ferent kind from that of the Scribes and Pharisees

who were deemed the models of Righteousness by

the Jewish people. It was nothing external.

Their Father in Heaven would have them be

righteous that they might do righteous acts. The

tree must be good that the fruit may be good.

Such language has seemed to many a proof it sets

that the Morality of this kingdom is merely in- sUciamo-

dividual, that it is not Social Morality. The'"''"''^'

account of Social Morality, which I deduced in

my first Lecture from the opinions of all who
have written upon it, entirely refutes (as I

remarked in that Lecture) this apprehension.

It is with the riQo<s, the character which is the
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Leot. ground of social peace, that the Social Moralist

is conversant ; it is against the secret evils which
Morality
in its es- make Society intolerable that he is contendino'.
sence. ....

Is it otherwise with Him who spoke of Meek-

ness, Mercy, Purity of Heart, with Him who

denounced the roots of Murder and Adultery,

leaving the crimes to the Lawgiver ? He takes

us at once from the solitude of the desert into

a Society. A body of fishermen are gathered

about Jesus. They are sent to preach of the

Kingdom of Heaven in the most frequented

neighbourhoods. They are warned that the Sects

will always be their enemies. They are to address

the children of Abraham as such, though they

may be outcasts, though as farmers of taxes to the

Romans they may seem to have forfeited their po-

sition as Jews. Jesus eats and drinks with those

whom the teachers of the land deem accursed of

God, who have often sunk into the worst evils

with which they are reproached. He goes among

them expressly to deliver them out of that con-

dition, to tell them of a new life of which their

Father in Heaven would make them capable.

Tiie Royal- It is as a King—tlie expected King of the

Son of house of David—that the Galilseans especially,

amidst many doubts and hesitations, are disposed

to welcome Him. He does not claim the honour,

but His words are kingly and He exercises

what seem to them the highest faculties of a

King. He delivers them from the plagues and

sicknesses which torment their bodies, from the
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powers which have obtained dominion over their ^^^•

spirits fillinar them with filth and madness. Herr

—

-—
• "^ Miracles

appeals to something in the poorest man or and Para-

woman which answers His voice, which believes

in Him as a Deliverer. The Kingdom of Heaven

He illustrated by parables drawn from the objects

and relations with which His hearers were most

familiar. So they were taught that He had come

to open or unveil that divine life, of which the

human life in all its social conditions and circum-

stances was the image ; to the end that the lower

might be reformed by the higher, not the higher

debased and darkened by the lower.

The erreat scandal to the Jewish teachers was The Son of

that He whom they called a Carpenter's Son

spoke of God as His Father ; said that He came

to shew forth His Father's works to men. For

that assumption he was condemned as a blas-

phemer by the Sanhedrim. But it was on the The King,

charge of assuming to be a King that He was

brought before the Roman governor; on that

charge He was condemned to the Roman death

of crucifixion. To those who believed Him to

be the Son of God, the King who was to rule for

ever, such an end seemed incredible. The Gos-

pels conclude with the announcement of His Re-

surrection. It is recorded in different words byTheResur-

each ; in few and simple words by all. They
^"^^

assume the death to be the marvel, the victory

over death to be implied in all that Christ taught,

in all that He was.
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lect. rjij^g
message that the Conqueror of Death had

appeared, that He had ascended on high to claim

His rightful kingdom is that with which the

book that we call the Acts of the Apostles be-

gins. A sign is said to have prepared the peo-

The gift of pie of Jerusalem for it. At one of their Sfreat
Tongues. '• °.

feasts, where men were gathered from various

regions, the Galilsean apostles begin to speak with

tongues ; each person in the crowd hears them in

the dialect of the country wherein he was born.

St Peter explains the meaning of the wonder.

The Spiri- Tlic Spirit of God has taken possession of their

ety. thoughts and lips that they may make known to

their countrymen the deliverance which the God
of their fathers has wrouofht for them, the Kinof

whom according to the promise He has given,

them. The words strike the hearts of some.

A Society of men is baptized into the name of

the Christ. The Uniting Spirit descends upon

them. They do not claim the things which

they have as their own. They confess God as

their Father in Christ. They are brothers.

Its divi- Divisions soon arise. There is a mixture of

Hebrews and Hellenists in their new Society.

The last think that they are neglected in the

distribution of gifts to the poor. Stephen, a Hel-

lenist, is one of an order which is appointed to

meet the emergency. He first appears to per-

ceive the full meaning of the Pentecostal sign.

itsexpan- The King whom they have announced cannot be

only the King of those who gave Him up to be
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crucified. He must be the Lord of all men. Lect.
XIV.

Some words of this kind made the Sanhedrim

believe that the Law and the Temple of their

fathers were threatened. Stephen defended him-

self, and in a popular frenzy was stoned as a blas-

phemer.

The book goes on to record how Peter was The mcor-

brought out of his Jewish prejudices to believe o'e'atiies.

that men of another nation might hear the tidings

which he had preached to his own ; how a fierce

young Pharisee who had taken part in Stephen's

death was convinced, not by argument, but by an

overwhelming discovery to himself of the Lord

whom he had resisted, that the Jew was not better

than the Gentile, that both alike needed a deli-

verer from their own evil, that both alike pos-

sessed one.

The battle of the circumcised people against The eie-

, -,
t 1 (, riyi ments of

the acknowledgment ot a common Lord tor them strife.

and the uncircumcised, with the establishment of

Churches in such cities as Corinth, Ephesus,

Philippi, Thessalonica where they were mixed

together, is the main subject of the book. In

each of these Societies the strife reappears. The

Jew who accepted Jesus as the promised Deli-

verer and Ruler of his land yet cannot bring him-

self to believe that he has not some advantage

over those who have been idolaters. The Greeks

brinof into the Churches a number of their idola-

trous habits, a number of notions derived from

their political and philosophical factions. The

18
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lect. treatment of these controversies becomes the lead-

ing purpose of St Paul's letters. The principles

of his Social Morality, of his Moral Theology, are

The developed in reference to them. The efforts on

Spirit. each side to separate were struggles against a

Spirit who was working to bring men into one,

to overcome the animal tendencies, the narrow

notions, the spiritual enemies which were tearing

them asunder. This Spirit of moral purification

raises men to know that they are spirits ; to confess

a Lord of their spirits who took their nature and

bore their death that He might deliver them from

sin and death, that He might unite them to the

Father from whom He came, whose express Image

He was, whose Will He came on earth to do.

Theuiti- The Will therefore to all good—the Will mani-

ground of fcstcd \\\ SacHficc—is the ultimate o^round to which

and o/ the Apostle refers the fellowship of human so-
Social Mo- • I 1

1

•
I f 1 • 1

raiity. cisty, the virtucs 01 every man who is a member

of it.

The Name into which all the members of the

Christian Church were baptized was according to

the Apostle the reconciliation of his nation with

all other nations; the Universal Sacrifice which is

commemorated by the Eucharist was the deepest

basis of a Human Morality, the meeting-point of

a fellowship between the Father of all and the

TheJewish children of men. The Apostles of Jerusalem who

and^thr contemplated the Christian Church less in its

Apostle, various departments, more as a whole expanded

out of the Jewish Nation, were set in contrast to
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St Paul by the Jewish and Gentile factions, the '^^^'^^

.
XIV.

first claiminof Peter or James or John as their

champion, the other the tent-maker of Tarsus.

lie indignantly repelled the injurious honour in

speaking of the school among the Corinthians

which thrust it upon him. Their Catholic Epistles Their

shew that they foresaw, as he did, the utter diversities

shaking and overthrow of their own nation, and tiai agree-

sought as he did, in the divine Name, for the
™^"

'

foundation of a Unity which should be liable to

no accidents or limitations of space and time. The

last book in the Bible purports to set forth the

Revelation or unveiling of the Kighteous Lord of

Heaven and Earth, the discomfiture and overthrow

of the powers whether in the Jewish or Gentile

world which had divided them.

A Society starting from these principles and How long

. the Chuich
aimmg at these results could not be very alarmmg continued

to the Poman world while it appeared as one of the in Roman

Jewish sects, whilst the really powerful sects in
'^^^^^

Judaea, in the Greek cities and in Pome, could

treat it as an insolent disturber of their dogmas

and traditions. The impartiality and indifference

of the Poman judges towards all questions of opi-

nion had many opportunities of exhibiting them-

selves when the Nazarenes were brought before

their tribunals. The Poman magistrate at Ephe- The Em-

sus ridiculed the notion of interfering even on be- frequent

half of the Goddess of the City, the market for Jgainst"'^

whose shrines had been injured by St Paul's ev^^
'^'"

preaching. When the proconsuls of C?esarea were ^^^ ^'

18—2
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^^^- inclined to favour the Sanhedrim at his expence he

could appeal to the Emperor. Suppose the story

of Nero's torches is true, it does not prove that he

was the least alarmed at the progress of a body,

the very name of which was mistaken by him and

his biographer; it was only an act of imperial

wantonness or a desire to conceal his own crime.

The second After the fall of Jerusalem we begin to hear of
Century . . i i -r\ • •

the begin- somo cnquiries made by Domitiam respectmg

new state kinsmcu of Jcsus who might be pretenders to the

^ Jewish throne. If St John's deportation to Patmos

took place under that monarch or before him, it

was probably suggested by some notion that he

had spoken of a Kingdom which would overthrow

the Roman. But it was not till the beginning

of the second century that anything which deserves

the name of an imperial persecution commenced.

The im- What I havo said may shew you that that

mISms of name ' Persecution,' if it is supposed to indicate a

not aban- departure from the maxims of toleration which

had been habitually recognised in the Empire, is

altogether misapplied. The motive which influ-

enced Trajan was clearly not zeal for any set of

opinions or mode of worship, dislike to any other

set of opinions or mode of worship. If the orga-

nised society whicli he found in his difierent pro-

vinces had any reason for its existence— if it did

not repudiate the reason given in the books which

it accepted as authoritative— it was based upon

principles utterly at variance with those of the

Empire, principles implying that the principle on
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which it stood was false. These principles could
^'J^-

not be concealed. The Christian Society was

bound to proclaim them ; its members must en-

dure any punishments rather than be silent about

them. What could the Emperors do if they

meant to maintain not the authority of the gods

but their own ? They were not bewildered by

notions into which modern times have fallen.

They knew that the Christian Kingdom in what- The chris-

ever sense it was not of the world came directly ety affect-

into contact and collision with their world. Those glnern-

who spoke of it dwelt upon the earth, addressed "Snet" of

men who were engaged in the common occupa- * *" ^^'* "

tions of earth, sought to regulate their behaviour

in their earthly transactions. It was as little pos-

sible to evade this conclusion because the Chris-

tians preached everywhere that their Master had

risen from the dead. He had risen, they said, TheHesur-

to claim His kingdom over men. His Resur-

rection was a witness that Death was not the

Lord of the Universe, that One who had over-

come Death was its Lord. By faith of the ope-

ration of God who raised Him from the dead,

they rose, so they affirmed, to a new life here.

If these words have lost their meaning for those

who repeat them now, Trajan and his successors

could not treat them as without signification

then. The words might sound most foolish in

their ears; but they had. an influence which wise

statesmen could not disregard.

As little could they be affected by a notion

rection.
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lect. which has become popular in our day, that the

Apostles expected, and taught their disciples to

pectation exDcct, that the Son of Man was cominof speedily
of Christ's , i • • •

i
appearing, to dcstroj the caith and its inhabitants; therefore

that the polity of the earth was of no concern to

them. The Apostles unquestionably expected the

end of an Age. They said that if the Son of Man
had indeed come to claim a Kingdom, He would

Did it prove by some tokens that He was King. They

expecta- lookod therefore with awe and trembling to the

to the downfall of that City which was dear to them above

all others—which they deemed to be emphatically

the holy city—but which had become an accursed

city, the home of furious sects, hateful to man and

God. Its fall was to them, in the fullest sense, the

end of the Jewish or separate age, the discovery

or unveiling of the Universal King. Suppose the

Apostles were so flagrantly inconsistent as to ex-

pect the destruction of a Universe, which they af-

firmed that Christ had redeemed and reclaimed

from its destroyers—suppose they treated human

politics as indifferent when they were announcing

The con- a polity for men—the Churches had survived the

andvoca- CHsis to which they looked forward, were com-

churcbes. posod of Hobrows, Grecks, Latins, Barbarians,

were declaring that they had a commission to be

the salt of the earth, to be the lights of the world.

In that character they were endangering not the

religion of the Empire only but the entire fabric

of it.

What might strike us as an assault upon
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its religion was in truth, an assault on its exist- ^i^^-

ence. lonatius, the overseer or father of the
'-'

^
Ignatius of

Church in Antioch, denounced in language which Antioch.

sounded to Trajan very monstrous and ridicu-

lous, the Demons whom he and his subjects wor- Demon

shipped. Christ his Lord, he said, had come to

deliver his disciples from the Demons. The instinct

of the Emperor enabled him to perceive in such

phrases, however he might laugh at them, the

tokens of a perilous revolution. If he had known

more of the ground on which the old teacher

rested his assertion his alarm would not have

been diminished ; he would have felt it to be

most reasonable. Man, it was aflSrmed, could

throw off the service of Gods half human half

divine—having the benevolent and malevolent ca-

prices of human creatures—because One had ap-

peared on earth and had ascended on high, in

whom perfect Humanity was united with God-

head ; in whom men might claim fellowship with

their Father in Heaven. Such a doctrine struck To over-

at the foundation of that which I have described was to

as the worsliip of the Empire. The idea of es-nota"?orm

sential actual Right being eliminated from the con- b„rthe"^'

ception of Godhead, there remained as a comfort 3ship as

to the affections, as a refuge from the terrors of
^^*^'^*

the Conscience, these half beings who might change

their aspects every hour according to the state

of the worshipper's temper or of his digestion

;

frightening him to occasional acts of service,

cheering him with occasional hints of patronage.
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Lect. "jjie ujgj^Q clung to them chiefly in the vague hope

that they might shield him from the Highest of

all whom it was terrible to contemplate. Not the

most profound Unbelief could drive out these

demons ; Unbelief must endure them, and make

certain compacts with them. But if the High-

est of all was declared to have revealed Him-

self as the Father of men, to have entered into

fellowship with them, that He might draw them

from the adoration of all creatures to the adora-

tion of Him ; then indeed the homage of demons

Trajan was shakon to its centre. It was inevitable
punishes

i m • r» t i • c ^ t^
Ignatius as that Trajan, feelmg the contmuance of the xLim-
an Atheist .

i
• i i • i • p

and Rebel, piro to DO luvolvcd lu the coutinuance ot some

worship of this kind, should not treat those who

were overthrowing it as he would have treated any

ordinary fanatics, but as Atheists and traitors.

With his desire to indulge the inhabitants of

Rome in the amusements which they liked best,

it w^as natural that he should expose Ignatius

to the beasts of the circus.

The Reii- Thus the distinction between a Religio licita
gion which iii'i tiii
could not and one that must be dealt with as disloyal and

in an Em- dcstructivc, had a clear justification in the minds
^"^^'

of those disposed to the broadest toleration. Any-

thing or nothing might be true about the un-

seen world. All guesses about it, all modes of

expressing the guesses, might be legitimate. But

the Christians were interfering with the visible

world, and at the same time denouncing uncer-

tainty in the invisible. The line between religion
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and politics has been found a difficult one to draw i^'^^t.

. .
XIV.

in every period ; I do not think it was drawn less

accurately by the ruler of Rome than it has been

by any later rulers, or than it would be by the

most liberal men now.

With Marcus Aurelius policy was not the sole

motive for punishing the Christians : a dread of

weakening reverence in his subjects for what might

be divine, must have mingled with the obvious

necessity of putting down a rival—however feeble

a rival—of the power which he was appointed to

exercise. It cannot be doubted that he threw

more heart and energy into the cause than Trajan

or any previous ruler. The deaths in Gaul during

his reign may be ascribed to the zeal of pro-

consuls, may have been only sanctioned by him.

But Justin suffered in Rome, apparently through justin ,-

the agency of men about the court, favourites t'yidom

of the Imperial Philosopher. Justin's life would Jut to
^

seem to have been a singularly blameless one. If AurSua

he had any affectation it was that of being
^''^^''^^'

himself a philosopher. He had pleaded earnest-

ly and eloquently for a thorough examination

into the principles and conduct of the body to

which he belonged. The condemnation of such a

man by one so habitually just and humane as

Marcus, is the most decisive proof which can be

given that there was a necessary and inextinguish-

able hostility between the Universal Empire and

the Universal Family which no individual merits

on one side or the other could mitiofate. The
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Lect.
XIV.

Bad Em-

safefcy of the Church, may be said generally—there

were exceptions—to depend on the carelessness of

perors the Emperors in upholdino^ the dio^nity of their
generally

^ ^
^ ^

,
*=' ,

O ./

the least position. A brutal gladiator like Commodus was
impatient ,„ , • i i

•

of the likely to indulge its members—at least not to
Christian

i i
•

i

Society, treat them worse than his other subjects.

The Image lu a short time a test was discovered which

peror. clcarly separated the Christians from those who

had merely preferred certain demons or customs

to others. Would they sacrifice to the image of

Sacrifice to the Empei'or ? That was a trial of political

test of ai- fidelity. If they accepted it, no objection would be
^^^^ ^^'

taken to any early or midnight meetings for spe-

cial acts of homage to their own divinity. Only

let the Emperor be acknowledged as the King of

kings and Lord of lords ; the reserved rights of any

unknown gods would not be challenged. There

was a curious felicity, I ought rather to say, a

stern logic, in the demand. It was the image

of the Emperor to which, under the name of

Jupiter or any other, a majority of his subjects

were offering their sacrifices. A dominion bounded

by no law, brute force in its fullest development,

force which could inflict any amount of mischief

if it pleased, and which probably might please to

make this or that man or people know what it could

do, this was becoming more and more the con-

centrated Godhead before which the world trem-

bled. That there should be weak men and women
to say, ' For no tortures or fires will we sacrifice

to such an image—be it of a visible or an invisi-
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ble power'—was the wonder of the age. To endure lect.

pain and death was an ordinary phsenomenon,

Soldiers could do that; their business was to do

it. But to endure pain and death because they

would not submit to an act which seemed to most

a mere form—which was to many a reality be-

cause it expressed what they felt—that was Chris-

tian martyrdom.

There is no need to dispute about the number The dia-

n .-, ry^, , , , -p^ , gnosis of

ot the martyrs, ihey may be reduced to JJod-thetwo

well's estimate or below it. Still they will explain

the essential character, the radical opposition, of

the two Polities ; how one stood on force, the

other on sacrifice ; how the capacity of inflicting

death was the measure of the force ; how trust

in One who had conquered death—not as some

fancy the vision of garlands and crowns after it

—

was implied in the Sacrifice.

There are many notorious events in the history The perils

of the early Church which may have reasonably nesses of

diminished the dread of it in the Roman Huler, tin Fami"-

because they seemed to confute its boast of Uni-
•'*'

versality. The disputes in the Churches over

which the Apostles presided between Jews and

Gentiles, if they became less obvious after the fall

of Jerusalem, took forms more various not less

fatal to peace. Opinions evidently derived from

the Synagogue clashed with opinions which were

as evidently the offspring of idolatrous customs.

There were aspects of the Gospel for all Na- Heresies,

tions which touched the spiritual conceptions of
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Ig^- Syrians and Egyptians; Christian teachers who

mixed with either brought these points Into pro-

minence, gave them an exclusive character, and,

—whether through their own fault or the suspicions

of men trained in another school it does not con-

cern us here to enquire—became separated from

the fellowship of the Church. Latin and Hellenic

diversities became equally and very soon conspi-

Excommu- cuous. Churchcs excommunlcatcd each other be-

for'exter- causo they could not agree about the time of keep-

ences. I^g tlic fcstlval of the Kcsurrectlon. One illus-

TertuUian trlous Apologlst of the Church, the African Ter-

majority of tullian, having acquired the habit of contemplating

aslpo-^'^*' the Christian as a rival religion to the Pagan,
state. ^^^ ^l» defending It with legal acuteness and

ferocity, asked himself how closely he could draw

the lines of his religion : at last they were found

to exclude the great body of those who bore the

Christian name. One of his successors in the

same Church, Cyprian, was a far more genial

character, full of impartial kindness to Pagans and

Christians when they were suffering in the same

The exciu- pestUencc. But cases of apostasy by men under
sivtnGSs or

Cyprian, the tcrror of death, which had been condoned at

the Intercession of confessors who were them-

selves about to incur it, led him to lay down tre-

mendous canons respecting the 'lapsed;' to dis-

tinguish very sharply between the Clergy and the

Laity ; to question the validity of Baptism when

administered by those whom he counted heretics.

He proclaimed by the whole course of his acts,
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whether in themselves reasonable or foolish, that Lect-

comprehensiveness was the peril of the Church,

exclusiveness its security. In his own Church Passion for

especially, but to a great extent in all the Churches

of his time, a passion for government was evi-

dently developing itself. The union of the Chris-

tian family could be secured, it was thought, by

the frequent gathering together of Councils, which

often raised the questions discussed and appa-

rently settled in them into causes of separation.

Meanwhile another passion was appearing which

threatened the social life of the Christian Society.

It had been proclaimed in the most rich and cor-

rupt cities of the Empire. It had established it-

self in them. The Christians in Egypt, to escape The flight

.,, p . Pii'iT p from cities,

either irom enemies ot their bodies, or irom

enemies of their spirits, betook themselves to

deserts. The hermit life was no invention of

theirs; there were precedents for it among Jews

and Heathens. It was altogether a strange graft

upon the New Testament stock; yet no one could

say that it would not grow upon that stock. If it

was anything but a graft, if it assumed to be the

original Christian principle, it must subvert the

practice as well as the doctrine of the Apostles.

Somewhat allied to this tendency—yet in one The Aiex-

way most unlike it—was another that appeared church.

in the same region. The Alexandrian Church was its Leam-

of all that existed in the Empire the most learned,
^"^'

the most inclined to profit by Hellenic as well as

Rabbinical wisdom, the least timid in acknow-
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^^- ledglng obligations to Pagan philosophers. In

one sense appealing much more distinctly and

boldly to human sympathy than the Church of

which Tertullian and Cyprian were the lights,

the Alexandrian teachers were much less capable

than they were of entering into the ordinary

habits and pursuits of the earth ; were much more

Its mysti- disposod to cultivatc an exalted mysticism. They
cism.

felt strongly that Christ had come to be the

Redeemer and Head of men, not of a sect of men.

But they found it difficult to recollect that men

had bodies as well as spirits; that the common

earth had a sacredness of its own and was not

merely a picture or parable or prophecy of an

invisible state. In spite of their learning, therefore,

they had affinities with the hermits who despised it.

These in- If ccclesiastical historians appeal to these

made the different impulses and aspirations as proofs of the

less dan- mauy-sidcd character of the message which the

StrEm-'^ Church had received—as proofs that it could not
*"^^'

sink into the dead uniformity of the Empire so

long as a quickening Spirit animated it—they

shew a sense of the grandeur of their subject;

they can imitate the honesty of the Scriptures in

exposing the partialities and wrong doings of

their heroes. But after all we may justly apply

the words of the Satirist respecting Cicero's

verses,

Antoni gladios potnit contemnere si sic

Omnia dixisset,

to the cases of which I have spoken. The Church
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needed not to fear any disturbance from the Em- i^ect.

XIV.
perors, if it had been content to quarrel about

Easter, to fraternise in particular notions or con-

ceptions, to try how many it could exclude from

its ranks, to play at legislation, to organise a sect

or school, to hide itself in deserts, to eschew the

common earth. There were Emperors—the heart- But it con-

less and odious Philippus Arabs was one, the ami- give signs

able eclectic Alexander Severus was perhaps an- Ity'^vXch'^'

other—to whom the Church presented itself merely overlook-^

in this light, who fancied therefore that Christians ^ '

might be safely trusted with offices under the Em-
peror, even that their Lord might be adopted as one

of the objects of imperial patronage. The feeble-

ness of such experiments soon made itself manifest

to the more vigorous rulers like Decius. The

Society was maintaining its coherency and its claim

to universal diffiision in spite of the efforts of its

teachers to reduce it into an ordinary Sect organi-

sation defined by tests of opinion. It would not

submit to the manipulations of its ablest and

acutest doctors. It was evidently intended for the

people. Being so intended it was a continual

defiance of the Empire. The hostility was felt

most strongly when Diocletian realised the true

conditions of an Empire, when he perceived that

it must be Oriental, that the old republican liga-

tures must be thrown oflP. Since Rome, with

its manifold traditions, was a great hindrance to

the accomplishment of this purpose, it must no

longer be the recognised centre; there must be
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Lect. different heads of the world to encounter in closer

conflict the various powers which were threatening

The Dio- to lend it asunder. To Diocletian and in general

Persecu- to liis Subordinate Csesars the Christian Society

appeared the most formidable of these powers;

an effort was made to crush it which for system

and completeness had no joarallel in the earlier

Constan- tiuies. This ten years' attempt at extermination

immediately preceded the determination of Con-

stantino to ally himself with the Church, and to

establish a new Centre for a Christianised Empire.

The eflect of that alliance on Social Morality I

shall consider in another Lecture.

The Moral- Bcfore I cutcr upou that subject which will
ity of the n ^ ^ t • i

Universal lead US over a tract oi a thousand years, 1 wish

you to observe how the morality of this Universal

Society is related to that of the Family and the

Nation as it presented itself to us in former

Lectures.

Its foun- According to the Christian Creed the Authority

of a Father, the Obedience of a Son, lies at the

root of the Universe, is implied in its Constitution.

In a living Spirit the Authority and the Obedi-

ence are for ever united. After this imao^e it is

declared that Man is created; the perfect Human-
ity is in the Son of God; the Spirit guides men
to see in the Son of Man the Son of God ; in His

Father their Father. Absolute Faith or Trust in

His Father is declared to be the characteristic of

Him who took men's nature upon Him; such faith

or trust, exalting men above themselves, makes
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them partakers of the true human life. The Son Lect.

. XIV.
of Man is announced as the Brother of all men,

one who has entered into the conditions of the

poorest, the most suffering of them, one who has

endured their death. Men are proclaimed to have

a Universal Brotherhood in Him. Lastly, the The
• 1 p 1 TT- •

1 f" Tx • • 1 1
^ iiiversjil

prmciple or the Kmgdom or Heaven is said to be, Fouiuia-

that the Chief of all is the Servant of all; the Domestic

King of Heaven having become in very deed a

Servant of Plis creatures. Here is the announce-

nient of a foundation or underground for that ^^os

which we found to be demanded by all the rela-

tions of the Famil}^

I liave carefully pointed out to you that Na-

tional life was in suspension or abeyance during

the period which we have been examining. We
are reminded of that suspension in the conditions

of the Church as much as in those of the Empire.

The awkwardness which the writers of these cen- Wastiiere

,.,.•
1

. . , also a

tunes exhibit when they come into contact with foundation

the common earthly records of the Jewish history tionai

—which yet they could not help regarding as the

starting point of their own—their eagerness to re-

solve honest facts into flimsy allegories—indicate

the atmosphere by which they were surrounded.

But tlie question is not how far they understood

the charact( -.istics of national life; it is whether

the Universal principles of which they were

bearing witness were incompatible with it, or

were such as might restore it.

I have said already that the Christians, just

19.
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i^ECT- as much as the Imperialists, recognised a Will,

— a supreme and Absolute Will, as the ground of

life and order to man and to the Universe. Was
A Will it an Arhitrary Will? If it was, Law was a fic-

voives tion which might be tolerated, might be necessary

;

it was only another name for physical force. 1

have endeavoured to shew you, that the deadly

opposition between the Empire and the Church

had its root in the fact, that the latter preached

to the world of a Will which was not arbitrary,

of a Will which was essentially righteous, of a

Will to make men righteous. Because the image

of such a Will was before the Christian Martyrs

they could not do sacrifice to the image of the

Emperor.

The sign that a Universal Church had come

into existence was, so the members of it declared,

a gift of tongues. A Society with such a belief

could not attach any special sacredness to one

language, were it Latin or Greek or Hebrew.

But it might keep alive the belief that there ^vas

a dialect for each race; it might nourish the seeds

out of which organic languages should proceed.

The Spirit The acknowledgment of a Spirit who rules over

theinspirer the spcecli and the thoughts, who makes speech
peeci.

^j^^ ^^^ expression of thought, must have been

felt by many as the promise that such seeds would

be ripened by a divine culture. And since this

Spirit was declared to be emphatically the Spirit

of Truth, the Spirit who guides into Truth, just

so far as He was believed in, the reverence for
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veracity, the horror of lies, would have its deepest ^^^•

root, its strongest security.

The belief in an invisible and righteous Govern- Actual
Govern-

ment, a Government over men, over the earth, ment of

was involved in the original idea of the Church, over

E tl

If at any time the teachers of the Church lost

their faith in this invisible government, they be-

came eager to define their own rights and powers;

so the sense of Service was lost; so the domestic

character of the government was lost. But while

they lived in the confession of an actual King

over men they were witnesses for the authority

of lawful kings in the former days and in the

days to come; of kings, I mean, who should not

reign after their own pleasure.

Since the belief in God as the Ksconciler of The Re-
conciler,

Mankind to Himself, of Sacrifice as the instru-

ment of E-econciliation, was one which expressed

itself in all the life, acts, institutions of the Chris-

tian Society, it may be thought that the old name

of a Lord of Hosts which was so dear to the

Psalmists must have lost its force; that the Prince

of Peace must have banished war from the

thoughts and language of those who confessed

themselves as His subjects. Yet no book of the

Bible is so full of Trumpets of doom, Vials of

Wrath, of Earthquakes and Revolutions, as the

last; the one from which the Church derived its

permanent imagery as well as some of its most

practical lessons. So long as there is wrong and

oppression on the earth, so long that book as

19—2
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well as every previous one declai

will be war in Heaven against these destroyers;

lect. -vvell as every previous one declares that there

The War
against the that the powers of Nature as well as human
Destroyers

.

of the instruments will be employed against them. That

book said as emphatically that those who drew

the sword would perish by the sword, that those

who brought others into captivity would go into

The captivity. It promised victory to patience; they

Patience, who followed Christ must conquer as He did,

by giving up themselves to die, not by seeking

power to kill. These warnings have remained for

the Christians of all ages; but they cannot be

separated from the others. If the Universal

Family seeks to prevail by persecution and blood-

shed it becomes a world Empire. But World

Empires are overthrown by the arms of Nations

;

Humanity—and therefore those who believe in a

Son of Man—must rejoice in their fall.

Secondary Mucli lias beou spokcu and written about the

' secondary ' causes which may have contributed

to the triumph of a Society so weak as the

one that was proclaimed by Galilaean fishermen.

Perhaps we are not quite settled in our minds

about the first cause. If we suppose it to have

been some supreme power which could dis-

pense with the laws of the Universe, we may
account for an Empire, we cannot account for

a Society which uses the Lord's Prayer, which

starts from the belief of a Father in Heaven. If

we assume Him to be the first cause of the Society,

we shall of course admit secondary causes—I adopt

causes.
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the plirase because it is given me, not because ^^^•

I deem it a philosophical one—provided they are what their

homoofeneous with the character of Him who has must be.

established it and with the character of the Society

itself. Believing in a God who has constituted

families, who has constituted Nations, we may ask

whether there is any Universal Human Constitu-

tion which is in harmony with these ; for which

these may prepare us. We may joyfully admit

that Judsea, that Greece, and that Kome had the

preparation of these secondary causes ; that with-

out them the Christian Society would have been

utterly unintelligible to those among whom it

first appeared. If we do not acknowledge their

worth it will be unintelligible to us ; the most

incredible of all anomalies.

You may say to me perhaps :
' But there must The

be a certain ?]^o? which is characteristic of the^^oj.'

Universal or Human Society as such ; it cannot

be merely the support of the subordinate Morality.'

Yes! the old doctrine of Cardinal Virtues I have

no doubt is a sound one. I may have something

to say about them hereafter. Here I will only

repeat the sentence, "And now abideth Faith,

Hope, Charity, these three ; but the greatest of

these is Charity."



LECTURE XV.

THE UNIVERSAL FAMILY SUBJECT TO THE
UNIVERSAL EMPIRE {CONSTANTINOPLE). '

lect. XV. Whether Constantine was or was not taught by

a vision—as he affirmed in his latter days—that

he would conquer if he took the Cross for his sign,

there can be no doubt that he had some reason

to despair of conquest unless he could find some

other weapon than any which was supplied by

The Edict the E-omau armoury. The Empire had lost its

what it
' Unity. Through a trial of ten years the Church

appeared to have preserved its unity. A man
of less foresight and enterprise than Constantine

—in less difficult circumstances—might have

asked himself whether he could have more cor-

dial friends than men whom he had suddenly

delivered from a great persecution. No one has

pretended that he began his toleration with any

strong faith in Christ. Eclecticism had diffused

itself among philosophers ; it had many attrac-

tions for intelligent soldiers who were used to
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measure the claims of divine Persons by the ^^^'^- ^^-

strength which they imparted to those who served

them ; it might easily associate itself with the

old Roman indifference to particular forms of

worship. That the Edict of Milan, like any

other, was not a mere offspring of a man's

will, that the Emperor was not the King of kings

—those who hold the Christian faith must, of

course, maintain. That the ordinary motives of The mo-

selfishness and ambition were concerned with the constan-

publication of it, those who hold that faith are not pubUshmo-

the least obliged to deny.
^**

It is far more important to consider the ^vlly it

^ , n^ n ^ • x • i • could not

inevitable eiiects or this step. Impartial permis- issue in

sion of Christian and Pagan worship was all that ration,

Constantino at first dreamed of. The impossi-

bility of stopping at that point was not evident to

him with all his sagacity, with all his knowledge

of the deadly battle between the two Societies

which had lasted for more than two centuries.

Facts soon proved too strong for him. Other

rivals being crushed, his colleague Licinius became

the champion of Heathenism. Constantino must

become the avowed patron of its opposers.

In taking this course he seemed to be de- He fulfils

parting as widely as possible from the policy of pose of

his predecessor. He was really aiming at the

same objects as his predecessor. The ingenious

scheme of saving the unity of the Empire by

giving it different rulers had been tried and

failed. But all the reasons against allowing Pome
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lkct. XV.
\^Q remain the centre of an Oriental Government

were as strong for Constantino as tliey had been for

The new Dioclotian. And if a new capital could be found,
capital. ^

how much more effectually might it be stripped of

old Italian associations if it could start with new

temples, with a new worship. The discerning eye

of the Emperor fixed upon the best site in the

world for the experiment. For a thousand years

Constantinople was to be the theatre for it.

The When one talks of an alliance between the

only Empire and the Church, there is much danger of
changed in . j

• -vt i ^

becoming misconccption. JN o tcrms were arranged, no agree-

Orientai. mouts concludod. The Emperor remained what

he was. All powers that belonged to his predeces-

sors rested in him. He was able to adopt new titles

of Eastern origin which old E-omans knew not.

He was able to cast away many restraints and

limitations which impeded the action of a military

despotism that had been developed out of a Re-

public. The Eastern Empire was precisely what

Augustus or the most arbitrary of his successors

might have wished to make his own if he had

been able. There were no vestiges in Byzantium

of a People ; no Orders ; officials were officials

No traces merely. Domestic life was less sacred, more
ofdoniestic ,. ^ • ^L ^ ' ^^ i • ^

Morality. Qirectly insultcd, m the new court than in the

ancient. The records of Constantine's family are

bloody records. The worst creatures of Eastern

despotism were soon the guardians of the palace,

specially of its women. .

Where then was the C'hristian Family ? Its
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presence was indicated by the name of Patriarch, lect. xv

He stood near the Emperor in the capital. Each

city had some one higher or lower in office who

bore a name kindred to that, suggesting domestic

associations. These ministers of the Christian The aih-

body had the honour of being officials of the'

government; had privileges and exemptions which

distinguished them from ordinary men. The

Emperor and his court performed Christian rites

in temples dedicated to Christ or to one of His

apostles. The Emperor could summon the Bishops

or Fathers from different lands to discuss ques-

tions in Theology which were producing strife.

He could preside at theii deliberations ; if he

pleased, he could enforce their decrees. That was The

the alliance. Those who were baptized into the tierof'fhe"

name of the Invisible Father the Creator of all ^Syf'"

things, of a Son who had redeemed mankind and

established His Kingdom over all men, of a Spirit

who worked in men to overcome their enmities

and bring them into fellowship with each other,

paid practical homage and worship to a visible

Emperor, acknowledged him to be the Lord of

Men. The contradiction of these Kingdoms re-

mained just as real as it had been in the previous

centuries. But Constantino had won a victory

which his heathen forerunners had failed to win.

The rulers and officers of the Christian body per-

formed that sacrifice to the imperial Image which

the Martyrs had sufi'ered death for refusing.

It is impossible, as every reader of Gibbon
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lect. XV. must have perceived, to separate the history of

Import- the Empire from the theoloorical controversies in
ance given ^ ^
by Gibbon which tho Chiirch was ensfas^ed. Indifferent as
to the ... .

Church the historian might be to the subjects of these
contro-

. , .

versies. coutroversies, his conscience as a narrator of facts

obhged him to give them prominence. No one

on the whole has done the Christian teachers in

the Greek world so much justice as he has done.

The figures of A thanasius, of Gregory of Nazi-

anzus, of Cyril, of Chrysostom, which in most

purely ecclesiastical narratives are dry skeletons

whether they are chosen as subjects for applause

or condemnation, acquire in his pages flesh and

blood ; we feel that they were not doctors in a

school, but human beings exercising a powerful

influence on the life of society. The nature of this

influence, and how it was compatible with the

dominion which the Empire undoubtedly claim-

ed over the body that had been taken under its

patronage, we have now to consider.

Athana- I. Pcrhaps the most full length and remarkable

portrait in the Decline and Fall is that of Atha-

nasius. The historian had many excuses for re-

presenting him as a divine who was ready to em-

broil the universe for a single letter. On a closer

view he discovered in him sound practical ability

and common sense ; even a willingness to overlook

distinctions which he deemed important if they

did not concern his main purpose ; along with

these qualities a marvellous power of enduring the

opposition of emperors and ecclesiastics rather

SlUS.
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than desert his cause. It has been a wonder to ^^^^t. xv.

most readers that such a man should for such a Was his

battle for

cause pass through incredible hardships, the loss a school

of property and reputation, the risk of death. If

the contest as they have supposed was for a subtle

school question, not concerning any common liv-

ing interest, not affecting human progress, the

wonder would be to me incredible.

To many Bishops at the Council of Nice who

were very vehement on either side of the contro-

versy, to many amiable and devout men who were

anxious for the settlement of a dispute which was

evidently the cause of bitter feelings and of many

unchristian acts, to Constantino himself looking at

the subject as one which was disturbing his govern-

ment, it bore no doubt this aspect. To Athanasius

any denial of the Unity of the divine Father with

the Son meant the restoration of demon worship

—

Christ being on that hypothesis only one, if the most

important, of human creatures. It seemed to him, The

therefore, that he was asserting the existence of involved

that Kingdom which the Church had proclaimed,
"'

the union between Earth and Heaven of which it

had borne witness. We may find as we proceed

that this Kingdom might be denied, this union

set at nought, by many who accepted the formula of

the Nicene Council. Perhaps all who in that age

or any other accepted it merely as a formula,—who

supposed that the relations of God and Man could

be determined by the votes of a Majority in an

ecclesiastical assembly—rejected the principle for
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Lect. XV.
-yyj^j^.}^ Atlianasius contended, as much as any

Arian could. I may fully admit that he was

unable to perceive how many recognised his prin-

Perpiexity ciplc who did not understand his formula. Like

sius. all men of his time, as of later times, he was

bewildered between the feeling^ that he was the

steward of a spiritual treasure for which it was

worth while to die, and the feeling that circum-

stances had placed not far from his reach a material

force which he might use to kill those who dissented

from him. Happily for his character, this force

His feii- was not generally within his reach. He had through

the greater part of his life to experience the weight

of it directed against himself. He was taught by

hard blows how little the decrees of a Council can

avail to maintain any cause which it is worth a

man's while to stake his existence upon; how ready

he must be to withstand ecclesiastical powers as well

as secular if he would do any work for mankind.

He has to It sooms to me that he was doing a work for man-

thropposi- kind ; that if that work had not been done, the

priesteas Empire, garnished with Christian notions and

ceremonies, would have been more perilous, more

crushing to Humanity, than it had been in any

former day. The question whether there was any

other Universal Society than the Imperial—whe-

ther all thought, belief, hope, which belongs to the

invisible was not to be crushed under the hoof of a

visible Despot—was the one at issue, that which

Atlianasius often almost alone, was called to face.

2. I am not delivering a course of Lectures on

well as

Rulers.
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Ecclesiastical History—but on Social Morality ; T lkct. xv.

am contemplating all topics simply in reference to

that. There is another subject, deeply concerning

Social Morality, which the life of Athanasius brings

distinctly before us. He fled from cities into the

desert of the Thebais. There he found a set of The Monks

monks who welcomed him when most of the dig- desert.

nified ecclesiastics had deserted him. Gratitude

might have been reason enough for regarding them

with affection and reverence. But they had other His admi-

p ,. Ti'Tf c c^ AM 1
ration for

attractions lor hnn. in his lite oi ot Anthony he them.

expressed his admiration, endorsed their claims to

miraculous powers, recorded their conflicts with

unseen enemies who took visible shapes. So this

form of life with all its accompaniments in that and

subsequent ages, comes before us with the impri-

matur of a man for whose wisdom as well as his

zeal I have professed so much respect.

I cannot separate this phenomenon from those

of which I have spoken already. "When there is a They were
"^

_
protesters

Court like that of Constantinople—when it as- against a

. .
corrupt

sumes a Christian name and uses Christian teach- civiUza-

. . tion.

ers as its instruments—there will be, I believe

there must be, this kind of protest against it, this

savage war in the name of Christ ao-ainst a cor-

rupt civilization which usurps His name. No
two men can be much more unlike in their

characters or their beliefs than Athanasius and

Bousseau ; but the manners of Constantinople or

Alexandria in the fourth century were not unlike

those of Paris in the i8th. The diso-ust for them
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lkct. XV. must have been deeper in the mind of the Bishop

than of the Genevan philosopher ; if the former

could find the life of the woods connected with

what seemed to him an earnest faith he may have

His rea- acccptcd it witli the like enthusiasm. He had been

believing wout to think of the miracles of our Lord on earth,

miracles of and of His Apostlcs after His departure from
''" ^' earth, as signs of the dominion of the Son of Man

over the powers of Nature to which men had

bowed down. Coming from a Society in which

visible things alone were really reverenced whatever

phrases might be used to express a reverence

for the unseen, he would be likely to recognise any

wonders which the monks were said to have enacted

as proofs that Heaven was not hopelessly separated

from earth, that Christ still asserted His rule.

Above all he would have felt that the wickedness

which he saw in so many concrete and dispersed

forms in the great cities must be traced to a root

in some powers of spiritual wickedness of utter

and in darkucss. If he found Monks who were shut out

flicts Si f^'<^^^^ participation in the follies and crimes of the
evil Spirits, external world declaring with deep earnestness

that they were brought into direct combat with

these spiritual principalities, there would be I ap-

prehend in his reason, as well as in his conscience,

much that would respond to their testimony and

that would make him unwilling to examine it with

any sceptical suspicions.

Looking at all these questions with the light

of fifteen centuries reflected on them, we may
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observe, as I did last week, that the desert life was l^^^- ^'^•

borrowed not from the example of Christ who Contrast

preached the Gospel of His Kingdom in the most this Hf^

frequented places, not from the example of Hisi^ccom-

Apostles who marched straight into the niostlnSe?

commercial and luxurious cities and formed flocks iTfe'^and

out of the inhabitants of those cities, but from such™^^^^"^

examples as were familiar in Egypt, as are still
^^^''^'"^'^**

most common in Hindostan. We may perceive

that the monkish miracles appealing mainly to the

sentiment of surprise in those who beheld them,

claiming to be divine because they were irregular

exercises of power, coming forth as frequently

and effectually in the form of curses as of bless-

ings, were in all respects unlike those acts of

Christ which awakened faith in an abiding Ruler

and Deliverer, which were done to exhibit the

character of His Father in Heaven, which were to

restore health, to j^rove that disease and death are

not the laws of God's creation but the violations

of its Law. They resembled therefore much more

nearly the miracles of the magicians who resisted

Moses and of those who resisted the Apostles.

We may see that if the Monks who performed

them had at first a thoroughly honest purpose

—

if they felt that they were putting forth a divine st An-

energy not an energy which they could claim as tem"fta-

theirs—they were continually tempted to confound

their own glory with God's, and then to think that

they were honouring both Him and themselves

by falsehoods. And it may become more and
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Lect. XV. inore terribly evident to us that while the tempta-

tion of Christ in the Wilderness as a preparation

for His conflict with the sins of cities was a witness

that Good is mightier than Evil ; those conflicts

in the wilderness which were not such a prepara-

tion suggested the thought that the power of

Evil is indeed the mightiest of all, and can only

be resisted by some specially trained recluse or

devotee. Out of which terrible ncition a scheme

of Demonology issued which has afflicted* man-

tii'eTri'

^"'^ ^^^^ frightfully in all ages, the Evil Spirit

miiph of gradually losing both his characters, moral Evil

being changed into ph^'-sical deformity, a Spirit

passing into what is most palpable and material.

Of such facts and consequences every Moralist

who does not separate Morality from History

is bound to take notice ; to omit them would

be to leave some of the darkest passages in

Modern human experience untouched. But I should be

mellt
^'^ cowardly if I pretended to think that modern

become" conclusious upou tlicse topics are not liable to be

stitkms. ^3 confused, as mischievous, even as super-

stitious, as those of the Alexandrian Bishop. In

the lofty wisdom which looks down upon the

seclusion of deserts, we may be fostering the cor-

ruption of Cities ; even boasting of it as a proof

of our advanced Civilization. Then assuredly wo

shall have our retribution ; not only in the growth

of the vices we have loved, but in the appearance,

under the most unhealthy form, of the refuges from

them which we have abhorred. We may refuse
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to believe in the power of men over nature be- Lect.xv.

cause we crouch to it and deny our human rights;

a state of mind which must issue at last in a

despair of Science and of all mechanical inven-

tions. Yv^e may be thinking that powers of Evil Modem

have no terror for us or influence over us, and may logy.

find suddenly—not indeed that we are fighting

them but—that they have become our gods ; that

we confess no other. In the midst of fopperies we

may be cultivating a most contemptible Demon-

ology ; the devilish may be the more supreme

over us because we have ceased to acknowledge a

Devil.

3. These observations are not really a digres-

sion from the story of the Greek Empire. The main The dis-

cliaracteristic of it was a frivolity which could find constun-

an occupation in any thing, which did unhappily

find one of its principal occupations in theological

disputes. These amused the people in the Circus,

these took their turn with all other ways of killing

time or men among the inhabitants of the palace.

I may agree with the Comtists in regarding Julian Juii:m.

as a fanatic who dreamed of restoring what had

passed away ; I may call him, as Strauss does, a

Romancer on the throne of the Cffisars. But I

cannot wonder that he should have been intensely

disgusted with all that he saw and heard in the

Christianised Capital, that he should prefer the

poorest Athenian Sophist, the most extravagant

of Egyptian hierophants, to the Orthodox or Arian

disputants who dwelt under its shadow. And I

20
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lect.xv. certainly see in tlie two years' dominion of Pagari-

ism which he established^ and in the much longer

and more persecuting reign of the Arian Valens,

a far greater blessing to those who accepted the

teaching of Athanasius than in the victory which

Eeign of thcv wou wlicn Thcodosius became master of the
Theodo- "^

sius. world. Great as was the temporary advantage to

mankind of being subject to an honest and able

man not born in the purple but trained in

poverty and hardship, it could scarcely compensate

the mischiefs which arose from the insolence of

such Bishops as Theophilus of Alexandria, who

believed that they were w^orshipping the true

God because they were demolishing the temple

The over- of Scrapis, and who shewed what kind of faith

Heathen- they would substituto for that of which they

disgrace of (Icstroyed the external emblems by their malice

' aofainst some of the truest and best men of their

own order. The Episcopal champion of orthodox

Christianity conspired with the miserable successor

of Theodosius and his wife to hunt into exile and

death Chrysostom, a faithful witness for a Gospel

to the poor, and tlierefore of course an offence to

the Court of Constantinople. Even in the better

Gregory, days which preceded the reign of Arcadius, Gregory

of Nazianzus, a man scarcely less eloquent and

not at all less sincere than Chrysostom, who had

suffered for his orthodoxy under Valens, lamented,

as Gibbon will have told you, the degradation and

loss of strength which he exj)erienced in being

permitted to enter the capital in the imperial train
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as the representative of a successful opinion ; he lect. xv.

lamented even more bitterly the odious temper of

Ecclesiastical Councils in which he discovered the

Spirit of the Devil rather than of God.

4. I would willingly linger over the tragedy of chr>sos-

Chrysostom's life ; it illustrates so strikingly the

moral of the whole history. But you may read

it for yourselves in Gibbon, if you have not

leisure or inclination to study original docu-

ments. Chrysostom was emphatically an opposer

"of tyranny ; he believed that the Kingdom of

Heaven was a Kingdom over men and for men.

The people of the City looked up to him as their

friend and champion ; the officials of Arcadius,

wliether lay or clericcxl, felt towards him as an

enemy. But though he could be a sufferer for He coui.i

justice and truth, he could not be in any effectual Reformer

sense a Keformer. The very means which he

deemed the best for the renovation of Society

indicated its incurable decay. Bands of women
under the guidance of himself or some other

priest might give themselves to the service of

God, and even to good works for their fellow-

creatures. They were flying from a detestable

society ; they were vindicating high duties for their

sex. But they were combining with the court

to suggest the belief that domestic life is an essen-

tially unholy one ; that women were only in Nuns.

their right state when they lived apart from the

other sex, subject to a Confessor or director of the

conscience who was likely, even if he were a good

20—2
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Lkct. XV. nian, to confuse rather than elevate their standard

Influence of character and duty. The Church in the lower
<5f the

Cimrch. Empire could not cease by its Creeds and by the

acts of its better priests to remind men of a Uni-

versal Family—the exj)ress contrast to an Empire.

But the Family caught the image of that against

which it was the protest, and became itself the

antagonist of the household. Still less could it

rekindle any national life in those who spoke the

language and preserved the memories of Tliemis-

tocles and Demosthenes.
Enstern r. Yqu must not forofct that literature, so far
Civiliza-

_ _

° ^ '

tioii- as it can be divorced from life, had still a home

in Constantinople and the great cities which were

subject to it. So far as all antiquarian know-

ledge went, the care and study of MSS, the Arts

which ministered to luxury and amusement, the

East was becoming more and more markedly

contrasted with the West. I reserve all con-

siderations of that for the next Lecture ; but T

nmst remind you here that it was subject in the

days of Honorius and Arcadius, and throughout

the fifth century, to inundations of the tribes

which seemed for a while just as likely to over-

whelm the Greek Empire. They rolled over that

Empire leaving it much as it had been ; rather with

an increased persuasion that it was the centre of

Order and Civility to the Universe. That per-

suasion reached its highest point in the reign

jusiiuum. of Justinian, when the Goths of Italy and the

Vandals of Africa were subdued bv the arms
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of Bellsarius ; when Arianism was crushed by Lect. xv.

a Kuler who yet had his own theological fancies

and was suspected of heresy ; when he could

command old Rome to yield up its laws that they

might be organized by his ministers and receive

their authority from his sanction. A time no The gran-

doubt very grand for Imperialism, when it put degrada-

fortli its most gorgeous fruits, when it seemed to age.

strengthen its roots by the mixture of a soil that

was not its own. A grander time also than ever

for disputes about theological terms and the

colours of horses : for intrisfues aofainst the most

faithful generals ; for intolerable female profligacy

in the highest places. A preparation for another

time which was at hand, for a proclamation ut-

terly strange, tremendously startling to Rulers and

to people.

6. That proclamation issued from a cave in Ara- Maiiomet.

bia while the monarchies of Greece and of Persia

were engaged in a struggle no less terrible, but

far more equal than that between Alexander and

Darius. A poor and solitary fugitive declared

that there was a God actually ruling in Hea-

ven and commanding men to serve Him npon

earth. That was the awful and amazing news

which overthrew one of the two contending

Empires and robbed the other of its choicest

provinces. The addition ^I Mahomet am His Power of

prophet ' would have diminished the force of the sage.

message, would have only added another sect

to the multitudes already in existence, if it had
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liECT. XV. not meant ' I proclaim war against all your idols

of wood, stone, paper, in the name of this God.

He lives, and is calling you to account for your

Its victory, worship of othor Gods.' That was a sound before

which the monarchs trembled, for it reminded them

that they had professed a faith in this living God ;

that they had been debating about Him in all

modes of their speech, with all fury in their

acts ; and that after all they had not believed in

Him as their Ruler and Judge. When Temples

and Cities, whether Persian or Christian, fell down

before the armies of the Proj^het ; when places

most dear and sacred to Jews and Christians

owned their sway; when the first City of the

Christian Empire was itself threatened ; then in-

deed Christians felt and understood that with no

Arabian Sect were they engaged, that One of

whom all their Sects spoke was come down to

fight against them,

'i'he Kevi- 7- No such scrics of cvents is merely stun-
^'*'' ning to those who are the witnesses of it. The

defence of Constantinople shewed that a spirit

had been slumbering in the people which could

be awaked. The movements of the Emperors for

breaking the images which they and their subjects

had worshipped testified to the effects of the Is-

icono- lamite denunciations. But never more remarkably
casm.

^1^^^ -j^ ^l^-g iconoclasm was the essential contra-

diction of the Empire made manifest. Leo and

his successors imitated Hezekiah and Josiah in

their acts. But tJieij were Kings of a Nation
;
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witnesses for the invisible Ruler of a Nation. The Lect. xv.

Isaurians were witnesses for their own right to

dictate the faith of their subjects ; whatever in-

visible Power they might in their hearts confess,

their own power was what they seemed to the

monks and people of Constantinople to be assert-

ing-, what they were in fact asserting^. And this Tyranny

, .
involved in

power the faith which they had trampled upon it.

was able to defy. The Image meant what was

more deep, more living, more righteous, more

unseen, than the arms which broke it in pieces or

punished the adoration of it. First in Greece, P^^e^t of

afterwards more completely in Italy, the icono-

dulists questioned, even set at nought as impious,

a dominion which till then they had owned as

sacred. A great Western Revolution—the birth

of a Western Empire—was the consequence of the

movement. In the East the monarch undid the

acts of those predecessors and bowed to the images

which the people had refused to abandon.

8. The dream that Constantinople might be The East-

the centre of the Latin as well as the Greek world Western

which had been cherished by its founder, almost at open

realised by Justinian, was now over. Could not

the Family at least maintain its universality ? No !

Lano^uas^e and difference of customs seemed to

affect this Society as well as the other. Latins

and Greeks found reasons for anathematising each

other. The common faith was the very plea for

separations. In the ninth century the enmity of the

Churches was declared, in the eleventh reconcilia-
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Lect.xv
. tion appeared to be hopeless. Then began tliat

new fanaticism among the Mahometans who were

in possession of the Sepulchre which stimulated

the powers of the West to combine for its

Alexius recovery. The Grecian Empire felt the increased
and the o /^ ....
Crusaders, tcrror of the Crescent, was inspired with still

greater terror by the advance of the soldiers of

the Cross. It tried to repel both forces by cun-

ning ; it shewed both how weak it was in the

midst of its magnificence. The lesson was not lost

upon Venice, which knew the East better than the

rest of Europe, and for which a rich and commer-

cial city offered a dearer prize than Jerusalem

The fourth Crusade in spite of the threats of Inno-

cent III. was directed against the city of the

Cresars. He received its homage from those who

had disobeyed his commands and incurred his

The Latin excommunicatiou. For a few years the bishops
Masters of . . / \
the City, of Komo could appoint Patriarchs over the heretic

Empire, and were acknowledged by its civil rulers.

Their ex- q^q endurc such a yoke was impossible. All there
pulsion. "^ -•

was of reliofion and of native life in Greece

rose against it. The conquerors themselves, lay

and clerical, felt their position to be untena-

ble and ridiculous. If Greeks and Latins were to

be united it could not be by compelling either

to adopt the habits and ceremonies of the other.

So a most instructive and precious lesson respect-

ing the distinctness and sacredness of native life

was borne in the heart of an Empire which had

done all that was possible to extinguish it.
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9.- Not by Latin hands was the predestined ^^^^t. xv.

doom of the city to be accomphshed ; not by Latin

hands was it to be averted. The early Saracens

were full of passionate zeal for the faith which

had taken possession of them ; but the Islamite

polity was never realised—never presented to the

world—as it was by the Ottoman Turks. When The dcs-

they appeared it was manifest that the destroyer, queror.

however his march might for awhile be retarded,

was on his way. The two divisions of Christen-

dom might by degrees awake to the sense of a

common dangler, to ineffectual efforts at reconcilia-

tion. They might ask themselves like men in a

dream whether a Christian Family ought not to

be at one ; why it could not be ; why it could not

resist an enemy whom it deemed the enemy of

Christ. There was no answer except the dis- The Coun-

honest cabals of a council, that could split hairs rence.

and tell lies, but the members of which had no

belief in each other or in themselves or in God.

The best and only answer came from the Constan-

tine who died before the gates of his city as the

Mahometan victor entered it.

How that fall affected the Societ}^ and the The FhU.

Social Morality of the Latin kingdoms I must

consider in another Lecture. I contemplate it now

as the necessary catastrophe of the Constantino-

polltan history, as the true interpretation of that

history. For a whole millennium the question was The Moral

tried under the most favourable conditions whether

a Christian Empire is possible ; whether the idea
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Lect.xv. Qf it does not involve a flag^rant contradiction.

Every new passage in the story has heljDcd us in

the examination of that problem ; here is the final

The impos- solution of it. Sucli a revelation of the name and
sibility of a
Christian charactcr of God and of His relation to His crea-

demon- tures as the Christian's Creed and the Lord's

Prayer take for granted cannot coexist with an

Empire such as that which Augustus established,

which Constantino transferred to a new city and

consecrated with new names. All who adhere

strongly to the Polity which is described in Scrip-

ture as the Kingdom of Heaven must be in

hostility to this Kingdom, must, however little

they may aim at that result, be working for its

subversion. Such an Empire nevertheless demands

some invisible basis for its support ; cannot exist

Thechange without it. The Mahometan Creed, the announce-
to ottoman

rt /^ 1 1

Rule a ment of a God who merely commands His crea-
reason for . t • i •

thanks- tures, wlio stauds in no living relation to them,

supplies this basis ; it is a firmer one than a

shifting sand of words notions and ceremonies like

that on which the Christian Emperors tried to

build their palaces and their temples. I cannot

conceive—History gives us no warrant for con-

ceiving—that an Empire like the Turkish can

exist in its greatest vigour without the accompani-

ments of Turkish life—polygamy and that dread

of a brother's succession which leads to his murder.

But even if these are recognised as necessary ele-

ments of the Society, it is less hideously insincere,

less intrinsically immoral, than that of which I

giving
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have been speaking to-day. One should never lect.xv,

contemplate without awe the departure of such an

Empire from the earth ; but it was an incubus

from which men must have been delivered before

they could be convinced that Truth and not

Falsehood is the Lord of the Universe.



LECTURE XVI.

THE UNIVERSAL FAMILY A LATIN FAMILY
{ROME).

Lect. In my last Lecture I may seem to Lave spoken
XVI.

. .

of Constantine with less honour than he deserves.

If I have erred it has been in good company.

r>ei That the puritan poet Milton should have thouofht
Paradiso, t , •

i ^ , • . , ?
Canto XX. slightingly of him might cause you no surprise.

60, But the lauQfuacre of the Catholic theoloo^ian Dante

is even more vehement. The poet finds Constan-

tine among the blessed indeed, but if he has been

saved himself 4ie has brought ruin on the world.'

Dell' What this ruin was in Dante's judgment we

Canto XIX. learn from his Inferno. He supposed Constantine

i]8. to have made a donation of lands to the Bishops

of Rome. That donation, it seemed to him, had

been the cause of unspeakable corruption to them

Dante's and to the Church. Had Dante been aware that

no such donation was made, that the story of it was

a fiction which wise men in the 9th century dis-

puted, which was afterwards to be thoroughly ex-

ploded ; his special reason for bitterness against the

reason.
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first Christian Emperor would Leave been removed. 1^^=^;^.
^

.
XVI.

Ncaturally enough he contemplated all subjects from

a Latin point of view. He describes Constantine Constan-

as founding his city in the East, that ' he might room for

give the Shepherd room'—in other words, that he ^^ ''''°"

might leave the Popes in possession of Rome.

That mode of interpreting History is not so

unphilosophical as to our Protestant eyes it might

at first appear. The great contrast of the two

portions of the modern world from the beginning

of the fourth century to the middle of the 1 5th, is

that an Emperor had dominion in the one—an

Emperor 'plus a Patriarch; that one claiming the

name of a Spiritual Father was tlie Puler of the

other ; Emperors when they existed often challeng-

ing a rival authority, but always paying homage to

his. The fourth century from the conversion of

Constantine to the end of the reign of Theodosius

may be looked upon as an intermediate period

during which this new authority was beginning to

make itself felt, often checked by the presence of

an Emperor in his own capital. When Honorius The sack-

left Pome for Pavenna—when Alaric sacked the Rome.

old city and shewed a reverence only for Christian

priests and Temples and for those whom they pro-

tected—then it became a question whether this

reverence would be sufficient to hold in subjection

rude tribes which certainly would not bow to any

material force that could be sent against them.

AVhen the little Augustus disajipeared from the The fail

stage, and the temporary anarchy gave place to the Empire.
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sway of the Ostrogotbs, there was tl:

national hfe for Italy ; there was no longer any

Lect. sway of the Ostrogoths, there was the dawn of a

The Ostro-

goths; Roman monarch who could dream of contesting with

Constantinople for Universal Empire. The Popes

might sometimes turn to the Empire for protection

against heretical neighbours; quite as often the

Emperors and their ecclesiastical dependents were

the heretics whom they confronted with their

own decrees. Justinian's victories mio^lit be wel-

the Lorn- comed by them for a while. But the Lombards

came—perhaps by Greek invitation. The Bishops

of Rome knew not whether they or the Exarchs of

Ravenna were least to be trusted. In the utter

Gregory dcsolatiou of Romo Greofory the First shewed
the Great. ^

. .

himself the true father of it. He realised the

might of that name. He had faith to expect

that a European family would gather around it.

His Popedom was the inauguration of such a

Family.

Hisdiffi- What were its limitations? The Patriarch of
culty.

Constantinople, John the Faster, said that he who

claimed to be a father should be a Universal One.

Gregory's humility trembled to usurp the name;

his Greek antagonist would not concede it to him.

Is the But he could not frankly disclaini it. Was not

(Ecumuui- the Family which Clnist established a Universal
cal?

one ? Could he on whom the duty had devolved

of bringing men into it dare to confine it by any

geographical boundaries? Yet must it not have

a common w^orship; and if that, a common lan-

guage for the expression of worship? If there was
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that unfortunate Greek tongue, if it liad been i^'^^f.

^
\ XVI.

turned to rather sacred uses, if the wretched

Jews boasted of their language as entitled to a his medita-

certain veneration^ what were these facts to the

tribes which Gregory longed to reclaim and unite

in a divine Society? They were clearly com-

mitted to Latin Guardianship ; in Latin habits

they must be clothed ; in Latin songs and prayers

they must pour out their deeper thoughts; they

might talk of their farms and their merchandise in

what dialects they found convenient. So did this

excellent man seek to mould the West accordinof

to his conceptions; so to the degree that his con-

ception prevailed, did he convert what in his

inmost heart he believed to be a Universal Family

into a Latin Family.

To the extent tliat his conception py^evailed; how

can we determine that extent? Certainly by no

measures of ours. AYe can only perceive that two

princijoles essentially hostile were contending in

European Society, contending in the same minds

lay and ecclesiastical, male and female ; contending

in the Bishops of Rome themselves. It was notTheprac-

merely tlie notion that the sacred world was a contra-

Latin world in conflict with a belief that a Son

of Man had appeared for the redemption of all

people and kindreds. Inseparable from this was

the perplexity between the Father of Heaven

to whom prayer was offered, and the Father

who dwelt in a house, perhaps a palace, upon

earth; the perplexity whether there was a King-
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Lect.
XVI.

Wliom it

affected.

Islaniism

ill the

West.

Christen-

dom.

dom of Heaven governing the earth, or whether

- Heaven and earth were hopelessly separated, and

only a mimicry of one could be exhibited on the

other. Most practical was this perplexity for those

who inhabited cities and were concerned with the

occupations of men ; not less so for those who dwelt

in solitudes or religious societies, trying to raise

their thoughts from the visible to the invisible,

believing that the true home of their spirits was in

the last. Every one who repeated the Lord's

Prayer or the Creed had some sense of this con-

fusion; it beset doctors of divinity when they

recollected that they were human beings. Gregory's

own dream could not have been fulfilled if men

learnt to believe chiefly in him. He hoped to

make them trust One whom he trusted ; it was

his calamity if he interposed himself between the

worshippers and the object of their worship.

The proclamation of Mahomet followed the

work of Gregory the Great. It was the proclama-

tion of a Universal dominion, of a God who bade

all men submit to His invisible rule. The soldiers

of the Crescent had no thousfht of boundinsr their

conquests by continents or by languages. The old

province of Africa stooped to them, they subdued

the Visigoths of Spain ; they entered France.

But in Western Europe Islamism encountered not

an Empire but a Christendom ; a Society based

upon the Family principle under whatever con-

tradictions that principle might be exhibited. The

Invisible Father stood in contrast to the mere
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Sovereign; the confession of one in whom Divinity ^"^^j-

and Humanity were united confronted the denial

of all fellowship between them. These conditions

involved others, which the Popes could not un-

derstand. The message of a divine Fatherhood The Latin

and of a Son of Man had gone forth among surround-

tribes distinct from each other. The Ostrogoths troubie-

in Italy had begun to develope a national order, ^l^l

laws which, if affected by those of Rome, were

not imperial. The Lombards impressed a far

more distinctly national character upon the land.

There w^as clearly a kind of morality in them which

Churchmen did not manifest at all in the same de-

gree. Huuianity was not the characteristic of these

tribes, nor forgiveness, nor humility. Respect for

veracity and justice, however passion might inter-

fere with it, was. The same qualities, accompa-

nied probably with a stronger domestic feeling,

a deeper honour for women, dwelt in the Anglo-

Saxons to whom Gregory proclaimed the Gospel

of Christ. In them, as well as the Franks, these

qualities might sometimes be cultivated by the

lessons of Christian priests, sometimes stifled; but

the elements of them existed before those lessons

were imparted; if that had not been so, we have

no reason to suppose they would ever have pene-

trated into the social life of our ancestors. I be- The ciash-

lieve the foundations of that Social life were dis- particular

covered by those who spoke of the Family for all with the

mankind. But their imperfect announcement ofj-amiiy.

that Family, their circumscription of it within Latin

21
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L^T. limits inevitably made them jealous of the nations

which they were nurturing, incapable of perceiving

Great what need there could be for them. Many of the
works 01

tiie West- habits which were to be characteristic of the Na-
'

tions, industry in tillage of the land, the invention

of useful arts, the honour of letters, the cultiva-

tion of the man himself, had distinguished the

Monasteries of the West from those of the East.

From these proceeded many of the brotherhoods

which were so beneficial in the infancy, which may

perhaps under new conditions be more beneficial

in the maturity, of Trade; which contributed to

the organization of towns. The Monks of the

West, as Count Montalembert has shewn, under-

took also splendid labours for the evangelisation

of different European countries and for the re-

formation of their manners. But they shared

with their Eastern prototypes the inevitable dis-

ease of seeming to be protesters against family life

as gross and secular, witnesses that the sexes will

be most holy when most separated. The excuses

for such an opinion lie upon the surface of his-

tory; the accidental and occasional benefits of the

Effect of separation cannot be gainsaid. But even if it had

on Society, been limited to the orders, even if Celibacy had

not become the universal law of the Latin priest-

hood, it must have shaken to its roots the feeling

of a connexion between the Universal Family and

the particular Family and have reacted most in-

juriously upon the former.

The effects of this reaction became specially
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manifest when those events happened which sepa- lect.

rated the Western from the Eastern World. The

Bishops of Kome, quarrelling with Emperors of

Constantinople on the subject of Images and

dreading the Lombards, invoked the aid of the

Franks. They appealed not to the Merovingian

kings—the Rois faineants—but to the Mayors of

the Palace. As the reward of their services they The Popes

were constituted monarchs of France by the Popes, their de-

When the Lombards were overthrown Charles re-

ceived the iron crown. He made the donation of

lands to the Roman Bishop, with which Dante

credited Constantino. He was consecrated by that

Bishop Emperor of the West.

The foundation of this Empire notwithstand- The Em-
, . ,, , . . .

1
, pire of

ing the endless questions respectmg spiritual and se- charies

cular Jurisdiction to which it gave rise, is hailed by

some modern philosophers as the commencement

of a Social Life for^Europe, and through Europe for

America. It is strange that these philosophers

should be the great champions of Fact against all

metajDhysical and theological conceptions. A con- a theo-

ception, partly metaphysical, partly theological, mftaphysi-

was involved in the establishment of a Western jron!°°°'^

Empire; to be the rival of the now heretic Greek

Empire; to rest upon the authority of the suc-

cessors of St Peter, yet to inherit the traditions

of Augustus, Diocletian, and Constantino. Men
intoxicated with mysticism may lose themselves

in admiration of a phantom which combined so

many fragments of the past, which exhibited Pa-

21—2
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xvt'
g^iiism and Christianity in such a beautiful mo-

saic. The disciples of 'positive' fact ouo^ht to re-
Its doom. ^

^
^ *"

member that the Empire of Charlemagne, though

it had a founder so able and brilliant, so capable

of apj)reciating the worth of Legislation as well as

of education, yet fell to pieces on his death; his

laws, his Education, since they were not buried in

its ruins, helping to invigorate the Nation which

it would have extinguished.

The con- I do not, of coursc, forget that this holy Roman
'fusions __, . ^

. , . ,

which it Empire was to have a revival in the tenth century.
left be-

hind. That fact is very important : but instead of connect-

ing it directly with the experiment of Charle-

magne, we must trace its origin and necessity to

the social bewilderments of which that experiment

was the source. Was the Western Bishop the

creator of the Emperor, or was the Emperor the

Patron of his spiritual father, the real source of

dignity to the Pope ? That was the question to

which the circumstances of Charlemagne's elevation

gave birth, or at any rate which it forced upon the

consideration of the West. It was a most practical

question—one which was certain to involve the

The most practical results. It must as far as possible
Foii,'ed ...
Uecretais. bc kept out of sight ; if nothing else could be

don^ the secular patronage must be thrown back

to a distant age. The Gallic Monarch was danger-

ously near; if the first Christian Emperor could

be supposed to have acknowledged a spiritual

supremacy already attested by the decrees of vari-

ous Councils in the Roman Bishop—and to have
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endowed him with a permanent territory—there ^'^^•

was a sacredness about the dominion which at least

would diminish the obvious incongruity of it with

his pretension to be a Universal Father. It was The
Gallican

needful to forge the ecclesiastical decretals as Protest.

well as the imperial donation. A monk beheved

that he should be doing God service in under-

taking that task ; his compilation was accepted

and endorsed by a succession of Popes. But

it was not unchallenged. Hincmar, one of the

greatest ornaments of the Gallican Church, de-

nied that an Italian had ever been exalted

to absolute supremacy over all other Bishops.

A quarrel began between Cismontanes and

Ultraraontanes which has not terminated in our

day.

This dispute concerns my subject chiefly as it

illustrates one specially weak point in ecclesiastical

morality. It has not the same general interest as

those frightful abuses in the Italy of the tenth

century which produced the German effort for

Beform. The Empire of the Othos was not Empire of

called into existence by the Popes to save them

from extinction. It was sullenly accepted as the

only means of introducing something like order

and morality into the election and the conduct of

the spiritual Bulers. To that extent it was sue- Totally

cessful. Some scandals were abated, a higher its nature

moral standard recognized. But then came the that o/tL

great reaction of the eleventh century. Hildebrand tury!^"'

arose to declare that none could reform the Church
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Lect
XVI
Lect, \y^^ jj^g spiritual fathers ; and that they had also a

right to reform, govern and depose Princes. A
Unlike Western Empire coming to its birth under such
also to the . ...,,,
Eastern circumstauces and encountermg m its cradle such

an antagonist might be useful or mischievous;

but it would bear a very slight, chiefly nominal,

resemblance to that which passed under our re-

view in the last Lecture. The hands were the

hands of the Roman, but the voice was the voice

of the Teuton. Arminius was clothing himself in

the robes of Augustus.

The conflict which ensued between these powers

down to the time when the House of Hapsburg

became supreme in Germany is of profound inter-

Hiide- 6st. No ouo cau deny that the conception of

scheme of Hildcbrand was a grand one. He would be content

tion°'°^^
with no Latin dominion. The dream of an imperial

derivation for his authority was hateful to him.

The father of Christendom must be a Universal

Father. Not the Emperor Constantino but the

fisherman Peter must be the rock on which his

rights were founded. Was not the humbleness of

his progenitor his glory? What was the glory of

princes in comparison with it ? Holding such a

position, could he tolerate the beggarly ambition

of ecclesiastics who would sell their heavenly offices

for the paltry lucre of earth, who cared for the

delights of marriage, the honour of transmitting

Simony lauds to their heirs? They must be hindered from
and Wed-

. ne- ^ • ^
lock. this low trafficking; they must be roused to con-

sider the amazing spiritual power which they
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miorht exercise if they were indifferent to such lect.
®

.

"^ XVI.
trumpery prizes. He would shew them how a

- . . Defiance of

man conscious oi celestial prerogatives could mock Monarchs.

and defy those to whom they were looking up for

patronage or protection. National Kings, what

were they but servants whom he might use or

cashier at his pleasure? Emperors who dared to

talk of Rome as if it were theirs—who had thought

they could make and unmake their divinely ap-

pointed Master—let them kneel at his feet, or try

whether they could withstand the bolts of the

Almighty which would be hurled against them.

It is impossible to listen to such words without a

certain admiration for the man who poured them

forth, especially when he proved that he was able

to endure punishments as well as to threaten or

inflict them. Hildebrand had assuredly a deep

and inward conviction that a Universal Family

had a divinity which did not belong to a Uni-

versal Empire; had an honest contempt for that

because it seemed to claim a divinity for brute

force. And yet perhaps the chief claim of Hilde- His effort

brand upon the respect of the Social Moralist is, fe.entirom

that he brought into clearer light than any less faSure.

earnest and resolute man could have done the

contradiction that w^as latent in the ecclesiastical

scheme to which he was imparting so much new

energy. The conflict with the Empire shewed how

much of imperialism the Papacy itself embodied

;

how much the Father must be transformed into an

Emperor if he would be the rival of the Emperor.
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Lect. He held liis office by descent from St Peter:
XVI. ...— perhaps so ; what inheritance did he take by the

descent? Was he a Servant of Servants in virtue

of it, or a King of Kings? Hildebrand would fain

be both ; one because he was the other. But to be

King of Kings he must have some dominion such

as Kings had. The imaginary donation of Con-

stantino, the real gift of Charlemagne, had attached

such a dominion to the See of Rome. Did it seem

to Gregory a humiliating mixture of earthy dross

with the heavenly treasure which the Apostle had

Irony of bequeathed? If it did, he must submit to an in-

tioiK°^^ crease of the humiliation. The piety of Matilda

greatly enlarged the Church's patrimony. He
who claimed to set his foot on the neck of Princes

is himself a Prince. How insoluble this knot would

become by human fingers, how many efforts would

be made to cut it, future ages were to declare.

Hildebrand was not without a bitter foretaste of

the perplexity.

Nor could he be wholly content with the result

of his domestic legislation, many excuses as there

were for it in the irregularity of the Clergy, in their

neglect of their proper duties, in their servility

Hissepa- to lay patrous. Great as these evils might be,

the*priests did their separation from human ties bring no con-

pe^iemis- tempt upou thoso ties in the flocks which they

toVoih. were to guide, did it create no perilous arrogance

in themselves? It gave them a 'detachment' from

common mundane interests, which might in some

cases leave them more free to think and speak of
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tlie Kingdom of Heaven. Might it not also ^y\
tempt them to set up a kingdom for themselves

which was not heavenly at all, which is exactly the

reverse of heavenly if spiritual pride is the special

attribute of the devil?

The Crusades in some degree abated the strife The Cru-
sadeS not

between the Holy Empire and the Holy Church, on the

rv» • 1 1
whole

They had a more important efiect, it has been favourable

observed, in turning the thought of the West from Papal as-

Rome to Jerusalem, from the Vicar of Christ to

Christ. The Orders which devoted themselves to

the recovery of the Sepulchre were bound to an

invisible chief; the symbol of every warrior sug-

gested One who had conquered by suffering.

However many influences were hostile to these

and at last swayed the hosts more completely, one

must never foro^et such siofiis in estimatinof the

character of an age and the impulses by which its

acts were determined. I have dwelt in a former

Lecture on the failure of the Crusades to accom-

plish their primary object, as well as on the ab-

surdity involved in the conception of drawing

swords to prove how much better the New Testa-

ment method of propagating a faith is than that

which is sanctioned in the Koran. But while we The reve-

rence for

take full account of tliese inconsistencies and treat weakness
by

them as indispensable helps in judging of the me- strength.

diseval >j0o?, it would be a great blunder to over-

look the other not less obvious side of that »y0o9,

all which was implied in the reverence for weak-

ness by men whose temptation was to glorify
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lect. strength. I have shewn you that I am not dis-

posed to exaggerate the graces of Chivalry ; that I

regard even its special grace, the homage to women,

The with a kind of suspicion. Taking that homage

couifter- however in connexion with the whole life of the
actinsr

influelice Kuight—witli liis manifold inducements to fero-

Priest. city—I cannot but hail it as a great step from the

purely virile into the humane morality. Chivalry

had its self-exalting and therefore its degraded

side. It might foster the pride of birth ; it might

injure women by making them idols. But it bore

witness against dogmas which both the Greek and

the Latin Church were hallowing. The boast of

Apologists that C inistianity has elevated the

condition of women may be open to dispute

;

much which has been called Christianity in all di-

visions of Christendom has degraded them. If

any opinions about Christ hinder us from regarding

Him as the Centre of the Humanity which is com-

mon to both sexes, those opinions must lower both.

Chivalry, however imperfectly, did counteract some

of these opinions.

There is one aspect of Latin cultivation in

which it was markedly contrasted with the Greek

;

curiously contrasted, since it was indebted to

The Greeks for the divergence. I have remarked how

tiiVwest. carefully the study of the letter of the old classical

books was pursued by those who were elevated

above the vulgar at Constantinople, how a kind of

antiquarian taste must have been diffused through

Society. The Latins with the most imperfect means
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1

of understanding the old Philosophers—with bad lect.

translations of Aristotle made from a corrupt text

—nevertheless received an impression from them,

specially from him, which had nothing that an-

swered to it among those who could converse with

him and with Plato in their own tongue. This

fact has been represented to us in w^ords that con-

vey a very confused notion of it, and which make
it simply miraculous. Aristotle, it is said, became what was

a supreme dictator in the schools of the West, be- f.fYi^r^'"'^

cause they needed a philosophical dictator as well themr^"^

as one in theology. Why did they ask for a phi-

losophical dictator, and why did this one offer

himself to them when there was everything in

his Pagan reputation to alarm them, when Popes

had openly denounced him ? It was not first as a

dictator—it was in precisely the opposite character

as the awakener of the subtlest intellectual ques-

tions—that he attracted and subdued them. Greeks

would have ridiculed the mediaeval Latins

—

moderns have ridiculed them—not for their willing-

ness to embrace any conclusions which were given

them, but for their restless anxiety to solve riddles

which men who are busy with the affairs of the

world find it convenient to pronounce inso-

luble. How the words we speak are related to what have

the thoughts which they express, to the things do with

which they indicate—this doubt tormented them ; thoughts"?

they could not dismiss it. They could learn the

forms of Logic while it was unsettled ; they

could not satisfy themselves about the use or sig-
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Lect. nification of Logic. And was not Logic inter-

—
\

twined with all the subjects upon which it was
Logic

_ _

o i.

mixing possiblc to discoursc ? did it not mean Discourse ?
itself with

• i i

all studies. Aristotlc, the great Logician, had also discoursed

about Ethics, Physics, the Soul, Being, all tilings

in Heaven and Earth. Christian Theology lay a

little out of his sphere ; but must it not be might-

ily influenced by all that was within his sphere ?

A multitude of quibbles were mingled with these

thoughts ; triflers could entertain themselves with

these, feeling so much the more zest in them

because they were evidently on the borders of the

gravest controversies that men could be occu-

pied with. But we shall be triflers more vain

than they were if we treat the questions which

the Nominalists and Realists debated in the

schools as beneath the notice of intellectual men.

Serious- The fault of the schoolmen was that they were

questions far too intcll-ectual ; they were always striving to

sound the depths of the human intellect; to ascer-

tain its capacities. A time came when such en-

quiries became utterly exhausting to those who

were engaged in them ; when the heart and flesh

of men cried out for some more nourishing food.

Nevertheless it is true that the relation of words

to thoughts and things is not less important to the

nineteenth century than it was to the twelfth.

They are Howcvcr contcmptuous WO may be towards those

late. who felt themselves compelled to study these rela-

tions, we may, before we are aware, be embar-

rassed by them while we are studying the courses
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of the planets, or the intrigues of cabinets or the l^ct.

fashions of drawing-rooms.

There was a movement in the beginning of the

13th century which ultimately affected all the pur-

suits of the schools, but which began by affecting the

people much more. The Mendicant Orders were The Men-

witnesses that the Church was meant for the poor; Orders,

that it failed utterly and denied its first principle,

if it had not a message for the poor. Retirement

into cells for the sake of holiness might be good;

the Franciscan and the Dominican felt that

their primary vocation was to act upon the un-

holy. It might be very honourable for priests to

sit in high places and receive the homage of

princes; another kind of honour was claimed by

the Apostles; the circumstances of later times

had not made it obsolete. What was Property in

the eyes of the Fishermen ? They gave up their

goods, they had all things common. If the Their pnn-

fallen were to be reclaimed, if the complaints of object,

heretics were to be answered, the new preachers

like their prototypes must be servants not masters,

beggars instead of lords.

The project was formed in the days of the Pope The time

who possessed most of worldly power, who ex- appear-

hibited the most of worldly sagacity. Innocent III.
^"''^'

exercised the dominion which Gregory VTI. claim-

ed, but exercised it with the full persuasion that

he could only trample upon princes by resorting

to the arts of princes. A career, on the whole, of

marvellous success—of success, as in the case of
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^^J-
the Latin conquest of Constantinople, when it

could have been least expected, when it came by

disobedience to his own commands—was drawing

to its close. He had sanctioned the horrors of the

Albigensian war; could he be quite sure that he

had taken the divinest way of vindicating the cause

of Christ? He was a Ruler over both divisions of

Christendom ; had he any real authority over the

How the hearts of his subjects in either? The proposition
Enlhusi-

i • i i i

asts did to turn enthusiasts loose upon the world was con-

Poiitician trary to his maxims of Policy. But might not

do/
° enthusiasts, however unpalatable to wise men, do

a considerable work among fools? The lofty poli-

tician accepted the help of the beggars ; they soon

justified, and more than justified, his calculations.

They did acquire the dominion over the vulgar

which seemed likely; they acquired also a dominion

over the learned which would have seemed most

improbable; in a little time they became the most

effectual champions of the Papacy in all lands

against the national spirit of those lands.

For this becomes now a far more important

conflict than that between the Empire and the

Popedom, though in many ways entangled with

The spirit that. The Italian Cities, in their efforts for eman-

Nations cipation, so full of various interest, so broken by

\ng.
*^°

quarrels with each other and by intestine conflicts,

sometimes call forth the wrath and tyranny of the

Empire, sometimes secure a strange patronage from

the Papacy; not seldom link themselves first to one

then to the other, always having a reasonable ex-
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cuse for distrusting both. Their experiments in ^^][-

government; the talents and the arts which they

develope; their commercial activity ; their manifold

crimes and bitter disappointments; exhibit a most

striking picture of what may be called naked civi-

lization ; that is to say, the civilization of Cities P'ff fence
' ^ ^ between

without the stability, the comparative dulness ^^^ Italian

which belonofs to the land, to a people that has a'^i the
^

^ /
r r rest of

land for the basis of its interests. In the other -Europe.

parts of Europe, as I hinted in my first Lecture, the

growth of nations cannot be identified with civili-

zation of this kind. The towns were to be all

important elements in them ; without a municipal

order they would have been at the mercy of rude

and tyrannical proprietors ; but the two, country

and town, were not separately, but together

through collisions, or through the dependence of

each upon the other, to work out a distinct native

life. In the Western world these silent processes Ecciesias-

went on without much disturbance from the Holy ences in

Empire or the Bishop ;f Rome; not however nations,

without many and opposing influences from those favourable

who called themselves the servants of the last. Sctive

The priests of the town left to themselves were growth.

generally fostering the native habits, contributing

to the unfolding of the native speech; the mon-

asteries, though essentially Latin, were producing

Chronicles which were often vehemently patriotic.

But the Friars in their character of Reformers

were essentially Cosmopolitan, which meant at

last essentially Roman ; defenders of the Papal
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Lect.
XVI.
Lect. power as the only sacred and divine power.

-—z— The dia^nified Ecclesiastics, on the contrary, were
The Friars ^ '

. . ,
altogether often much more attached to the native Kinff of
Roman. _

^

whom they held the lands than to the distant

Priest from whom they received their pall. And
the Universities, however devoted to general Latin

cultivation, often resisted the intrusion of the Men-

dicant Orders into their government, often nourish-

ed the temper which those orders were seeking to

crush.

The result. Thus the different representatives of what I

have called the Universal Family under a Latin

limitation, were working either by encouragement,

or by an opposition which was even more effectual

than encouragement, to call forth that national life

in different lands which the Popes desired to ex-

tinguish. The blessing of that awakening, the

elements of Social Morality wdiich we owe to it

and which were perishing for the want of it, I have

considered already. I shall not repeat what I

said on that subject in the second part of this course.

But I must beg you to notice one or two points

which concern us especially here.

The con- I. I liavc Said that Property is one of the

tween Pro- characteristics of a Nation, that the sense of Pro-

Commu° perty appears in us along with the sense of Law.
nism.

J j^^^,g g^-^ g^igQ j.jj^^ ^jjg refusal to call anything

which they had their own was one leading charac-

teristic of the Universal Family on its first ap-

pearance in Jerusalem. No law had affirmed or

could affirm such a principle; the Apostles luii-
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formly treated it as lying wholly out of the range of ^^'^^

law. But the adoption of this principle as the

governing one of their lives unquestionably gave

the Friars their o-reat power in all lands ; theii The com-
^ ^ -^ munism of

seemed to have caug'ht the mantle of the Apostles the Fiiars° ^
:i chief-

while most of those who were called the successors secret of

of the Apostles had envied the purple of the Caesars, power.

The shock was therefore tremendous when these

orders were found to be willing agents in collecting

revenues from the national Clergy to increase the

Papal Treasury ; when subtle questions about the

limits of general property and individual property

divided the disciples of Francis ; when religious

mendicancy appeared to be cultivating covetous

habits in those who gave as well as in those who

asked. These discoveries, of which our earliest

English literature is full, embittered the feelings

of the yeoman and tradesman against the Friars.

Though we know that there were noble specimens

of moral excellence as well as of theological wis-

dom among Franciscans and Dominicans—they Tbeir

began as orders to be regarded with detestation, made

not by those who disbelieved the Creeds of the fui to de-

Church, but by those who clung to them; by those

w^ho cried like the writer of Piers Plowmaiis

Visions for a living God, and felt that the popular

teachers were separating the people from Him.

It cannot be too strenuously repeated, that the

movement among the middle classes in England

during the 14th century against the Friars was in

the strictest sense an assertion of Englishmen's
90
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Lect. right to be members of the Church of Christ

;

a vindication of it as a Church for the Nation.

The He- There was no denial of the UniversaHty of the
belHon a

^

"•

claim to be Church : there was a denial of the attempt to
Church-

. r^ • •

men. make it a Latin Church, and to disconnect its

morality with that of the ordinary Citizen. There

was no denial of its claim to be a Family under

a Universal Father; there was a suspicion that

the Universal Father must be nearer to His chil-

dren than the city of Kome was, that he who

dwelt there must have taken a title which was

not his.

2. The prestige of that City had been great.

If a Universal Family was to succeed a Universal

Empire, and if there was to be an earthly Father

of that Universal Family, no one can wonder that

this should have been regarded as his proper throne.

The fall of It was startling then to hear that a Pope who had

specially exulted in his dignity, who had proclaimed

a triumphant fete to all Nations in the eternal city,

had been driven from that home by French Law-

yers, and that his successors had abandoned it for

Avignon. No amount of humiliation for a ser-

vant of God would have seemed strange to those

who read the Apostolic records; but humiliation

following such boasts as those of Boniface VIII.,

followed by such flagrant and open contempt of

Avignon. Morality as that displayed in the Court of Avig-

non, did startle the people of Europe, all the more

because they were beginning to recollect wliat

manner of men the early Ministers of the Church
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had been. It is impossible by any cold study of
^^J-

the past to measure what these scandals were to

those who were living among them, A number of

passages in our own literature as well as the letters

of Petrarch, who visited Avignon and felt the de-

parted glory of Rome, may help us in some faint

way to realise them.

3, Then came the greater and more amazing

scandal which is denoted by the name of the West- '^}}^
'' Western

ern schism. That was a battle between two and Schism.

three bad men—a battle waged with every spiritual

and every carnal weapon to decide which was the

Vicar of Christ, the father of the Universal Family.

"When the evil became intolerable, when every

nation was rent asunder by it, the University of

Paris by the mouth of Gerson and other illus-

trious doctors declared that the knot must be cut,

that a Council must be summoned, that it must

decree who were the pretenders to divine authority,

who was the appointed Judge and Dogmatist of

Mankind.

Every one must have felt the force of the

argument, that if such a Judge and Dogmatist

existed the pretension of a Council to be above him The pre-

tensions of

involved a strange contradiction. Gerson and his Councils.

friends were aware of the contradiction. They re-

solved to face it. Events for which they were not

responsible, which they could not control, had pro-

duced a state of things which was flagrantly mon-

strous. The remedy might be dangerous, the

disease must be fatal. Some have thought that

22—2
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Lect. nothing came out of the Councils which were sum-

— moned at that time except the murder of Huss, with

the justification which it afforded for the strifes be-

tween Emperors and Ecclesiastics, seeing that when

they were agreed it was to commit a scandalous

breach of faith, as the prelude to an enormous

crime. I should not undervalue that result since

I look upon Huss as a martyr for truth, as an

asserter of national righteousness against both the

What enemies of it. But the Councils produced other
came of

i • i
• p

the Coun- and Wider, it not more important consequences

than this. The reasonings in favour of their inter-

ference, and in opposition to it, forced the thought

I'he on Europe— ^' Popes then and Councils, these you
thoughts

.

"^

whichtheir 'think govcm the Universe, separately or together,
acts sug-

'as friendly or as hostile powers. The Holy Em-
'pire you suppose is meant to use its sword in

'obedience to them. You have deliberately, dis-

tinctly settled that God has left the earth to

'these rulers, that He takes no further charge of it.

'Then the Creed which you have taught us to

'utter, the Lord's Prayer which you give us indul-

'gences for repeating, clearly mean nothing. They

'are mockeries.' So men in many a shop and

household—in many a lonely monastery—were

beginning to speak. The speech might be deep

not loud ; it was the more perilous for that.

Conciu- 4. The principle of a Universal Family then

had maintained itself in the West under very

different conditions from those which we examined

in the last Lecture. It had not been merged in an

sion,
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Empire; Lad not generally been in alliance with ^^'^•

one. It had not shrunk before the Mahometan

proclamation ; it had defied that proclamation.

It had met the announcement of an Absolute Des-

pot in the Heaven with the assertion that there is

a union between Heaven and Earth in a Son of

God. All the order of the West had borne testi- pfti-^st
between

mony to this difference. There was no dead uni- 1^^^, ^^-"^
'' and West.

formity in Latin Europe though Churchmen had

tried to create one. Nations had started out of

the Family; the Church in each land had assumed

national characteristics. But it seemed that the

offspring must destroy that from which they had

sprung if the Family was ouly Latin; if it could

not really make good its claim to be universal. In

the midst of these doubts and speculations—when

the Father of the West was once again holding

an insecure seat in the old City—came the news

that the other City, the city of Constantino, was The crisis
J^

^

J '
for both.

ready to filL I alluded in my last Lecture to the

efforts of the West—feeble and dishonest efforts

—

to avert that fall. When it actually came Nicholas

v., a man of sincere purpose and high cultivation,

trembled for the whole of Christendom. Could

not he do something to repair the calamity? The

Greek and Latin Churches had never been able to

unite. Might not Greeks and Latins together

constitute a commonwealth of letters ; the first

brinfyino- the wisdom which was banished from its

original home; the second, through their spiritual

E-uler, diffusing human culture as they had once
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lect. diffused divine doctrine ? Dean Milman's clear his-
J^ V J..

torical instinct perceived in these thoughts of the

Pope, and in the events which issued from them,

the crisis of Latin Cliristianity. WJiat Christianity

was to succeed that we must consider in the next

Lecture.



LECTURE XVII.

THE UNIVERSAL AND THE INDIVIDUAL MORALITY
IN CONFLICT.

Nicholas V. was unlike his most eminent prede- lect.

TT T 1 • 11 XVII.
cessors. He did not aspire to convert barbarous

tribes like Gregory I. ; he did not dream of setting ^'^^"^^^

his foot on Kings like Gregory VII.; he did not

suppose that the world could be held together by

webs of policy like Innocent the Third. He did

not appreciate the Mediaeval divinity or philosophy,

or the speech in which they were exj^ressed. He
accepted the signs of the times. He mourned over

Constantinople as if it had been not the centre of a

doctrine or ecclesiastical government opposed to the

Latin, but as the centre of a culture by which Latins

might benefit. He did not tliink that old Pagan His aims

learning would unchristianise Christendom. He ^'^ °^^

'

hoped it might do much to humanize Christendom.

His aspirations—if they were of this kind—had

ultimately, it seems to me, a higher fulfilment than
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^^:y- he expected. Whether they were fulfilled during

his own century, by what is called the Renaissance

Admirers or the Revival of Letters, you will hear different
of the

^ .

Revival, judgments from persons eminently qualified by

their knowledge and ability to pronounce a judg-

ment. Mr Roscoe, himself a merchant, felt an

honourable sympathy with the Medicean Family,

believing that it had converted Trade from the pur-

suit of personal pelf into an instrument for civiliz-

ing Italy and Europe. Mr Hallam, uniting the

man of letters to the constitutional j)olitician, hailed

withjoy the time when students ceased to pore over

questions about the relation of words to things, and

busied themselves with the orators, poets, states-

men who had used words gracefully and effectually

to explain things and the relations of men to each

other. On the other hand, you will read in Mr
The wit- Browning's subtle and vigorous verse, in Mr Rus-
nesses OQ _

^
the other kiu's eloqucnt prose, many an exposure of the exter-
side.

nal affectations, of the inward heartlessness, of this

brilliant time. And if you turn from these native

critics to the patriots of Italy, you will hear still

more fervent denunciations of Medicean princes

and popes who trafficked with the liberty of Flo-

rence, and ratified a code of political morality that

debased their own land and all lands for more than

a century.

How we If you reflect on these testimonies and steadily
may learn •'^

_

"^

f, cm both, recognise the facts to which they appeal, you may
gain a lesson from tliem all; you will not be over-

powered by any of them. You will thankfully ac-
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knowledge what innumerable benefits we owe to ^'l{

Greek literature; how Greek art has taught us to

reverence the actual form and countenance of hu-

man beings; what a new impulse, what a sense of

common fellowship Philology has imparted to the
^^^^^H^

thoughts of men ; what treasures of political experi- it=arning.

ence are contained in the histories of the old

Nations. Without that movement of which I am

speaking, these gifts, and many that were to pro-

ceed from these, would have been hidden; the

schools must have persevered in working mines in

which gold had been found, in which little was

left but rubbish. But precious as it is to know

what men thought and what they were in the ages

before the existence of a Universal Family for

mankind was proclaimed—little as we can under-

stand what that proclamation means if we treat

these acres with indifference—it is impossible for Faisehooti~
^

^ of modern

Mr Browning or Mr Buskin to exaggerate the Paganism,

habit of lying which was diffused among culti-

vated men by their efforts to reproduce the manners

and tone of thinking in the old world. To call

sucli a revival of the past Progress, is surely to

indulo-e in the most ridiculous and the most mis-

chievous of fictions. No popular superstition was

really subverted; the people were encouraged to

amuse themselves with all delusions, the most im-

moral and destructive. The refined men—sanc-

tioninof them in their intercourse with the world at

large—had another set of superstitions older than

these with which they trifled ; not attaching any
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lect. meaning to them, liking them because they were
'

unreal. Nicholas V. had probably no anticipa-

tions of such a calamity. Some of his succes-

sors welcomed it and adapted themselves to it.

The Pope- Some of them resisted it, not in the interests of

Revival, morality but of their own paltry local ambition.

Alexander VI. strikes us as a monstrous figure

to stand at the end of the century of refinement and

revival; but Macchiavelli, a most competent eye-

witness, regarded him as the type of the princes

and the policy of his time. If Europe was some-

what startled by what it heard of his iniquities,

tliose wdio followed him exceeded other monarchs

in the lust of conquest, excelled all in intrigue.

From those whose main object was to win some

paltry principality issued the spiritual decrees,

the examples of spiritual wisdom and character

which the Universe was to obey and copy. For

Greece was Mahometan and America had been

discovered. The Pope who used the Sultan

to do murders for him, bade the most Catholic

The new mouarch take possession of the new world in
world.

Christ's name. What kind of life and govern-

ment the Spaniards would exhibit to those who had

worshipped the gods of Mexico and Peru, might be

conjectured from the authority under which they

conquered, from that specimen of life and govern-

ment which they deemed the most sacred and

divine.

But it is not possible to test the Morality of

an age by looking at its more glaring transactions.
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The DialoofLies of Erasmus lead us from the acts of i^^ct

. . .
XVII.

Emperors and Pontiffs, from the victories over a

Continent, to the inner Hfe of small circles of

ordinary men, not in some foregone time, but in the

very time which produced scholars of such ripe

culture, of such exquisite faculties, as Erasmus ^iie Dia-
' - ' logues or

himself A more brilliant and in another sense a Erasmus.

more dark picture than those dialogues give us

of a time '^in which prophets were prophesying

lies, and the priests bearing rule by their means,

and a people were loving to have it so,' it is

not easy to imagine. Practices which debased

Society—which lowered the heart and bewildered

the iuderments of individuals—come before us P^ p\°'
" *-> ture or

stamped with a holy sanction, recommended if^j'^'^^L

not enjoined as opiates or stimulants to the con- which they
^ ^ present.

science, submitted to— it might be with grum-

bling with a half sense of their vanity—but still

submitted to ; for what other schemes had an

equal chance of turning out useful hereafter?

And these pictures are not drawn by some pre-

judiced fanatic, by some rebel against the existing

order of things, by some malignant infidel. They

are sketched by a humourist remarkable for his clear

manly sense, by one who disliked innovations,

who thought Leo X. might restore the age, by

an earnest student of the Scriptures and of the

fathers. Erasmus suffered much from external

difficulties ; but he was not tormented by internal

struggles ; he had the temper of the revival ; he

was what was called then, and has been called
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Lect.
XV I

L

since, a Humanist rather than a Theologian. With

the dogmas of those days he had Httle quarrel

;

what he lays bare is its want of ordinary

Morality—social and individual.

No one, I think, proves more clearly to us that

a Reformation could not come from the quarter

Was Leo whence he looked for it. Leo X. might fully

manist? appreciate the jokes of Erasmus, might call him-

self a humanist, might claim, beyond all question,

to be one, if humanity consists in spending money

upon works of art. But if Humanity has a con-

nexion, as we sometimes fancy it has, with Man,

with his well-doinof and well-beinof, then Leo was not

a humanist; for on that particular creature he had

no leisure to bestow any thought, except so far as

it had a capacity of hewing stones out of a quarry

or of moulding them into certain shapes. Did

Erasmus sincerely hope that any one of the scan-

dals which he had charged other priests with pro-

moting would be checked by this Pope ? that it

would not receive his fullest imprimatur if it would

add a shilling to the treasury which he wanted for

the purpose of enriching his city or glorifying his

name? If the poor Scholar entertained such a

dream it was soon to be scattered.

Sale of In- 'Yi\Q storv of Lco's Sale of Induls^ences and of
dulgences.

^

"^
^ ...

the way in which Tetzel proclaimed it in Germany

has been told so often by authors writing in what

is called the Protestant interest, that it becomes

difficult to remember what profound moral in-

terests, concerning all nations and all men, were
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involved in it. To me it seems the most momen- ^^^^^

tons practical question ever presented to the con-

sideration of human beings ; one which never can

be obsolete, with which every Protestant of the

nineteenth century is engaged, not when he is

refutinof Romanists, but when he is examining his The Caicu-
<3 ' '-' lation on

own deeds and principles. The watchwords of which it

• • rested.

Luther may be repeated in England or Germany

by those who in spirit are on the side of Leo.

The maxim on which the Pope acted was this.

He assumed that men in his own age and in

every age must desire to escape the punish-

ment of the evil deeds of which their consciences

accused them, that for the chance of such an

escape they would be w^illing to pay much. If

there was a growing Scepticism about the papal

power as well as about all other invisible in-

fluences, that scepticism misrht be rather favourable General
' ^ ^ bcepticism

than damaofinof to an experiment grounded upon favourable
o '='

^

'-

_

*
_

^ to its suc-

an accurate calculation of the ordinary motives of cess,

human conduct. A general feeling of uncertainty

—a notion that all things may be true because

nothing is certain—leads men to make ventures

for objects which they feel would be desirable sup-

posing they were possible. There may be a hun-

dred blanks in a lottery, still the one prize temjDts

to a moderate, even an immoderate outlay. Popu-*

lar preachers could persuade the vulgar that the

promised pardon would be an effectual one in the-

courts above. Their rhetoric might not affect the

more educated, but would they grudge a sum
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Lect.
XVII.
Lect. -which might bring a reversion of profit to them-

selves, and which would be spent on the restora-

tion of St Peter's? Suppose the accomplished

All classes prelate had any missrivinffs—very likely he had
interested ^ ^ o o ./ ./

in securing noue—about SO obvious a method of raising
pardons

,

even at a fuuds, tlio oud to whicli tliev would be devoted
consider- .^ , .

able cost, iiiust havo soon comforted him. The event justi-

fied Leo's hopes. The age believed, as it had

been taught by the highest examples, that money

is the great power in the Universe. Crimes were

rife in all classes of Society. Princes and peasants

had an equal interest in getting them condoned.

They had a good chance ofeluding the vengeance of

the Law on earth—it was powerless enough in most

countries against ordinary thieves, still more a-

gainst feudal brigands. But might it not pursue

them into the other world ? Princes and Magis-

trates declared that they had no jurisdiction there;

that they could set aside no divine sentences. The

Pope said that he had jurisdiction there also ; that

he was endowed with powers to remit the divine

sentences. Tetzel declared there was no limit to

that power ; the papal treasury of pardons was

infinite. Were his hearers mad enough to refuse

the needful price for such a blessing ?

There was but one answer to these pretensions

that could be effectual. Was it a blessing which

induigen- j^qq offered ? Martin Luther declared that it was
ces de-

clared to not a blessing but a curse. For a man to escape
be a curse.

. „ , . .

from the punishment of his crimes was the worst

misery that could befal him. It would be worth
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while for any one to spend a fortune if it would Lect.

avert that misery. A man carries a plague of
"

evil about him, which goes forth in crimes against

his fellows. If he can be delivered from this

plague—from the guilt, the guile, by which his

conscience is tormented—if he can be made a right

man—that is the blessing of all blessings. That is

the blessing which he claims when he says, ' I

believe in the forsfiveness of sins.' Indulgfence, ^o'si^'^-
'--' o ' ness the

remission of penalties is saying to a man, ' There "pp^^^"^^ °f

^is no forgiveness for thy sins. They cannot be g^^°''-

'sent away from thee to Hell. They must go with

Hhee there.'

This was the spirit of the famous theses which

Luther fixed on the door of the Church at Witten-

beraf. If they are construed into a mere denial of^^^'^'^'''^" -^ Belief.

the Pope's power to do what he professed to do,

their moral force is lost ; their moral force and

with it their effect on the Society of Europe.

Luther as little asked God to let him escape from

the punishment of his wrong doings as the Pope.

He had asked for that gift in unutterable agonies.

He had found that it could not be wanted him.

What matter was it where he was, in Hell or

Heaven, if he was still the same ? But if He who
punished him was One in whom he might trust,

who punished him that he might cease to trust in

himself or to seek any good in himself—then indeed

he might enter into the freedom of a man ; the

accuser and tormentor who was alwa^^s near him

could be answered and overcome.

I
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Lect This was that faith of Luther which assuredly
XVII. _

_

^

did not seem to him a new one, introduced into

Europe or Germany by him in the i6th century.

Luther's jjg dcchired vehemently that it was the old Creed
recurrence •^

to the old of his fathers, that he wanted no lanofuas-e to ex-
Creed. ' ^ ^

press it in but that which had been current in

Christendom for centuries, that which children were

taught in their nurseries. To that Confession he

had had recourse in his own personal conflicts;

as he studied the Hebrew Psalms and the Epistles

of St Paul he had come to apprehend, in some

small measure, the meaning of it, though he never

expected to fathom its meaning. He was thorough-

ly sincere in these assertions, his whole heart was

thrown into them. Why then was he at vari-

ance with those who used this Creed, who declared

that it expressed what they believed and wished

all men to believe?

How he The first answer is, that they commanded men

separated to bclicve implicitly on the authority of others that

who re-°^^ which hc cxhortcd men to believe directly for them-
^^^ ^ ' selves. The belief in Christ he said was an escape

from his own opinions and from the opinions of

men. It was trust in One who could teach a man
better than all mortals could teach him, or than he

could teach himself The second answer which

is implied in the former is, that Luther claimed

for all men, even the most sinful, the right to

believe that they might become righteous; where-

as faith, as it was generally understood, was either

a necessity to which men must submit under dire
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penalties or a privilege which certain men might '^'^^'^•

exercise, if they had by previous discipline entitled

themselves to it. The third answer I have hinted

at in the title of this Lecture. A Universal faith,

a faith for the whole Church, for the whole human
family, might at times seem to Luther a great

gift. He might rejoice that he and his German
countrymen had inherited it. But the formula of

the Creed is '/ believe.' That was strictly Luther's The indi-

formula. He had fought for this faith in his closet, of Luther's

It had come to liim as his deliverance. He was

the champion of an individual life, an individual

Morality. He inaugurated a time in which indi-

vidual Morality was to engage in a very strange

kind of battle with that Morality which had asso-

ciated itself either with the Empire or the Pope-

dom. The nature of this conflict we should try to

understand ; then perhaps we may have some hope

that principles seemingly hostile will be reconciled

not by superficial agreements or hollow compro-

mises, but through a fuller discovery of that which

is involved in each of them.

Mr Clough sings in his remarkable ^wowrs ciough's

7 _-^ Poems,
de Voyage, Voi. n.

p. 304.

Luther they say was unwise; like a half taught German, he

could not

See that old follies were passing most tranquilly out of re-

membrance
;

Leo the Tenth was employing all efforts to clear out abuses,

Jupiter, Juno and Venus, Fine Arts, and Fine Letters, the

Poets,

Scholars and Sculptors and Painters were quietly clearing away

the

23
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Lect. Martyrs and Virgins and Saints, or at any rate Thomas Aquinas

:

'__ He must forsooth make a fuss, and distend his huge Witten-

The Ger- burg luno-s, and

mentor
' Bring back Theology once yet again in a flood upon Europe

:

of the Gods Lo you, for forty days from the windows of Heaven it fell; the

desses.
Waters prevail on the earth yet more for a hundred and fifty

;

Are they abating at last % the doves that are sent to explore are

Wearily fain to return at the best with a leaflet of promise,

Fain to return as they went to the wandering wave-tost vessel,

Fain to re-enter the roof which covers the clean and the unclean.

Luther they say was unwise; he didn't see how things were

going.

So many have said, and more have thought;

the description is vivid, dramatic, and suggestive.

Leo's mythology is admirably contrasted with Lu-

ther's theology ; the popularity of the first in its

own age and later ages with the cruel German

deluge by which it was for awhile overwhelmed. If

Jupiter, Juno and Yenus, the fine letters and fine

arts, had only shewn a man how he could have a

clear conscience the deluge might have been averted.

The dove will go out of the Ark and return again

and again, now, as of old, without much avail, if she

Luther not can bring no leaflet of promise to that. Yet I would

cerned"^ not liavo you suppose that the individual Conscience

individual alouo was benefited by this flood. He who 'em-

sdence. ploycd all oflorts to clear out abuses' sanctioned as

the Yicar of Christ an abuse which struck at the

The Pope root of all national law. If he could sell indul-

o/iiaw!^
^^ gences, he could make void the efforts of States-

men and Legislators ; he could teach the people to

think that there was no sanctity in any prohibi-

tions. Those who defied them might be exposed to
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present risks ; every robber and murderer of course i^^^ct.

incurred risks in the pursuit of his business. But

it was merely that; a higher authority could set

him free from future risks ; could secure him against

much more serious contingencies than any to which

he was liable if he were clumsy or unlucky enough

not to evade human justice. From that hour to

the present every organised society has experienced

this peril; the papal dominions most. Can you Nations

wonder that Nations should be thankful to Luther, interested

the theologian, for proclaiming that the doctrine former's

of Indulgences is not divine but devilish ?
^™ ^^

"

I am illustrating a maxim which I announced

in an earlier part of these Lectures when I point

out this sign of fellowship between the individual

and the national Morality; when I say that

Luther vindicated the one because he vindicated

the other. It is a confirmation of that truth But not

not an exception from it, to say that when the in the

teaching of Luther gave birth to a Lutheran Sect mentof
O'l 1 (?• ' 1 ^ ^ • I Protestant

or bociety, much contusion was introduced into sects.

States and Nations, a new element of discord among

men. Just because Luther proclaimed again the

'^I believe"—just because all his discoveries in

theology were the discoveries of an individual man

—realising truth for himself before he announced

it to his fellows—the effort of putting: these dis- The indi-
•- ° vidual

coveries into shapes and moulds for the purpose faith also
'

\ .

^ ^ suffered

of argument against opponents, still more for the from them,

purpose of testing the allegiance of disciples, led to

the most unsatisfactory results. It seemed more

2.3—2
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^I^j
and more as if those who called themselves Re-

formers could not unite, as if their symbols of

fellowship were in fact symbols of division. The

States which were most disposed to accept the

news that the Bishop of Rome had no commis-

sion to rule over their kings or set aside their laws

—which felt that they must assert this liberty and

struggle for it to the death—yet suffered exceed-

ing inconvenience and mischief from the dogmatic

temper of the Reformers ; from their inability to

The Re- couteut themsclves with the old Creed which

can neither Luther valucd SO dcarly, or to frame one from
be content i*iii ii , ^ ^ ct
with the which there would not be a number ot dissen-

nor devise ticut volccs amoug thcmselves. So although the
a new one.

circumstances of Germany and its princes obliged

the Lutheran divines to frame the confession of

Augsburg—though the men who were chiefly

concerned in the composition of it were both learned

and moderate—it could not become a uniting bond

for Christendom; it was not one for the Reformers

in Switzerland or for England or even Germany.

The most powerful monarch in the world found

himself embarrassed in every one of his dominions

by the tumult which a Saxon Monk, the son of a

miner, had raised. As chief of the Electors of

Perpiexi- Germany Charles V. found himself in conflict with
ties of

^

"^

Charles V. Rrinccs who supported Luther. In the towns of
inGer-

^ ,

^^
many, Hg iiativc Flaiidcrs he saw the infection spreadinaf
riandera,

i
*,

and Italy, amoug tradesmen, even among nobles. The re-

ligious troubles interfered with his plans in Itaty,

made his relations with the Pope contradictory
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and hypocritical. Francis could intrigue with the xvn
Protestant subjects of Charles, though he was

bent upon crushing Protestantism among his own.

Even in his hereditary kingdom the most Catho- The catho-

lic Monarch of Spain and the Indies could notpionnot

be sure that there was not a leaven of disaffection hc mod-

at work, or that he had any power to expel it.

'

But in Spain the armour was to be forged for resist-

ing the Peformers which its ruler did not possess.

When you hear of the Jesuits you think of a The Soci-

society diffused through all parts of the globe, jesus.

exercising a mysterious influence everywhere. The

impression is a true one. I wish to shew you how

true it is; how strictly they belong to the subject

of Social Morality with which we are occupied.

But that I may prove my right to speak of them

I must leave Society for the lonely chamber of a its foun-

wounded knight, a knight who was exchanging the strlg-

the dreams of love and conquest for real struggles fnd^v*idu5.

with his own soul. Very unlike the birth and educa-

tion of Luther and Loyola were ; directly contrast-

ed the results at which they arrived. Yet there

was this resemblance between them. Neither

was occupied with dogmas, or opinions, except

accidentally. Both were occupied with the pro-

blems of their own being. Both owed their power

to exercises through which they passed in hours

when no eye but God's was upon them. They had

this further resemblance. Both spoke much of

death; not of a death to take place at a certain

hour when the body should cease to breathe, but
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lect. of a present death ; a death which a man enters, as

the caterpillar becomes a chrysalis before it emerges

into a butterfly. The anguish of this death each

might describe in his own way, the Spaniard with

not less intense conviction of its necessity than the

Loyola's German. But here begins the difference between

Death ; tliom to wliich all others were subordinate. Luther

Resurrec- deemed the death an accursed state, out of which

the man by trusting in a Deliverer arose a new

creature. Loyola held that the disciples of Jesus

were not faithful to Him, unless, by all their stu-

dies and meditations they produced this death and

The result clierished it when it was produced. What would

former, ab- 1)6 tlio fruit of this proccss ? The individual being

mission to slaiu the Socioty became all in all. The member
ociey. ^£.^ j^^^ nothing to hinder him from paying the

most absolute submission to its commands. "What-

ever it bade him do, he would do.

The Soci- What it bade him do ;—but was there no one

tr^senTed! to give the 'it' a living personal force? Were men
to obey an abstraction? Loyola had no such idle

fancy. Beginning in romance he had become

sternly practical. Of course the decrees of the

Church must come through the Pope ; of course

the notion of resisting him which the Reformers

had encouraged—pretending their duty to obey a

higher authority—must be dismissed as a mere
The Pope device of self-will. But the Pope himself thousfh
and the ^

' ^
Superior, very Valuable as an expression of authority that

might be exerted, of decrees that miglit be issued

through Christendom, was too apt not to exert
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authority, not to issue decrees; even to use his -^'y^'^'

authority first on one side then on another, to issue

contradictory decrees. For a practical man Hke

Ignatius Loyola the Church of other days was by

no means a complete or satisfactory Society. The

Society of Jesus must compensate its deficiencies. The Socie-

_
ty of Jesus

The Superior of that Society must be obeyed as oversha-

the Pope had never been. The members of the CathoUc

Society must present such models of individual

death, of purely social vitality, as the members of

the Church certainly did not present.

How dangerous such a Society might become

to the one which it was created to protect, many of

the Popes who witnessed its vast progress were pain-

fully aware. They made their dislike of it evident; Some of

they used the old orders against the intruder. But rebel.

the Jesuits became mightier and mightier. They

could gather the most enterprising and devoted

spirits about them; they could invade countries

which the Church had not subdued; they could

reach the lowest and the highest in all lands; their

three instruments, the pulpit, the school, and the

Confessional, were reclaiming women, children, and

men from the Protestant sects, were bringing them

under the yoke of the Papacy. Could it afford to But in

disown such services? Could it deny that a new

machinery had been invented exactly fitted to cope

with the temper of the times, because it was ready

to discard as well as to defend the habits and

maxims of an earlier time?

It was indeed a Society which Ignatius Loyola
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lect had called into existence. If a Society reaches its
XVII.

_ _ ....
perfection when the life of the individual is crushed

it may be called the Society of the Universe.

Loyola the Nouo that preceded it did, none that are to

NaSs follow it I suspect will compass this end so com-

Jrikfngiy pletely. Framers of philosophical Systems may
national,

^^^ ^j^^ samo objcct beforc them ; their means of

realising it look very feeble and contemptible by

the side of those which the Spaniard of the six-

teenth century called into play. We must not

forget that he was a Spaniard of the sixteenth

century. Though his disciples penetrated into all

lands—made themselves familiar with all classes

in all lands—though no order had done so much

to break down the distinction of Nations, still the

The Em- image of Spain was stamped upon their acts, still
pirG of

Spainmoreit was at Icast as mucli the dominion of Spain as

Rome pro- of Homo that they were extending. That might

the jesuTt not bo the case in the following century; but while

Philip II. reigned, the Jesuit principle—the Jesuit

resolution to crush individual life—was paramount

in the mind of the Monarch, paramount in every

plan which was directed against the insurgents of

Holland, against the Huguenots of France, against

the Queen of England. The skill of generals, the

discipline of armies, the craft of monarchs, all these

would have been ineffectual if Ignatius had not

taught men to regard death—not physical but moral

death—as the highest result at which the most

devout men, by persevering struggles and by divine

grace, could arrive. Men who knew nothing of
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the exercises of Ignatius^ men worn out with self- ^kjt.

indulgence—exhausted by fruitless efforts to de-

termine which of diflerent opinions was the least

improbable—having tried all the resources of self-

will—heard with delight that their highest duty Popularity

was to abandon the search for truth, the dream suicide re-

of finding any illumination respecting the divine eci by the

purposes. Only by submitting to the judgment

and the will of a fellow-creature could they ob-

tain the slightest satisfaction of their discontent.

When they had submitted, it would vanish away.

Was this a hard death to die? Multitudes in that

day, multitudes in all days since, have said that

none was so easy, that it was like the death of the

philosopher in the bath, the veins slightly opened,

the blood trickling quietly away. And then how

quickly the rewards of this death follow! You have

not to wait for them in a future state. All goes

on so pleasantly here. Give yourself into the

keeping of one who has a right to direct you and

how tranquilly business may be done and leisure

enjoyed!

If the word Faith was Luther's, Obedience was character

Loyola's. Grand names both. I put the last obedience.

first when I spoke of a Father's Authority as the

foundation of Domestic Morality; I have put it

first also in speaking of the Universal Morality;

since I have said that the Will of the Father in

Heaven, the Obedience of the Son, takes precedence

of other principles in the Revelation of Christ.

But you will have observed that this is not the
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lect. Obedience which Loyola enjoined. The domestic

relation has nothing to do with the Society of

Jesus; the Universal Relation, however essential

as a dogma, just as little. The obedience which it

exacts is to a Superior. The Pope is the Superior

The beUef expanded and weakened. Thus the belief in Pa-

Authority ternal Authority, which is expressed in the Creed

m j"esuit- of Christendom, after struggling for centuries
ism.

with the acknowledgment of a visible Latin

Father whose authority consisted in his right

to say what men should think and believe, re-

ceived its greatest shock from Jesuitism. So far

as the principle of this Society penetrated the

minds and hearts of men, the Pope's dominion no

longer presented even the faint image of this au-

thority. But more effectually than ever it helped

to make the Lord's prayer unintelligible. "When

you hear of Jesuit obedience you must keep this

Yet it distinction in your minds. It must not be for-

an authori- gottou, ou tho otlicr hand, that the Jesuit had a

theLii- power which the Lutheran did not possess. The

wanted, first Started from a higher ground. One spoke

of the solitary creature in her weakness and evil

flying to a Deliverer; the other began with a call

on all men for submission to a Ruler, who, if not

absolutely omnipotent, yet appeared to represent

omnipotence on earth. If some felt intensely

their need of such an emancipation as the German

spoke of, there were far more who felt that they

and all their neighbours needed government ; was

not the Spaniard's message then one for them ?
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No! answered another voice; the voice not of ^^?^-

a German, of a Spaniard, but of a Frenchman ;

'just because 3^ou demand a Ruler, an absolute caivin

'Omnipotent Ruler
;
just because each nation re- ifoyoL

'quires such a Ruler and each man, you cannot

*be content with the rule of the Pope; you must

'renounce that rule utterly and for ever; you

'must pronounce it accursed and hateful. The

'Pope's Church is no Church. God Himself is

'building His Church, is calling us into it. We
'stand upon His election. He can make us know

'what that is. We want no other.' So spoke

John Calvin ; and numbers in France, in Holland,

in Scotland listened to his words. The wars in what Lis

France were wars of the Calvinistical principle effected.

against the Catholic. The deliverance of Holland

from Spain was the work of Calvinists. The for-

mation of the Scotch nation and the overthrow of

Mary Stuart was the doing of men possessed by

the Calvinistical conviction. A Principle which

produced consequences so mighty, that which was

the counteracting force to the Jesuit force, must

demand the earnest attention of the Social Mo-

ralist. Without it Social Morality would, as I

think, be feeble and imperfect.

In his Essay on Milton, Lord Macaulay dwelt

with a young man's eloquence on the power of

this faith, as it was exhibited in the lives of the

English Puritans. In his mature years he illus-

trated it far more strikingly in the character of

Wilham the III., the central figure in his history.
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Lect Xhe records of our civil war and of the Revolu-
A. V 11.

tioii which conckided them are, as he felt, unin-

telligible, if we treat with indifference the belief

in an Unchangeable Personal Will which not only

governs the course of events, but which, first of

all, chooses out individual men to fulfil its pur-

CromweU poses. The strength of Cromwell, Mr Carl^'le has

iiamiii. shewn us, lay in the conviction that he was a

called and elected man ; the strength of each man
in his host depended mainly on the sense of his own

vocation to be there for death or for life. What
was true in the followino- oreneration was true of

those whom William the Silent gathered about him,

was true of those who were inspiredby the preaching

of Knox. The teacher whose name they all rever-

Ciivina enced was a great dogmatist. He had the love of

SSltizer. system which belongs to Frenchmen; he had no

impatience of the fetters of Latin when he was

most opposing himself to the Church which had

But his consecrated that tongue to its service. But his

was not in dogmas, liis systcmatic gifts, his Latin lore,

""'•" ^^' however they might be prized by his disciples,

would have stirred no armies to battle, no people

to rebellion. A livinsf God hio-her than all doo-mas

and sj'Stems was heard, not by the schoolman,

but by the hard-handed seller of cloth, by the

rough ploughman, speaking in no school tongue to

him, bidding him rise and fight with himself, with

monarchs, with devils. The Jesuit told him that

his salvation hereafter depended on his submission

to the decrees of the Pope and the Church. Let
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the soldiers of PhilijD and Alva 3'ield to those ^^^:y-

threats. He dared not. He must defy them.

What were the Pope, or the Church, to him ? The war a

They were fighting against the God who had one.

called him out of death to life.

In such a warfare there could be no compro-

mise and little compassion upon either side. My
heart and soul sympathise with those who were

engaged against Alva and Philip. I hold as much
as any one can, that they were struggling for free-

dom to act, and think, and live ; for the right to be

men. I hold that unless that right had been as-

serted, the meaning of the words mercy and justice

would have been lost for us who have followed.

But I dare not pretend that except in rare in-

stances wliere feelings derived from other sources

modified those which were characteristically theirs,

they did or could display those virtues towards

their enemies. To stamp out Papists as enemies of The Cai-

vinists

God was, they deemed, their vocation. They did give no

not differ from the early soldiers of Islamism in and ask for

that respect. They were both equally Icono-

clasts, both equally destroyers of those wliom they

accounted worshippers of Images.

Since I did not scruple to speak of soldiers

of the Crescent as witnesses for a Truth, against

which the Imperialism of Constantinople with all

its surface Christianity could maintain no perma-

nent contest, you will not suppose that I can with-

hold my homage from those who regarded Christ

as their supreme Lord. John Knox, we are
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^^<g.- told, died with the Apostles' Creed on his lips,

wishinar that those about him could understand it

as he did at that moment. He had always rebutted

with indignation the charge that he worshipped

a mere Sovereign instead of an essentially Right-

eous Being. Perhaps when he was leaving the

earth the name of Father which he had pro-

nounced so often came before him with a new

vitality, deepening and expanding his thoughts of

a supreme Will. It was not to be expected that

he or his followers, whilst they were in the midst

of a deadly struggle, should suppose that this

Name had anything to do with those who hated

The nega- them and whom they hated. When the struggle

their faith was over, whcu the Calvinists settled down in

overThT" HoUaud or Scotland as dominant ecclesiastical
posi ive.

i^Q^i'gg^ Qj. elsewhere as organised sects, the dog-

matic and nesfative elements of their belief

almost inevitably became predominant over those

which had a quickening and inspiring influence on

The Lord's them in the sixteenth century. They suffered

comes for tbcir cliildrcu and men in general to say the
them either t- i > t-. -i , •

,

• i

exclusive Lord s Prayer ; but it was m an unreal sense
;

ery!
^^'^

they would have done more honestly to forbid it

altogether.

In speaking of the Lutheran, the Jesuit and the

Calvinist, I have alluded to Germany, to Spain, to

France, to Holland, and Scotland; only by acci-

dent, in connection with the Puritans and William

of Orange, to England. For England, under the

Tudor Princes, exhibits an aspect of the struggle
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between the Universal and the Individual Morality ^^ct.

which is peculiar, and sliould not be confounded

with what we read of elsewhere, though the pheno- circum-

„ stances of

mena here can never be understood apart irom England.

those on the Continent. Through all the Planta-

genet period the strongest princes were maintain-

ing a national position against the claims of the

Pope to universal dominion. The issue upon The Na-
*•

1 T T
tional

which the controversy turned, was the dependence King and

of the Clergy on the native Sovereign or on the versai

foreign Bishop. There were Beckets among the

native Clergy ; there were such men as the Bishop

of London whom he excommunicated; insurgents

against royalty in the name of the Pope and the

Universal Church; servants of the King in the

name of the National Church. In the reign of

Henry III. the suspicion of Poman ascendancy

and of its supporters the Friars became strongly

developed among certain of the Clergy. It grew

as the national language grew. It became asso-

ciated with a vehement protest on behalf of in-

dividual morality under Wycliife ; of individual WycUffe

morality united with domestic morality. The

Friars were denounced as the foes of practical

honesty, even of chastity. The prelates were

denounced as luxurious and simoniacal. Under

the Lancastrian princes the Wycliffites lost their The LoI-

sympathies with the royal power; the monarchs national,

united with the prelates to persecute them; the

prelates in recompense paid homage to the Sove-

reigns and submitted to many restraints upon
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lect. intercourse with Rome. The abominations of the

Ecclesiastical Courts vexed people of all classes

;

the Monasteries were suspected of indolence and

of various crimes; there were cries for Reforma-

tion; for a political Reformation, for a moral

Reformation. The right of the people to a Bible

was proclaimed as it had been ever since Wycliffe's

days; it was denied more vehemently than ever

when it was seen that the Bible would be ac-

cepted, not as a document for other ages, but as

a message to that time about its evils. The rage

which Henry VIII. conceived against Luther

arose from the belief that he was stirring up the

people against their rulers, civil as well as eccle-

The Sove- siastical. The renunciation of the papal authority
reign and . p .

the Ee- by the same Henry was not merely the gratification

beginning of a private indulgence; it was prompted by the

stand each instlucts of ail Euglisli Sovcreigu determined to

assert his own position, able to assert it more

completely than his predecessors had done. For

a large portion of his peoj^le went with him,

hailing him as their representative ; a large por-

The fruit tion of the most zealous, learned, youthful of his

giish not a Clergy went with him, feeling that he would

ment. deliver them from the power which had granted

indulgences, which interfered with direct faith,

which exalted itself into the place of the highest

Will. That is to say, the intensely individual feel-

ings to which Luther and Calvin had appealed co-

operated with the old national feelings of English-

men, and accepted the Sovereign as their cham-
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pioTi. When they did not, when they simply Lect.

proclaimed themselves Protestant, King Henry

persecuted them; he had no notion of allowing

sects in his Kingdom. On the same principle '^®
"^"J^*^

hough to an opposite effect, Edward VI. claimed *^'^^encies

the land as Protestant, and persecuted Komanists ; Tudor
period

whatever is not national must be put down, was the National
not Catho-

maxim of both. When Mary gave herself up to Hc

the Spanish alliance, when she besought the Pope

to accept her again as his subject, the Protestants

were treated as rebels ; they must be punished as

the Christians under the Poman Empire were pu-

nished. They endured as those Christians endured.

The refusal to acknowledge the supremacy of the

Pope was for them what the refusal of sacrifice

to the image of the Emperor had been for the

former. They looked up to the Christ whom they

had confessed in the Creed to preserve them from

reverence to His vicar at Pome. But it must

be said, at the same time, that they were not

like the Martyrs of the olden time, maintaining

the reality of a Family for all nations. They The

were doing a work, it seems to me, as necessary; sufferers.

testifying for the sacredness of their nation's life,

testifying for the relations of the family against

those who were undermining them in the interest

of a society boasting to be spiritual and universal.

I cannot think our. gratitude to them can ever

be exaggerated, but it should be placed on its

right ground; their influence on subsequent his-

tory will then be fairly appreciated.

24
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^:^^ In the next reign England was brought face

The Eliza-
^^ ^^^® With Spain and the Jesuits. They laboured

bethanage. more to ovorthrow our Queen and Nation than

to effect any of their purposes. They felt that

for this end all contrivances were lawful. Num-
bers were ready to risk death themselves if they

might inflict it on Elizabeth. This discipline, I

Benefits conccive, was exceedingly salutary to us. That
England Qur Statesmen were led to commit a number of
derived

from the falsclioods in contendinof against falsehoods : that
conflict .

.

with Philip in such experiments they had generally the bless-

Jesuits. ing of being outwitted; that the Queen was per-

plexed and vacillating in her own humours

;

that the Clergy in their eagerness to be national

often crushed the witness for a Universal Family,

which amidst all contradictions the Romanists

were bearingf—often crushed the witness for in-

dividual life which amidst all contradictions the

Puritans in their own body were bearing; that

they were sometimes slavish in their devotion to

Koyalty, sometimes arrogant in asserting their

own prerogatives; this I am far from denying.

But somehow, through the errors of all parties

and by means of them all, England was learning

a lesson practically which the latest school of

French Philosophy is attempting to teach theo-

retically; that there are two bodies needful for

the good order of every State, one a governing,

one an educational body; that if the last assumes

the province of the first it must fail, that if the

first assumes the province of the last it must fail;
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that they must work co-ordinately if the nation is
J^J"-

not to become feeble throusfh want of external law

or of internal life. The distinctness and co-opera- The Union

tion of these two factors of national existence and state;

we comoionly express by the phrase, 'Union of reality or

Church and State,' which may be abused to many
w°at^ch-

sectarian purposes and receive many perverse inter-
^°^'^'

pretations, but which, when it has been purified

of the baser elements that have mingled with

it, will be found, I think, to express the secret

of English stability. We should as frankly ac-

knowledge—for history demands the confession

—

that unless the individual election of the Calvinist,

the protest for Universality by the Komanist,

had worked continually by the side of this national

principle—each threatening at times to extinguish

it—a habit of feeble compromise, of insincere pro-

fession, of satisfaction with mere negatives, would

have prevailed both among our Churchmen and

Statesmen. They are reminded by the presence Has not

of those who ridicule their fellowship or con- dent for

demn it as wicked, that they can only prove though tU

it to be good for anytliing by shewing that ont"^

it gives a higher tone to Statesmanship, a more

practical direction to the thoughts and acts of the

Churchmen. Not producing these fruits it carries

within it fatal signs and seeds of dissolution.

Oftentimes the Union of Church and State is

represented in very different language to this.

It is supposed that the State, requiring the aid

of a spiritual Society, provides the funds for its

24—2
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Lect use without which its operations would be in-

effectual. Dogmas of this kind seem to me
The State strikingly at variance with history. The Uni-

uponthe versal Church instead of suffering from want of
riches of

theChurch, funds, has bccn in perpetual danger from the

author of overflow of them ; its rulers have been continually
^™' tempted to turn them to their own account. In

different lands the cry of Simony and Extortion

has been raised against its teachers; the most

notorious acts of States—especially of our State

—have been designed to hinder the accumulation

of revenues in ecclesiastical hands, to prevent the

misappropriation of them. Sometimes this has

been done honestly and beneficially; sometimes

injuriously, because the State has thought that

only outward and material enjoyments were of

any worth to its subjects. Even in such instances

the spiritual body may have derived great good

from the lesson; its guides may have been led to ask

themselves whether they do not exist to testify that

outward and material interests are not the most

important of all to a Nation; and therefore that

Money cannot be their chief agent. There may
often be much insincerity in the taunt that rich

Churchmen profess to derive their lineage from

poor fishermen. But we cannot afford to dis-

pense with the admonition, be it sincere or insin-

cere. For Money, as we learn from the instance of

Leo X., does very easily commend itself to men in

ecclesiastical positions and at a time of high civili-

zation as the good thing, which all Morality may
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be sacrificed to obtain. If Statesmen remind us Lect.

with a sneer that the Universal Family was estab-

lished in the world by men who did not count that

which they had as their own, we must not dispute

or qualify the assertion, I cannot believe that there The

will be a true Universal Morality which does not may be

in some way give effect to that principle, or a true est SSesa

National Morality which does not reconcile it with agabst

the possession and administration of Property in woSp.
the hands of individuals.

The subject which I have been considering The great

1 • T 1 • 1 J.
puzzle of

throughout this Lecture suggests this puzzle to the age.

us continually. The Individual and National

Morality bore a noble protest against the Money

Worship of the Church which professed to be Uni-

versal. That was the beginning of the protest, and

never ceased to give it vitality. But individuals

and Nations are the conservators of property;

they cannot shew us any human basis for Society

which can prevent Property from being accepted

as the basis of it. Where is this human basis to

be souo-ht for? Who can tell us of it?

These questions began to occupy men's minds

when the weary battles between Pomanism and

Protestantism, which the i6th century had called

forth, were approaching to a close.



LECTURE XVIII.

ATTEMPTS TO DEDUCE THE PRINCIPLES OF
HUMAN MORALITY FROM OBSERVATIONS ON
HUMAN NATURE.

Lect. I COME now to the seventeenth and eio-hteenth
XVIII.

. . .

^

centuries of the Christian sera. What lessons have
The new , . j -i i i i

age. these centuries contributed to our enquiry concern-

ing the basis of Human or Universal Morality?

I believe that we owe them much precious in-

struction. And when I say we owe it to therifiy

I mean to teachers in those centuries who differed

altoofether from each other, who seemed as if

they existed to confute each other. I think each

of them has told us something which he had

ascertained for himself; I think he has left us

the task of considering how it is possible to recon-

cile the principle which seemed to him all sufficient

with principles which he rejected as untenable.

That we may see from what point the philoso-

phers of those centuries started, I must recall to

vou some of the observations which I made in

the last Lecture.
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We found ourselves encountered by a strange Lect.

paradox. The men, women and children in all

parts of Christendom were repeating still—as tliey Problem.

who went before them had repeated—a Creed

which implied the belief of a Divine Humanity

;

a Prayer which implied that all men had a Father

in Heaven. The most eminent Christian Teachers, The Sects

_ ... abandon

Lutheran, Jesuit and Calvinist adhering to these the search

n . . ... ^o'' ^i^y

forms, inculcating them on their disciples, yet solution

amidst all diiferences seemed to agree on this one

point, that Humanity was not divine, that the

majority of men could not call God their Father.

It seemed as if they had arrived at this conclusion

in spite of efforts against it. Luther felt intensely

that what was true for himself, a sinner, must be

true for all however they had sinned. Yet by

degrees Lutheranism came to mean that certain

blessings had been conferred on men who were

more conscious of evil than others, and who

therefore exercised more faith than others. The

Consciousness and the faith, by whatever tests

they were to be ascertained, cut them off from

the rest of mankind. Loyola assuredly wished

to raise a standard against sectarian divisions, to

vindicate the existence of a Universal Society.

Yet to be what he would have them be, men
must lose all the individuality which appeared to

be the very characteristic of men as distinguished

from the animals. Calvin would arouse them

to the intensest sense of individual existence.

God's voice was going forth for the very purpose
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lect. of arousing them. But since few seemed to re-

cognise it, Calvin resolved that the majority of

men must be in an outcast condition; those who

were saved were exempted from the lot to which
Yet men their hliid was devoted. So Ions: as the common
and women ^
feel them- Crccd was adopted, there was a powerful coun-
selves

^ _

^

obliged to teraction to all these conclusions; those who were
adopt oue
in the most camcst in their convictions were generally

of life. least embarrassed by the conclusions, least scrupu-

lous about contradictinof themselves to avoid them.

For they believed in that which was above logic;

grasping the premises, they could conceive that

the deductions represented the feebleness of their

intellects. But as sects and schools formed

themselves, the deductions were found more man-

ageable than the premises. They could be ex-

pressed much more distinctly in formulas; they

were much more convenient for the rhetorician

as well as the disputant. By degrees both of

these had plentiful scope in maintaining or refut-

ing diflferent modifications of the conclusions which

the experience of life seemed to suggest ; modifi-

cations hard to justify by reasoning, but eagerly

adopted by the affections, always shaking the

stability of the general dogmas, always welcomed

for the comfort which they afibrded in individual

cases. Men of strong hard understandings flung

them aside with scorn and indignation ; the feebler

and more feminine clung to them in spite of all

difficulties.

Such confusions and contradictions were to be
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observed in all circles and schools where these lect.
xviii.

questions were discussed; they could not escape

the attention either of students or practical poli- The

ticians. They must find some foundation for a undertaken

common morality; one which should serve the sophers.

wants of men irrespective of their schools and sects.

They assumed on the authority of the sects and

schools themselves, that their Creeds were not

human, not meant for mankind. They would con-

duct their investigations therefore without refer-

ence to any theological maxims. What maxims

should they substitute for these ?

The name of Bacon stands before that of all Bacon.

Ensrlishmen in the beo^innina; of the seventeenth

century. He had predecessors in Italy and Ger-

many who may deserve honour greater than his

for their actual discoveries in the world of Nature

;

who certainly endured persecutions for them from

which he was exempt. But no one so deliberately His Mo-

undertook the task of explaining how investiga- higphysks.

tions in Nature should be conducted; what in

former days had hindered the success of them.

No one having himself had a large political ex-

perience, being the most acute of writers on

Morals, expressed so strong a conviction that

there was a securer method of testing the facts

of Nature than any which could be applied to

the facts of human life. If he had been indiffer-

ent about these—if he had not employed immense

diligence in fixing the relations of History, Ethics,

Jurisprudence to each other, and in providing for
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^ECT. tijg more effectual study of them—his manifest

preference for the other kind of search—his greater

hopefuhiess for it—would have made less impres-

His con- g^Qj^ Qjj ]^jg readers. As the weight of the Lawyer's
tempt of o ^

the studies and Statesman's disappointments and errors was
in winch he ^

excelled, thrown luto the physical scale, all that he had

known, all that he had been, seemed to testify

for the maxim which he asserted in the preface

to his Instauratio Magna, that the ambition of

finding a Moral Science had led to the fall of

Man, that only Natural Science was innocent.

The form which this remark took shewed how

familiar Bacon was with the modes of thinking

which prevailed among theologians; he had more

interest in Theology, more knowledge of it,

than most who passed for learned divines; he

never evinced the least dissent from the Creed

Theological of his couutrv, rather a very firm allegiance to
idols and "^

'

.

"^ ^
.

all others it. Yot no ouo spoko with greater warmth against
cast down.

. n ^

the theological notions, especially as to nnal causes,

which had disturbed the study of Nature; no

one took such pains to warn divines that they

must not bring their theories and preconceptions

into the investigation of facts. Theories and

preconceptions of all kinds must be sedulously

banished from that investigation. Men must be

continually on the watch against the mixture of

the habits of their own mind, whether particular

or general, belonging to them as individuals or as

human beings, with the objects which they were

contemplating. The main business of one who
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traced out an experimental method—a method
^^111

for ascertaining the meaning of facts—was to ex-

plain where these habits were likely to intrude

themselves, and how the errors to which they

gave rise might be corrected.

That lessons so elaborate as these, proceedincy He pro-
• "-' motes phy-

from such a man, should have mven a c^reat im- sicai en-

, .
quiries; he

pulse to the ^innocent' studies which he com- cannot
deter men

mended by precept and example, was surely to from moral

. 1111 1 enquiries.

be expected. It might also have been expected

that an age busy with a number of political ex-

periments, occupied with many moral experiments,

should not desert them, even if they were of the

same character with those which produced the

fall. Men would not be persuaded even by the

ablest arguments that they ought to despair of

knowing themselves, or even tliat such knowledge

was not of primary importance to them. But

might they not seek for that knowledge in the

way which Bacon had declared to be most effec-

tual for obtaining a knowledge of the external

world? They had those reasons to which I have But the
'^

^ ^
moral en-

alluded for concluding that theologians who had quiiies

begin to

been so troublesome in Physics would give no assume a

help in this region. To follow the teaching of the character.

Novum Organum they must also detach themselves

and their own modes of thinking from these inves-

tigations. How could that be done when they

were the subjects of the investigation'? There

must be a Human Nature; a Nature belonging

to all men, not to one as distinct from another, not
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lect. to Englishmen more than Frenchmen or Germans.

This might be set apart and looked at, just as

Nature, much as the nature of flowers or stones. Con-

clusions might be established respecting it and

then applied to particular cases.

The students who were engaging in Bain's

spirit and according to his method in physical

investigation, would perhaps have wondered that

the Moralists and Politicians who derived hints

from the same source should apply them so differ-

Tbeas- ently. They hdidi. learnt to dread generalities; to
aumpttou

. .

of such a fix their thoughts on particulars; to make their
Nature not . i « i

Baconian, experiments on these; to discover laws m these.

Their imitators were busy with what looked like

a great abstraction—a very sublime generalisation.

They were to start from the conception of a Nature;

and from this fantastic entity to argue about the

conditions and laws to which individuals must

conform themselves. In general men who are

engaged in different pursuits do not trouble them-

selves enough about each other's plans to make

remarks of this kind. But they may have pre-

sented themselves to the eminent man whose

works afford the first and most illustrious speci-

men of what I venture to call Natural Philosophy

applied to the examination of Human Society.

Thomas J. Thomas Hobbes had been an amanuensis
Hobbes.

of Bacon. I do not know that he has confessed

any special obligations to the great Chancellor. I

should think they could have had little sympathy

with each other. The habits of their minds, as
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well as their positive conclusions, were strangely Lect.

unlike. Bacon was given to flights of fancy which

Hobbes must have treated with much logical con-

tempt. Yet the impression of one upon the other He comes

is unraistakeable. Hobbes always avowed a deep physical

respect for the physical discoveries of his age; as investigate

great a scorn for the ethical and political theories ticai e"vents

of former ages. Nevertheless he felt that his

vocation was to be an ethical and political student.

Hating Plato and Aristotle and the Greek phi-

losophers generally, he reverenced Thucydides.

For he, so it seemed to Hobbes, had clearly pro-

phesied of evils which were threatening England

in the days of Charles I. Parliaments were raising

their voice against Prerogative. Ecclesiastics were

defending it by imagining some divine commis-

sion which the Monarch had received. Puritans

were appealing from a visible to an invisible Puler.

What was coming? Such an anarchy as there had

been in the Greek cities when they were fullest of

dreams about liberty, when they were most im-

patient of dominion: All the evils of which Hel-

lenic Democracies gave the examples would be

tremendously aggravated by the Hebrew element

which the religious men threw into the cauldron.

How was the danger to be averted?

Throwinsr aside all conceptions which pseudo- Greek and
®

. . .
Hebrew

philosophers or theoloofians have introduced into champions

the enquiry, let us consider what Human Nature equally

itself is. Hobbes is determined that the experi-

ment shall be made fairly. The creature he is
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lect. considering must be stripped of all the wrappings

with which we find him encircled. He must be
Human
Nature in pursued to his nativo woods. You will not find
its naked- ,.. tii T»/r it
ness. mm in solitude there. Many savages are herding

together. What is their business ? Fighting.

Every one has hold of something which the other

wants. Every one wishes to get that something

for himself. A brutal condition, you say. Well

!

but these creatures are like you in all respects.

They are exhibiting your nature.

When It 'Oh! impossible, my nature desires Society.'
begins to r ' »/ •/

f^di
^^^ ^'^ ^^® time. The Society is to come. But

first men must be weary of fighting. They must

find out that fiorhtinp; does not answer; that it does

not bring each man what he craves for. Then

they begin to perceive the worth of combination.

They agree together not to rob and kill if they

have some protection against the peril of being

robbed and killed. They enter into contracts.

They find the need of a supreme power which shall

compel each party to observe the contract ; which

shall hinder A from cheating B, B from cheating

A. It must be a supreme power ; once established

there must be no talk about the right of this man
not to bow down to it, of that man to choose a

Society p^ovcmor whom he would like better, of a third to
artificial. ^ ^

claim the help of some unseen Sovereign against

what he fancies to be the injustice of his visible

Sovereign. All such claims overthrow Society.

They bring back the State of War ; the savage

State.
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' Society then is entirely artificial; no product of Lect.

Nature at all. But it can only subsist if it is in

conformity with the principles of that Nature which

it seems to contradict. How can that be? Look^f.^*^®
artifice

at a stone. Its condition is to rest. But an out- ^^"^^^ ^^'^^^

the

ward force sets it in motion. Its nature obliges it Nature.

to move when that force is applied to it. So is man
subject to motives. If certain forces act upon him,

let him be as naturally inert as he may, he must sub-

mit to those forces; he cannot help himself The

motives which dispose men to be at war with their

neighbours may be so employed by the supreme

power that they shall find themselves disposed or

compelled—you may use either expression—to keep

the peace with their neighbours. Peace may be ac-

cepted as their normal state. They may feel that

it is each man's interest to keep war at a distance.

The arrangements of a Commonwealth fashion-

ed upon these maxims form the subject of Hobbes'

book De Cive and of his Leviathan. You musf^'?^^^,
Uivc and

not call it an ideal Commonwealth. Hobbes t^f Levi-

athan.

wishes to have as little to do with ideas as possible..

Those troublesome ideas of Right and Wrong

—

of what men ought to do and ought not to do

—

had confused the rulers and the ruled. The man
who flings these aside that he may consider the

motives by which men are swayed to one course of

conduct or another, explains how Society actually

is preserved from dissolution. Every scheme not

grounded on these motives tends to its dissolu-

tion.
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Lect. Is there nothing then which holds tliis fabric
XVIII.

.

^— together besides the ruler who is subject to the

Irresistible accidont of death ? The answer has been prac-
Motives. . . ...

tically given when it is proclaimed that men are

subject to Motives which they cannot resist. Hu-

man Nature, like all nature, is under bands of

Necessity. The man is as little able to break

loose from that yoke as the smallest insect. He
has dreamed of Choice. The sooner he gives up

the dream the better, so far as it implies that he

can in any wise determine to what forces he will

yield, what he will resist. When you speak of

his Nature you relinquish such demands for him.

What his nature is he must be. What drives it

this way or that must drive him.

Eeiigion of Such couclusions did not interfere with Hobbes'

notions of a Religion. He declared himself a

faithful member of the Church of Eno^land. He
preferred it to other churches, because he thought

it less aspired to set up its own claims against

those of the civil Ruler. So long as men con-

fined their belief to the unseen world he would

allow them to entertain whatever they pleased.

Whenever the belief came into contact with the

visible world, or affected their behaviour as citizens,

it was a nuisance which the magistrate must in

one way or other abate.

Since I have told you that I believe we may
learn something valuable from each of these seven-

teenth and eighteenth century teachers, you will

ask me what specially I learn from this one who
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seems to contradict most of the positions wliicli T H^t.

have laid down in previous Lectures. I have derived

these instructions from Hobbes for which 1 must

always I'eel very grateful to him : (i) He has shewn Reasons

me what men would certainly be if they came into tude to

the world as merely separate creatures without

fathers or mothers, or any relations to their fellows. Relations.

Then they would be the mere warring creatures

which he has described. So 1 can appreciate better

what the value of those facts is which make his

account of mankind a fiction, though by no means

a useless fiction. (2) Hobbes has made me un- Nature.

derstand more clearly than any one that I have

a nature which inclines me to be at strife with

my fellows, and that if I am the mere victim of

that nature I shall be at strife with them. (3) He
has convinced me that if Society is a merely

artificial institution it must be what he sup-

posed it to be, dependent altogether on Force, Force.

disturbed and shaken whenever the thought of

Right mingles with that of Force. We might have

gathered as much from the history of the Roman

Empire before and after Constantine, as well as

from some portions of more modern history; but

we do not owe him less for drawing out the moral

in his own clear and masterly manner. (4) No
one 1 think has proved by such triumphant logic

that to say we are governed by external motives

is the same thing as saying that we are under

a yoke of inevitable Necessity ; that there is no Necessity.

Will in us, no Will over us. (5) Therefore I

25
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Lect.
XVIII.

Will.

/

Locke.

esteem Hobbes as a most effectual preacher of

the doctrine, that if we really care to have a free

Will in us we must acknowledge a Will over us

which seeks to make us free. Hobbes, it seems

to me, tears off more disguises from men's minds

upon all these subjects than almost any teacher

of any time; obliges rulers as well as subjects to

give some account to themselves of their words

and professions. Such services may warrant those

who dissent most from his conclusions in rankinof

him high among their benefactors.

II, John Locke felt at least as much as

Hobbes the influence of the physical enquiries

which were occupying his age. Though a com-

mentator on the Bible and a defender of Chris-

tianity he was quite as much resolved to consider

Human Nature without reference to Theology.

The enemy But he did uot begin life with any dread of those

tive.'^'^'^^'^ who assailed PreroQfative. He had suffered much

from those who asserted it. He had heard from

them a number of Scriptural arguments which

appeared to him monstrous. He had been an

exile during the reign of James II. He accepted

the Prince of Orange as the defender of the Order

on which his predecessors had trampled. The

Jacobites exclaimed that the divinely appointed

King had been set aside by a wilful and Avicked

insurrection of his subjects. Sir Bobert Filmer

produced a grand theory in support of that

position. A patriarchal government over his

descendants vested in Adam. The KinQi-s of the

Filmer's

theory.
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earth derived it from liiui. To deiiose a Stuart t^kct.

x^'III
was to set at nought the grant which had been

'-

made to the primeval ancestor of mankind. It

was difficult to treat such an argument seriously.

It must have been difficult for a believer in the

Bible not to treat it as profane. Locke thought it

worth while to use his visforous intellect in refutinof

it ; for it had, apparently, a certain hold on a portion

ofEnglishmen disaffected to William's Government.

The theory must be met by some counter theory. The coun-

Locke was tempted to elaborate that theory of an ^''°'^"^"

original contract to which I referred in a former

Lecture, the one which Mr Maine affirmed to be

utterly ' unhistorical.' It deserves that reproach

because Locke's contempt for Filmer's absurd cari-

cature of patriarchal government led him to over-

look the truth that lay behind it, and therefore to

imaofine as Hobbes had done what men mio^ht do

and be if they chanced to come into existence with-

out fathers. Once make that supposition, Hobbes's starting

picture of the State of War and of the necessary s°me \!y.

submission to some ruler for the sake of termi- tLt ^f
**'

nating it has surely more consistency and proba-
JJ^'^nim-e

bility than Locke's picture (far pleasanter to con-
'"<^^^oi^»''''e.

template I own) of men deliberately meeting to

choose a ruler under certain conditions, and

affirming- the right to cashier him if the conditions

were broken.

But there is a sense in which Locke's con- Justifica-

ception was not ^ unhistorical.' It bore very Locke.

directly upon the history of his own time. Be-
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lect. cause lie was practically busy about the acts and
XVIII. . . .

life of a Nation, he perceived the meaning of ob-

ligations ; he could not resolve obligations into

Force. Contemplating men as a set of naked units

without kith or kindred, he ought to have arrived

at the same conclusion with the philosopher of Mal-

mesbury. But as he was not looking at England

abstractedly, but was interested in its movements,

was feeling and suffering with it, he was not able

to forofet the actual conditions of its inhabitants in

a theory of what they might have been in some by-

gone mythical period. The Sovereign and the people

in the year 1688 had bonds to each other—invisible,

but most real bonds. They were made aware of

their reality by a sudden convulsion ; aware that

they were under laws which neither Rulers nor

His Con- people could set aside. The ancient Contract mis^ht
tract be- ^ ^ *
longing to be thc di'cam of a shadow ; there was a permanent
his own
time. contract involved in the very existence of a Na-

tion, which was at that moment proving itself to

be substantial. So the belief of a Justice and

Injustice, of a Right and a Wrong, which Hobbes

had blown to the winds with his triumphant

Logic, were found somehow to exist practically

—

all Logic notwithstanding. Locke might express

the belief in what words he pleased. It had hold

Hisresem-of his heart: it came forth in his life. Like the
blance to .

the old Puritans, among whom he had grown up, he con-
Puritans. n -i -i -i •

i t-» • i

lessed that there was some risfhteous Bemof who
His Whig liad made a Covenant with the land. He trans-
dialc'ct.

lated the words into the Whig dialect and called
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it a Contract : for he was an honest man, and did Lect..... . XVIII.
not Hke to use phrases which in his Hps and in

the Hps of his party would have been unreal.

He had another reason for the chane^e. TheTheScotch

Scotch Covenant into which English Puritans had

entered was against Popery and Prelacy. It

assumed the great calling of a Nation to be the

extermination by all means of idolatry or of any

opinions or forms of ecclesiastical Government

which it supposed to favour Idolatry. Locke

could not accept any such maxim as this for his

Government. He was a Champion of Toleration.

What did that w^ord signify to him ? If I read Essay on

his Essay on the subject without knowing any of

the circumstances which called it forth, I might

suppose that he adopted the old doctrine of the

Roman Empire ; that regarding conclusions re-

specting the unseen w^orld as uncertain, he would

allow the subjects of a Nation to hold any which

they liked, provided they did not interfere with

the affairs of the visible world. But when I take

his book with the commentary of his time, my
view of it is greatly changed. The Covenanters and

Puritans whom the Stuarts had tried to coerce

did not the least confine themselves to speculations

on the unseen. They affirmed a divine Govern-

ment over the earth and its doings. The Quakers,

wliom both Episcopalians and Puritans had per-

secuted, avowedly proclaimed maxims which must

affect all the acts of earthly rulers. Nevertheless

William III. found himself compelled to pass an
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lect. Act of Toleration, which either immediately or
xviii.

. .

'

_^ ,
.

*'

in its consequences affected all Sects. This Act

Locke was called upon to defend against its

impugners. They regarded it as an abdication of

The State the dutv which belongs to a State. He knew that
confessing

its impo- it was a frank confession by Statesmen of their

impotence to establish uniformity of opinion ; how-

ever inconvenient diversities of opinion might be

to them, however nearly many opinions might

trench upon their own authority. In very deed

the beliefs of men had proved too strong for any

weapons that the State could employ against them.

Toleration was simply an acceptance of this fact.

There was one case in which it could not be accepted.

Romanists were not tolerated. The Revolution

was a declaration of war ag-ainst all who would

subject the crown of England to a foreign autho-

Locke's rity. Locke must have felt it difficult to maintain
reason for ,

ji* rr i .
• • p r i

kitiothea scheme oi loleration in lace oi so vast andnia

ot mln-I notable an exception. He was therefore tempted

Ilis^Sur to dwell nmch on the claim to Infallibility which
o euuion.

|.j^^ Roman Church had put forward for its head

;

to shew how much this assumption was the secret

of persecution ; how little right any State or

Church had to imitate the pretension which it re-

fused to the Pope. A most valuable warniiif»-

surely; but one which involves no denial of an

absolute ground for human belief, rather removes

the most practical form of that denial. The notion

that any mortal authority can prescribe belief is

deduced from the uncertainty of it ; from the doubt
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wlietLer there is a Spirit of Truth who sfuides lect.
XVIII.

men into Truth. If Locke had foreseen a time

when the English State would be obliged to con- ration of

fess its inability to restrain Romanism as much as utterly un-

apy form of Protestantism by civil penalties, he an Empire.

would have seen that the imperial idea of Tolera-

tion was utterly inapplicable to the conditions of

a Nation. An Empire desires to reduce the

Belief of its subjects to a minimum ; to make it

as harmless, as insincere as possible, therefore it

permits all varieties of opinion about divinities;

only the actual confession of a living Huler must

be silenced. A Nation finds that the beliefs of Belief a

its subjects constitute its strength. If their be- s rength.

liefs perished it would perish. Therefore it must

avoid any meddling with opinions lest it should

quench some of the life within them, which is its

own life.

III. But I must pass from Locke to a pupil of shaftes-

his whose mind was cast in a very different mould

from the master's, and who travelled far from his

maxims. Lord Shaftesbury was a student of Hu-

man Nature like Hobbes. He disliked Puritans

and religious teachers generall3^,as much as Hobbes.

But he disliked them for what he considered their

agreement with Hobbes on the subject of Human
Nature. They regarded it as essentially corrupt

and evil. Hobbes rejecting those terms, not ac-

cusing himself or his fellow-creatures of any sin,

yet assumed that in a savage condition or in the

most refined Society they were capable only of
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being influenced by selfish motives.

a slander Shaftesbury lifted up his voice. You may

lect. being influenced by selfish motives. Against such

Denounces
Puritans no doubt, he said, present to our Nature degrad-

Hobbesforing objocts. You may make the object which you
the same

, i • r» -r\' ti
offence, teacli men to reverence most an object ot Dislike

and Dread. But our nature aspires after goodness

and beauty, cannot be content unless it has an ideal

of goodness and beauty before it. All great acts

as well as noble conceptions have come from the

contemplation of it. Men are rebels against their

Nature, are deserting the true principles of it when

they follow what Hobbes and the Divines would

stigmatise as their natural instincts.

I need not repeat that Shaftesbury was even

less inclined than either of the philosophers I have

spoken of hitherto to introduce any theological

Hiswor- element into his conception of human life. He
idTarpaJV believed that he was following the best of the

p"Lrtiy cLi- Greek Philosophers in his worship of the Ideal

;

V rous.
j^^ £^|^ ^jg^ j^^^ j^^ ^^g asserting the dignity of an

English Gentleman and Nobleman; that he was

protesting against low and vulgar tendencies and

the notions which justified them. Something of

aristocratical hauteur there was no doubt in him

;

he might have a certain contempt for the profane

herd ; still it was man, not a particular class of men,

that he desired to glorify.

His use of As I havo maintained that Hobbes made his

Nature, point good, if WO look merely at our natural ten-

dencies or inclinations, you may ask me how I can

sympathise with Shaftesbury. My answer is, 1 do
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sympathise with him thoroughly and heartily, be- Lect

cause I do not identify Humanity with our natural

tendencies and inclinations, because I believe as he

did that any good deed and good thought in men

has come from the aspiration after an ideal. The

pursuit of the ideal, it seems to me, according to

Shaftesbury's own shewing, raises a man above the

inclinations and tendencies of his nature; above

himself. Acknowledging the divine Humanity

which Christendom in Shaftesbury's days pro-

fessed, as it professes in our day, to believe, I am
bound to accept his statements with this addition,

which I should think must greatly strengthen them,

that the Ideal has proved itself to be real, and

that it has the power of attracting men to itself.

IV. The next thinker who presents himself to Hume,

us was almost equally unlike Shaftesbury and

Hobbes; indifferent to ideals; the profoundest of

Sceptics, as Hobbes was the most vehement of

Dogmatists. A hatred of Puritans and Cove-

nanters, and of the zeal which those names repre-

sent, is the one point of common agreement

between the three. David Hume despaired of

metaphysics. Himself the most acute of specula- How he

. . ™ , .
was led to

tors, his main effort was to shew that speculations seek for an

about Causes and Principles could lead no whither, principle.

must end at last in vagueness and vacancy. But

if we forsake these it is well, he said, to. find some

guide for practical life, to know how best we may

steer our vessel so as not to be much disturbed by

shoals and quicksands. When one considers Human
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xvT\'\
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ii^ purpose, laying aside all dogmas

about the ends which it ought to pursue, what

does one perceive? Some men have this taste,

some have that. Some prefer coarse animal indul-

gences, some have an appetite for intellectual gra-

tifications ; some desire solitude, some find their

The Use- delight in refined Society. But all have an appre-

hension of what is useful for that end which they

have set before them. A certain fitness in this or

that act or course of action to o^ive them the results

which they wish for, every one is capable of recog-

nizing; the more a man cultivates the fiiculties

which he is endued with the clearer will be the re-

cognition. We should have the best Morality, the

least of friction and confusion, Hume thought, if

this principle of Utility was felt to be the govern-

ing one in human Society. He carried his maxim

into history and Politics. He might not himself

Religious care particularly for any scheme of Worship. But
Establish- , , .

"
.

1

mentsuse- he belicved that one should be sanctioned by the

State in every country. It supplied common

people with something which they wanted. An
established Religion was useful in keeping down

fanaticism; the citizens of a land being satisfied

that every thing had been properly arranged wuth

respect to the concerns of the invisible or future

would not give their neighbours or themselves any

extraordinary trouble about it.

wiu not'
^ After assenting to the doctrine of Shaftesbury,

shaftes- I should be very inconsistent if I adopted Hume's

iSi! Utility as the exclusive, governing principle of
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liuman life. Hume migiit have expanded it to J^^'3';

make it meet the taste of the philosophical Noble-

man as well as of any one who preferred the tin f and

the gambling table to Plato ; but that is practically

to deny Shaftesbury's standard under pretence of

tolerating it. Yet may we not be very thankful

to Hume for fixing our thoughts upon the fact that

there is this perception of the useful in human

beings, that it is widely diffused among them,

that it does curiously fit means to ends, and is

awake to any disagreement between means and

ends? If people had perceived this fact before— Value of

11 it could not be exactly new to any man—still the trme.

writer who compels us to take notice of it, to con-

sider what we should be without it, how much in

Nature would be lost to us, how impossible Art

would be in its most mechanical or in its finest

forms, assuredly renders us a great service. It is

evident that in every region of action and thought

this sense of utility w^as acting upon men during

the eighteenth century. Hume shewed a remark-

able insight into his time—the insight which comes

from sympathy— when he gave it so much promi-

nence. Paley, not only in his Moral Philosophy

but in those of his works which were especially

directed against Hume, did homage to it. Even

the reactions against both Hume and Paley shewed

how the principle which was the sacred one to

each of them had mastered their contemporaries.

Was Human Nature then the springhead of this maxim of

Utility? Or did man's apprehension bear witness centmy.'
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lect. of some arrangements which he had not invented,
XVIII.

.

^
. ,

'

of which he could only get partial glimpses? Ap-

parently he did a number of very useless unprofit-

able things. How was it that in spite of these he

was able to demand a kind of order in which means

and ends should always be adjusted to each other?

I do not give the answer to these questions: I do

not maintain that Paley found the answer to them

when he treated the Universe as a great work-

shop of ingenious contrivances; but I wish you to

ponder them ;
you will appreciate Hume's contri-

bution to Moral Philosophy better if you do.

Adam V. A frioud of Hume's made another contri-
•Smith. . . , . , p •

bution to it which seems at nrst to be utterly

incompatible with the dogmas of Hobbes. Adam
Smith thought that he found in Human Nature

Sympathy, a principle of Sympathy which would explain some

of the most remarkable facts and experiences of

life. How strange it is that men should be able

to throw themselves into the thoughts, feelings,

interests of others! How marvellous is the com-

mon heart which pervades a crowd, composed of

men who do not know each other, who have each

his own cares and troubles! A play—tragedy or

comedy with the tears and laughter that follow it

—

is not that indeed a mystery as it used to be called,

a mystery in its effects if not in its subject? Adam
Smith had thought of these things. They seemed

to him not less worthy of investigation because

they w^ere common, because every one is aware of

them. He was a practical man. His main occu-
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pation was not with Sentiments, but with the Jf^^^-.

maxims of Trade and Commerce, with the ma
Commerce

terial Wealth of Nations. In considering these, of Nations
an illustra-

however, he was reminded of a certam sympathy tion of the

1 • 1 1 T 1
principle.

between different countries which had been set at

nought by legislation, while it aimed at promoting

the good of one by injuring or weakening another.

He was proving that antipathies between men

of different lands did not favour the objects which

they desired, but interfered with them. There was

therefore a consistency in his thoughts, such as we

may always trace in those ofmen who have exercised

any considerable influence on the world, to whatever

subject they have been directed.

The difficulty, as I said, is to reconcile his How
Smith and

facts—for it is to facts that he called his reader's Hobbes

^ir 1
c*n be re-

attention when he was writing on Morals as conciied.

much as when he was writing on Political Eco-

nomy—with those which Hobbes pointed out so

clearly and forcibly. How can the self-seeking

creature which he described to us be the same with

the sympathetic creature of whose ways Adam
Smith took notice ? Yet facts must somehow

harmonise with each other ; if theories keep them

apart, the theories must give way. Suppose it

were true that human beings are not constituted

separate atoms, that they cannot really be contem-

plated out of Society, that the attempt to sever

themselves from each other—to set up separate

interests—implies disorder and contradiction ; and

vet that each one of them is a distinct living
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Lect. person and cannot lose his distinctness without
xviii.

. . . . .

injuring his Society. Sympathy such as Smith
Sympathy

i r» i i i

presumes spcaks 01 would thcu appear to be a necessary

condition of Humanity, and yet the selfishness

which Hobbes dwells upon may have made itself

as fully manifest in all places and in all ages as he

affirmed that it did ; nay, he might be perfectly

correct in saying, that the solitary nature of man
out of all families and nations is this selfishness

.and nothing else. It would indeed in that case

be a question of the most profound practical im-

portance to which of these principles you should

appeal for the support of Society, and how you

may appeal to it effectually. If Hobbes detected

not the bond of Society, but the secret of its dis-

solution, we may still be much his debtors for

bringing that secret so distinctly and vigorously

before us.

Jeremy YI. A Qfrcat euemv ofAdam Smith's doctrine
Benthain ^ "^

of Sympathy appeared in Jeremy Bentham. I

alluded to him in my Lectures on National Morality

as a young man at Oxford, who listened to Sir Wil-

liam Blackstone's exposition of the balance between

our Monarchy, Aristocracy, and Democracy, and

held it up to contempt in his Fragment on Govern-

ment. Having- satisfied himself with his work of

destruction, he began to ask himself on what basis

adopts he could construct his social edifice. As he had

max.m. bccu bred a Tory, and was specially impatient of

the Whig dogmas respecting the Constitution, he

naturally betook himself to Hume the defender
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of Charles I., tlie enemy of Whio-s, yet free ^ect

J , ^ ^

to ' «' Xv^lII.

from any notion of a divine riglifc, and from all

theological prejudices. Hume's Utility at once

commended itself to Bentham as the safe escape

from the theories of both the English parties.

What other foundation did Government want than

this? The student of Human Nature throwingr

away traditions had perceived this to be the true

rule of conduct for himself and his fellows. How
absurd to suppose that a Government of human
beings needed some fiction to sustain it ! What
was useful was alone good for private men or

leofislators.

Useful to tvhom f Bentham saw that he must Hume and

answer this question. When he meditated on the use the

answer he travelled very far indeed from his h"tile most

guide. To compare his Utility with Hume's is a senses."

most profitable study ; we may discover into what

delusions a Shibboleth may lead us, if we do not

derive our interpretation of it from the habits and

temper of those who adopt it. Hume did not

like to be disturbed by men who had notions of

some good to which Society might attain ; who
were tormenting themselves with certain supposed

evils by which it was afflicted. ' My dear friends/

he said, ' be quiet ; let good and evil alone ; think

only of what is useful ; and do permit your neigh-

bours to judge what is useful to them.' ' I demand,'

said Bentham, ^ the greatest happiness of the great-

' est number. Governors chattering about good
^ and evil have neglected w^hat tends to promote
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Lect. ' that end : have done and are doing: what produces
XVIII.

'

, .
^ ^

^ ^

' ' advantage to themselves, mischief to the majority.

' We must work night and day to deprive them
* of their advantages, to save the majority from the

Tiieir ' mischiefs which they are inflicting on it.' Accord-
practical ,

, ,

opposition, ingly there was scarcely one practical conclusion

deduced by Hume from his doctrine of Utility, that

was not contradicted by one which Bentham traced

legitimately from his. Were religious establish-

ments the comfortable escape from enthusiasm in

Hume's estimation ? Down with them to the

ground, they are the creation of the sinister in-

terests of priests, they are sustained by those of

lawyers, was the cry of his pupil. The i^^os of the

men, and therefore the t^^o? which they would re-

spectively have cultivated in Society was more

utterly opposed than that of almost any two whose

biographies are preserved to us.

If therefore > Bentham has some important

lesson to teach us—I do not mean by his practical

suggestions, which may be full of important les-

sons, but by the maxim which he announced as

the all- satisfying and comprehensive one—it must

be a lesson of an altogether different kind from

any which the eminent Scotch Utilitarian has im-

Createst parted to us. The words '' Greatest Happiness
Happiness
ot the of the greatest number," do convey to me a
greatest

r» i i t i

Number, very profound lesson. 1 do not pretend that I

can give them any definite sense. Happiness

is to me an unknown quantity, of which I must

learn the value by some process or other. The
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greatest number of Unity, as I have been trying lect.

to shew you throuo-hout these Lectures, does not
'^

. .
The great-

express mankind to me at all, seeing that I cannot est number

, . , . „ .,. -VT • how com-

contemjDlate mankmd except m families or Nations, posed.

or as constituting a universal fellowship in some

living Head. But I do not the less honour the

man who set this Ideal before him, who steadily

and manfully pursued it amidst all difficulties.

The difficulties, indeed, seem to me stupendous,

since they arose not only from the number of

selfish interests which he felt were obstructing the

path of every reformer, but even more, as I re-

marked in a former course of Lectures, from the

doubt in Mr Bentham's own mind, whether the

interest of the Community is composed of the

interests of its separate members, or whether it

is merely a fictitious entity assumed in order

to explain what those interests are. Yet defy-

ing all these uncertainties he went right onward,

sure that there was a common end for which

private ends must be sacrificed, and actually

sacrificing his private ends for the sake of it.

However a man expresses that purpose—what- Bentham's
earnest

ever phrases he may choose or may reject—he iaith.

exhibits a faith which should be dear to those

who reverence faith more than formulas of the

intellect. If he assails any principle which we

have realised, we may fight for it to the death

;

but we shall be sure that there is one which he

has realised, and which it would be very danger-

ous for us to assail. It may be that in the ardour

26
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-^^l^
of his practical labours, Mr Bentham did not feel

liow lofty an ideal bad possessed bim. Weaker

men may be crusbed under tbe tbougbt of what it

is wbicb the greatest number require, and bow they

are ever to attain what they require. But if they

are driven in their despair to think that there is

^^^1^*
, One who knows this better than they do—if that

gratitude *'

we all owe jg ^j^q q^^ belief in which they are able to work
to hiin. "^ '^

for their fellow-men—they cannot be otherwise

than most grateful to him for suggesting the aim

which they own that they are quite unable to

reach. It is not indeed in a comfortable Optimism

that they can ever find refuge from the palpable

evils which he has set before them, or from the

sense of their own impotence. Those who have

ever luished for the greatest haj)piness of a

majority of their race or of the whole of it,

cannot acquiesce in any pleasant dreams that

somehow it will drop upon them from the skies.

They know that it is better to be miserable than

to take up with a lie ; that nothing is so miserable

He bids us as a lie. The service Mr Bentham will have done
leave

dreams of them is in leading them to ask themselves whether
Optimism .

for work, there IS not a Truth in which the greatest number

of men—in which all men—may trust, and whether

that Truth will not make them free. If there is

a Happiness without Freedom or beyond it, they

may wait to learn what that is.

Kant. VII. There was no writer of the i8th century

or of any century who was more resolute that

theological speculations should not interfere with
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his Moral Creed than Immanuel Kant. There was ^y7u
no writer who opposed so sternly all the maxims of ;;

^ ^ "^ An enemy

the school which made Utility its standard, Hap- "^f
Theoio-

•^

^

-^ gums and

piness its obiect. What have we to do with the utm-
•* "^

_
tarians.

consequences of our actions ? There is a Command
going forth to each man, not from without but

from within, not from some power which enforces

its decrees by promises of rewards or threats of

punishment, but from a Reason which is higher

and more binding than all calculations of profit

and loss, saying ^Do this,' 'Abstain from that.'

It speaks to each man. Yet there is a sign and

test of its being meant for all men. You, A, trifle

with the precept not to lie, not to slay yourself

How if B, C, and D, how if every one—did the

same ? Thus there is a Universal Imperative.

If ninety-nine out of every hundred men set it

at nought, it has not the less evidence of its

Universality ; every transgression of it is a con-

firmation of its reality.

I am sure I have no wish to accept this His asser-

doctrine of Kant. It sounds to me very tremen- itself on

T XI T L ^c Ti • • reluctant
dous. It comes home to oneseli. It is impos- hearers,

sible to put it aside and treat it as a mere vague

general proposition. But I frankly tell you that

I cannot escape from it whether I wish to do

so or not. Nor do I think that any one of

you can. This voice is speaking in each of us. It

has that awful authority which Kant ascribes to it.

If one asks it, ' What shall I get by doing what I

am told to do 1
' I believe there is no answer ; a

2G—

2
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Lect. dreadful silence. When I refer to the lessons I have
J\. V iJ- 1.

-1 1 T
been taught in Bentham's school—thouo^h I cannot

No help ,11 T •

against it forget them, though they must have an application
from the n ^ > i i i j i i ^

Bentham- of their owii— they do not seem to help me here.
ites.

Perhaps they rather add to my alarm. Bentham

himself, trained as he was in his own maxims,

appears to have girded himself to his task of pro-

moting the greatest happiness of the greatest num-

ber in deference to some internal monitor ; how

then can he give me any hints for avoiding one ?

Kant may have been unjust to Utilitarians—in-

capable of perceiving their truth—but they cannot

confute for me the one which he perceived with

such marvellous clearness.

Yet terrific g^^t {\^ ig as I Said, a tcrrific truth if it stands
and wither-

ing to alone. The Beason, or whatever it is which utters
efiFort.

this command, can listen to no prayers or expos-

tulations, will hear no confession of my failures,

offers me no energy when I am weak that I may
perform its behest. It merely decrees, ' This thou

art bound to do;' Hhis thou art bound not to do;'

and if I am conscious of other and very sharp bonds

which restrain me from compliance, it tells me
not how I may break them, points to no door or

chasm in the wall of my prison through which I

may break loose from it. A very grand moralist is

Kant ; but some have thought a little cruel. And
yet it is not his cruelty. The cruelty must be in

the constitution of our own being, if he has told

us all that we can know about it.

Now I do not the least complain of Kant for
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Jbis desire to put theology, according to his con-
-j^yj^j

caption of it, aside. He took it to be a certain
-

—

\

scheme of rewards and punishments, by which reasonable
•

^ .
dislike to

a power in tlie heavens induces His creatures the Theo-
logy of the

on earth to do the things which He has ordered, market.

not to do the thingfs which He has forbidden. It

was impossible to reconcile such a notion wdtli the

simple imperative which issues, as he believed

and felt, from the deepest cavern of our being. I

am rejoiced that he did not attempt to reconcile

this religious philosophy, which was the current

one in his day, with the principle which he enun-

ciated. But supposing the divine voice not to be

one thundering motives out of an unknown region

to a set of creatures capable only of cringing to

selfish fear or of being stimulated to selfish am-

bition—supposing there to be an actual divine

Humanity such as Christians had confessed in

their common Creed for a number of centuries— wiiichwas
not the

supposing, as their books affirmed, that the divine T'leoiogy

Head of Humanity had actually come among men tendom.

that He might deliver them from their bondage

to a selfish nature, and unite them to a Father

who cared for them all— supposing these old

sajdngs to be true, then the command would cer-

tainly come as Kant declared it did from within,

from the secret depths of Humanity in each

man and to all men—it would be more strictly

a command to each man and to all men, than one

could be which merely issued from what they

might call their own Keason. Such, an impera-
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lect. ^iye^ however absolute, might be mistaken for
• • I'll
the conclusion of a particular judgment which other

and more mature judgments would set aside.

The uni- Whereas on this hypothesis it would proceed from
versal "^ •• *-

Keason. the commou and Universal Reason, and yet from

one who could enter into the weaknesses of those

who were to obey it, one to whom confession of

such weaknesses would be possible, who could

impart the energies which convert wishes into pur-

, poses, and cause purposes to bear fruit in acts.

It would be very ungracious and unjust to

complain of Kant, of Bentham, of Adam Smith,

of Hume, of Shaftesbury, of Locke, or of Hobbes,

for taking no account of a principle which though

recognised by the people, was as habitually ignored

by the divines of the i8th century as it could

be by any philosophers. The divines also were

greatly impressed by the physical teachers of

^-u'^^ri
^^® ^^y* "^^^y were busy in constructing a Na-

tural Theology ; that is to say, in bringing evi-

dences for the existence of some Author of the

Universe ; what kind of Author being apparently

inferred from physical facts, really from certain

moral beliefs which they brought with them to the

Unsatis- investio^ation. Such arguments have proved very
factory to .

° ^
.

men of uusatisfactory to the students of Nature in later
Science. . .

times. They proved very unsatisfactory to the

hearts and consciences of ignorant men and women
in those times. Our English Methodism with all

its accompaniments was a protest against the

inadequacy of a Natural Theology ; was a demand
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by sufFering- men and women, conscious of evil, ,J^^'^J;

for a human and divine Helper. They might not

more than dream of such a Helper for mankind.

As in the 1 6th century the cravings of the reli- And to the
•^ most un-

gious seemed to be for some one who should scientific.

exempt them from the condition of mankind. Still

they resorted to the old Creed which expressed

the larger belief; no other seemed to justify the

narrower one.

Meantime there came from the cultivated men TheEsprits

m France those expressions of scorn for all France.

popular beliefs, which spread more and more

through all the refined circles in Europe. It was

emphatically and formally scorn for jjopular be-

liefs. Yet there was mixed with it so much just

contempt and indignation for those who had op-

pressed the people and kept them in ignorance

—

so many j^leas even for men who had been

hindered from expressing their faith by persecu-

tions civil or ecclesiastical, that the middle classes

in France and elsewhere hailed the new teachers, Accepted

n 1 r> /^ 1
^^ leaders

even if they were over fond of Courts and great by the

assemblies, as their champions. Rousseau indeed, classes

who was so often at war with the scoffers, had a tachwi to

greater power than they had, and was looked upon ^
"^^^'^'

as the real prophet of the coming time. But

Rousseau, like them, believed that the Christian

experiment had failed, that a Universal Family

had as much ceased to be as a Universal Empire.

How strong that persuasion was throughout

Europe when the French Revolution began, it
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lect. is impossible to express in words. And yet the

^^~^r deepest cry of that Hevolution was for a Uni-
Fratemity. versal Brotherhood. Whether that could exist

without a Universal Fatherhood was to be the

question for a future time. The Revolution only

went thus far. It said distinctly, 'The Universal

Brotherhood which we Frenchmen want cannot

be based on such a Fatherhood as Christians

have supposed to exist in the capital of Italy.'



LECTURE XIX.

THE MODERN CONCEPTION OF HUMANITY

Many writers on the French Revolution have J^cr.

maintained that the two cries for Liberty and
-r-i . . .

How the

Equahty interfered with each other, that the revoiu-

1 • r»
' • r* 1

tionary

destruction of Orders was the preparation for the cries were

Empire, and therefore for the loss of Freedom.

It may be a question whether the Orders had not

destroyed themselves before the voice of any

popular assembly declared them to be no more

;

otherwise I can have no objection to a remark which

is so much in accordance with those which I made

respecting the dissolution of the Roman Republic.

But for my present purpose it is of more import-

ance to enquire how the third cry for Fraternity

affected both the others. So far as Fraternity

meant the union of all Nations, the first Napoleon

might boast that he had accomplished what the

Assemblies had only decreed. French, Spaniards,

Austrians, Prussians, Swiss, all were compre-
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lect. hended in his embrace ; if Kussia and England

refused it, that was the fault of their exclusiveness;

Theanswerhe would have cordially hugged them both. But

Empire. Fraternity did not mean only or chiefly the re-

moval of the barriers which Lanofuaofe or Cus-

toms or Laws had raised between the different

portions of mankind. It meant first of all a union

for Frenchmen. Other Nations might become

brothers. France should set them the example,

should shew them under what conditions Brother-

hood was possible. These conditions it was evi-

dent were not exhibited by the Empire. If that

had not quite satisfied the demand for Equality

by putting down old distinctions to raise up others

in their place, if it had met the appetite for

liberty by establishing a marvellous and myste-

rious Police, it had certainly done nothing to make

Citizens feel themselves members of a Family.

Was the Conscription the sign of their adoption

into it ?

Thephiio- But the craviug which this word expressed
sophical ••111
answers, was too clecp a One to be extmguished because

rulers, the most popular and triumphant, failed to

provide any food for it. Philosophers, theoretical

and jDractical, girded themselves to the task. It

might have been foreseen that they would be

most numerous and most accomplished in the

country which had been giving birth to the Re-

volution. All those of whom I spoke in the last

Lecture were brought up in a Protestant atmo-

sphere, under the influence of its individualizing
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tendencies. Some, perhaps all of them, might be ^^9T-

provoked to a reaction against these tendencies,

might strive to throw them off. Hobbes and

Hume both lived much in France, and for different

reasons corresponding to the difference of their

characters preferred French to English Society.

Yet every one, from the philosopher of Malmes- '^^^^ p^^'^-
'' * sophy of

bury to the philosopher of Konigsberg, shewed tbe isth

that he could not begin from Society, that individual-

izing.

whether he talked of Motives or of Ideals or of

Consequences or of pure Duty or even of Sym-

pathy, he was still, consciously or unconsciously,

contemplating each man in himself before he con-

templated a body of men. The air which French-

men breathed was of a most different quality.

They were social by instinct, social by tradition,

social by the faith in which they had been edu-

cated, social by the influences of the Revolution

which had cast off that faith. There had been a

Calvinism in France which had added, I conceive, The social

much to its health and vigour. The desertion of it of Freuch-

by Henri IV., the persecution of it by Louis XIV.,

helped to destroy the moral fibre of the land.

But it was an alien plant in the soil. The efforts

of Kings to uproot it would have availed little

if the heart of the people had cherished it. But

unbelief and belief, the contempt of the esprits

forts, the passionate zeal for Beform in the body

of the Nation, seemed equally to stand apart

from what we might suppose would have sup-

plied some justification to the one, and have
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lect. helped forward the other. The French love of

Organization was impatient of any practice or any

theory which did not promise first and above all

things Combination and Fellowship.

Attempts Such a disposition offered a j^rreat encourao^e-
of Ecclesi- ^

^

°
^ ^

^
asticsto ment to the champions of Catholicism who had
use the

revolution- seen it trampled down in the revolutionary fury.
ary Symbol
and in the When that fury had spent itself there was sure
recon-

struction of to bo a Cry for some constructive power, some

fusing principle, which might bind the fragments

of Society together again. The more worldly

Churchmen might accept the doubtful compliment

of Napoleon, that the Papacy was an institution

which it would be worth while to create if it did

not exist; the religious would expect it to prove its

unfailing vitality, to shew that no human hands

could have created it. Jesuitism, as a protest

against all tendencies to separation—for a mys-

terious unity—could not despair of being welcomed

back from the banishment to which the last ag^e

had consigned it. The name of Brotherhood was

itself mediaeval. The Church had called religious

Brotherhoods into existence, which had ministered

in many ways to order and civilization. Trade

Brotherhoods had been produced by the same im-

pulse, had borne the same stamp. Might not the

watchword of the Bevolution be reclaimed by

ecclesiastical wisdom, be consecrated to an ecclesi-

astical use ?

Thouo-h such thousflits mio-ht hover about a

number of minds, might penetrate into some hearts,
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the Papacy was evidently too much terrified by the Lect.

destructive symbol—too much inclined to suspect

mischief in all who afave it even an half spiritual Papacy re-
^ jects this

sense—to seek help from popular sympathy, when Policy,

the old Governments were restored. Its simple

policy was to ally itself with them ; to discourage all

associations which savoured of freemasonry; to treat

the protection and preservation of property as the

supreme interest of the Church no less than of

particular States. If the States felt that it was

performing this function for them, they might be

willing to keep down heretics within their borders

;

to enforce, as far as they could, reverence for the

Priesthood.

But a higher interest than this it was felt must No insti-

. . tutions

be vindicated by some Society, whether it was based on

called the Church or by any other name. The idea or aiming

of a Brotherhood for men as men which had taken 'tectio/of

hold of men at the Bevolution, could not be \.2\Sy the

realised by institutions which merely contemplated aUn'ivCTsai

Possessors, and sought to secure them in their
fj^^JI"""'

possessions. Wherever there had been the con-

ception of a Universal Society by the most exalted

Philosophers, by the simplest peasants, a certain

Communism had mingled with it. States might re-

gard the word and that which it represented with

dread; might resolve to keep it at a distance. But

were they not narrow in their objects; tied by

traditions and genealogies and class distinctions?

Were they for ever to divide the world?

If I tried to notice in this Lecture even a few
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Lect.
XIX. of the schemes to which this proHfic thought has

JTT sfiven rise I should do both them and you injustice.

more or \ niiaht lead you to think of them merely as vision-
less com- o */ v

munistic. ary when they were the result of much practical

observation and experience. 1 might exhibit some

of their weak points when it would do us much more

good to perceive where they were strong. I might

connect them with titles which have become op-

probrious when the objects of their propounders

were benevolent, when they desired to promote

Order, not Confusion. I would only make these

two remarks, which you may find useful. The first

is that for the reasons I have given already the

most carefully elaborated of these schemes will be

found to have French authors, though no doubt

opportunities have been afforded by the freer life

of Great Britain for practical experiments limited in

extent, but of great interest and value

—

e.g. that

of Mr Owen at Lanark. The second is that be-

neath all the schemes, great or small, however

diverse in character and design, lies the conviction

that somehow or other there must be, or there

must be formed, a Human Family. If only a few

compose it, still it must in virtue of its principles

be capable of embracing all men.

The idea of I am thus drawn on to consider what I have
a Human ni» ^ -i n ^ ' t ^ ^

Family Called lu the title 01 this Lecture the modern con-

them all. coption of Humanity. Inattention to the nomen-

clature of different periods or, what means the

same, to the nomenclature of the most eminent

thinkers in different periods, often leads us into
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fatal misapprehensions respecting their distinctive ^^*^-

quahties. We may easily confound the Human
Nature which was the favourite and common sub- Nature

giving

ject of study in the last age with the Humanity place to

which has begun to be so much spoken of in ours, in our

S1366cll

If we do, I suspect we shall not appreciate the step

which we have taken in advance of our immediate

predecessors; we shall understand even less where

we stand in relation to those who were before them.

We shall be embarrassed with schools, each of great

historical and even present importance, but partial

and contradictory ; when we might ascend through

them to a living and practical moral ground.

The disciples of M. Comte maintain that it is Auguste

he who has brought us to this higher ground, that

he has interpreted the earlier experiments of this

century, and has embodied them all in a compre-

hensive system. I am not at all anxious to dispute

these claims, or to set up any rival who can chal-

lange a share of them for himself. I assume that

his philosophy does represent the modern con-

ception of Humanity. Probably it is nowhere so

completely expressed as in his writings. He has His ser-

explained to our generation the desire of former previous

teachers to build up a Universal Society, and aphers.°

Morality which should be adapted to it ; their

eagerness to associate this Human Society and

Human Morality with physical studies ; their im-

patience of Theology and its traditions and asso-

ciations ; their resolution that whether or not

it was necessary in other days it should be
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^^1- banished from the new age. It seems to me
that he has brought these questions to a more

distinct and intelHgible issue than any previous
His ser- thinker. As a Clersfyman and a Professor of
vices to tlie ^»'

theologian. ]y[oral Theologj, I feel myself under unspeak-

able obliofations to him. For he has cleared

the ground of much rubbish which hindered us

from knowing where we were standing ; he has

compelled us to abandon all apologies for our faith,

and simply to ask ourselves what we mean by it,

and what we suppose it can do for mankind. If

it can do nothing, if what we have called the

Kingdom of Heaven is not concerned about the

Reformation or Resfeneration of the earth, we

must confess that we have been walking in a

dream, or have been deliberately imposing a lie

upon our fellow creatures.

^^^, ^^*i' I. M. Comte has dwelt much upon the fact
mate oi •

Bacon's ^hat sinco the time of Bacon \ Moral Philosophy
eriect on ' i. j

moral lias bccn morc and more inclined to assume a
studies

justified by physical, and to discard a theological founda-

tion. The truth and importance of this remark

I fully recognised in my last Lecture. I did not

' M. Comte joius the name of Descartes to tliat of Bacon.

I am not competent to estimate the kind of impression which

that illustrious thinker has made on his own countrymen. If

I am not mistaken, his influence on England, where his phy-

sical speculations are little prized and where his search for a

ground of his own thoughts has affected the most earnest

students at some stage of their lives, has been rather to counter-

act than to promote the tendency which I spoke of in my last

Lecture.
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merely accept it as a general proposition ; I en- Lect,

deavoured to illustrate in a number of particular

cases taken from the representatives of schools to the pre-

utterly opposed to each other. The period between tme asto

our Civil Wars and the French Revolution pre- method of

sented a series of experiments all conducted upon centu^3^

the maxim which M. Comte supposes to have

established itself for ever as the only reasonable or

possible one. I recognised the great value of each

of these experiments ; the undoubted result to

which it conducted us. But upon that maxim

which each of these students assumed, they could

not be reconciled, each must be at war with the

one that preceded it. Introduce the maxim which

they agreed to cast out and which yet continued

to subsist as the acknowledged basis of the people's

faith in all countries of Europe, and we could do

justice to each of these results; it was impossible

to part with any one of them.

2. The asrreement of such remarkable men— P^ ^n-
^ iancy, Eoy-

80 different as those I have enumerated—in the i^oo^' and
Manhood

most advanced period of European Civilization, of the

world.

that Theology had been used up—at least for

moral and political purposes—that a physical age

had set in—offers surely a great excuse for M.

Comte's grand generalization, which Mr Mill

reckons his most characteristical one. The study

of Physical facts, he says, must be taken as the

sign of the world's maturity ; the study of Theo-

logy of its infancy ; a middle period of Meta-

physical speculation being the transition from one

27
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lect. to the other. No man who has heard such a
XIX

proposition enunciated can forget it, or can fail

to find instances in history which seem to esta-

Persouai bHsh it. What will have really far greater weight
experiences _ , i 'n
have done witli most men than these instances, what will
more than . . -n i i •

iiistoryto givc tliem Weight Will be their own personal

conception expeneiices. 'Were not we/ they ask, Hheo-
P'^P"

'

• i
loofians in our nurseries 1 Did we not stum-

'ble about in strange metaphysical puzzles of

'which we could find no solution, when we first

' became capable of exercising our thoughts ? Do
' we not discover as we become men that our busi-

' ness is with '' positive " things ; with the outward

' world, of which in the earlier periods we knew
' nothing ?

' There is a force in reflections of this

kind which those who submit to it are not aware

of. And it is a force which affects ordinary men

of the world even more than students. For the

Amhiguity name 'positive ' covers much ground. It may be
in the woixl

"positive." taken loosely to express the processes or the

results of scientific enquiries. But that is not its

obvious or natural signification. It denotes rather

the material on which these processes are exercised,

that with which men are concerned who buy and

sell if they never trouble themselves about science.

Positivism In this scuse practical men may exclaim that thev
of the . . ..."
Stock have been talking Comtisra all their lives without

andthe° kuowing it, bccauso they have said to each other:

' It is very good for children to say prayers with

' their mammas in the nurseries. It does not much
' signify what nonsense they talk about their minds
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'and souls at College, When they become law- Lect.

'yers or merchants or Members of Parliament,

' they soon tame down into common sense. Then
' what they care about is the prices which things or

' men will fetch in the market.' Discourse no doubt

denoting a high civilization, but one which cannot

be appropriated to the loth century. Opinions ths Posi-... . . .. tivism not

similar to it in all essentials are attributed to citi- new.

zens of London in Ben Jonson's Comedies, to

citizens of Rome in the Epistles of Horace.

But this assuredly is not orthodox Positivism, M- <^'omto
•^ ' evidently

not what M. Comte meant by the third or mature ^lesired an
•^ opposite

stage of human existence. That Experimental one
; a

T-x . . 1
growth

Philosophy, in Bacon's sense of that word, has been into

ir>i'T Til ri Science

reserved for this last stage and has been one of the through ex-

greatest gifts to mankind, I take to be his doc-

trine; surely a very sound one. I do not feel less

gratitude to him for this announcement that he

has expressed it in terms which are open to the

other construction. The ambiguity will be use-

ful to us if it teaches us that there are two possi-

bilities; one of ascent from our infontine wisdom,

one of descent. We may rise to a scientific appre-

hension of the meaning of facts, we may sink into

the habit of considering them only as they affect

our private interests. We may become human,

we may drop into a positive money-worship which

is merely brutal. That we should avoid the de-

gradation and attain the elevation would have

been surely M. Comte's desire.

What I maintain is that the hindrances to

27 2
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lect. Experimental Philosophy were also the great hiii-

derances to theoloo-ical belief. As lonof as men are

counted infallible the investigation into the meaning

of facts will be checked^ precisely because the belief

in a God of Truth, in a God who stirs men to

pursue Truth and leads them on in the pursuit

of it, is checked. The practical denial of God, not

faith in Him, makes us afraid that if we seek we

shall not find, if we knock it will not be opened

The child to US. Thoso nurscrv prayers which the Club
may be the

J l J

fattier of gagc thuiks wcro so good for the child, so inappro-

priate to the man, ought to be so regarded if the

man's ultimate vocation is to get all he can for him-

self But in that ripest period he will look back

upon his childhood, and fancy it must have been

the sunniest and most blessed moment of his ex-

istence because he cherished delusions which have

The man passcd for cvcr awav. "Whereas, if his vocation is
may feel ./ /

his need of to kuow Trutli and to be true, he may have then
Theology

. , , ,

because he had his first glimpso of the vista which through
hggqs

Science, agcs upoii agcs he is to explore. He may have been

shewn who would be his guide through the be-

wildering, but most needful and precious question-

ings respecting himself and his fellows into which

he enters as he grows older; he may feel that he

first knows the full need of his mother's lessons

when he grapples with the mysteries either of the

outward Universe or of Human Society.

3. So I come to that great development of the

doctrine that Physical or Positive studies should

be the induction to Human studies in which
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M, Comte supposed the glory of his System to con- Lect.

sist. Here I feel myself in a difficulty which I

must state frankly, and about which I greatly de-

sire light from those who can give it. M. Comte The Hie-

supposes that there is an order or hierarchy ofsTud^ls?

studies, that Humanity is at the summit, but that

Mathematics, Chemistry, Biology and others lead

up to it. Now I am utterly unable to ascend

this scale. I do not affect to be a Mathema-

tician, a Chemist, or a Biologist. It would be the

greatest quackery to pretend that I can judge

whether M. Comte's arrangement of these subjects

is right, or how well or ill he has treated any one

of them. Am I therefore unfit to understand his J^^"^*^
'^'^

know them

doctrine so far as it bears on Humanity? Is it ^n before

_
we become

impossible for me without this qualification to be- Comtists?

come a Comtist? Or can I only acquire that

qualification by taking for granted all that is said

in M. Comte's course on topics about which I am
isfnorant? In the first case it strikes me that the

limits of the school must be drawn very closely;

that the conditions under which it is entered are

severer than those which any sect in the world has

laid down. But I open a book written in a pojDular or accept

style and addressed to all Europeans and Ameri- course of

cans ; there I find people of every class and tongue artSeTof

urged at once to become proselytes of the new

faith. That book sometimes leaves a painful im-

pression upon the mind that the second alterna-

tive—that of implicit faith—is demanded of us.

Much is said to liave been done by 'Positivism'
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Lect. behind the scenes: we seem sometimes to be told
XIX.

that we must receive its lessons on Humanity, thev
The School

. . . ^

J ^ ^

apparently being inevitable deductions from doctrines pre-
inviles us

. i t i i •
-i\/r i

• r^\
to consider viously established respecting Mathematics, Ohe-

human mistrj, Biology. When, however, I meet with

withour Comtists, men of the highest worth and honesty,

raiU'r^"^ who do not profess any deej) acquaintance with

these subjects—who, at the same time, would never

submit to the infallibility in a Philosopher which

they deny to a Pope—I feel that I must have mis-

understood them on these points; that they do not

mean to exclude us from the benefit of their lessons

upon what they deem the highest of all topics,

because we are not competent to pass an examina-

tion in the lower. Althouo^h therefore I should

like some more confident assurance that I am not

venturing on sacred ground without the proper

initiation; I shall assume that it is lawful to claim

my portion, ignorant as I am, in the Humanity of

which the Comtists speak. I think they will find

hereafter that men will not care as they ought to

care for Mathematics or Chemistry or Biology, if

they are not first induced to assert their riglits as

Humanity mcu. I may fully accej^t M. Comte's doctrine

iast^!f^
^^^ t^^t Humanity is the climax of these studies. I

i?ifnoV iii^st also believe that it lies beneath them, and
also the ^^ust ill somo Way be the preparation for them.

4. If this point is settled we can do much

greater justice to the comprehensive Humanity of

this teacher. That he refuses to confine it by any sec-

tarian limitS; that he would recognize of all kindreds

first?
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and nations as sharers in it is a valuable and neces- Lect.
XIX.

sary protest, it seems to me, against oj)inions which

have prevailed in all parts of Christendom. What The com-
prehen-

the humanity of the Eastern Empire was I have siveness

tried to shew you. How the West became more Comtist

and more Latin in all its thoughts and concep- tobehigiiiy

tions; how Protestants rebelling against this limit- weiTL' th^e •

ation introduced others still narrower, so that the it '^should

rejection of what is common to man seemed to bepra^cTicl
™

the badge of their circles, I have also been com-

pelled to explain. We may not have learnt these

facts from the Comtists' preaching
; yet we may

be heartily thankful to it for not allowing us to

forget them or explain them away. As little can

v/e deny the service it has done us by declaring

that the mere Roman Virility must not be con-

founded with Humanity; that we cannot feel the

lensfth and breadth of that v/ord till we acknow-

ledge the grandeur of the woman's position. Once

more we must rejoice that they have not permitted

these to be barren maxims, that they have insisted

upon them as truths which must affect the Politics

of the world; which must be tested by the circum-

stances, not of other times, but of our own. Such

hints are most salutary and bracing ; they speak

not of compromises but of battle ; if we are to be

swept away in the battle, as they threaten that we

shall be, we must nevertheless prepare ourselves

for it.

5. If I recognise the worth of this conception

because it protests against the attempt to exclude
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Lect. any portion of the race from the circle of Humanity,

I honour it quite as much because it treats Hu-

givenTo""^ mauity not as degraded, but as glorious. On this

?u3*^ point also I have been forced to own that it is at

against
"^^^^ ^'^^^ ^^^® lossous wliicli different portions of

many pre- Christcudom havc derived from their teachers, with
valent no- '

tions. those which prevail in Protestant sects, as well as

among Romish Orders. It is at variance also

with the doctrines of Philosophers so little in sym-

pathy with either as Thomas Hobbes. The diffi-

culty indeed of combining a view of Humanity

which is inclusive with one which is elevating has

been felt in all ages and by all thinkers to be

enormous. Is it not a truth that a majority—a vast

majority— of our species are gross and animal

;

nearer—to use a phrase which an ilhistrious states-

man has made classical—the ape than the angel ?

Does not every new investigation bring this

truth more home to us ? Is not Science endorsing

DiflRcuify it 1 The consequence is that from whatever point
of avoid-

, - ^ . . , .

ing those thcorists start, they commonly end with adoptmg

under some form or other, the doctrine which they

complain of when it assumes its Calvinistical form.

They hold whatever is good among men to be

exceptional. The Comtists bravely resist this con-

clusion. They will pay the highest honour to

Humanity as sucli. If they contemplate it in

particular specimens, that is, if I do not mistake,

because they suppose the characteristics of it to be

most fully exhibited in those specimens.

6. A nd they suppose the human characteristic,

notions.
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tliat which all are to strive for because it is i^^^t.

XIX.
human, to be not Selfishness but Love ; only when

1 1 •
Acknow-

each man seeks not nis own interest, but the m- ledgment

ft I10I' •! 11 °^ Love to

terest ot the whole society, is he truly human, otiiers not

That is the goal we are to seek ; not the obtaining as the true

of rewards, not the escape from punishment, but Humanity.

this sublime and perfect Charity. Great as the In-

tellect is, it must bow to the heart ; all efforts after

knowledge, even if pursued according to that won-

derful system which M. Comte elaborated, are

still conducing to this higher end ; only when that

is attained has Positivism fulfilled its mission.

Portions of this language may sound not alto-

gether new to us. Do you think we can safely

dismiss them on that plea ? Have we understood

them so well—have they penetrated so far into our

practice—that we can afford to part with any one

w^ho sings them afresh to us, mingled possibly

with some sharp notes of denunciation and con-

tempt ? If Comtists know the secret of com- benefit of
•* tins lesson

bininof reverence for all mankind with resistance ^""^^^
,^

^
tnougn we

to the selfishness to which we feel that each ™^y ^^"'^

heard it

of US has continually yielded, surely we should before,

listen earnestly while they impart it. If they do

nothing but cause us some shame, that may be the

very good we want ; those who stir us to that

may be our highest benefactors.

What is the secret then ? It is this :
' Part The way to

• I mi 1 -r-1 1 TT • • ^^^ goal.
' With your Theology. Exalt Humanity into the

' place which it has occupied.' The words have a

most tempting sound. There are numbers who
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lect. are eager to accept them. I think I have partly

shewn you why. If I gave you diiierent passages

notions of from M. Comte's books which shew what he sup-
Theology.

posed Theology to be, you would be still better

acquainted with his reasons. He often compli-

ments the Tlieology of the Catholic Church for

vindicating the feelings against the mere glori-

fication of the intellect by Philosophers. But

Positivism, he says, does that more perfectly ; it

exalts the heart to its right place, to its highest

Its merits houour. TheoloQfv has worshipped a woman in
in Lis eyes ^"^

^ ,

^ ^

as a pivpa- the porsou of the Virgin. How much better

Positivism, docs Comtism fulfil the same object ! Tlieology

has kept up a certain notion of a Society not

confined to one nation with a Supreme Dogma-

tist over it. That was very well for the Middle

Ages ; it was better than the anarchy which the

brutal conflicts of the different States might have

produced. It suggested the thought that there is

an educational power as well as a merely govern-

ing one. But Positivism has adopted all that is

good in this doctrine into itself A supreme

Dogmatist must give place to a perfect System

;

a wider Humanity must displace what was merely

the preservation and development ofcertain maxims

Its direct originating with a set of Hebrew teachers. Then

Theolog}^ has its direct mischiefs. It encourages

Selfishness. It leads men to abandon the interests

of the earth and mankind for the sake of rewards

which are to be obtained in some future world. It

is also adverse to fixed principles such as Science

evils
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craves for. It introduces uncertainty and fluctua- lect.
XIX.

tion by promising continual interferences on behalf

of particular favourites.

Now you will perceive how much excuse there The Creed

IS for these charges ; how little right any one of Lords

1 mi T 1
Prayer

US may have to sa}^, ' ihey do not apply to me.' passed over

But did it not occur to M. Comte that there cant.
°

was another way of judging what the Theology of

Christendom is besides an examination, which

must be somewhat loose and hasty of the tenets

and practices of its particular teachers ? Might

he not, just for a moment, have looked at those

very short documents to which I have referred

so often, seeing that they are recognised by all

the teachers, and also are the language of the

people ? If he had done so he would have dis-

covered exactly what is the difference between

his conception of Humanity and the theological

one ; he would not have discovered any one of

those characteristics which, either for praise or

blame, he has imputed to Theology.

He would not have found that the Creed ofTiieiiu-
iTianity of

the West speaks either of the feelings or the In- tiie Creed.

tellect. He would have read in it of God a Father

who is the Creator of Heaven and Earth, that He
is emphatically not a capricious Being who inter-

feres on behalf of a few favourites, but One who
had made Himself known to men through a Son

—

that Son entering into the nature of men, dying

the death of men, risiuGf for men, exaltingf His
^ CD ' O

manhood at the right hand of God, being the
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Lect. Head and Judsfe of men. Here is the common
XIX.

Humanity of men ; here is that Humanity ex-

hibited not in some partial examples, but in a

A Head of Central Object to whom all may turn, in whom all
Humanity

^ , -r^ r '

unites all may see their own perfection. And that Perfection

meutsof it. is emphatically the Perfection of Unselfishness, of

One who sacrifices Himself for the good of the kind,

for the pure Love which M. Comte deems the

supreme good of man. M. Comte, if he had con-

tinued the perusal of this simple manual of

Theology, would have heard of a Uniting Spirit

who builds up a Society of men, who sets them

free from sins, who promises to raise up their

bodies out of death, who gives them the Life of

the Eternal God which has been shewn to be the

Life of the Eternal Charity. Certainly not a

limited Latin or Greek Society, not one held in

subjection to any Supreme Dogmatist or to the

rules of any Sect.

What is it that M. Comte calk upon us to

exchange for this obsolete infantine Theology ?

A Head- We are still to believe in Humanity, only in a liead-

mlnity loss Humanity. It is a Humanity which has no
reproduces i

i ii / i • i i

aiiihe deeper root than our own nature, which can only

idolatries ^^ undorstood and adored in ourselves and in our

divkied^it.
fellow-creatures. It is no metaphysical abstraction.

Positivism abhors Metaphysics. It must therefore

take concrete forms ; it must be reverenced and

adored in those. Every one who reads history,

who knows anything of himself, must perceive how

plausible such a doctrine is, how highly probable
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it is that it should bring forth practical fruits.
^^]^

M. Comte has produced the most clear and com-

plete Philosophy of Idolatry that exists in the

world ; the fullest justification and apology for all

the worships that have divided Humanity. The

only question is whether such a Philosophy is the

way to a United and Universal Humanity.

I think it may be, if it has the eifect which How
•^ '

^ Comtism

it ouo'ht to have, of leading: us to see how much may lead
^ '^^

. .us '^•^ck to

we have, one and all, been acting on the maxims the uniting

of this Philosophy, how much we have been dei- away from'

. . . the idola-

lymg our own partial tastes and conceptions, tries which

how little we have been confessing a Centre endorse.

from which the life of all human creatures is de-

rived, in which they may find a fellowship amidst

all their diversities. What honour do not Comt-

ists deserve of us—what columns and statues

can be too magnificent for their high j3i"iest—if

they bring us back to the belief that the Love

which they say is the sublimest quality of men
is indeed, as St John said, the very being of

God ; that which was manifested to men in His

Son ; if in the bitter despair of becoming by any

effort of ours what they tell us that we ought

to be, in the full consciousness of all the selfish-

ness which Hobbes imputes to our Nature, we are

led to confess a Spirit who can raise us to a par-

ticipation of the divine Nature ? For my own part

I do not profess the least skill in confuting Comt-

ists. I am glad to be confuted by them, since

their exposure of my Theology compels me to
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^^•J-
understand how little I have appreciated it, and

what the worth of it is.

Practical I am anxious to distinguish between any
sugges-

tions of Social arrangements which Comtists may recom-

questions mend and their fundamental principles. Their

Policy. dogmas about the relations of Labourers to Capi-

talists are entitled to the same respectful con-

sideration as all others that have been propounded

by Frenchmen or Englishmen who have devoted

thought to that subject. If they seem to con-

tradict others which have commended themselves

to our judgments, we need not be in a hurry to

reject either. Still less ought w^e to despair of a

solution of the most difficult problems, because

our assent is demanded to so many different solu-

tions ; every student, every practical man may
contribute some hint which we cannot afford to

lose ; in action we may discover the use of one and

another that we have slighted. If Comtists some-

times appear as decisive in their conclusions upon

those points which must be open to the influence

ofvarying circumstances as upon the most universal

principles, that is the ordinary infirmity of young

and vigorous schools bent upon shewing that they

are not content with figures in ivory or paste-

board, but must have actual pawns and bishops

and kings to play with. And surely it is well for

us to be reminded that all our principles must be

tested at last by what they can do for our own

characters and for mankind.

From those applications of this System which
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concern the intercourse of Nations with each other, '^-^''^'^

XIX.
we may all I think derive much instruction ; many

And on in-

grave warnmgs as to immoral notions and habits temationai

.. _. .^. quealions.

which we have tolerated in public men, and have

perhaps cherished in ourselves. As long as they import-

adhere to the word 'international,' I can listen to phrai.
'"^

them gratefully ; for that word recognises the dis-

tinctness of the bodies which hold fellowship with

each other ; it excludes the imperialism in which

Nations are lost. But there is in this system such

a dread of the individuality which I believe is in-

volved in the existence of Nations ; such an evi-

dent hankering after the 'death' of Jesuitism if

it could be secured without the name which Loyola

adopted, and (as I hold) dishonoured ; the founder

and disciples of this school have such an admira-

tion for Charlemagne's doings in the West, such Tendency

a liking for the civilization of China even though aiism in

the ' Progress ' which they admire is not quite

compatible with its 'Order'; that one cannot but

perceive an Empire looming through all their

speculations, however much it may at present be

kept out of their own sight as well as ours.

If that vision did' come in its fulness upon

some of the disciples of this school, if they saw that

they must in deed as well as in name renounce

the Liberty w^iich was once dear to them—I sus- Danger of

pect they would begin to reconsider with great In mTn
^^^

seriousness the steps by which they had arrived at JoThe™^^^

such a result. I should be very sorry if their
Li'beJtj^f

reflections led them into an angry reaction against
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Lect. their teacher or his lessons. Those who have
XIX

known most of these reactions in themselves or

sion.

seen them in others would be guilty of a crime if

Conciu- they tried to produce them in any one. I hope

that instead of revolting against M. Comte, his

disciples may always remember him as the dis-

coverer to them of the great truth that there must

be some Universal Society for men. That Society,

as I have tried to shew j^ou, may take the form

of an Empire ; then it will be but a repetition of

the experiments against which the cry in men for

a Brotherhood has ascended to heaven. It may

take the form of a Family ; then it may satisfy

that cry, if indeed there is a Father in Heaven

who adopts men of all Nations and Kindreds into

His Family, and teaches them what are their

places in it.



LECTURE XX.

DEMAND IN THE NEWEST CIRCUMSTANCES FOR
A DIVINE GROUND OF HUMAN LIFE AND
HUMAN MORALITY.

"When I spoke to you in the last Lecture of that lect. xx.

which I called the Modern Conception of Hu- Purpose

manity, I did not intimate any purpose of adding Lecture.

to that conception some theological tenets modern

or ancient. If I undertook such a task, I should

not only be forsaking my proper province as a

Moralist, I should be making all that I have said

to you about Morality unintelligible, I have not

tried to shew you that something is desirable be-

sides the Universal or Human Morality which

has been the subject of this course; I have wished

to ascertain what is the foundation of that Mo-

rality; how it can be in very deed a Morality for

men as men, a Morality for you and me. I be-

lieve, as I have said, that all the partial con-

ceptions of Humanity and of Human Morality

which the enquirers of the i8th century be-

28
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lect.xx. queathed to us, as well as that more compre-

hensive one which has been elaborated in our own

day, afford us the greatest help in understanding

the lessons of those periods which we had ex-

Thereai amiucd previouslj. But I fully admit that the

Principle, tcst of all principles affecting to be moral and

human must be their application to the circum-

stances in which we are placed. What signifies it

to us if they were adapted to Palestine in the

first century, or to Constantinople or Rome in the

middle ages, or to the Teutonic nations at the

Reformation, if they do not explain our lives, if

they cannot direct our practice in this year 1869?

We may respect them as fragments of antiquity,

we may deposit them in museums, but we must

have something else for our common daily busi-

ness. Because I can find no other which is

adequate to our emergencies, I go back to the

principle of a Universal Family which was an-

nounced eighteen centuries ago, and which has

been subject to so many contractions and mutila-

tions in subsequent periods. I accept the principle

in that primitive form which has been preserved

among the people of Christendom, whatever may
have been the opinions of its different doctors.

?Human- ^' "^^^^ ^ Fatherly Will is at the root of

i*^y- Humanity and upholds the Universe was the an-

nouncement which shook the dominion of capri-

cious demons and the throne of an inexorable fate

in the Roman Empire. The circumstances in

which it was first proclaimed shew how much the
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Universality of the announcement was involved Lect. xx.

in its essence. The resistance to it came from the

Jews, because they said they were the chosen

people of God, the only favourites of Heaven.

The Apostle of the Gentiles—whom it is the most Universai-

. , . .
ity of St

modern fashion to credit with the characteristic i*aui.

peculiarities of Christian Theology—affirmed his

privilege as a Jew only to be this, that he might

proclaim his Gospel concerning God to all Nations.

His cause would have been lost, every argument

which he used would have been stultified, his

sufferings would have been wasted, his influence

on mankind would have been nothing, if he had

not delivered this as a message to men just as

he found them, not after they had entered the

Church, but as the reason why they should enter

it. Every attempt that was made afterwards by

any Church or any school to make the truth of

the announcement dependent on the acceptance

of it by one set of men or another was a defiance

of his express words; must deprive the morality

which he deduced from it of all reality for them

or for their race.

Now the circumstances which are at this time Modem

creating the greatest suspicion of Christian Mo- to chriT

rality are these. We know that an immense world iSity.

"

has been discovered of which the Palestine fisher-

men and the tentmaker of Tarsus knew nothing.

' While it was possible to contemplate Christen-

' dom as constituting the world, or at least all that

' is sacred in it, the morality of these teachers,' it

28—2
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LECT.xx.it is said, ^ might be accepted as sufficient. It

'led to great crimes and brutalities when new

'regions of men were revealed to the sailors of

Alleged 'Spain or Holland or England. Those who lay

for a world ' outsido the fold might be treated with unbridled

of many" ' fcrocity, or be compelled by such ferocity to come
teig.ons.

<^j^|^j^ j^_ Afterwards when along with com-

'mercial intercourse and civiHzation some notion

' of a common Humanity began to prevail, the

' Churches caught a little of it, talked with pity of

' the poor exiles from God's mercy, and when no

' longer able to persecute them, made considerable

' efforts to persuade them that the European faith

'in some one of its forms was better than their

' own. But though in these efforts some gentle-

' ness towards people of other religions may

'have been called forth—though that may have

'been found on the whole the most useful policy

'for the proselytisers—what fellowship can they

'have felt with those whom they warned under

' the most terrible penalties to become like them ;

' how can they have confessed that there was any

'common moral standard to which they might

'appeal?'

I am not careful to consider the numerous ex-

ceptions to this charge which the records of every

sect and Nation might offer, because I wish you

to observe, that if it was true absolutely and

without any exception against all Christians, it

would only shew what had been the effect of neg-

lecting the maxim from which they started. It
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is equally true that every instance of the behaviour Lect. xx.

towards men of other races and faiths which is the

opposite to this has been an adherence, whetlier

intentionally or not, to that maxim. Suppose a
^^fj^^j^^^"

man to hold it fast, he must trace all sense of ''^po'*"'^^
' maxim.

Justice, Veracity, Equity, Kindliness in himself

to that which he affirms to be the perfectly good

Will; he must acknowledge every unjust, un-

truthful, unfair, unkind act of his as a rebellion

against it. He must attribute all the imperfection

of his acts either to a confused apprehension of this

Will, or to some perverse influence which hinders

him from giving effect to his apprehension of it.

And this judgment of himself must be also the

one which he forms of all with whom he is

brought into contact. Whatever sense of Justice,

Veracity, Equity, Kindliness is found in them

must have its source in that same Will, cannot

have any other source. Whatsoever in them is

unjust, untrue, unfair, unkind, must come from a

confused apprehension of this Will, or from some

false influence which prevents them from giving

effect to their apprehension of it. The principle ^^¥^,.|'.

in both cases is precisely the same. And the

treatment of the cases must be in all essentials

the same. To set up a Western standard of

morals against an Eastern is to deny our ^vm.-

ciple—to exalt ourselves in any degree, either

on the plea that our civilization is better, or that

our religion is better, is to confute the claims

of each. The man who boasts of his peculiar
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Lect. XX. civilization boasts of his narrowness, of his in-

capacity to recognise the distinctions and varie-

ties which are found in the society of men as in

Boasting ^j^g natural Cosmos. The man who boasts of his
selt-coiitra-

ciictory, religion, boasts that he has some special God who

is not the Father of all the Families of the Earth,

who is not the root of all that is rig-ht and true in

himself and all men, who does not abhor what is

wrong or false in him as much as in all other

men.

There can be no doubt that any one who is

uniformly just, fair, kindly in his dealings with

those of another faith, still more that any one who

deliberately exerts himself to improve their con-

dition, to elevate their thoughts, to make them

partakers of all that he finds most precious to him-

self whatever it be, does undermine the worship

of separate local gods, still more the worship of

unjust and cruel gods, even though he never

speaks a word against them, though he enters into

no argument to withdraw any one from them.

Influences Qu tlic othcr hand, if, under any pretext, we as-
which
undermine sumo a right to iusult or bully or corrupt or cheat
or sustMin .

i i i p ^

immoral any uiau in any country whom the chances or do-
divinities. . . T 1 J 1 i1

minion or diplomacy or trade throw in our way,

we do what in us lies to confirm that man in

the belief of insulting, bullying, corrupting, cheat-

ing gods; we lead him to pay them homage as

the best means of securing their connivance or

support, and of counteracting our violence or our

tricks. This effect we shall produce, because we
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are, in our inmost hearts, doing homage to these Lect. xx.

gods ourselves, because we are invoking them, if

not at public altars and temples, yet in our daily

transactions, in our secret thoughts. It is well

that we should thoroughly understand this. Comt-

ists or others may talk to us about getting rid

of theology. We can very easily get rid of that How to get

theology of which I have spoken to you in these Theology.

Lectures—of that theology which recognises a

Kighteous Will, a Fatherly Will, as the ground

of us and of the Universe. We do get rid of

that continually; we shake it oft' as a most in-

convenient burthen. But we cannot get rid of

some theology. When we have rejected the name

or names that men have worshipped, the sub-

stance, the character which the names represent,

cleave to us as closely as ever. The more we

feel that there is no object above our nature

—no ground beneath our nature—the more will

those tendencies, appetites, antipathies, which we

find in our nature, present themselves to us as

irresistible powers w^hich we must obey. They How to fail

,
^

. under the

will associate themselves, as they have done in dominion

all mythology, with the powers of the outward

world ; then in spite of all our knowledge of that

world, these powers will combine with those which

we feel characteristic of ourselves to terrify and

enslave us.

I believe the circumstances of our time are

compelling us to take notice of these facts, that

men in all directions are taking notice of them.
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Lect. XX. Those who speak most of the moral corruptions

which are to be discovered in Hindostan, Japan,

Recogni-
jj^ g^jjy Eastcm land: those who complain that we

tion or a •' ••

common
^ff\\[ j^ot rocog'nise the nobler qualities which are

standard ^ ^
byoppos- to be found in the natives of all these countries;
mg think-

ers- those who ask whether the same evils which

Christians have denounced as the results of Hea-

then worship are not to be seen in their own

actions—all alike, however they may wish to fix

our attention upon one set of facts, and to make

us incredulous of others which rest upon evidence

as strong and decisive, are leading us to the same

result. They all point to a standard of which

they are conscious, of which they discover a con-

sciousness not only in particular men, but in

whole Societies of men; they recognise in each

particular man, in every Society of men a depar-

ture more or less violent from that standard. The
The pecu- question how if that is so we are to account for
bar stand- ^

ard less the dissimilar maxims which men have pro-
elevated

^

*•

than the poscd to thcmselvcs, and by which they have
common
one. tried to regulate their conduct, may seem to

become more difficult as our experiences become

more manifold. In fact those manifold experi-

ences are driving us to a practical solution of the

difficulty—are interpreting the old solution of it.

Not that which is peculiar, not that which is ex-

ceptional, is most elevated; but that which has

the largest, most comprehensive sympathy, which

can most enter into the conditions of those who

are lowest and most degraded. Whence can such
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a Sympathy have issued, whence can the desire of lect.xx.

it have issued? If its source is in our circum-

stances it must soon be exhausted; those circum-

stances, by their varieties and contradictions, are

exhausting it. If the source is in ourselves, the

Self of each man must extinguish it. The circum- Those
^

^
whiehsepa-

stances have given rise to those partial concep- rate men
. . . , .

can be ex-

tions of worth which men in difierent regions plained

;

IT- 1 whence has

have formed, which they have exalted mto gods, come that

. . . which

The selfish instmcts have made these conceptions unites

incapable of reconciliation. Suppose the sympa-

thy to have sprung from a Will which has called

Man into being, which is the origin of Life and

Order to the Universe, there is at least the dawn

of light upon this great paradox, the promise that

all our acts, thoughts, and habits may not for

ever be entangled in the meshes of it.

II. But a Fatherly Will always must seem Redemp-

a monstrous and incredible dream to human beings

living in a world such as we live in, if they have

been left to destroy themselves and each other

according to their whims and fancies. If that is

the Will or the Fate which governs the Universe,

there must be some Deliverer from that Will or

Fate; some Prometheus who shall steal the fire

that is to hinder human creatures from being

utterly wretched, utterly at the mercy of the

Tyrant. Such redemptions every mythology is fromwbat?

full of—full in proportion to the experiences which

there were of human misery in the land that pro-

duced it. There must be some friendly demon,
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Lect.xx. some co-operator with the poor victims of mortal

oppression or of Death, the common oppressor

—

one who shall at least alleviate the wretched-

ness of some district or family or time if he can-

The cry for not rcmovc it. To securc such aid and co-opera-

theus. tion what prayers must not be poured forth, what

sacrifices offered ! If a child will secure the help

of the intercessor, if it will buy off the wrath

of the enemy, can that be grudged? More and

more the enemy is contemplated as absolute and

supreme ; the helpers as temporary and accidental.

And supposing they are habitually well disposed

—

supposing they have not been alienated by any

offences of their votaries, what do they know

about the wants of their votaries ? There may be

pity; what participation in woe can there be?

A modern poet has given admirable expression to

the sense of hopeless separation between the in-

habitants of the earth and its supposed rulers and

to the cry which it suggests. He may or may

not be right artistically in attributing such senti-

ments to a Greek Chorus, but they are in them-

selves most striking and true.

Swin- " But up in heaven the high gods one by one

Atl^^t ^'^^ hands upon tho draught that quickeneth,

PP- 50>5i- Fulfilled with all tears shed and all things done,

And stir with soft imperishable breath

The bubbling bitterness of life and death,

And hold it to our lips and laugh; but they

Preserve their lips from tasting night or day,

Lest they too change and sleep, the fates that spun.
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The lips that made us and the hands that slay; Lect. XX.

Lest all tliese change, and heaven bow down to none,

Change and be subject to the seculai* sway

And terrene revolution of the sun.

Therefore they thrust it from them, putting time away.

" I would the wine of time, made sharp and sweet Why

With multitudinous days and nights and tears ^<^^ gods

And many mixing savours of strange years, suffer with

Were no more trodden of them i;nder feet.

Cast out and spilt about their holy places

:

That life were given them as a fruit to eat

And death to drink as water; that the light

Might ebb, drawn backward from their eyes, and night

Hide for one hour the imperishable faces.

That they might rise up sad in heaven, and know
Sorrow and sleep, one paler than young snow.

One cold as blight of dew and ruinous rain;

Rise up and rest and suffer a little, and be

Awhile as all things born with us and we.

And grieve as men, and like slain men be slain."

The answer to this passionate demand accoixling The chiis-

liau an-

te the Christian Theology has been given once and swer.

completely. He whom it recognises as the Creator

and Life-giver of the Universe 'has grieved as

men, and like slain men been slain.' He en-

dures the tyranny which is triumphant over

man's nature that He may redeem the Will of

men from subjection to their nature and to all the

accidents which befall their nature ; that He may

ultimately raise their bodies as well as their wills

out of the death to which He submits.

If you fancy that you can trace in modern

Europe—in any of those who have accepted the

Christian Kevelation—that very confusion which
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lect.xx. Jias mingled with the mythologies of the old

world, and with those which Oriental scholars bring

under our notice—if you see among the people of

Christendom and even among their teachers a dis-

The two position to think of a Redemption from the Crea-
ideas oi '^ --

Redemp- ^qj. instead of by Him, of a Sacrifice to chano^e His
tion often "^ '

_ ^
_

*^

confound- "Will rather than to accomplish it—that is only a
ed in Chris-

,

^
. .

"^

tian coun- proof how little WB cau trust the opinions or no-
tries. ^.

. .
j-

tions of men in one region or another—how com-

mon a gravitation there is in all these notions and

opinions towards narrowness and self-seeking

—

how habitually, if we think as the Apostles

thought and spoke as they spoke, we must look

not to men but to Him of whose Will they testi-

fied, whose redemption they proclaimed, to sustain

our confidence in either. And all modern circum-

stances, it seems to me, by bringing into clearer

light the feebleness and insecurity of our judgments

and, at the same time, the needs of Humanity in

every region of the earth, are urging us to adopt the

# original language, undiluted by the least Sectarian

mixture, which declared that a Kedemption had

been accomplished for Mankind by the obedience of

the Son of God, by the sacrifice of the Son of Man.

The an- HI. The announcement of a Fatherly Will as
nounce-

i • i n ^ • ^ " ^

ment of a redeeminGT human creatures from their bondacfe to
S 'f f

Truth. evil and death by this Sacrifice has been felt in

all ages to be characteristic of the New Testament,

however it may have been reduced and explained

away b}'' those who have undertaken to interpret the

New Testament. If we accept its language in the
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simplest and obvious sense, another announcement lect.xx.

was at least as distinctive of it, and was no less

closely connected with its claim to be intended for

all Nations. The commonest, vulgarest people ^ ^T^essage

were told that the Spirit of the Father in Heaven People.

would be with them to raise, reform, and educate

their spirits, to emancipate them from their

animal and sensual nature, to deliver them -from

the suspicion, malice and vanity which set them

at enmity with each other and made the pursuit

of selfish ends the business of their lives. No words

can be more distinct than those which contain

this assurance. The presence of such a Spirit is

declared to be the very bond of the Universal So-

ciety which was to be composed of such hetero-

geneous elements, that which alone could prevent

them from breaking loose from each other, and

becoming more hostile than ever. These statements

lie on the surface of the record, so that the man

who runs may read them. Yet they evidently be-

long to its inmost essence. If there is a Society for

men as men, they, according to the teaching of the

Apostles, explain the possibility of it. Accordingly A'^^j^^
*'

the people of Christendom, when they have felt

the social impulse strongly, when they have be-

come impatient of class divisions, have turned to

this language, have recognised in it a message ad-

dressed to them. On the other hand, the learned

men have been anxious to construe it in some

other than its apparent sense, to explain that it

could not interfere with the authority of teachers
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Leot.xx. who had better means than wayfarers of judging

what was true in belief and right in action. Whe-

ther these advantages were derived from some ex-

ternal advantages of position or culture, or from

divine gifts and the inspiration of the Apostles

descending upon them, might be disputed. There

was an agreement to this extent, though one not

precluding the bitterest controversies between

those who entered into it, that the popular belief

is a dangerous one, sure to issue in an outbreak

The dread of onthusiasm wliich must be dangerous to all
ofenthusi-

^ _ _ _ _ _ _

asm. organization, civil or ecclesiastical. This was the

feeling of the divines as well as of the philo-

sophers in England during the last century. En-

thusiasm was their horror. That must in all ways

be checked. Hume's method of checking it by

establishing a religion in which he did not be-

lieve I have referred to before; it was accepted

by numbers who denounced his scepticism, as a

desirable and judicious expedient. For they had

evidence—clear evidence—from the facts of their

own days, as well as from the testimonies of his-

tory, that very wild incoherent acts were per-

Excuses petuated by individuals and sects who supposed

that they had possession of this divine gift; to

that persuasion might be traced the contempt of

learning which had characterised the followers of

Ziska in Bohemia, the contempt of Law and its

restraints which had characterised the Anabaptists

in Munster. These appeared sufficient reasons for

making efforts—desperate efforts—to prove that
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the Apostles did not mean that this was a gift for Lect.xx.

men in all ages; that it was in fact exhausted, for

all practical and important purposes, in the miracles

which they were enabled to perform. To shew The gift of
^ ^

_
the Spirit

how necessary these were for their work—how absorbed
in miracles.

strong the evidence was that they were performed

in that age—how little any subsequent age could

assert the same privilege—was a chief object of

those who aspired to connect scholarship with

Christianity. Protestants indeed were obliged

to combat the traditions of the Latin Church in

favour of the continuance of miraculous powers;

but as against what were called the enthusiastical

delusions, they might generally calculate on the

co-operation of their opponents.

So it was in the i8th century. A OTeat ^ revoUi-
*^

^

° tion and

change has taken place in ours. As in the i3thcounter-
_ _ _ _ revolution.

century, the popular conviction has sensibly modi-

fied if not overpowered the opinions of the learned.

Our fashionable language is in many respects the

very reverse of that which was adopted by our

forefathers. We do not denounce enthusiasm.

We are wont to speak of it as a great power,

indispensable for the study of any subject, for

energy to fulfil any task. The reaction has been

so vehement that, as was sure to be the case,

another is setting in. There is seen to be much

affectation in the talk about enthusiasm, that the

talk cannot promote energy either in study or

action. Motives, it is supposed such as Hobbes

deemed the only powerful ones, are necessary to
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Leot. XX
. stimulate both. Rewards and Punishments of some

kind are said to be the only securities for diligence

in one kind of work or another.

Thede- But however fashions of speech may alter
iDiind for a . , .

Society of among the wise or the unwise^ the great move-

beings. ments of the world go on. There is in every land

a people demanding to be recognised under that

name, not as a set of castes; there is a demand

for a fellowship which shall not be confined by

boundaries of space or even of time, which shall

unite us to men in the most distant regions of

earth, which shall unite us to our ancestors and

to our posterity. States may do their utmost to

assert their authority ; but can they satisfy these

requirements? Ecclesiastics may put forth their

highest pretensions. Can they control these as-

pirations ?

Both confess their inability. They say, 'We
States are rent asunder by Sects.' These, cry the States-
Cnurches, "^ ' xj

Sects. men, make it most difficult to educate the people

of a country ; these, cry the Churchmen, destroy

the Unity which we declare to be the special

characteristic of Christian life. Yet what deliver-

ance is there from these Sects ? The States have

tried persecution and have failed, have tried

toleration and have failed. The Latin and Greek

Churches have tried Excommunication, and Sects

have been the result of it. Protestants have fol-

lowed in their wake, behold what they have accom-

plished. There remain two courses. One is to

ignore all that the Sects have been inculcating ; to
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cultivate indifference; to decide that we can knowLECT.xx.

nothinof of the invisible world. I have not denied

before—I shall not deny—the many pleas which Scheme of
*^ ./ i banishirii^

there appear to be for this course, or the number t^e invisi-

' ^
^

ble, now

of philosophical men who recommend it, or the far feasi-

attrtiction which it may well have for the body

of citizens in every country weary with the con-

tentions of its religious parties. I would only ask

whether it is possible ; whether what you have

disposed of under one name is not certain to

appear under another ; whether as we become

acquainted with different lands and seek for living

intercourse with the inhabitants of them, we are

not obliged to perceive how thoughts of the in-

visible world have mingled with all their thoughts

of the visible, so that you cannot extinguish one

except at the risk of extinguishing the other ? In

an age which demands the freest scope for think-

ing there must be a broader, deeper line of de-

marcation drawn between the subjects which it

may approach and those which it must avoid than

the most dogmatical priest or ruler of consciences

was ever able to draw. We may confidently

afiirm that if it were drawn in this day as in

former days hosts of new sects would spring

up to efface it, and would obtain power over the

hear tsof the people everywhere just because they

effaced it.

The other alternative is that which I have just The oti.ei-

method.

spoken of We may believe actually, as we have

professed in words to believe, that there is a

2.9
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Lect.xx. Spirit guiding and educating the thoughts of us

The Spirit and of all men, awakening us to activity when we
who

^ _ .

teaches are most inclined to be slothful, keeping us at one
Fishermen -ti it-iiti1
and Sages, whcu WO are most inchned to be divided, instead

of shrinking from this assertion as one that is likely

to exalt the vulgar against the cultivated, we may

announce it to the most vulgar because we desire

for them the highest culture ; to the learned because

we wish them to know what Humanity really is,

and how they may be instruments in bringing

forth that which is latent in the most brutal.

So the first may feel all arrogance, self-conceit,

refusal to learn, all unsocial tempers, a rebellion

against a divine Teacher who would make them

capable of receiving illumination and difiusing

it; so the second, when their zeal in study and

discovery is flagging, may recognise an inspirer,

may perceive that he is a detecter of the frauds

which they practise on themselves, of the excuses

which they make for not fairly grappling with

facts and giving all weight to evidence. Then

as to common morality. It was a great blunder in

the teachers of the last century, first to tell poor

men that they must not rob and cheat, and that

they ought to be good husbands and fathers ; and

when they said they had found a counseller nearer

And keeps to themsclvcs who rosisted their inclination to rob
them from
vUe acts, and cheat, who inspired them with a desire to be

good husbands and fathers, then to reply, ' There

*is no such counseller for you; there was One who
' enabled the Apostles to do strange acts, but He
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'has left the earth long ago.' It was a fearful Lect.xx.

blunder, for it led these poor men to rejoin, 'Well, The results

of denying
' and why should not we perform strange acts His pre-

sence with
' too ? We did prize the Helper who enabled us commou

• 1 1
men.

' to do common acts, to care for our neighbours,

' to be honest and just in our dealings, but since

* you say that there is no other sign of His pre-

' sence but the doing of that which is uncommon,

' we will try to work wonders.' So the enemies of

spiritual guidance became the abettors of the im-

postures and insincerities which they intended to

put down.

But whatever may have been the case then,

the circumstances of our time shew how certain

it is that Society in the most civilised lands

will perish through the frauds of rich men as well Com-

/^ 1 /-•111 mercial

as poor men—of the most refined and the most knavery,

outwardly religious—if there is not some power

which can create a habit of honesty, which can

resist the secret temptations to flagrant dishonesty

in men whom neither the terrors of law nor of

public opinion can hinder from bringing disgrace

on themselves and ruin on their fellow-citizens.

Such discoveries give us stronger reasons for ask-

ing whether the news of such a Power which came

to men centuries ago must be discarded as false,

whether they may not be accepted in a more

complete sense than they have ever been?

There are other facts which the sight of the The streets... . ami Homes
streets in every civuized capital bring home to us, of London

, ••ni J.
'^^^ Paris.

which are brought much more vividly home to

29—2
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leot. XX. those earnest men who have penetrated into the

dwellings within those streets. Much, very much

has been done — much more mis^ht be done

—

for the improvement of those streets and dwell-

ings by mechanical contrivances, by medical know-

Can the ledge, by wise legislation. But there are habits
dwellers in .

i . i

them be in men and women which may set at nought

as well as the offccts of all mecliauical contrivances, of all

ings? medical knowledge, of the wisest legislation. They

cannot be reformed by any of these ; till they are

reformed they will produce ever more crimes,

ever fresh misery. Who can work this reform-

ation? Threats of punishment cannot, promises

of reward cannot. Is there not some demand for

the old faith in a Spirit to regenerate social life

as well as individual life, to overcome the sources

of death, ultimately to raise men out of death itself?

The In- Wo Want—I caiiuot say how much we want

—

spirer '^^ , , , pi-i-
phiianthro- the labours 01 physiologists, of statesmen, of men

with every kind of gift, to co-operate for the re-

moval of the plagues that torment Humanity.

We want them ; most thankful we shall be that so

many of them are ready to meet the want. Who
has inspired them? Who has taught them to

labour for an end which is not a selfish one? I

wish they would ask themselves that question. I

have tried to find an answer to it in this Lecture.

I have sought for the source of that Humanity,

of that human Morality, which I see and admire

in one man or another. I have sought for the

source of the habit, the temper, the character
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which I believe is struggling in every man with Lect. xx.

those impulses to self-indulgence and self-aggran-

disement which I find in myself, which the wisest

observers have detected in our nature. I cannot

discover any defence of this Morality, any security

for the permanence of it or the development of it, Opinions
•

_ _ ^
about such

any power of combating that which is opposed to a Spirit

it, except in that Spirit to whom the Apostles false if the

• c 1 • 1 1 T 1
power is in

attributed every gitt which they possessed, but to them.

which they traced as habitually the consistency

and harmony of the Society that was meant for

all men. The phrases which confess this pre-

sence cannot be the power that we want if those

phrases are true. They speak of that which is not

measured by our notions or apprehensions of it,

they promise that clearer revelation of it by which

we hope to see the weakness of our apprehen-

sions detected, all that is strong in them expanded.

There is however a notion current among

men of letters and men of business—not un-

sanctioned by divines—that the portion of the

New Testament which has been supposed to con- The Ser-

tain its Canon of Morality is wholly unsuited Mount.

to the conditions of Modern Society, though it

may be accepted as a respectable and venerable

document if it is reduced into fissures and denied

all connection with ordinary practice. 'The Ser-

'mon on the Mount speaks,' it is said, 'of those

'to whom it is addressed being perfect as the

' Father in Heaven is perfect. Of course, there-^
,

Counsels of
' fore, it only suggests what are technically called Perfection.
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lect. XX. 'counsels of perfection to men who are disposed

What ' to quit the business of the earth and devote them-

seis are ' selvos to tiie Contemplation of a future w^orld. It

to b^!^^ ' leaves ordinary crimes which men are prone to

* commit in order to warn the select class against

'purely internal evils. It bids that class abs-

' tain as much from seeking the protection of law

'as from self-defence by arms. It teaches them to

'depend on divine help such as is afforded to

'ravens, not to work for their bread. It encou-

' rages indiscriminate almsgiving which we know
' to be so mischievous. It forbids us to exercise

'any criticism on the acts and opinions of our

' fellow-men. In every particular it sets at nought

'the most established maxims of modern civili-

'zation, all that has been proved to be most
' important for the well-being of our community.'

If these statements are true, the doctrine which I

have endeavoured to establish in the Lecture is

overthrown. I am therefore very anxious to exa-

mine whether they are true.

jMe'^oftiie
^' That the command

—

Be ye perfect as your
Sermon Father in Heaven is perfect—taken in connection
strikes at l j
the root of "vvith the provious words

—

He, maheth the sun to
a caste

_

*

Morality. sMue upon the Just and the unjust and the good

and the evil, instead of recognising a class of de-

votees was the first complete proclamation of a

Universal Morality, I have maintained already.

All dreams of such ' counsels of Perfection' as lead

to the sejDaration of men into classes, of just and

unjust, of good and evil, are shattered by that
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sentence. Unless there is some way in which the lect. xx,

disciples of Christ can care for the just and the

unjust, for the good and evil—can care for men
as men—they are declared to be not like their

Father in Heaven. Accordingly the strongest de- Cenuncia-

nunciations 01 the sermon are directed against the Pharisaical

sect of Jews which was following these counsels of ness.

perfection. Such were the counsels of the Scribes

and Pharisees—schemes for cultivating a righteous-

ness which should make them eligible for higher

rewards than other men. Those rewards, so the ser-

mon everywhere declares, could not be the rewards

which the Father who seeth in secret bestows. His

reward is that likeness to Himself, the unselfish

Being, which such self-seeking makes impossible.

2. Instead of such crimes as Adultery or Laws

Murder being spoken of as if they belonged only overt acts.

to the outside world, the disciples are expressly

reminded that they are just as liable to fall into

them as any men ; that the propensities which lead

to them exist in every human being and may at any

time be developed into acts. The acts are subject to

the coo'iiisance of the Law. If it meddles with

any thing besides acts it becomes mischievous and

cruel. Yet the Lawgiver feels that there is some-

thing behind which is producing the acts : if there

was any power which could reach that something,

which could prevent the commission of the acts,

what trouble he would be saved, how thankful he
j^!jj*^^;|.^

would be! Christ tells men the o^ood news that ^^^ source
° of the acts

they may have a will in accordance with the Law, in the man.
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lect: XX. ^ijat they may overcome that in themselves which

leads them to violate it. An esoteric Morality

S^iS- sm-ely in the strict sense of that adjective; but

universal
^nivcrsal hecausB esoteric—applying to the inner

life of all men, to the man himself. To talk of

this as a superfine morality, a morality for the

specially religious, is to pervert language grossly.

It is only a morality for them so far as they ac-

knowledge themselves to be like all other men. It

is a message to all men that they may be right

and true, for God would make them so.

3. *'H any man ask thy cloak, let him have thy

coat also" is supposed to interfere with the prin-

ciples of Justice. I apprehend that we interfere

with the principles of justice when we take other

men's coats or cloaks, not when we give up our

own. A man of great genius in our day, Victor

Hugo, has perceived the immense power w^hich a

literal compliance with this command might exer-

TheBishop cise in the reformation of a criminal. The hero of
in the

MUerabies. the Miserctbles is changed from a ruffian into one

of the noblest of men precisely by this kind of

conduct in the Bishop from whom he stole a pair

of candlesticks. A beautiful illustration surely of

the way in which the interests of Law and of Social

Order may be promoted by one who does not con-

sider that they exist to promote his advantage or

secure his property ; that a man is worth more

than these. He benefits the individual and the

Community equally because he does not j^refer

himself to both.
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4. There is however one great exaggeration Lect. xx.

and perversion of the words ''If he compel thee to How the

go with him one mile, go with him twain," which tended a«d

this excellent Bishop sanctioned in his practice, [hrprinci-

He seems to have read, ^'If a criminal tell thee^^*

one lie, tell him two." So his virtue confirmed the

offender in one of his most characteristic vices.

Apply that doctrine to the passage in which the

disciples of Christ are told not to turn away from

him that asks. The whole principle of the Sermon

being that the man is to be like his Father in

Heaven, we must learn what this precept means

from the sentence. 'Your Father in Heaven will

not give those who ask Him a stone for bread, a

serpent for a fish.' He will not do men an injury

merelv to please them. If I reofard a bep-o^ar as a The case
-J ^ fc3 oa

of Beggars.

fellow-man, as a brother, I shall conform to the same

rule, I shall not give him what would make him idle

and brutal. I do turn away from him if to get rid

of him or to please myself I degrade him. What

then if it has been proved by criminal statistics or

by Political Economy that indiscriminate almsgiv-

ing is most mischievous? That proof determines

this application of the principle in the Sermon on

the Mount; it shews what would be an unbrotherly

act. It does not alter the principle unless Statis-
Thenation-

tics and Political Economy have proved that all
ll^l^""^^'

men are not brothers. No National Morahty J^ijji'bo^"'^-

rises to that principle. But its own principle
'^^'^''^tlvl^i

neiofhbourhood, needs the deeper and more uni- Brother-
O '

_
^ ^ hood to

versal one to sustain it. Maintain the meum and sustain it.
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lect. XX. tuum if you can ; but the tuum will be effaced by

the meum if there is not some principle which is

capable of defending humanity against selfishness.

In that case, Political Economy will never be able

to defend itself against the natural instinct of

monopoly, let its maxims be as much accepted as

they may.

Work not 5. Christ's disciples, it is supposed, were told
better ^ ^

when the that tlicy uccd not work because they were corn-
workman
is restless, maudcd uot to be anxious and restless about the

results of their work. If I wanted evidence that

this Sermon belongs to the circumstances of our

time this passage and the objections to it would

supply the evidence. We have fallen into the

notion that we shall work more energetically with

our hands and with our brains, because we are

continually fretting ourselves about what will come

of our work, what pence or praises we shall get

by it. And yet every one of us knows in his in-

most heart that this fretting destroys the honesty

of his work and the effects of the work. If we

could be free from this perpetual fever, if we

could work from an internal impulse, not under

The the pressure of external motives,—if we could

incentives work as frccmen not as galley slaves—what a dif-

of the ference it would make to the health of our bodies
hands and i r» • • 1 ^ 1^ n ' n
brain. and 01 our spirits and to all our mnuence ujDon

Society ! If it were not a falsehood to tell the

student of a University, or the tiller of the ground,

or the woman in a factory. You have a Father in

Heaven who cares for you at least as much as for
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the sparrows, who will sustain your life—your Lect. xx.

human and your animal life—no less than that

which He has given them, what a new spring of

hope there would be for them in their most solitary

hours, what a sense of fellowship ! Is it wonderful How they

p,,. 1111 eoufirmtlie

that this part of the discourse should be more out less-.n

of harmony with the temper of a restless excited said to be

age than any other, and yet that none should be so

necessary for such an age? And what a curious

illustration it is of our current notions that we

should be supposed to need this kind of inward

help and strength less than a former age, because

our occupations are so multiplied, because we have

so many new mechanical aids which earlier times

had not for fulfilling them.

6. Precisely the same twofold remark is ap- The com-

plied to the command not to judge lest ye he judg- t^Yudge"

ed, not to take the mote out of other meris eyes while

a heam is in our own. None can be so tormenting

to all of us of every school and sect and profes-

sion; none seems so necessary if Society—human

Society—is not to be extinguished by the jealousies

and enmities of schools, sects and professions. If

there is a Social Morality this must be its leading

maxim. If there is a Personal Morality this must

be its leading maxim. Here they coincide. The

distinctions of the just and the unjust, of the good

and the evil, which are as much recognised in fact
'

Its applica-

by those who reject the words as by those who tion to our

attach the most importance to them, cannot be

discovered by the study of other men's lives, by
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Lect. XX. prying into their acts and their motives. I can

only be a true critic when I am my own critic;

when I distinguish between the powers which are

fighting in me for ascendency, which are claiming

me for their servant. And when I enter into this

criticism I perceive how treacherous it will be if

The need there is not a Judg-e over me who detects what I
of a Judge ^
of our cannot detect, who shews me my evil that He may
thoughts
and pur- lead vnQ out of it. When I ask who this Judge is,
looses

the old words come back to me. I find that the

internal teacher, who appears to take me apart

from my kind, is in very deed that Spirit of the

Father in Heaven who unites me to my kind,

who shews me that the highest blessings are those

which I share with it, that the worst curse is

to lose fellowship with it and therefore with Him.

I shall have more to say on this subject in my
final Lecture. I will conclude the present with

The moral- two remarks. The first has reference to the passive

Sermon or feminine character which has often been ascribed

feminine, to the Scrmou ou the Mount. It has been thought

jieroic. to discourago all the qualities which have been

most conspicuous in heroes who have struggled for

freedom ; to commend the submission which is

sought for by tyrants and paid by slaves. Since

I have spoken to you of the message concerning a

Father in Heaven as being exactly that which en-

countered the image of a Man God upon earth,

you will understand how far I can accept this

statement. The Sermon on the Mount w^as ex-

pressly designed to prepare those who heard it for
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opposition and persecution^ for the courage which lect.xx.

could defy both and endure to the end. That

object is manifest upon the surface of it. The

notion that it is hostile to courage springs from the

opinion that what sustains courage is a sense of

self-importance, and therefore that whatever under-

mines this sense weakens courage. That unques-

tionably is a favourite tenet in this day. The The cou-

incapacity of this self-seeking, bragging spirit to bilog°art

^

resist any great opj^ressor will, I believe, be made t^* ^ero.^

manifest by the circumstances of our time. When
Imperialism comes forth in its full force to de-

mand our homage, we may find that we demand

something to oppose it which we have lost. And
then we may understand as we never did before,

that the free and brave Spirit is the Spirit of

Charity and Truth, the Spirit who fights in us

with our selfishness ; a Spirit which makes men

feminine, if feminine means courteous, deferential,

free from brutal and insolent pretensions; but

•which also gives women manliness, if manliness

means the vigour to live for the cause of Hu-

manity and die for it.

The other remark has reference to what I said Cardinal

Virtues.

in a former Lecture about Cardinal Virtues. I

said I believed there might be such virtues, and I

quoted the words of the Apostle concerning Faith,

Hope and Charity. I did not say more lest I

should mislead you. There is in some a notion

that Cardinal Virtues mean certain specially grand

and exceptional virtues which entitle certain men
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Lect.xx. to speciallygrand and exceptional rewards hereafter.

Cardinal Virtues in this sense are identical with

those Counsels of Perfection to which I have just

referred. You will judge therefore how little I can

admire them or associate them with Universal

Morality. But a Cardinal Virtue may signify just

what its etymology would suggest. It may be the

hinge on which other Virtues turn, without which

they would have no coherence, no vitality. If

that force is given to the phrase, there can be no

doubt that the Sermon on the Mount does set

Seif-Sacri- forth the Cardinal Virtue, Self-Sacrifice is that
fice the

. . ,

cardinal upon which all its preccpts hinge. Without this

of Human tlio Faith, Hopo and Charity of the Apostle would

be mere idle names, they would have no relation

to the practice of Life. But Sacrifice leads us

again to the original principle of the Discourse

—

Its divine ' Be like your Father in Heaven.' Men are only

tion. ' bidden to exhibit this grand principle of Morality

in their acts—they are only able to exhibit it be-

cause He has given the example of it. The Para-

dox is amazing, but it is the Christian Paradox,

the Human Paradox. The fuller illustration of it

must be reserved for the last Lecture of this course.



LECTURE XXL

HUMAN WORSHIP.

I CONCLUDED my course on Domestic Morality with lect.

a Lecture on Domestic Worship. In all classical

Mythology—in all Mythology we could hear of— worsWp.

divinities were spoken of as parents, children,

brothers, husbands, wives. To deduce these

thoughts from the phaenomena of Nature was im-

possible; to connect them with the conditions of

earthly families was obvious. The question was

forced upon us. What is the connection? The

Mythologies contemplated it under two contradic- its two

tory as23ects. There was a continual tendency to

impute all the corruptions of Family Life which

are found on earth to the unseen rulers of the

world. There was an acknowledgment not less

clearly manifest of a domestic Order from which

these were departures, there was a feeling that the

Gods must be the preservers of that Order. This

conflict of opinions could not be adjusted, though

in different places and times either might be pre-
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lect. dominant. When a Society is clearly sinkinaf into
XXI. . ...

disorder and baseness—when it is becomine^ un-
Moments

, .

^
of decay, tenable—its tastes and appetites are eagerly trans-

ferred to the rulers above; they exhibit the same

in a more aggravated form because they are cre-

Moments ditod with greater power to indulge them. On
of renova- iiiii i-pi
tion. the other hand, whenever any cry begms for the

reformation of a Society, for some escape from its

domestic confusions, there arises a suspicion that

the conception of Worship has been a false one,

that the Gods cannot be the images of those whom
they are supposed to govern and direct; that if

they exist at all it must be as the models and pro-

tectors of Order, not as the examples and patrons

of what is disorderly. If that is so, cannot they

shew that it is so; cannot they come forth to

vindicate and establish the Order? to cure the

disorders ?

TheNation That thouglit of an Order, if not wanting be-

worship. fore, acquiros quite a new vigour when a Nation

emerges out of a horde of Families. By whatever

revolution that change is effected, it seems always

to be preceded by the sense of oppression from

some visible power, sustaining itself by an appeal to

invisible powers ; with the belief in a Deliverer from

the oppression of both. The conviction becomes

mighty that He has in some way made Himself

manifest in that character ; has proved Himself to

be a Ruler as well as a Deliverer. So Natio7ial

Worship begins. It is in its deepest root the recog-

nition of the ruler of all as Righteous, not capricious,
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as a Deliverer not as an Enemy. He is the Author Lect.
XXT.

and Vindicator of Law, the Defender of Bounda-
Eecapitu-

ries, the Head of the Host^ the Source of Speech i;ttiou of

and Government. There blends inseparably with tenstics as

•,., ,, r»T-. •AT* XT • ''fscribed

this the old sense or Domestic Authority. He is in a former

the Avenger of all outrages upon domestic life

and peace. He upholds the right of the Father

and the Child. He binds the Husband to Wife.

He is the detecter and the foe of the Adulterer.

In all national worship therefore is implied a

continual cry for help against oppression, for the

defence of Right when it is most crushed under

Might. A King of Kings is always judging the

visible King—when he is thoroughly given up to

self-seeking and arrogance, putting him down.

There is a prayer to one who is on the side of the

poor and the helpless. But there is also a prayer

from the man aofainst himself, aofainst his own in-

clinations to break the law under which he is living

and to become an oppressor. There is the same

tendency to corruption in this Worship as in that its dege-

. . rm a neracy.

which is more strictly domestic. The Statesman

may discover a great charm in the notion of a

Religion which by arts that he does not possess

can keep the people quiet. Could he not turn it

to his account? Could he not bring the object or

objects of the people's worship into his service?

micT^ht not the thunders above echo the decrees

which go forth from his lips on earth? It is a

wonderfully clever fancy. He finds priests and

augurs who thoroughly enter into it. The impres-

30
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leot. sion of their power on the multitude will be much
XXT

deepened if the lords of the earth shew that they

are dependent upon it. By degrees these priests

actually persuade themselves that they can com-

mand those gods whom they profess to obey. The

fraud creeps unawares into their souls till it pos-

sesses them wholly. Then they and the statesmen

cheat and overreach each other; the people are the

victims of both. They may pray for luck in their

traffic or their robberies; they can scarcely hope

for deliverance from any oppression; for are not

Reference the powcrs above the agents of those below ? To
to Rome. c -w-\ • i •

this state was the Worship of Home sinking just

at the time when its most enlightened citizens

were learning from Greeks to treat it as an open

question whether Gods existed at all—or whether if

they did, they must not be simply enjoying their

own felicity without any concern about the happi-

ness and misery of mortals.

And to the Imperialism was the inevitable outcome of this
worship of ,

, _ _

the Em- highly civilised morality, this religious Unbelief.

I shewed you that there was no novelty in the

Empire or in its worship. Families could not be

abolished, therefore the old names of divinities

which pointed to the existence of families could not

be abolished. It was convenient to retain the old

names which spoke of laws and orders; therefore

it was convenient to retain the worship of Gods

who upheld laws and orders. But Domestic life,

national life, were crushed under the hoof of the

Caesar, therefore the Csesar must be the God of the
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World, whatever other Gods there were in earth i^ect.
' XXI.

or heaven.

Family "Worship, National Worship had both The prac-

been mino-led with the idea of Sacrifice. It was Sacrifice

involved

felt that Sacrifice must for some reason or other be in aii

the essential of both. It seemed to be the bond of

Society, to be strangely interwoven with the fears

and hopes of individuals. Yet it seemed also to

be the dissolution of the bonds of Society, to in-

volve frightful violations of domestic affection, to

enable the individual offender if he was rich to

rise above the law and the gods who enforced the

law whilst the poor man became at once a hater of

the law, and a victim of the priest who taught him

by what offerings he might escape from the greatest

terrors of it. Everywhere legislators felt that Law
was imperilled by the notion of Sacrifice, every-

where that it was a notion rooted in the hearts

of men which must, if possible, be converted into

an ally. Imperialism cut the knot. ^ Let there

be sacrifices to as many gods, or to what gods you

please; but there must be Sacrifice to the Image

of the Emperor.' That was the true crisis of the

principle. For so it was shewn that the first of all

questions in Universal or Human Worship is not

'Shall there be sacrifice?' but to what kind of Will Sacrifice

;

to whom ?

shall the Sacrifice be made? and the second. What

shall be the chief oblation ?

The Christian Martyrs amidst many confusions

of speech and of thought made very distinct

answers to both these questions. We must not

30—2
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Lect. sacrifice, they said, to this image, but to the Image
XXI

' «/ <-'
^

'— of One who is in contrast of this Csesar ; to One

oT^hlii who is not bribed by the sacrifices of His creatures,

but who has made the great Sacrifice for them

that He may reconcile them to Himself. And
the oblation which He enables us to make that we

may be like Him, is the oblation of ourselves.

They thus proclaimed to their generation and to

the generations which should come after them and

should have any honour for their memories, that

Christian Worship is a protest against all self-

willed, self-seeking power in Heaven or Earth, is

an acknowledgment of a Fatherly Will—a Will

to redeem and restore Humanity, a Will which

is expressed in Sacrifice; that it is an ofiering to

that Will of the men themselves that they may be

what He would have them be, may do what He
Idea of would liave them do. That I understand to be

Worship! the idea of Christian Worship which has been

floatinof in the minds of all Churches and Schools

in Christendom, however little they may have

realised it. My object is to shew you how that

idea the more it is realised exhibits the principles

and sustains the practice of a Universal Morality.

AEeveia- I. The announcement of a Will, such as I

pHed^ it. have supposed to be at once the ground and the

object of our Worship, obviously presumes a Keve-

lation. In the last Lecture but one I spoke of

what seemed to be the entire inefficiency for any

moral purpose of what is called a Natural Theo-

logy. I did not deny that those who have elabo-
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rated that Theology have imported into it raany lect.

conceptions of Justice, Mercy, Benevolence. But ^^—
,

, • • 1 Meaning
it seems to me that these conceptions are imported of the

into that region. They are not found in the stars,

or in the wings of insects or amidst geological

strata. To demand of a Natural Philosopher that

he should detect them seems to me a gross in-

justice. 1 rejoice when he rises up against it.

I think it is honesty in him to say, ' We cannot

pick up divinit}'' or morality on the sea shore, they

do not grow amidst any flowers that we have ex-

amined.' I think they are honest also in pointing

out all the contradictions of the natural world, all

the signs of death and destruction that are found

in it ; all the reasons which might excusably lead

men and have led them to suspect malevolence as

well as benevolence in the construction of it. No-

thing of this kind ought to be suppressed ; to hide

facts or try not to look at them is a great rebel-

lion aofainst such a Will as I confess.

And how then can I know anything of such Discovery

a Will ? W^hen I answer, as I have answered so to those

- _ , , 1-, . 1 • 1 who are its

often, 1 can only know a Joemg who is above me subjects.

if He reveals Himself, I do not mean if He tells

me in some laws or letters what He is, Accept-

inof the New Testament I believe that He cannot

shew me in laws what He is, that He can only

shew me in a Person and in the acts of a Person

what He is. The older records took that princi-

ple for granted. In acts of deliverance and judg-

ments done for a Nation and explaining in some
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lect. measure the government which was exercised over
XXI

other Nations the Jewish lawgivers and Prophets

Testament saj that Ho dcclarcd His mind which is the

Such a
° same throughout all ages. The words of wise

tion!^' and true men who believed in the Divine Order

and sought not to mix their own confusions

with it, illustrated and expounded these acts

to their countrymen ; they disclaimed the vanity of

being themselves the authors of any wisdom they

might impart ; they traced it all to the Source

of Wisdom. So they became, I conceive, instru-

ments of the Divine Revelation ; so they taught

all in all ages what Discovery is, who it is that

enables them to know whatever they do know.

But since they testified of an everliving Teacher

and Discoverer, they could not be satisfied with

any Revelation of Himself which had yet been

made. They believed that He would shew fully

in some Man what He is.

What wag What WO Call the New Testament Revelation is

coSpiete^ the unveiling of such a Being—of such a Will, to

men ; that is to say, of a perfectly Moral Being

—

of the Will in which all the Justice, Sincerity,

Fidelity which exist partially in any Nations or

Men have their fulfilment and their root, a Will

which cannot be satisfied except in delivering men

from their Injustice, Insincerity, Infidelity; except

in imparting to them His own character, His

own Image. That I take to be the first part of

a Human or Universal Worship, the acknowledg-

ment in whatever forms of speech, by whatever

it.
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signs—the most simple and universal having most Lect.

evidence of a divine origin—of a Will that is abso-
'—

lately good, of a Will that has sought and is seeking

to make men good. In Mr James Mill's History

of British India there is a powerful exposure of

what he calls the flattery of Worship ; of the at- Flattery of

tempt to conciliate the power which is supposed to above!^^^^

be supreme by bestowing upon it grand titles and

giving it credit for sublime virtues. That must

undoubtedly be the way in which divinities are

honoured who are regarded as answering in the

unseen world to Emperors in the visible world

;

as liable to their changes of temper and open to

the motives which affect them. But there is a

delight in Truth and Goodness which must find an

expression that is compatible with awe and reve-

rence ; which as it shrinks from flattering the

dearest of earthly objects must be horrified at any

approach to insincerity towards Him from whom
their excellence is derived. To be made true is

above all other things that which you ask of the

living and true Being.

II. That which you ash ; for that is the How the

demands

difference between the subject of the last Lecture spoken of

and the one with which we are occupied now. inen Lecture

I was considering what a demand the newest cir- need of

cumstances of our time, the newest philosophies
'^^^^^'

of our time, make for a divine ground of Society

and Social Morality. The circumstances are over-

whelming in their multitude, in their variety, in

the temptations which they offer to ambition,
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lect. self-seeking, fraud. The pliilosophers are tremen-

dously severe and exacting. We must seek the

greatest happiness of the greatest nuniber, we must

acknowledge the imperative of Duty, we must have

a love for others in which the love for ourselves is

lost. The first two forms of philosophical Dogma-

tism stand apart from Worsliip ; when the last

dawned upon M. Comte he felt that there must

be a worship of some kind. It was a great dis-

Orna- covcrj. But it lias seemed to many of his disciples

Worship, that he was merely placing a Corinthian capital

upon an edifice already very firm and compact,

a capital which though it struck him as a very

beautiful and artistic completion of his design,

had in their eyes a rather incongruous appearance.

I confess that if I looked upon Worship as having

this ornamental character I should not care much

about it. I might introduce it into a discussion

upon Social Morality along with Stage-Plays and

Cricket Matches, but I should not expect it to

command the same attention as either.

Worship to It is bccausc having learnt the demands which

necessities the time and the philosophers make upon me, and

manity. the exceeding difficulty from my own selfish ten-

dencies of satisfying the demands, that I turn to

Worship, adopting what M. Comte would call the

infantine conception of it. If it is possible to

have communication with a Will such as I have

been speaking of—one which is good, and is seek-

ing to make us all like itself—then I must sup-

pose that we may singly and unitedly ask that this
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Will may be accomplished in us all, and so that Lect.

we may become reasonable members of a Society

—in the real sense of the word, fellow-creatures.

When I speak of the Will which I own as The para-

being the highest of all ' seeking ' to make us right, supreme

I am not indifferent to the question which hasingto^^
'

j_ ii 1 Till 1' make men
tormented you and me and all human bemgs— right.

' Why does it not make us right without seeking V

Having known what this doubt is I certainly

should not dispose of it by saying, ' How can we

know V For such an answer would at once throw

us back on a mere Power which may be dreaded

but cannot be worshipped. I believe we can know

because we can ask to know. The askinof shews us

what sort of rightness that would be which comes

apart from communication with any higher Will,

what that rightness is which is the effect of com-

munication with it. However little or feeble our

apprehension of that communication may be, it is

enough to make us aware of the difference between

the riofhtness of a stone which rolls down a hill

because an impulse has been given to it, and the

rightness of a Will which struggles with obstacles

and overcomes them because a higher Will is in-

spiring- it. And the effort at all hazards, and in How it w
, .

solved in

spite of all resistance external and internal, to practice.

grasp that higher Will and to claim its energy when

our own is least, mayshew us all in some degree what

the wonder of our human life is. I do nol know

in what way Physiologists may ultimately deter-

mine the difference between it and the life of brutes.
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lect. In the struggle with a something in us which

is assuredly brutal, in seeking for a divine strength

against it, the most degraded men have realised

—

I know no other way in which the most intellectual

can fully realise—this difference.

Visions of In that struo-Qfle we become aware of one human
the Past, ....
how to distinction which some might be glad to part with.
escape . • t i • in
from them. The past rises agam, links itself to the present, as

if they were one, forbids us to separate the future

from either. In vain philosophers teach us that

it is foolish and childish to occupy ourselves with

the recollection of that which has been, that re-

morse is unnecessary. The past occupies itself

with us ; the spectre appears without being sum-

moned ; like Csesar's it says, ' I will meet thee

again.' When any philosopher offers us a charm

for laying the ghost, how rejoiced we are to try

it ! to adopt a new one when the last has failed

!

There has been a trade in these charms wherever

human beings have dwelt ; every superstition has

been an attempt to disengage men from their by-

gone acts and thoughts, from their own past

existence; those dark sacrifices to which I alluded

before have seemed to promise most.

The deli- And surely the expectation had a right ground.

from Self. Througli Sacrifice—through the giving up of a

man's self—must come his escape from the ghastly

visions of the past as well as of the present and

the future. Only if he can acquire a portion in

that Humanity which, as M. Comte perceived,

cannot be selfish—does he obtain what he craves
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for, that freedom from the torment of the indivi- Lect.

dual Conscience which enables him to be truly a

social being. Such a giving up of Self Christians fice.

have affirmed to be possible since the Head of

their race has made it first, since He has shewn

forth a perfectly filial submission in doing it.

If that is so a Worship which turns upon the con-

fession of this Sacrifice, which claims for each

human being the right to accept it for himself,

cannot be a mere supplement to Morality, should

be the most effectual instrument of removinsf all

that interferes with the daily practice of it.

III. When first the belief in such a Sacrifice, The beHef
in a Con-

not for one nation or class, but for mankmd, dawned quest of

Til If 1 •
1

Death.

upon a little band of men speakmg the most un-

couth dialect of Palestine—scarcely aspiring to

be reckoned genuine Jews—they may well have

been staggered. But they could not doubt that

the Worship which had such a principle for its

ground must be emphatically a Eucharist, a

thanksgiving for a transcendant gift making all

common things look beautiful and amazing, giving

a divine character to the earth which they trod,

to the food which they ate. It could not have

been so if they had not believed that He who

'hke slain men was slain,' had overthrown the

Empire of Death, had vindicated Life, human life,

animal life, from the destruction which in every

man seemed to have overpowered it, and yet to

which no man could willingly submit. The su-

premacy of Death is that which has everywhere
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Lect. been the plea for superstitions in those who have

sought for a while to baffle it, the plea for slavish
Such a ^

. .

conquest Surrender to a necessity in those who have de-
necessary

• 1 f» rv p 1 • • s.T
to make spaired of auj eiiect irom these superstitions. Yet

life real, everj oue who devises plans for the future which he

can never see completed, every Physician setting

the devotion to fate at defiance, every scientific man
waitinof for unknown results, not sufierino^ himself

to be checked by Christian or Comtist who tells

him they may be worth nothing—men of letters,

students of all classes who do not work to please

their own age and meet its fancies—bears witness

that the works of man and the thoughts of man

are not ^rounded with a sleep;' that there is an

unlimited future before him. It is easy to say that

the expectation of such a future must be selfish if

it is personal ; that if it is anything but a vague

dream of some benefit to posterity it must be

inconsistent with an enlarged and enlightened

humanity: to say this is easy; to feel it is easy.

Svoive
-^^^ since selfishness dogs us at every step, since it

Self-seek- niinorlcs witli every feelinof that is most adverse to
mg? o J r>

it, since it checks every aspiration that springs up

in contradiction of it, can we wonder that popular

writers represent all good if we claim to be sharers

in it, all truth if we say to be without it is to be

in Hell, as so much property which we are wishing

to enjoy by excluding others from it?

It is so natural, so obvious, that when we read

of the Son of God, ' that for the joy which was set

before Him He endured the Cross and despised
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the shame,' such writers scream with deliofht, 'See lect.

. . . yxi.
His own disciples confess that His aims were

selfish,' though they affirm that He gave up Him-

self to redeem and restore the Universe. And
how can any one answer the charge in his own

case who is conscious of a continual disposition to

seek his own interest at the cost of the interests

of other men ? He cannot answer it except by The vic-

saying that he feels his selfishness to be the curse seif the

and misery of his existence; that it is his privilege ward/^'

as a human being to seek fellowship with one who

did sacrifice Himself for the sake of mankind; that

he can, whilst he aims at that fellowship, confess

the self-seeking habits which se]3arate him from

it ; that he can look forward to a resurrection and

renovation of Humanity, to its deliverance from

that which is destroying it; such he conceives the

highest reward he can desire for himself or for any

of his fellow creatures. But he will not pretend Aii other

rewards

that he does not look upon all minor rewards as involved in

included in this ; the renovation of all intellectual

energies which are dwarfed and impaired by the

low and grovelling aims to which they were direct-

ed; the renovation of physical health in Societies

which, as the most recent evidence demonstrates,

have been and are suffering in unspeakable ways

and throug'h unknown channels from their moral

corruptions. Believing that all in their different

walks and vocations may contribute to the restora-

tion of health and the removal of the corruptions

which lead to disease and sickness, he counts it a
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lect. grand comfort that all may in a common Worship

-_

— seek for the common inspiration which shall make

implies and these cnds dear to them, and which shall call forth

this the wisdom that may devise means suitable to
^'^ °^"*''

such ends. Unless there has been a Resurrection,

a permanent vindication of the glory of Life, a

contempt put upon Death in all its aspects and

forms, I cannot think that any theories or specula-

tions—least of all any sentimental expressions of

tenderness for death as if it were not an Enemy

—

can avail to free men from the terrors of it, and

from all the slavery to which those terrors have led.

For Death will assuredly express to men the ulti-

mate purpose of the Universe—attribute the origin

of it to Nature, Necessity, or molecules or demons

as you please—if there has been no conquest of it.

And that purpose once admitted there must be

a drying up of the human energy and hope which

have risen up against it; a drying up of this

energy and hope as much in those who have sup-

posed them to be their own as in those who have

traced them to a Father in Heaven.

Ends of IV. Those who do trace them to that Author

must, I conceive, see in all Worship at once the

profoundest confession of their own impotence and

nothingness, and the profoundest assurance of a

good to Humanity which they cannot in the least

conceive of, but which neither their selfishness nor

the selfishness of all men can obstruct. The highest,

the most celestial contemplation they can imagine

is that of the purposes and movements of the
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Will which has called them into existence: of the lect.
XXI.

methods b}'- which it has worked, and is work-

ing, to bring all things, and especially all human

Wills, in subjection to itself. But such a contem-

plation cannot be separated from a hope for the

renovation of the Earth : for a destruction of all i^enova-

tion 01 the

that has caused its degeneracy and decay; for a ^''^^^^•

discovery of every one of its vital powers and

principles. To all men who are busy in searching

for those powers and principles, under whatever

difficulties, amidst whatever confusions, the true

worshipper must, in the strictest and solemnest

sense of that language, wish God speed. He must

be sure that God is speeding such enquiries and

will bring them to their full result. There has Physical

1. 1 T • 1
Enquiries.

been a notion amongst moralists and divines, that

the physical student is seeking for certainties, that

they are to be content with probabilities. Hence

all communion between them is destroyed; they

seem to have a different starting point and to be

pursuing different objects. A Worshipper can

only rest upon One who is absolute Truth, who

guides into Truth. He begins therefore from cer-

tainty. But since it is not his certainty, since he

may have only a feeble grasp of it, he looks for

a guide to himself and to all, in whatever direc-

tions their intellects and their affections may move,

through all the mazes in which they may be lost,

to the rock which lies beneath them, beneath the

Universe.

Worship then I conceive becomes the link
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Lect. between Physical and Moral Studies. It vindi-

cates a common ground for both : it asserts Science
Worship _ * /
the bond not Probability to be the aim of both. All
between
Moral and rcstraiuts upon the freest exercises of human
Physical

i i i i • i i
studies, thought by any mortal power it leads us to regard

as a defiance of God; all checks upon discovery as

indicating an unbelief that He is or that He is

such a Being as Christ has revealed to us. But

the severe restraints which Science imposes upon

the self-conceit and arroofance which are the ene-

mies of clear free thought, upon the haste which

substitutes our judgments and notions for disco-

very, have their best protection and security in the

humility and awe which Worship cultivates, or

rather which He to whom the Worship is direct-

ed cultivates in us. The moral demands of phy-

sical Science are, if we may trust its most earnest

defenders, those who are most jealous of our

interference, quite amazing; we wonder when we

think of the patience, self-denial, continual sur-

render of the most cherished notions which they

exhibit, and without which they say no progress

can be made, no victories achieved. Just so far

then as Sacrifice which is the principle and the

end of Worship is sought for and obtained, just

so far may we look for fresh vigour, for new suc-

cesses in physical enquiries, because for a deeper

and more complete Social Morality.

We do not want the pursuers of physical

science or their great teacher to remind us that

there may be an innocence in their studies which
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stands in great contrast to all that the Social ^!?^-

Moralist encounters in his proper sphere. He rj^^^
g^^^^^

finds himself amidst the disorders of Families, Moralist
' obliged to

the calamities of Nations, the more terrible con- ®"?o"°*«'"

~ , , . .
evils or

fradictions of the Society which professes to be ^hich the
•^ ••

_
Physical

Universal. To believe that there is a harmony ^*"^*^^*

takes no
amidst all these discords, to believe that the Har- account,

mony will at last prevail over the discords is

most hard. It becomes harder the more closely

we look into particulars, the more the actual de-

tails of domestic life, of civic life, of ecclesiastical

life discover themselves to us. They must be

faced in our every day's experiences ; they pursue

us into our solitude if we fly from them; there

we find the source of the confusions which tor-

ment us in the world. But if there is at the root

of all human Society, of Humanity itself, that

divine Sacrifice which our Worship sets before us,

the Spirit of which it teaches may go with us

wherever we go, whatever we are doing or think-

ing or purposing ; there must be a light penetrat-

ing the gloom. When I have spoken of Human
Worship, I have not meant some grand Cosmo-

politan worship to be hereafter evolved out of

the modes of particular races and nations, when

all those are blotted out. I have endeavoured and there-

fore to

to shew you how much mischief has proceeded seek a de-

_ Pf, . -p-r . , , . . liverance

from every effort to constitute a Universal divine from them.

Society which shall swallow up these distinctions

into itself. We want for the establishment and

31
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lect. rectification of our Social Morality not to dream
XXI.

. . .

*'

ourselves into some imagmary past or some ima-

ginary future, but to use that which we have,

to believe our own professions, to live as if all

we utter when we seem to be most in earnest

What is were not a lie. Then we may find that the prin-

the reator- clplo aiid habit of Self-sacrifice which is expressed

Human, in the most comprehensive human Worship sup-

andDo^' pHcs the Underground for national Equity, Free-
mestic Mo- i /-i r* 1

1

l ' c
raiity. Qom, (Jouragc ; tor the courtesies ot common

intercourse, the homely virtues and graces which

can be brought under no rules, but which con-

stitute the chief charm of life, and tend most

to abate its miseries. Then every tremendous

struggle with ourselves whether we shall degrade

our fellow-creatures, men or women, or live to raise

them—struggles to which God is not indifferent if

we are—may issue in a real belief that we are

members one of another, and that every injury to

one is an injury to the whole body. Then it will be

found that refinement and grace are the property

of no class, that they may be the inheritance of

those who are as poor as Christ and His Apostles

were; because they are human. So there will be

discovered beneath all the politics of the Earth,

sustaining the order of each country, upholding the

charity of each household, a City which has foun-

wiiat are datious, whoso builder and maker is God. It must
its deadly

, » > • t i /> •

enemies, bc for all Kindrcds and races ; therefore with the

sectarianism which rends Humanity asunder, with
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the Imperialism which would substitute for Uni- '^^^^

versal fellowship a Universal death, must it wage

implacable war. Against these we pray as often

as we ask that God's will may be done in Earth

as it is in Heaven.

NOTE.

It may be as well to mention tliat the reference in a note

to p. (SQ of this volume is not to the Essay of Mrs Butler which

introduces the deeply interesting series of Essays on Woman's
Work and Woman's Culture j but to an earlier pamphlet which

had excited much attention in Cambridge and elsewhere. The

volume of Essays had not appeared when the Lectures on

Domestic Morality were delivered. In connexion with the

subject of this final Lecture, I would commend to the attention

of my readers the eloquent and fervent protest of Miss Cobbe

on behalf of her sex against the worship which the Comtists

claim for it. Miss Cobbe expresses, with much greater power,

the conviction to which I have given utterance, that if we set

up idols for ourselves to worship, the idols will suffer as much

degradation as those who bow down to them.
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